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Abstract
The continuous growth of air transport has raised concerns about global
aircraft fuel consumption, emissions and noise. Industry’s efforts have identified
that to reduce future emissions and the impact of aircraft operations on the
environment will require contribution from: a) New technologies with better
efficiency b) Improved asset management and c) Greener manufacturing and
recycling processes. This research falls under asset management and involves
aircraft trajectory optimisation. Most aircraft trajectory optimisation studies
concentrate on optimising fuel burn, emissions and noise. Fuel burn is the
dominant contributor to operating costs. During the course of this work, no work
was found to better understand from an operator’s perspective how the optimal
solutions for minimising fuel burn and protecting the environment will impact on
engine useful life and the engine operating costs. Also no work was found to
understand how engine component degradation will impact on the optimised
solutions for fuel burn and engine life.
The contribution to knowledge from this research is a) the assessment of the
impact of airport severity factors on engine life consumption and aircraft
performance and b) the assessment and quantification of the change in engine
life usage when optimising for flight mission fuel burn and the change in flight
mission fuel burn when optimising for engine life usage; in both cases the
effects of engine component degradation are considered and assessed.
The trade-offs between mission fuel burn and engine life optimised
trajectories are presented here for a clean (new) engine for three routes
(London–Madrid, London–Ankara and London–Abu Dhabi). The engine life
calculated was the HPT blade life and HPT disc life due to creep, fatigue and
oxidation failure modes independent of each other. Mission fuel burn and
engine life trajectory optimisation assessments were conducted to incorporate
the effects of degradation after 3000, 4500 and 5250cycles of operation. Further
assessments were made linking aircraft performance to airport severity factors
for the clean engine, after 3000cycles and after 5250cycles. A techno-economic
environmental risk assessment approach was used.
The results indicate that airports at higher altitudes e.g. Cairo, suffer more
severity due to higher operating temperatures, but benefit from less climb fuel
burn and lower operating costs. The severity and fuel burn for take-off at
airports with higher ambient temperatures was found to be more due to the
higher operating temperatures required. The operating cost at these airports
was thus higher. The fuel burn optimised trajectories were found to be achieved
at higher operating temperatures with reduced blade life (due to creep, fatigue
and oxidation). In particular, for London–Madrid, the blade creep and blade
oxidation lives were found to reduce by -3.4% and -2.1% respectively. The
blade oxidation life optimised trajectories showed increase in fuel burn of +3.6%
and +4.9% for London–Madrid and London–Ankara respectively. The blade
creep life optimised trajectories for London–Abu Dhabi were found to benefit
from less fuel burn during climb. The disc creep life optimised trajectories
showed benefit in fuel burn for London–Ankara and London–Abu Dhabi.
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The conclusions from the study are:
 High OAT and high altitude airports such as Abu Dhabi require higher
operating temperatures which have severe consequences on the engine
component life, fuel burn and emissions.
 Fuel burn optimised trajectories have a negative effect on the blade life
due to creep, fatigue and oxidation due to higher maximum operating
temperatures. However, the reduction in fuel burn outweighs the drop in
life, thus benefitting to the operating costs.
 Optimising for blade creep life benefits the fuel burn for London–Abu
Dhabi due to less fuel burn at climb
 The blade oxidation life optimised trajectories are detrimental to the fuel
burn due to slower cruise speeds and more time spent at cruise and
descent
 The disc creep life optimised trajectories benefit the fuel burn for London
– Ankara and London–Abu Dhabi due to flying at higher cruise altitudes
and burning less fuel.
The recommendations from this research include making improvements to
the framework such as a) Integrating the lifing methodologies because in reality
the failure modes are not entirely independent of each other but do interact b)
Develop and incorporate a diagnostics and prognostics tool to predict levels of
degradation c) Using actual waypoints and incorporate horizontal trajectory
profiles d) Future studies can include noise as an objective, which though
mentioned has not been within the scope of this work. e) A key driver to lower
operating costs is a considerable reduction in fuel burn. Maintenance costs will
inevitably rise with engine life consumption. Further study of the trade-offs
between fuel burn and engine life is therefore recommended.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Abstract
The aim of this chapter is to give the reader an understanding of the
research undertaken and described in this thesis. The chapter provides the
background and motivation of this research. A literature review from the earlier
studies is presented and the work put into context. The objectives of the project
are outlined and the major contributions from the research described in this
thesis summarised.
1.1 Background
Aircraft contribute to the ever increasing concentrations of pollutant gases in
the atmosphere by emitting greenhouse gases and other pollutant emissions.
According to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), the
demand for air transport is expected to grow annually by 5% [1] in the next
20years. This current and projected growth has brought to the fore
environmental issues and the impact that fossil fuels have on the environment.
The aviation industry is challenged to meet this expected growth in demand
whilst ensuring the protection of the environment. This puts pressure on
industry’s efforts to provide economic, safe and environmentally-friendly air
travel whilst reducing the environmental footprint. Many international
organisations (and governments) such as ACARE (Advisory Council for
Aeronautics Research in Europe) and ICAO (International Civil Aviation
Organisation) have responded to the challenge to reduce future emissions by
setting up goals and identifying ways to best reduce the impact of aircraft
operations on the environment. ICAO has set up three environmental goals [2]
for international aviation with the aim to: 1) reduce the number of people
exposed to significant aircraft noise; 2) reduce the impact of aviation emissions
on local air quality; and 3) reduce the impact of aviation emissions on the global
climate. In line with the ICAO goals concerning the environment, ACARE have
fixed goals for 2020 [3] to reduce CO2 emissions by 50%, NOx emissions by
80% and perceived noise by 50% (10dB) against the baseline set for the year
2000, and also to make substantial progress in reducing the environmental
contribution and impact of aircraft (manufacture, maintenance and disposal) and
associated products and systems. Further to and building on the 2020 vision,
ACARE has laid out environmental targets for 2050 [4] relative to new aircraft
capabilities for 2000 and these are: a 75% reduction in CO2 emissions per
passenger kilometre, a 90% reduction in NOx emissions, a 65% reduction in the
perceived noise emission of flying aircraft.
To offset the environmental impact of market growth, the challenge to the
aviation industry’s initiatives is to not only focus on the technical aspects of an
engine and/or aircraft, but also to understand how the economic (or business)
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model influences the choice when trading off between the environmental impact
and the economic performance. Airliners (operators) need to know how aircraft
contribute to emissions and noise in their bid to improve aircraft performance,
and find good trade-off between performance improvements, operations and
maintenance costs without incurring large operations costs. Research has
indicated that to achieve the targets set by these organisations (ACARE and
ICAO) will require contribution from:
 Technological improvements (better fuel efficiency and reduced
emissions) related to engines, aircraft design and fuel sources.
 Operational improvements both on ground (taxiing) and in air (trajectory
optimisation).
 Greener manufacturing and recycling processes including transportation
(i.e. consideration of whole product cycle and not just mission
consideration).
Technologies are expected to help reduce emissions growth, however, they
present a range of challenges and further advances may come with high
development costs. Improvements to reduce aircraft emissions face challenges,
and adopting such improvements may depend on fuel prices and/or government
policies that price emissions from aircraft. However, one most readily
implementable contributor to achieving the ACARE targets is operational
improvements which are financially viable whilst being cost effective for existing
engines. The development of technologies to reduce emissions and noise in the
way the aircraft manages its trajectory is an option.
1.2 Context
Aviation transport supports economic and social development worldwide, yet
it contributes to the production of greenhouse gases i.e. about 2-3% [5] of
human generated global carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions and about 3% [5] of
the potential warming effect of the total global emissions that can affect the
earth’s climate. Air transport is continuously growing, and is constantly making
strides to reduce its carbon footprint by reducing fuel consumption through
technological and operational advances. This rapid growth of the industry over
the years and the forecasted growth have put environmental issues at the
forefront of key industry drivers. Industry’s concentrated effort to improve
thermal efficiency (better fuel efficiency) has led to higher overall pressure ratios
and turbine entry temperatures. Current effort is aimed at identifying ways to
best reduce the impact of aircraft operations on the environment e.g. PARTNER
(Partnership for AiR Transportation Noise and Emissions Reduction) [6] and the
European Clean Sky JTI (Joint Technology Initiative) projects [7]. The Clean
Sky JTI is aimed at developing, demonstrating and validating technologies to
achieve the ACARE environmental targets.
However, with the anticipated growth of air transport, global aircraft fuel
consumption and emissions are expected to increase every year. There is also
one important aspect of aircraft engine operation, an inherent challenge to the
industry’s concentrated efforts; aero-engine components will during their life
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time of service suffer the effects of degradation. The degradation of aero-engine
components will cause changes in component characteristics, resulting in the
overall performance deterioration of the aero-engine. Engine component
degradation is caused by a combination of the flight-loads exerted, thermal
distortions, erosion of airfoils, engine fouling, in-service damage and abuse,
engine operation and deployment and the engine maintenance procedures
employed. Deterioration can affect performance characteristics such as thrust
(or power) and Specific Fuel Consumption (SFC). As a consequence of
progressive performance loss, operation of the engine can become cost
ineffective (e.g. leading to excessive SFC) or even unsafe (e.g. insufficient take-
off thrust).
Aircraft take-off from a variety of geographical locations each demanding a
different set of operational strategies and thrust requirements. The thrust
requirements have a bearing on the engine degradation and engine life
consumption and will affect the operational cost which is of concern to both the
engine manufacturer and the operator. Airport severity is the relationship
between the thrust requirement at take-off and the degree of engine life
consumption. Each airport imposes a different thrust requirement due to the
airport environment, Outside Air Temperature (OAT), altitude and other factors
affecting engine performance. Airport severity estimation can serve as an aid
when making decisions on operational strategies around different airports. This
is because the airport environment influences the engine deterioration rate and
the engine time on the wing, and the aero-engine operating costs are largely
dependent on the life consumption of critical engine parts.
Performance is inseparable from the economic model and is pivotal to an
engine’s economic viability, both from the manufacturer and the operator’s
perspective. Performance measures such as fuel burn, engine life and
maintenance requirements among others are all driven by the performance
parameters, making it critical in the modern economic climate to understand
how the economic (or business) model influences the choice of trade-offs
between the environmental impact and the economic performance. In the
context of increasing fuel costs and the competitive nature of the airline industry
profitability and safety are critical for sustainability. Direct Operating Costs
(DOC) become of concern to both the Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM)
and the airline, thus raising the need for the assessment of the engine and
aircraft at mission level and the optimising of operational procedures. Cost
effectiveness (making more money) is the perspective for both the OEM and the
airliners. In view of the new model (known as total care packages or power by
hour) contracts as opposed to the older model (time and materials) contracts,
the OEM’s key concern is to deliver good engines that are reliable and
available, whilst remaining cost effective in terms of engine maintenance. The
airliners’ key concern is that to remain competitive, they have to operate at
lower costs and within the constraints and operating guidelines imposed by the
OEM. This brings to the fore, the importance of engine performance and engine
life, because as an aero-engine degrades, the flight mission fuel burn increases
and this translates into an increase in flight operating costs. Fuel burn is an
important criterion that has to be satisfied to ensure the overall effectiveness of
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an aircraft. Degraded engines burn more fuel (hence produce more CO2),
produce more NOx, have less useful life and cost more to operate. In addition to
more fuel costs, the weight of the additional fuel required can only be carried at
the expense of the payload. Also, in view of the current power by hour contracts
and the climate of fuel costs, a more efficient operation of aero-engines
becomes of concern. According to ICAO [2]:
 On average, an aircraft will burn about 0.03kg of fuel for each kg carried
per hour. This will be slightly higher for shorter flights and for older
aircraft and slightly lower for longer flights and newer aircraft. This is
assuming that 3.16 kg CO2 is produced for every kg of fuel burnt.
 The total commercial fleet combined flies about 57 million hours per
year; so, saving one kg on each commercial flight could save roughly
170,000 tonnes of fuel and 540,000 tonnes of CO2 per year.
 Average fuel burn per minute of flight is 49 kg.
 Average of fuel burn per nautical mile (nm) of flight is 11 kg.
The literature reviewed (as detailed in next section) has shown that to date,
much of the research effort has been aimed to better understand, assess and
monitor the impact of flight operations on the environment, while developing
green technologies, operational measures and related policies to reach an
optimum balance between the growth of aviation and the need to protect the
environment. Most of the work found and reviewed shows concentrated effort(s)
on optimising fuel burn and emissions (reducing environmental impact). In
addition to the work done as a collaborative effort by the author and Cranfield
University MSc students [8] and [9], little or no work has been done to better
understand how the optimal solutions for minimising fuel burn and protecting the
environment together with engine degradation, will impact on the engine useful
life and consequently the engine operating costs. This research introduces
TERA type techno-economic assessments to understand the impact of engine
component degradation and airport severity factors on flight mission fuel burn
and engine useful life. The framework developed in this PhD research allows for
engine/aircraft assessments to be made at mission level with a view of
optimising operational procedures and minimising DOC. Optimum solutions for
fuel burn and engine life are compared and the environmental impact and
economic viability of such solutions assessed.
1.3 Review of Past Studies
This section is aimed at bringing into perspective the context of this work. A
critical evaluation of the most relevant past work on aero-engine degradation,
engine lifing, trajectory optimisation and operational severity and what others
have contributed on the subject is presented.
In her work [8] an MSc student at Cranfield University uses a Techno-
economic, Environmental, and Risk Assessment (TERA) type approach to
make preliminary assessments on clean and degraded engine performance for
short range missions. The work presented by [8] was a collaborative effort, with
this author providing technical leadership and direction and has contributed to
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the preliminary requirements of this research. [8] uses a multidisciplinary multi-
objective optimisation framework developed in MATLAB to identify the optimum
trajectories for the clean and degraded cases. [8] has carried out assessments
on the effects of degradation on the high pressure turbine (HPT)’s creep life,
Low Cycle Fatigue (LCF) life and oxidation life. The engine model used in these
assessments is a typical twin spool high bypass turbofan engine similar to the
CFM56-5B2/3 engine used to power an Airbus A320 aircraft. The design point
for the engine model was set at Take-Off (TO) Sea Level Static (SLS) and
International Standard Atmosphere (ISA) conditions. For the degraded engine
and aircraft performance and lifing assessments, [8] introduced 2% degradation
in efficiency and flow capacity across the compressors and turbines. The
analyses were for single component degradation. The clean engine trajectory
assessed at 10668m cruise altitude and 0.8 Mach number was set as the
baseline (reference) trajectory against which the degraded and optimised
trajectories were compared. For the optimisation assessments, full flight
trajectories were assessed but the optimisation was only for the cruise segment.
The bounds for the variables (cruise altitudes and cruise speeds (Mach
number)) ranged from 10000 to 12000metres and 0.75 to 0.85 respectively. The
climb and descent profiles were assumed to follow the same altitude and speed
profiles as for the baseline trajectory.
The results of [8] compare well with those from the study by [9] cited below
and show that degradation causes a drop in OPR, mass flow and net thrust.
The results show an increase in SFC and fuel burn (and a reduced payload) for
the same thrust requirements and trajectory flown due to the engine operating
at higher spool speeds and higher turbine entry temperature (TET)’s. The
results of [8] showing the effects of individual component degradation on
mission fuel burn, HPT’s life and the impact of component degradation on the
fuel burn optimised trajectory are presented in table 1.1 and in figures 1.1 to
figure 1.6.
Table 1.1: Trajectory variation for the clean and degraded cases [8].
Engine
Configuration
Baseline
Fuel Burn
Delta [%]
Optimum
Fuel Burn
Delta [%]
Optimum
Cruise Altitude [m]
Optimum Cruise
Mach Number [-]
Clean 0 -4.8 12000 0.77
2% Fan * 11.9 5.3 11400 0.75
2% LPC * 24.8 7.7 11900 0.75
2% HPC * 13.3 4.7 11600 0.75
2% HPT * 9.9 3.4 11600 0.75
2% LPT * 9.9 4.9 11900 0.76
 Percentage represents level of degradation in efficiency and flow capacity
Table 1.1 and figure 1.1 show that the fuel burn optimised trajectory for the
clean engine differs from that of the degraded engine(s). Figure 1.2 shows the
variation (deltas) in mission fuel burn for the clean and degraded engine
trajectories. Figures 1.3 to 1.6 show the variation in HPT life (blade and disc
creep, blade fatigue and blade oxidation) for the clean and degraded cases.
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The trajectory optimisation results of [8] compare well with those from earlier
studies by [19] and [23] cited below and show that the optimised trajectory for
minimum fuel burn is achieved at lower optimal speeds and higher flight
altitudes (where the aircraft drag is less). [8] concludes that optimising for fuel
burn gives more savings for the degraded engine than for the clean engine,
savings which are likely to benefit the engine operating costs. The results of [8]
demonstrate the importance of flying the optimised fuel burn trajectory since the
economic impact will increase with the number of flights. The results of the lifing
assessments of [8] are comparable with those presented by [12] cited below
and show that engine component degradation will shorten the HPT useful creep
life, LCF life and the oxidation life. The limitation of [8] is that the degradation
levels have been arbitrarily assigned, and individual components have been
degraded independent of each other, which is not so in practice. The
optimisation has been limited to only the cruise phase, and the effects of flying
fuel burn optimised trajectories on the HPT life have not been assessed by [8].
In his work [9] an MSc student at Cranfield University uses parametric
analysis to assess the effects of engine degradation on engine and aircraft
performance. In particular the work of [9] was to identify the optimised
trajectories for fuel burn and (HPT) useful life by varying flight conditions at
cruise. The work presented by [9] was a collaborative effort, with this author
providing technical leadership and direction and has contributed to the
preliminary requirements of this research. The engine model used in these
assessments is a typical twin spool high bypass turbofan engine similar to the
CFM56-7B27 engine used to power a Boeing 737-800 aircraft. The design point
for the engine model was set at cruise altitude 10670m and 0.8 Mach number.
[9] addresses the trade-offs between fuel burn and flight time, and between fuel
burn and the life of the HPT (The HPT is identified as the most critical part,
hence it’s life is assumed to be the engine life). As with the work of [8] cited
above, 2% degradation was introduced in efficiency and flow capacity across
the compressors and turbines. The analyses were for single component
degradation. The clean engine trajectory assessed at 10668m cruise altitude
and 0.8 Mach number was set as the baseline (reference) trajectory against
which comparison was made. The parametric analyses were done by varying
the cruise altitude from 9000 to 12000meters and the Mach number from 0.75
to 0.8. The results of [9] showing the variation in fuel burn, engine life and flight
time with cruise altitude and Mach number are presented in figures 1.7 and 1.8.
The results of [9] for fuel burn and flight time compare well with those from
earlier studies by [8] cited above and by [19] and [23] cited below, and show
higher altitudes and lower speeds for the fuel burn optimised trajectory; lower
altitudes and higher speeds for the time optimised trajectory and the optimum
for engine life is achieved at higher altitudes and slower speeds. As with the
results presented by [8], [9] also shows that the optimised fuel burn trajectory
for the clean engine is different from that of the degraded engine. As with the
work by [8] cited above and [22] cited below, the limitation of this work is that
the degradation levels have been arbitrarily assigned, and individual
components have been degraded independent of each other, which is not so in
practice. The search space explored by [9] has also not been extensive.
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In their work [10] researchers at the National Aeronautics Space Agency
(NASA) do a study on the JT9D engine, paying particular attention to
performance losses and the mechanisms of degradation that are responsible for
the losses. Their study was based on historical records and data acquired from
various sources including airliners, airframe manufacturers and Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft (P&WA). The purpose of their study was to:
1) Collect, document and establish trends in performance loss in relation to
engine and component usage for the JT9D engine.
2) Quantify the levels of performance degradation and the actual
contribution to the degradation of each engine component.
3) Identify the causes for the performance losses.
In order to understand the role of each cause against engine usage [10]
developed performance degradation models at the engine and
component/module level. Large quantities of data were collected, documented
and analysed by [10] to provide the underlying support for the performance
degradation analysis. The data available were:
1) Airline engine flight performance and operating data correlated with
engine utilisation (in hours or cycles).
2) Engine maintenance procedures (part replacement and repair rates) of
particular operators.
3) Test data showing particular (single) engine performance levels and
production performance records showing engine performance
degradation.
4) Inspection results showing and relating the condition of uninstalled
engine parts to length of service usage.
Figure 1.9 shows the technical process and associated actions undertaken
by [10] to complete their study. This technique was used to bridge the gap
existing in the data spectrum between the airline specific overall average engine
performance data and the specific components from specific engines data.
Engine performance data reduction and averaging (left column of figure 1.9)
were employed by [10] to define the overall engine performance loss. To
estimate module performance degradation as a function of module age, engine
and component utilisation data and component condition data were used (right
columns in figure 1.9). The estimate was used to model the overall engine
degradation in an engine simulation and the results compared with the airline
average engine experience as ascertained from the overall engine performance
data. The performance degradation models they [10] developed were validated
using the "top-down" and "bottom-up" techniques summarised in figure 1.10. In
the top down approach, the airline's performance data was used to model and
simulate the engine. This step involved using the engine data to establish an
average engine performance trend and define the average engine degradation
at selected number of engine cycles for each airline. The engine simulation is
then used iteratively to estimate equivalent levels of individual module
performance degradation. In the bottom up approach, the engine simulated was
based on the airline’s component condition data. This step involved the
determination of the possible effects of the degradation of individual
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components on module performance by analysing the component condition and
maintenance data. Using simulation, the overall average engine performance
loss was then predicted. The module and engine performance degradation were
only modelled after comparison, reconsideration of assumptions and good
agreement of the two models was reached.
The results of [10] show that engine performance degradation can be
classed according to the time frame during which they occur:
1) Short term degradation occurring in the first few hundred flights
after entry into service.
2) Long term degradation that progresses gradually with
accumulating service hours.
The results show a performance loss of 1% in SFC on the first flight which
grows to 1.5% by the 200th flight relative to the measured performance at SLS
TO conditions. According to [9], performance losses of the Low Pressure (LP)
spool (fan, LPC and LPT) contribute 55% of the SFC loss whereas 45% is due
to performance losses of the High Pressure (HP) spool (HPC and HPT). In their
conclusion [10] attribute the short-term performance losses to rubbing wear and
increase in clearances due to contact between rotating and stationary parts. In
contrast, the performance losses at the 3500 flights time frame are attributed
largely to the HP spool than the LP spool.
[10], identifies four causes of engine component degradation:
1) The effect of flight loads which appear as engine casing distortion,
produce rubbing and cause an increase in clearances.
2) Erosion of airfoils and seals which cause bluntness, reduce blade
camber and blade length and increase clearances.
3) Thermal distortion due to changes in TET profiles which cause area
changes, increase leakages, and alter clearances.
4) Operator maintenance procedures affect the level and rate of
performance degradation, the time between repairs and overhaul and the
level of performance before and after maintenance.
The work of [10] quantifies module performance loss mechanisms relative to
usage and goes further to identify the dominant performance loss mechanism
for each module. The major performance loss mechanisms for each module as
presented by [10] are summarised in table 1.2. The estimated performance
loss relative to engine flight cycles for each module is shown in figures 1.11 to
1.15. The limitation of [10] is that the studies were conducted on the JT9D
family of engines. However, the trends established in [10] may be applicable to
most turbofan engines. The work of [10] was therefore important to this
research and contributed to the preliminary requirements of understanding the
mechanisms that cause performance losses and the role of each mechanism as
the engine ages. The engine component degradation trends established in [10]
were used to generate the levels of degradation used in this work.
In his work [11] an MSc student at Cranfield University uses transient engine
parameters to analyse the effects of engine degradation on the life usage of a
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two spool military fighter aircraft engine, the F404-GE-400. The purpose of his
study (relevant to this research) was to:
1) Determine the effects of individual component degradation on the major
modes of engine failure.
2) Determine if the effects of individual component degradation are additive
i.e. whether the effects of multiple component degradation can be
determined by merely adding the known effects of single components.
Table 1.2: Major engine performance loss mechanisms for each module [10]
Module
Performance Loss Mechanisms
Primary Secondary
Fan 1. Leading edge bluntness
1. Airfoil roughness
2. Increased tip clearance
LPC 1. Tip clearance increases 1. Airfoil roughness
HPC
1. Clearance increases
2. Increased roughness
3. Airfoil camber loss
Combustor No major direct effects but important indirect effects on turbineperformance loss resulting from changes in TET pattern
HPT 1. Tip clearance increases
1. Vane bow
2. Twisting
LPT 1. Tip clearance increases
In his work [11] utilises an F404 transient engine simulation program to
investigate the engine’s life usage in terms of creep, LCF and thermal fatigue,
and .simulates the component degradation as changes in flow capacity and
efficiency. The representative values of degradation (shown in table 1.3) used
by [11] were based on the analysis of [10] above but of higher magnitude to
closely simulate the behaviour of engines used on fighter aircraft.
Table 1.3: Summary of module degradation levels simulated [11].
Component Efficiency % Delta Flow Capacity % Delta
LPC -3.0 -4.0
HPC -8.0 -10.0
HPT -2.0 +1.8
LPT -0.2 +0.4
[11] uses the power lever angle (PLA) and thrust as control parameters
providing input to the engine. [11] determined the effects of degradation on life
usage by comparing the percentage levels of creep and fatigue against that
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from a clean engine. The results from [11] are summarised in tables 1.4 to 1.6.
They show that LPC degradations result in significant increases in creep and
thermal fatigue due to an increase in TET, with marginal changes in the LCF.
For the HPC degradation, [11] presents significant increases in both creep and
thermal fatigue due to an increase in TET, whilst the impact on LCF (rotating
and pressure) vary depending on the degraded performance parameter (flow
capacity or efficiency). HPT degradations are reported to cause increase in both
creep and thermal fatigue due to increases in TET, with effects on LCF
inconclusive. LPT degradations are reported to have notable increases in
rotating LCF and decrease in pressure LCF with negligible impact on creep and
thermal fatigue. According to [11], the effects of flow capacity degradation are
greater than those for efficiency degradation. The results of [11] show no
identifiable correlation between the effects of single and multiple component
degradation. The work of [11] was important to this research and contributed to
the preliminary requirements of understanding the effects of engine component
degradation on life usage as well as identifying any correlations between the
effects of single and multiple component degradations. The limitation of [11] is
that the studies were conducted on a military aircraft engine and no optimisation
studies were conducted.
Table 1.4: Summary of the effects of degradation on rotating LCF and pressure
LCF [11].
Component
Effect of Efficiency on Rotating
LCF [%]
Effect of Flow Capacity on
Rotating LCF [%]
PLA Control Thrust Control PLA Control Thrust Control
LPC 9 Indeterminate 5 Inconclusive
HPC -10 -5 48 65
HPT Inconclusive Inconclusive Inconclusive Inconclusive
LPT 0 7.5 0 16.5
Component
Effect of Efficiency on Pressure
LCF [%]
Effect of Flow Capacity on
Pressure LCF [%]
PLA Control Thrust Control PLA Control Thrust Control
LPC -11.7 10.6 Inconclusive Indeterminate
HPC -23.2 -10 Inconclusive Inconclusive
HPT 0.4 Inconclusive -10 -21.7
LPT 0 -7.1 0 -12.5
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Table 1.5: Summary of the effects of degradation on thermal fatigue and on
creep [11].
Component
Effect of Efficiency on Rotating
LCF [%]
Effect of Flow Capacity on
Rotating LCF [%]
PLA Control Thrust Control PLA Control Thrust Control
LPC 21.5 Indeterminate 23.3 20.4
HPC 210 200 150 180
HPT 7.3 10.7 24 33.5
LPT 0.3 0.2 -0.3 0.7
Component
Effect of Efficiency on Creep
[%]
Effect of Flow Capacity on
Creep [%]
PLA Control Thrust Control PLA Control Thrust Control
LPC 11.8 44.1 21.8 54.9
HPC 50 40 60 130
HPT Indeterminate 9.5 50.3 42.7
LPT Inconclusive Inconclusive Inconclusive Inconclusive
Table 1.6: Comparison of the effects of single and multiple component
degradations [11].
Degraded Component RotatingLCF
Pressure
LCF Creep
Thermal
Fatigue
-3% LPC efficiency 0.48 0.014 0.32 74.85
-3% LPC flow 0.66 0.016 0.32 70.51
-5% HPC efficiency 0.52 0.12 0.26 120.79
-5% HPC flow 0.98 0.014 0.36 82.47
Combined -3% LPC efficiency and -
3% LPC flow 0.76 0.15 0.30 93.96
Added individual -3% LPC
efficiency and -3% LPC flow 1.13 0.03 0.64 145.36
Combined -5% HPC efficiency and -
5% HPC flow 0.67 0.011 0.33 207.97
Added individual -5% HPC
efficiency and -5% HPC flow 1.51 0.026 0.62 203.26
Combined -3% LPC flow and -5%
HPC flow 0.34 0.025 0.15 47.20
Added individual -3% LPC flow and
-5% HPC flow 1.64 0.030 0.68 152.98
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In his work [12] a PhD researcher at Cranfield University investigates the
extents to which a military aircraft’s engine degradation adversely affects the
fuel, life-usage and the aircraft's operational-effectiveness. [12] uses computer
modelling and simulation techniques to conduct analyses on the F404- GE-400
aero-engine used to power the McDonnell Douglas F- 18 aircraft. The research
of [12] is useful to this research topic as it explores the implications of engine
degradation on the aircraft's mission operational-effectiveness and on the fuel
and life usage. [12] demonstrates that engine degradation adversely affects the
performance and shortens the useful life of the engine, resulting in higher life
cycle costs. The results of [12] for 10% component degradation are shown in
figures 1.16 to figure 1.20. The results show the effects of individual component
and whole engine degradation on net thrust, mission fuel burn and the variation
in blade creep, LCF and thermal fatigue life. The limitation of [12] is that it was
restricted to the analysis of a military aircraft (military engines are exposed to
extremely severe manoeuvres compared to those experienced by civil aircraft),
and no trajectory optimisation has been carried out.
The paragraphs that follow present a review of work from [13] to [25]. It is
important at this juncture to highlight that the review of [13] to [25] serves to
provide the context and significance of this PhD research. It highlights and
shows that most work to date has been focused on optimising aircraft
trajectories with respect to fuel burn, emissions, flight time and noise. No work
has been found on engine degradation and the effects it has on DOC,
emissions and the optimal solutions for fuel burn. No work found on the effect
the optimal solutions for fuel burn have on engine useful life and DOC.
In their work [13] researchers at Stanford University explore the feasibility of
integrating environmental performance as optimisation objectives at the aircraft
conceptual design stage. The authors use a multidisciplinary multi-objective
genetic algorithm to quantitatively address the trade-offs between aircraft noise,
emissions and operating cost. The research undertaken by [13] is useful to this
research topic as the authors use Multidisciplinary Design Optimisation (MDO)
to resolve diverging (and conflicting) environmental objective requirements. [13]
illustrates the ability of a conceptual tool to predict the consequences of design
changes. Figure 1.21 shows the variation of fuel, Landing-Take-Off (LTO) NOx
and noise with operating cost. As with the later study by [14] cited below, the
limitation of [13] is that it was restricted to aircraft design optimisation and not
trajectory optimisation.
In his work [14] an MSc student at the University of Toronto uses MDO
methods to simultaneously design and optimise aircraft airframes, engines and
mission in developing environmentally friendly aircraft. The author performs
single and multi-objective optimisations to assess the trade-offs between aircraft
optimised for minimum LTO NOx emissions, mission fuel burn, fuel burn per
nautical mile flown and minimum cost. The work of [14] is useful to this research
topic as it uses MDO to identify solutions for varying environmental objectives.
The results of [15] demonstrate that multidisciplinary optimisation can be used
as a tool to optimise aircraft (at the design stage) for minimum environmental
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impact. The limitation of [14] is that it was restricted to aircraft design
optimisation and not trajectory optimisation.
In his work [15] a PhD researcher at Cranfield University assesses the
potential of different novel propulsion systems with enhanced propulsive
efficiency and thermal efficiency to meet future environmental and economic
goals. The author uses single and multi-objective optimisation to address the
trade-offs to be made between noise, emissions, operating cost, fuel burn and
performance at aircraft level in order to make aviation more sustainable
environmentally and economically. [15] uses a multidisciplinary design
framework to achieve this. The work of [15] is useful to this research topic as it
uses TERA type techno-economic and environmental assessments, but has
limitation in that it was restricted to aero-engine cycle optimisation rather than
trajectory optimisation. Figures 1.22 and 1.23 show the single-objective and
multi-objective optimisation results.
In their work [16] researchers from the National Technical University of
Athens use an integrated aircraft mission analysis procedure incorporating
engine deterioration to provide optimised flight trajectories for short – medium
range missions. The authors use what is called the simplex downhill method in
multi-dimensions to identify the optimum trajectories. [16] shows the mission
characteristics cruise, altitude and speed for the optimum trajectories for engine
deterioration, mission length and varying Take-Off Weight (TOW). The results of
[16] show that for the same thrust requirements and trajectory flown, a
degraded engine will operate at higher spool speeds; higher TET’s and
increased SFC and consequently burn more fuel. The results of [16] are shown
in figures 1.24 to 1.26. The limitation of [16] is that the optimisation was for the
climb and cruise segments.
In his work [17] a PhD researcher at Cranfield University evaluates
engine/aircraft design trade-offs to be made when addressing the objective of
delivering a low environmental impact at low operating costs. The author uses
single-objective multidisciplinary genetic algorithm (GA) based optimisation to
carry out aircraft trajectory (for short range missions) and engine cycle
optimisations. The author addresses the trade-offs between flight time, fuel
burn, and emissions (NOx, CO2 and H2O) and the results shown in figure 1.27
and figure 1.28 compare well with those from later studies, notably by [18], [19],
[20], [21] and [22] cited below. For minimising flight time, [17] suggests flying at
the highest possible true airspeed and that in order to minimise fuel burn during
a given flight profile, requires relative low speeds and high altitudes. The flight
profiles optimised for minimum NOx emissions are achieved similarly to the fuel
optimised ones, i.e. at slower and higher than the minimum time flight profiles.
[17] uses a multidisciplinary design framework to achieve this. The work of [17]
is useful to this research topic as it employs TERA type techno-economic and
environmental assessments and genetic based optimisers to determine and
assess optimum and greener aircraft trajectories that will minimise the
environmental impact of aircraft operations. The results from [17] demonstrate
that by introducing changes in aircraft operational procedures, the
environmental impact of commercial aviation may be reduced. The limitation of
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[17] is that it was restricted to basic aircraft trajectories, thus the author’s
recommendation that more realistic aircraft trajectories need to be considered.
The effects of engine degradation were not considered.
In his work [18] an MSc student at Cranfield University uses a
multidisciplinary aircraft trajectory optimisation framework to identify “greener”
trajectories. [18] carries out multi-objective optimisation case studies to
minimise mission fuel burn, mission time and mission NOx. The work of [18] is
useful to this research topic as [18] uses TERA type techno-economic and
environmental assessments to determine and assess optimum aircraft
trajectories that will reduce the environmental impact of aircraft operations. The
results of [18] as they are shown in figure 1.29 and figure 1.30 demonstrate that
multidisciplinary optimisation can be used as a tool to identify flight trajectories
for minimum environmental impact. As with some of the studies that have been
cited, the limitation of [18] is that it was restricted to basic aircraft trajectories,
thus the author’s recommendation that more realistic aircraft trajectories need to
be considered. No wind or other weather effects were taken into account in [18].
The effects of engine degradation were not considered.
In his work [19] an MSc student at Cranfield University uses the
multidisciplinary Green Aircraft Trajectories under ATM Constraints (GATAC)
model integration framework with a multi-objective genetic algorithm (GA)
based optimiser to optimise aircraft trajectories for fuel burn, flight time and NOx
emissions for long range missions. The work of [19] is useful to this research
topic as it uses the GATAC framework and optimiser which have been used in
this research. The results from [19] demonstrate the benefit in fuel burn, NOx
and CO2 emissions that can be attained when flying the optimised trajectories,
and addresses the trade-offs between fuel burn and time and between fuel burn
and NOx emissions. As with some of the studies that have been cited, the
limitation of [19] is that it was restricted to basic aircraft trajectories and did not
consider Air Traffic Management (ATM) constraints, thus the author’s
recommendation that more realistic aircraft trajectories need to be considered.
No wind or other weather effects were taken into account in [19]. The results of
[19] shown in figures 1.31 to 1.33 compare well with those given by [19] and
[21] cited below, and show that fuel burn and time are conflicting objectives,
with the fuel burn optimised trajectory at higher altitudes and slower speeds,
whereas the time optimised trajectory is at lower altitudes and faster speeds.
[19] also shows that the fuel burn and NOx emissions converge towards the
same optimum conditions. The effects of engine degradation were not
considered.
In their work, [20] researchers from Cranfield University and Airbus
undertake preliminary studies to benchmark and validate a customised GA. The
results of the benchmarking study establish the applicability of the customised
GATAC GA optimiser as an optimisation tool and demonstrate it has the
capability to evaluate optimised solutions in a complex design space which may
include convex/concave and discontinuous Pareto optimal fronts. The validity
and performance of the GATAC GA optimiser is established by applying it to
simple trajectory optimisation cases to achieve multidisciplinary trajectory
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optimisation objectives. The results presented by [20] highlight the trade-offs
between mission fuel burn, mission time and mission NOx produced for a short,
medium and long range aircraft. Some of the results are shown in figures 134 to
1.37.The results of [20] compare well with those from studies by [8], [17], [19],
[21] and [22]. [20] shows that for the flight time minimised trajectory, the GATAC
GA optimiser suggests a solution where cruise altitude is minimised and flight
speed maximised. The results of [20] suggest a fuel burn optimised trajectory at
higher altitudes and slower cruise Mach, whereas the minimum NOx trajectory
is suggested at the maximum possible altitude and as slow as possible speed.
The results of the benchmarking studies undertaken by of [20] were useful for
this research as they served to provide validation and performance integrity of
the GATAC GA based optimiser that has been used in this work. As with some
of the studies that have been cited, the limitation of [20] is that it was restricted
to basic aircraft trajectories, and only the climb and cruise phases were
optimised. No wind or other weather effects were taken into account in [20].
In his work [21] an MSc student at Cranfield University uses the
multidisciplinary aircraft trajectory optimisation tool GATAC to assess the trade-
offs between mission fuel burn, flight time and NOx emissions, and the
environmental trade-offs between direct flight trajectories and en-route stop
missions for re-fuelling for long range missions. The work of [21] is useful to this
research topic as [21] uses TERA type techno-economic and environmental
assessments to determine and assess optimum aircraft trajectories that will
reduce the environmental impact of aircraft operations. The results from [21]
shown in figures 1.38 to 1.41 demonstrate that changing the way aircraft are
operated is a possible solution to reduce the impact of aviation on the
environment. As with some of the studies that have been cited, the limitation of
[21] is that it was restricted to basic aircraft trajectories, thus the author’s
recommendation that more realistic aircraft trajectories need to be considered.
No wind or other weather effects were taken into account in [21]. The effects of
engine degradation were not considered.
In his work [22] an MSc student at Cranfield University investigates the
effect of engine performance degradation on fuel burn and NOx emissions. The
author uses the generic multidisciplinary genetic algorithm based aircraft
trajectory optimisation framework GATAC to identify the potential for optimised
aircraft flight trajectories for short and medium range missions. The work
presented by [22] is a result of a collaborative effort between this author and the
MSc student, and has contributed to the preliminary requirements of this
research. The engine model used in these assessments is a typical twin spool
high bypass turbofan engine similar to the CFM56-5B3 engine used to power
the Airbus A320 aircraft family. The design point for the engine model was set
at Top of Climb (ToC). To model the effects of engine degradation 2% levels of
degradation were made to the efficiencies and pressure ratios of key engine
components such as the fan, LPC, HPC, LPT and HPT. The analyses were for
single component degradation. The clean engine trajectory assessed at
10668m cruise altitude and 0.8 Mach number was set as the baseline
(reference) trajectory against which the degraded and optimised trajectories
were compared. Aircraft trajectory optimisation studies were conducted to
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minimise mission fuel burn and mission time. For the optimisation assessments
full flight trajectories were analysed but only the climb and cruise segments
were the optimised. The variable bounds shown in table 1.7 were used. The
take-off, descent, approach and landing segments were kept the same for all
trajectories. The assessments made by [22] identify the trade-offs between fuel
burn and flight time and between fuel burn and NOx emissions. The results of
[22] are shown in figures 1.42 to 1.45 and show an increase in total mission fuel
burn and NOx emissions because of degradation. The results of [22] compare
well with those from previous studies by [8], [16] and [19] cited above, and by
[23] cited below. The results show the fuel burn optimised trajectory burns less
fuel and takes longer than the time optimised trajectory. Fuel burn and NOx
converge towards one optimal solution. The optimised trajectories identified by
[22] represent possible solutions with potential to reduce the environmental
impact. The limitation of [22] is that the degradation levels have been arbitrarily
assigned, and individual components have been degraded independent of each
other, which is not so in practice. The optimisation has been limited to the clean
engine and only for the climb and cruise phases. No wind or other weather
effects were taken into account by [22]. The results of [22] have been beneficial
to this work in the following regard: compared to the nominal (clean) engine, a
degraded engine operates at greater airflow and fuel flow rates, increased
turbine entry temperatures and spool speeds in order to meet the required
thrust and aircraft performance. As a consequence, degraded engines burn
more fuel and produce more NOx. The results of [22] further validate the use of
the GATAC framework and optimiser in solving aircraft trajectory problems. [22]
also shows the benefits of take-off derate in reducing fuel burn and NOx
emissions.
Table 1.7: Optimisation variable bounds [22].
Decision Variable Lower Bound Upper Bound
Altitude 1 [m] 458 1125
Altitude 2 [m] 1126 1792
Altitude 3 [m] 1793 2459
Altitude 4 [m] 2460 3126
Altitude 5 [m] 3127 3128
Altitude 6 [m] 3129 3130
Altitude 7 [m] 3131 3795
Altitude 8 [m] 3796 4462
Altitude 9 [m] 4463 5129
Altitude 10 [m] 5130 5796
Altitude 11 [m] 5797 6463
Altitude 12 [m] 6464 7130
Altitude 13 [m] 7131 7797
Altitude 14 [m] 7798 8464
Altitude 15 [m] 9465 9131
Altitude 16 [m] 9132 9999
Altitude 17 [m] 10000 11000
Cruise Altitude [m] 10001 11000
Cruise Mach [-] 0.75 0.85
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In his work [23] an MSc student at Cranfield University uses the
multidisciplinary GATAC framework and the GATAC GA based aircraft
trajectory optimiser to make multi-objective assessments on the impact of
aircraft operations (for short, medium and long range missions) on the
environment and to address the trade-offs between fuel burn and flight time,
and between fuel burn and NOx emissions. The work of [23] is useful to this
research topic as it uses the GATAC framework and TERA type techno-
economic and environmental assessments to determine and assess optimum
aircraft trajectories that will reduce the environmental impact of aircraft
operations. The results from [23] are shown in figures 1.46 to 1.49 demonstrate
that aircraft trajectory optimisation is a possible solution to reducing the
environmental impact of aircraft operations. The limitation of the work of [23] is
that it was restricted to basic aircraft trajectories, thus the author’s
recommendation that more realistic aircraft trajectories need to be considered.
No wind or other weather effects were taken into account in the work of [23].
The effects of engine degradation were not considered. The work of [23] also
serves to benchmark and test the GATAC GA based optimiser that has been
adopted for use in this research.
In their work [24] researchers at the National Aeronautics Space Agency
(NASA) and the University of California develop a flight trajectory optimisation
algorithm to calculate a wind-optimal trajectory for cruising aircraft while
avoiding the regions of airspace prone to persistent contrails formation. The
authors use a non-linear optimal control with path constraints to make trade-offs
between persistent contrails and fuel burn. The results of [24] demonstrate the
complex relation between fuel efficiency and the impact on the environment.
The limitation of [24] is that it was limited to only the cruise altitude as an
optimisation variable. The work of [24] was useful for this research, as it
provided useful supplementary information on employing operational strategies
in air traffic management to potentially mitigate the environmental impact of
aircraft operations.
In her work, [25], an MSc student at the Norwegian University of Science
and Technology uses parametric analysis to identify ‘greener sky’ aircraft
trajectories for reduced fuel burn and emissions for short, medium and long haul
flights. The results presented by [25] and shown in figure 1.50 and figure 1.51
show the influence of climb and descent time and cruise altitude on the fuel
consumption. The author shows how the different phases of the flight trajectory
have to be optimised to reduce the fuel consumption. For the short haul flight
mission [25] shows that the maximum fuel burn occurs during the climb phase.
To reduce this consumption, [25] suggests decreasing the climb distance and
the climb time. For the medium and long haul flight missions the author shows
that the most fuel is consumed during the cruise phase, yet fuel burn per unit
time remains higher during the climb phase. The results of [25] show that the
optimal flight trajectory for the minimum fuel burn is obtained for a short climb
phase and a long descent. The author also shows that fuel burn will benefit
where the aircraft take-off weight has been reduced. In the current climate
where flight operators’ objective is finding solutions to reduce fuel burn, the
results of [25] were useful for this research by providing useful information on
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the influence the flight trajectory has on fuel burn and the importance of
optimising the different phases of the trajectory. The limitation of the work of
[25] is that the assessments were restricted to a clean engine and the effects of
engine degradation were not considered.
In their work [26] researchers from Purdue University and Massachusetts
Institute of Technology identify and systematically evaluate a comprehensive
set of potential near-term operational mitigations across all flight phases. The
authors use a rating system to perform an iterative evaluation of the mitigation
options and determine for each, the relative environmental mitigation benefits
and potential for successful implementation, and identifies possible barriers to
implementation. The result of [26] is the evaluation of the mitigation’s impact in
fuel burn reduction, climate impact reduction, air quality impact reduction, and
noise reduction. The work of [26] was useful for this research, by providing
supplementary information on using operational procedures as one way of
mitigating the environmental impacts of aviation. The limitation of the work of
[26] is that no actual optimisation studies were carried out.
In their work [27] researchers at the General Electric Company and Wright
Patterson Air Force Base do a study to evaluate the differences between engine
design usage and actual flight usage and the effect these differences have on
the relative durability and life of the engine’s turbine components. Their studies
were carried out on the CF6-50 and F101 engines for both commercial and
military applications. Available engine flight usage data was used to relate
engine operating conditions to flight conditions, effects of engine. The
Operational Severity Analysis (OPSEV) computer program was used in the
analyses to predict the relative usage severity of the engine and its components
as a function of engine cycle, mission and component characteristics. For each
major component, the cyclic and steady state damage rates were related to the
specific engine parameters influencing their failure characteristics. Trade-off
curves (derived using basic failure equations and experience) were used to
predict the severity for each mission as seen by each component. The results of
the studies by [27] show that military transport aircraft engine usage is more
severe than commercial aircraft usage (figure 1.52). The increased usage
severity is attributed to higher cyclic damage. The limitation of the work of [27] is
that the effects of engine component degradation were not considered in the
severity studies and the studies were restricted to severity due to the type of
mission and not due to taking off from specific airports. The work of [27] was
however important to this research and contributed to the preliminary
understanding of severity as a measure of life consumption.
In his work [28] a PhD researcher at Cranfield University estimates the
severity of a civil aero-engine as influenced by operational and technological
factors for short and long haul flights. The purpose of his study (as relevant to
this research) was to determine the effect of operational and technological
factors on the severity of the HPT. [28] performed parametric analyses on the
operational parameters: take-off, climb and cruise derate, OAT, airport altitude,
cruise altitude and cruise Mach number, and on the technological parameters:
cooling effectiveness, thermal barrier coating thickness, thermal conductivity of
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the coating, pattern factor and profile. In order to estimate the severity, [28]
defined the reference mission for the short and long haul as follows:
 Short range: 10% TO derate, 1.4hrs trip length, 18 °C OAT
 Long range: 10% TO derate, 4hrs trip length, 18 °C OAT
For different levels of thrust, [28] keeps with the definition of [27] on severity
and expresses the level of damage as a ratio relative to the reference mission
e.g. the reference mission has a severity equal to unity. Figure 1.64 shows the
different elements employed by [28] in the severity estimation process. The life
is estimated in terms of creep, LCF and oxidation. The results show that TO
derate and OAT both have a dominating influence on engine severity, whereas
employing derate during climb is more beneficial in lowering the severity of long
haul flight engines. The effects of airport altitude could be reduced by using
appropriate TO derate. Figures 1.53 to 1.56 show the effects of TO derate, OAT
and airport altitude for the short haul case as presented by [28]. Figure 1.57
shows the variation in severity for increasing TO altitude by 500m, OAT by 5oC,
TO derate by 5%, climb derate by 5%, cruise derate by 5%, cruise altitude by
500m and cruise Mach by 0.05. The results of [28] show (in table 1.8) that for
short haul flights, engine severity is dominated by cyclic damage (due to LCF)
for both the blades and the disc, whereas for long haul flights steady state
damage (due to creep) is dominant for the blade and cyclic damage is dominant
for the disc. The limitation of the work of [28] is that the severity studies were
carried out for a clean engine, were restricted to different thrust engines and
parametric analyses and not TO from specific airports and a constant offset in
OAT with altitude is assumed. The work of [28] was however important to this
research and as with [27] cited above, contributed to the preliminary
understanding of severity as a measure of life consumption and establishing the
characteristic trends associated with derate, OAT and airport altitude.
Table 1.8: Engine severity estimation for the reference mission [28].
Trip
Length
[hrs.]
TO
Derate
[%]
Blade Disc Average
CS SS Total CS SS Total CS SS Total
1.4 10 0.97 0.03 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.98 0.02 1.00
4 10 0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.50 0.50 1.00
CS – Cyclic Severity SS – Steady State Severity Total – Total Severity
The work reviewed and the limitations of each is summarised in table 1.9.
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Table 1.9: Summary of previous work done
Reference Main Objectives Limitations Addressed in Current Work
[8]
1. Fuel burn optimised civil aircraft trajectories
for clean and degraded engines
2. Degraded engine life assessments
1. Single component degradation
2. Arbitrary assignment of degradation
levels
3. Cruise segment optimisation
1. 1. Multiple component degradations
2. Degradation levels based on
established trends
3. Full trajectory optimisation
4. Fuel burn and. engine life optimised
trajectories
[9]
1. Best trajectory for fuel, time and engine life
2. Degraded engine life assessments
1. Parametric analyses
2. Single component degradation
3. Arbitrary assignment of degradation
levels
4. Cruise segment assessments
1. Genetic Algorithm based optimisations
2. Multiple component degradations
3. Degradation levels based on
established trends
4. Full trajectory optimisation
[10]
1. Establish trends in performance loss
2. Quantify levels of degradation and
contribution of each component
3. Identify causes of degradation
1. Studies conducted on JT9D engines
2. No optimisation studies
1. CFM56-7B27 engine studied
2. Fuel burn and engine life optimisation
studies
[11]
1. Effects of degradation on the major modes
of engine failure
2. Determine if effects of individual component
degradation are additive
1. Study limited to military application
2. No optimisation
1. Civil aircraft application studied
2. Fuel burn and engine life optimisation
studies
[12]
1. Effects of engine degradation on fuel burn,
life-usage and aircraft operational-
effectiveness
1. Military aircraft application
2. No flight trajectory optimisation
1. Civil aircraft application
2. Fuel burn and engine life optimised
trajectories
[13]
1. Quantitative analysis of the trade-offs
between environmental performance and
operating cost
1. Aircraft design optimisation
2. No trajectory optimisation
1. Fuel burn and engine life trajectory
optimisation studies
[14]
1. Potential of novel propulsion systems to
meet future environmental and economic
goals
2. Trade-offs between noise, emissions,
operating cost, fuel burn and performance
1. Engine cycle optimisation
2. No trajectory optimisation
1. Fuel burn and engine life trajectory
optimisation studies
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Table 1.9 Continued
Reference Main Objectives Limitations Addressed in Current Work
[15]
1. Aircraft design optimisation to assess trade-
offs between aircraft optimised for minimum
LTO NOx emissions, mission fuel burn, fuel
burn per nautical mile flown and minimum
cost.
1. Aircraft design optimisation
2. No trajectory optimisation
1. Fuel burn and engine life aircraft
trajectory optimisation studies
[16]
1. Fuel burn optimised civil aircraft trajectories
for clean and degraded engines
2. Degraded engine performance assessments
1. Climb and cruise segments optimisation 1. Fuel burn and engine life optimisation
2. Full flight trajectory optimisation
[17]
1. Evaluate and optimise aircraft flight
trajectories and aircraft engine cycles for
performance, emissions and cost
1. Effects of degradation not assessed 1.Degraded engine assessments
[18]
1. Fuel burn, time and NOx optimised civil
aircraft trajectories for short, medium and
long range aircraft
1. Effects of degradation not assessed 1. Degraded engine assessments
[19]
1. Fuel burn, time and NOx optimised civil
aircraft trajectories for long range aircraft
1. ATM constraints not considered
2. Effects of degradation not assessed
1. Aircraft trajectories under ATM
constraints
2. Degraded engine assessments
[20] 1. Benchmarking and validation of GATAC GAoptimiser
1 Climb and cruise segments optimised 1. Full trajectory optimisation
[21] 1. Fuel burn, time and NOx optimised civilaircraft trajectories for long range aircraft
1. Effects of degradation not assessed 1. Degraded engine assessments
[22]
1. Fuel burn and NOx optimised civil aircraft
trajectories for long range aircraft
2. Degraded engine assessments
1. Single component degradation
2. Arbitrary assignment of degradation
levels
3. Climb and cruise segment optimisation
4. Optimisation restricted to clean engine
1. Multiple component degradations
2. Degradation levels based on
established trends
3. Full trajectory optimisation
4. Fuel burn and engine life optimised
trajectories
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Table 1.9 Continued
Reference Main Objectives Limitations Addressed in Current Work
[23]
1. Impact of aircraft operations for short,
medium and long range missions on the
environment
2. Trade-offs between fuel burn, flight time and
NOx emissions
1.. Effects of degradation not assessed 1. Degraded engine assessments
[24] 1. Wind-optimal trajectory assessments2. Trade-offs between fuel burn and contrails
1. Cruise segment optimisation 1. Fuel burn and engine life trade-offs
[25]
1. Optimum aircraft trajectories for reduced
fuel burn and emissions for short, medium
and long haul flights.
1. No engine degradation studies 1. Degraded engine assessments
[26]
1. Evaluation of potential near-term
operational mitigations across all flight
phases
1. No optimisation studies performed 1. Fuel burn and. engine life optimised
trajectories
[27]
1. Evaluate the effect of differences between
engine design usage and actual flight usage
on the relative durability and life of the
engine components.
1. Engine application and usage severity
studies
1. Airport specific severity studies
[28]
1. Severity of a civil aero-engine due to
operational and technological factors for
short and long haul flights.
1. Parametric studies
2. No effects of degradation considered
1. Airport specific severity studies
2. Engine degradation assessments
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1.4 Contribution to Knowledge
The contribution to knowledge separates into two elements: engine
degradation and airport severity factors. The first is the assessment of the
effects of engine degradation on flight mission fuel burn and engine life. The
emphasis towards this contribution is on the change in engine life usage when
optimising for flight mission fuel burn and the change in flight mission fuel burn
when optimising for engine life usage. The other is the assessment of the
airport environment (e.g. sand) in addition to the airport OAT and altitude, and
the impact on engine component damage and life consumption, and on
engine/aircraft performance metrics such as flight mission fuel burn, engine life,
operating costs and emissions among others. Reference is made to table 1.9.
1.5 Research Objectives
The main aims of this research are to provide a detailed understanding on
the effects of engine degradation on flight mission fuel burn and engine life, and
to present an assessment (by the author) of the implications of airport severity
factors on aero-engine component life and on engine and aircraft performance.
The primary objectives are to provide detailed descriptions of the change in
engine life when flying fuel burn optimised trajectories and the change in flight
mission fuel burn when flying engine life optimised trajectories. Additionally, the
impact on direct operating costs and emissions are presented. The effects of
airport severity factors are discussed with the aid of several case studies.
1.6 Methodology: Steps to Complete the Research
A global framework was developed for this work. The framework was
modelled after the Techno-economic & Environmental Risk Assessment’
(TERA), a concept developed at Cranfield University. TERA is a
multidisciplinary optimisation tool that allows for risk assessment and the
comparison and ranking of competing goal functions. The framework is made
up of mathematical modules that can be used to simulate the performance of
single standalone or a set of integrated technologies. This section and sub-
sections describe and explain the steps taken to achieve the aims and
objectives of this work and provides an overview of the multidisciplinary
framework used. The framework has a modular structure consisting of the
following set of mathematical modules coupled to an optimiser: engine and
aircraft performance, engine degradation, lifing, emissions and operating cost.
In sections 1.1 to 1.5 the subject of this thesis was introduced, i.e. the
assessment of the impact of airport severity factors on engine life consumption
and aircraft performance and the assessment and quantification of the change
in engine life usage when optimising for flight mission fuel burn and the change
in flight mission fuel burn when optimising for engine life usage. The focus was
particularly the influence of airport conditions and the environment on aircraft
performance and the influence of fuel burn optimised trajectories on engine life
and of engine life optimised trajectories on fuel burn. Additionally, the impact on
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direct operating costs and emissions and the effects of engine component
degradation was to be incorporated and assessed.
According to [31], “Performance comprises the power output delivered for a
given fuel flow, life, weight, emissions, engine diameter and cost, while ensuring
stable and safe operation throughout the operational envelope at all conditions.”
Since performance is inseparable from the economic model, it is a fulcrum in
the economic viability of any engine. In this current and modern economic
climate, engine performance underlines the criticality of choosing between the
environmental impact and the economic performance. Any mechanical device
such as an aircraft gas turbine engine will in its lifetime of service show the
effects of damage and deterioration which will affect engine performance (fuel
burn, engine life, emissions and engine operating costs). It is therefore very
useful to make preliminary assessments (at mission level) from an operator’s
perspective that may be used to give a clear view and understanding of the
relative risks and benefits of potential solutions early on in the development
phase. A thorough assessment of a wide ranging and sometimes conflicting
disciplines requires making simultaneous and consistent comparative
assessments such as those offered by MDO and in particular by TERA type
assessments [32] [33] and [34]. A multidisciplinary framework was developed to
enable the comparison of optimised solutions for fuel burn and engine life whilst
assessing their environmental and economic impact in terms of emissions and
operating costs. The same framework was used to compare the aircraft
performance at varying airports. The remaining sub-sections describe and
explain the steps that were followed to undertake this research.
The following steps were identified as the stages of activity which needed to
be worked through in carrying out and completing the research.
1) Establishing the focus of the study
2) Identifying the specific objectives of the study
3) Selecting the research method
4) Developing the research framework
5) Carrying out the assessments
6) Results and analysis
7) Writing up
8) Enabling dissemination
1.6.1 Establishing the Focus of the Study
The continuous growth of air transport has raised concerns about global
aircraft fuel consumption, emissions and noise. Industry’s efforts have identified
that to reduce future emissions and the impact of aircraft operations on the
environment will require contribution from: a) New technologies with better
efficiency b) Improved asset management and c) Greener manufacturing and
recycling processes. This research falls under asset management and involves
aircraft trajectory optimisation. Most aircraft trajectory optimisation studies
concentrate on optimising fuel burn, emissions and noise. During the course of
this work, no work was found to better understand from an operator’s
perspective how the optimal solutions for minimising fuel burn and protecting
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the environment together with engine degradation, will impact on the engine
useful life and consequently the engine operating costs. In that context, the
focus of this research thus became the assessment of the trade-offs between
mission fuel burn and engine life and the implications on operating costs and
emissions when considering the effects of engine degradation. This research
also looked at the influence of airport severity factors on aircraft performance.
1.6.2 Identifying the Specific Objectives of the Study
Once the focus of the study had been established, the next step was to
define the specific research objectives which would assist in choosing the
research method. The initial reading and literature review influenced the
formulation of the research objectives and contributed to the understanding of
the mechanisms of degradation and engine life limiting failure modes. Reading
was continuous throughout the research period to identify new publications
which might significantly influence this work and its findings. In the literature
review in section 1.3, an attempt has been made to provide context to the
subject area being investigated.
1.6.3 Selecting the Research Method
Once the research objectives had been formulated, the research method
was selected. A TERA type aero-engine multidisciplinary integration tool was
identified and used in this work. This approach was chosen as it offers
preliminary assessments of competing goal functions and allows the
assessment of the trade-offs between the many different requirements whilst
considering different disciplines simultaneously. A techno-economic type
trajectory analysis offers a preliminary understanding of the impact of flying fuel
burn optimised aircraft trajectories on engine life and the impact of flying engine
life optimised aircraft trajectories on fuel burn. Additionally insight and
understanding is offered on how aircraft TO performance varies and is
influenced by the airport of departure. Such analyses will give indication of how
aircraft trajectory management may be used to put constraints on those
trajectories that have a strong impact on engine deterioration.
1.6.4 Developing the Research Framework
The models making up the tool were identified; each representing a
discipline sought i.e. engine and aircraft performance, emissions prediction,
engine lifing assessment and operating cost prediction. These models were
chosen for their legacy (having been used in past European projects such as
VITAL [32]), availability and access to source codes. The models adapted for
this work were developed, verified and validated at Cranfield University. None of
the models was modified, and for the purposes of this work, each model’s
performance was assessed and validated (where possible as described in
chapters 2, 3, 4 and 5) against data available in literature. The initial
assessments were undertaken with the aim of demonstrating the performance
of the individual models and their suitability in satisfying the requirements and
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aims of this research. The assessments were conducted (to show the effects of
degradation on engine and aircraft performance (fuel burn, emissions, thrust
output and engine life) and these showed consistency with trends identified in
the literature (where available). The fidelity of each model was deemed
adequate to show the relative changes to objectives against a baseline, without
greatly impacting on the results. There are other methods and models available
such as those for the Environmental Design Space (EDS) [35], but these were
not chosen for the reasons mentioned above.
To study the effects of degradation and the influence of airport factors on
aircraft performance, a multi-disciplinary design framework (shown in figure 7.2)
was used. To make the optimisation assessments, the same framework was
used coupled with an optimiser (shown in figure 8.3) and integrated within the
GATAC [36] integration software. A computer program was written (in
FORTRAN) by the author to integrate and interface the models. This allowed for
automated communication between the modules i.e. the extraction of data from
the output of one module and preparing input files (required by other modules in
the framework) in the required format. For the optimisation assessments there
were two options to integrate the modules, either inside of GATAC or outside of
GATAC. The author chose to integrate the models outside of GATAC as there
were challenges to integrating within GATAC. The challenges included:
 Required inputs from some of the models such as the aircraft
performance were in more than one output file, and GATAC allows only
one input and one output file to be specified from which the required data
can be extracted.
 The integration of individual models within GATAC would require multiple
loops (interfaces) mapping inputs and outputs to respective models,
which would make troubleshooting cumbersome in the case of a process
failure as each loop would need to be checked.
 Communication and data handling of inputs and outputs is via GATAC
hence it would take longer for each evaluation to complete.
The merits of model integration outside of GATAC were:
 The computer program allowed every required input to be extracted from
whichever output file it was located in.
 No hassle of multiple loops as the integrated models interfaced with
GATAC as one model (all other models inside), only one interface/loop
was needed.
 GATAC sees one model (integration framework) and handles inputs and
outputs from this single model, allowing for quick communication and
faster execution times.
 Data flow and communication handling between models within the
integration framework and not through GATAC, allowing for easy
troubleshooting.
Once integration was complete, the framework was tested and deemed
suitable. The next stage was undertaking the research in the form of case
studies.
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1.6.5 Carrying Out the Assessments
The following outlined procedure was used (The optimiser was used only for
the optimisation assessments and not the airport severity factors):
 The engine performance code TURBOMATCH is used to calculate the
take-off thrust, flight segment spool speeds, operating temperatures and
cooling flow temperatures and specific fuel consumption (SFC).
 The aircraft performance code HERMES is used to integrate the engine
and aircraft and to calculate the flight performance in terms of total
mission fuel burn and flight mission time.
 The lifing code is used to estimate the useful life of the HPT blade and
disc (LCF, creep and oxidation) based on metal temperatures, stresses
and material properties. The life estimates are converted to damage
fractions using the linear damage rule as described in chapter 7.
 The damage fractions calculated by the lifing code are used to estimate
the severity for the HPT blade and disc as described in chapter 7.
 The emissions prediction code HEHAESTUS is used to predict the
emissions indices for CO2, NOx and H2O for the flight mission.
 The economics model HESTA is used to translate the life estimation into
engine/aircraft direct operating costs.
 The GA optimiser was used to determine the fuel burn and engine life
optimised trajectories. The optimised flight profile phases are defined in
terms of flight altitudes and speeds.
To model the effects of engine degradation changes were made to the flow
capacities and efficiencies of key engine components such as Fan, LPC, HPC,
LPT and HPT.
The studies for the airport severity factors were conducted in two parts:
 Parametric studies to investigate the effect of operational parameters
(TO derate, OAT, altitude and environment)
 Airport severity factors to investigate the effect of taking off from different
airports e.g. Abu Dhabi, Cairo and London Heathrow.
Parametric analyses were carried out by varying the TO derate from 0% to
30%, altitude from 0m to 1500m and OAT deviation from -20oC to +20oC. The
reference airport was assumed at 0% derate and ISA SLS (15oC OAT, 0oC
deviation and sea level). The baseline trajectory was assumed for a clean
engine TO from the reference airport on a flight mission range of 3000km. The
assessments were carried out for a clean engine and after 3000 cycles. To
model the desert conditions at airports such as Abu Dhabi, Cairo and Riyadh,
assessments were carried out for an engine after 5250cycles. A sensitivity
study was conducted after 4500, 5250 and 6000cycles, to guide the choice
leading to the 5250cycles being used.
The optimisation studies were conducted on the three routes (London –
Madrid, London – Ankara and London - Abu Dhabi) with the aid of the following
case studies:
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 Case 1: Aircraft performance calculation for the clean engine (to
establish baseline trajectory performance). Calculate performances after
3000, 4500 and 5250cycles of operation along same trajectory
 Case 2: Aircraft trajectory optimised for fuel burn and engine life for the
clean engine
 Case 3: Aircraft trajectory optimised for fuel burn and engine life after
3000cycles of engine operation
 Case 4: Aircraft trajectory optimised for fuel burn and engine life after
4500cycles of engine operation
 Case 5: Aircraft trajectory optimised for fuel burn and engine life after
5250cycles of engine operation
The clean engine aircraft performance was assumed as the baseline
trajectory along each route.
1.6.6 Results and Analysis
The results were analysed against the aims of this research. The airport
severity factors are presented in chapter 7 and the aircraft trajectory
optimisation in chapter 8.
1.6.7 Writing Up
The aim at this stage was to summarise and communicate the research
undertaken, the results and overall conclusions of the research in an
appropriate form to a wider audience.
1.6.8 Enabling Dissemination
It was important to research an aspect that was topical and relevant to the
aviation industry today. Another important part of the research process was to
make the findings available to a wider audience. Consequently some of the
findings, results and conclusions have been used by the author to make
significant contributions to knowledge in conference (and in future journal)
publications.
1.7 Thesis Structure
This thesis has a modular structure adopted to reflect the modular nature of
the TERA type multidisciplinary framework used and consists of ten individual
chapters: Each chapter is self-contained with chapter specific abstracts, related
literature, technical assessments, results, conclusions and references.
Chapter 1 is the Introduction and Background. The chapter provides the
background, context and motivation of this research. A summary of the
literature review of related past research and studies, an outline of the project
objectives and the major contributions from the research are provided. The
chapter also describes the Methodology and Overview of the Framework, and
explains the steps taken to achieve the aims and objectives of this work and
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provides an overview of the multidisciplinary framework used in the
assessments. The framework has a modular structure consisting of the
following set of mathematical modules coupled to an optimiser: engine and
aircraft performance, engine degradation, lifing, emissions and operating cost.
Chapter 2 is the Engine and Aircraft Performance. The chapter provides
detailed descriptions of the engine performance code TURBOMATCH, an in
house simulation and diagnostics code developed at Cranfield University that
was used to model the engine by calculating and closely approximating the
Design Point (DP) and Off-Design (OD) engine performance to the engine data
found in the public domain. The chapter also provides detailed descriptions of
the aircraft performance code HERMES that was used to integrate the engine
and aircraft and to determine the aircraft performance in terms of flight mission
fuel burn and flight mission time. The first part of the chapter is literature
describing concepts relevant to engine performance, engine component
degradation and aircraft performance. The second part of the chapter describes
in detail the engine performance and aircraft performance modules. The results
of the validation and verification of the engine and aircraft performance models
are presented.
Chapter 3 is the Gas Turbine Aero - Engine Lifing. The chapter provides a
detailed description of the lifing module that has been used to estimate the
creep, fatigue and oxidation life of the HPT disc and blades through analysis
over a full working cycle of the engine. The first part of the chapter is literature
describing concepts relevant to engine life usage, and the major life limiting
modes of failure. The second part of the chapter describes in detail the engine
lifing module. The HPT’s creep, LCF and oxidation life estimation approaches
are discussed. The results of the validation and verification of the engine lifing
model done by an MSc student at Cranfield University can be found in [36].
Chapter 4 is the Gas Turbine Aero - Engine Emissions. The chapter
provides a detailed description of the emissions module HEPHAESTUS
developed at Cranfield University and has been used to predict the LTO and
total flight emissions. The first part of the chapter is literature describing
concepts relevant to aero-engine emissions, legislation and the contribution of
aviation to emissions. The second part of the chapter describes the working
principles of the emissions module. The results of the validation and verification
of the emissions code are presented.
Chapter 5 is the Engine Operating Costs. The chapter provides a detailed
description of the economics module HESTA that was used to calculate the
DOC of the engine as a function of maintenance cost, cost of taxes on
emissions and noise, cost of fuel, cost of insurance and cost of interest paid on
the total investment, and the DOC of the aircraft as a function of the cost of
cabin and flight crew, cost of landing, navigational and ground handling fees.
The first part of the chapter is a review on the new total care package (power by
hour) business model. The second part of the chapter describes in detail the
economics module. The results of the validation and verification of the
economics model are presented.
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Chapter 6 is the Aircraft Trajectory Optimisation. The first part of the chapter
provides discussions on available optimisation methods and the benefits offered
by aircraft trajectory optimisation as a financially viable option that can cost
effectively and competitively improve aircraft operations and contribute towards
the ACARE targets for existing engines and aircraft. The latter part of the
chapter presents the optimiser that has been selected and used in this work: a
genetic algorithm based multi objective optimiser which implements a Non-
dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGAII). The results of the validation and
verification of the optimiser are presented.
Chapter 7 is the Case Study: Airport Severity Factors. The chapter presents
a major contribution made by the author in the assessment of the impact of
airport severity factors on aero-engine degradation, flight mission fuel burn and
engine life. The chapter uses severity as a measure of life consumption and an
assessment on the implications of airport factors on engine/aircraft performance
metrics is presented. The first part of the chapter links engine damage with
severity. The second part of the chapter presents the preliminary assessments
carried out to establish how the major parameters influence operational
severity. The results of parametric assessments on the life consumption
(damage rate), operating conditions (TET and exhaust gas temperature (EGT)),
DOC per flight, engine life, mission fuel burn and ICAO LTO and total flight
emissions of civil aero-engines are presented. Additionally, the results of case
studies carried out on specific airports are also presented.
Chapter 8 is the Case Study: Flight Mission Fuel Burn and Engine Life
Optimised Aircraft Trajectories. The chapter presents another major contribution
made by the author in the assessment of the trade-offs between mission fuel
burn and engine life optimised aircraft trajectories and the impact of aero-engine
component degradation. The results of aircraft trajectory optimisation
assessments carried out at mission level for an engine and aircraft similar to the
short to medium range single aisle Boeing 737-800 aircraft powered by a
CFM56-7B27 engine are presented. The case studies described represent
mission ranges of: 674nm, 1569nm and 2981 nm, corresponding to the city
pairs: London – Madrid, London – Ankara and London – Abu Dhabi
respectively. The results showing the effects on engine life (creep, fatigue and
oxidation) when flying mission fuel burn optimised trajectories and the effects on
mission fuel burn when flying engine life optimised trajectories are presented.
Additionally, the life consumption (damage fraction), operating conditions (TET
and EGT), DOC per flight, engine life, mission fuel burn and ICAO LTO and
total flight emissions of civil aero-engines are presented.
Chapter 9 is the Conclusions and Recommendations. This is the final
chapter of the thesis and provides an overall conclusion of the work presented
in each of the individual chapters 7 and 8. The author’s main contributions to
knowledge in the area of aircraft operational procedures and trajectory
optimisation are presented. The limitations of each of the varying analyses are
highlighted and recommendations for further work appropriately made.
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1.8 Additional Work Undertaken During Research
Apart from working on the research, the PhD has provided opportunity to
closely work with and assist several MSc students with their research thesis
(which is a major contributor to the MSc course). Technical leadership and
support provided by the author, and the MSc work essentially used inputs from
this PhD research and acknowledged its contribution in achieving the project
aims and vice versa.
The author has also contributed towards conference publications. This
section provides details of the conference publications and the contribution
made to other research projects.
Published Papers:
1. “Towards Development of a Diagnostic and Prognostic Tool for Civil
Aero-Engine Component Degradation” [29]
Conference: ASME India 2012
Paper Reference: GTIndia2012-9703
Authors: N. Khani, C. Segovia, R. Navaratne, V. Sethi, R. Singh and P.
Pilidis
NB: The abstract of this publication is presented in Appendix 1.
2. “Effects of Aero-Engine Component Degradation on Flight Mission Fuel
Burn and NOx Emissions” [30]
Conference: ISABE 2013
Paper Reference: ISABE-2013-1335
Authors: N. Khani, B. Venediger, C. Segovia, V. Sethi, P. Pilidis and Y. Li
NB: The abstract of this publication is presented in Appendix 2.
Contribution to Research Projects:
1. Segovia, C. (2012), “Effect of engine degradation on fuel burn optimum
civil aircraft trajectories” [8].
NB: The abstract of this MSc thesis is presented in Appendix 3.
2. Venediger, B. (2013), “Civil aircraft trajectory analyses: Impact of engine
degradation on fuel burn and emissions” [22].
NB: The abstract of this MSc thesis is presented in Appendix 4.
3. Chandran S. (2013), “Effect of engine degradation on engine and aircraft
performance” [9]
NB: The abstract of this MSc thesis is presented in Appendix 5.
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Figures for Chapter 1
Baseline - Trajectory for clean engine
Clean - Optimised trajectory for clean engine
HPC - Optimum trajectory for 2% degradation in both HPC efficiency and flow capacity
Fan - Optimum trajectory for 2% degradation in both fan efficiency and flow capacity
Figure 1.1: Optimised flight trajectories [8].
Figure 1.2: Fuel burn delta for the optimised flight trajectories relative to the
baseline trajectory [8].
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Figure 1.3: Effect of 2% component degradation on blade creep life [8].
Figure 1.4: Effect of 2% component degradation on disc creep life [8].
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Figure 1.5: Effect of 2% component degradation on blade fatigue life [8].
Figure 1.6: Effect of 2% component degradation on blade oxidation life [8].
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Figure 1.7: Variation of fuel and time with altitude and Mach number for a short
range aircraft [9].
Figure 1.8: Variation of fuel and TBO with altitude and Mach number for a short
range aircraft [9].
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Figure 1.9: Technical approach for historical data collection and analysis [10].
Figure 1.10: Engine performance deterioration diagnostic technique [10].
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Figure 1.11: Estimated overall performance loss for fan [10].
Figure 1.12: Estimated overall performance loss for LPC [10].
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Figure 1.13: Estimated overall performance loss for HPC [10].
Figure 1.14: Estimated overall performance loss for LPT [10].
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Figure 1.15: Estimated overall performance loss for HPT [10].
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Figure 1.16: Change in total fuel used (expressed as a percentage of total fuel
used with clean engines) for a 10% deterioration of stipulated components [12].
Figure 1.17: Change in net thrust available from engine (expressed as a
percentage of net thrust available from clean engine) for a 10% deterioration of
stipulated components [12].
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Figure 1.18: Blade's predicted changes in creep life for engines with a 10%
fouling index for the LPC and HPC, and a 10% erosion index for the LPT and
HIPT separately, compared with those for a clean engine [12].
Figure 1.19: Blade’s predicted LCF life consumption for engines with a 10%
fouling index for the LPC and HPC separately, and a 10% erosion index for the
LPT and HPT separately [12].
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Figure 1.20: Blade's predicted change in the relative severity of thermal fatigue
for engines with a 10% fouling index for the LPC and HPC, and a 10% erosion
index for the LPT and HPT separately [12].
Figure 1.21: Pareto fronts of fuel carried, LTO NOx, and cumulative
certiﬁcation noise vs. operating cost [13].
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Figure 1.22: Comparison of single-objective optimisation results [15].
BL – Baseline; CRTF – Contra-Rotating Turbofan; GTF – Geared Turbofan; ATF – Advanced
Turbofan
Figure 1.23: Pareto front of non-dimensional block fuel vs. LTO NOx [15].
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Figure 1.24: SFC versus time for take-off, climb and cruise [16].
Figure 1.25: Engine speed versus time for take-off, climb and cruise [16].
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Figure 1.26: TET versus time for take-off, climb and cruise [16].
Figure 1.27: Results of optimum trajectories relative to baseline [17].
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Figure 1.28: Baseline versus optimum trajectories [17].
T – At this and all points to the left the optimiser is seeking optimum for fuel burn
W – At this and all points to the right the optimiser is seeking optimum for NOx
U and V – Transition from seeking fuel burn optimum to seeking NOx optimum
Figure 1.29: Optimum trajectory solutions for fuel burn and NOx [18].
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C – Point close to the elbow of the Pareto between the crank and the optimum for fuel burn
D – Crank point (elbow) between the two optimums
E – Point close to the elbow of the Pareto between the crank and the optimum for time
Figure 1.30: Optimum trajectory solutions for fuel burn and time [18].
Figure 1.31: Fuel-time Pareto fronts for the long range flight [19].
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Figure 1.32: Optimised trajectory for minimum fuel and minimum time [19].
Figure 1.33: Mission fuel versus NOx [19].
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Figure 1.34: Fuel-Time Pareto fronts for a medium range flight [20].
Figure 1.35: Comparison of Fuel vs. Time optimum trajectories for a medium
range flight [20].
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Figure 1.36: Fuel-NOx Pareto fronts for a medium range flight [20].
Figure 1.37: Comparison of Fuel vs. NOx optimum trajectories for a medium
range flight [20].
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Figure 1.38: Fuel vs. Time Pareto front [21].
Figure 1.39: Fuel vs. Time flight trajectory [21].
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Figure 1.40: Time vs. NOx Pareto front [21].
Figure 1.41: Time vs. NOx flight trajectory [21].
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Figure 1.42: Engine flight mission fuel flow (clean and degraded) [22].
Figure 1.43: Engine flight mission TET (clean and degraded) [22].
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Figure 1.44: Pareto Front: Fuel vs. Time [22].
Figure 1.45: Pareto Front: Fuel vs. NOX [22].
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Figure 1.46: Fuel-Time Pareto Front: for a long range flight [23].
Figure 1.47: Optimised fuel and time trajectories for a long range flight [23].
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Figure 1.48: Fuel-NOx Pareto Front: for a long range flight [23].
Figure 1.49: Optimised fuel and NOx trajectories for a long range flight [23].
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Figure 1.50: The variation of the fuel consumption according to the cruise
altitude, Trondheim – Oslo [25].
Figure 1.51: The accumulated fuel consumption according to the cruise
altitude, Trondheim – Oslo [25].
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Figure 1.52: Cyclic to steady state usage severity relationships [27].
Figure 1.53: Elements of severity estimation [28].
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Figure 1.54: Engine characteristics for variation in TO derate (a) EGT (b) Shaft
speed scaling vector (c) Blade severity (d) Disc severity [28].
Figure 1.55: Engine characteristics for variation in OAT (a) EGT (b) Shaft
speed scaling vector (c) Blade severity (d) Disc severity [28].
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Figure 1.56: Engine characteristics for variation in airport altitude (a) EGT (b)
Shaft speed scaling vector (c) Blade severity (d) Disc severity [28].
Figure 1.57: Short haul flight engine severity sensitivity for operational factors
(a) Blade severity (b) Disc severity (c) HPT severity [28].
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Chapter 2
Engine and Aircraft Performance
Abstract
The engine performance code TURBOMATCH, an in house simulation and
diagnostics code developed at Cranfield University is used to calculate the
engine DP and OD thermodynamics when BPR, OPR and TET have been
determined. The aircraft performance code HERMES is used to integrate the
engine and aircraft and to determine the flight performance in terms of total fuel
burn for the mission and the flight mission time. The first part of the chapter is
literature describing concepts relevant to engine performance, engine
component degradation and aircraft performance. The second part of the
chapter describes in detail the engine performance and aircraft performance
modules. The design point and off-design performance calculation procedures
for the validation and verification of the engine model are discussed. The
payload range diagram for the validation and verification of the aircraft
performance model is also discussed. For each model a comprehensive list of
assumptions, capabilities and limitations is provided. The results of preliminary
assessments for both models are presented where relevant.
2.1 Introduction
Performance is inseparable from the economic model and is pivotal to an
engine’s economic viability. Performance measures such as fuel burn, life and
maintenance requirements among others are all driven by the performance
parameters, making it critical in the modern economic climate to understand
how the economic (or business) model influences the choice of trade-offs
between the environmental impact and the economic performance.
2.2 Aircraft Technology
Over the last 40 years the aircraft industry has developed to see an
improvement in aircraft fuel efficiency of 70% [1], an improvement resulting from
advances in airframe design, engine technology and rising load factors [1]. Most
of the improvement has been attributed to better engine technology. The future
predicts a continuation of these trends, with airframe improvements in
efficiency, new materials and better control and handling systems expected to
have more contribution to fuel efficiency improvements. Airframe fuel efficiency
improvement up to the year period 2040-2050 is projected to be in the region of
25% [1]. Today’s large conventional aircraft have design constraints, constraints
which can be relaxed in future designs of larger aircraft such as with blended-
wing or double-deck cabin. The fuel efficiency of a given fleet of aircraft is
expected to improve slowly due to the low replacement rates; today’s aircraft
have lifetimes of up to 50 years; a trend expected to be maintained by rising
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market demand [1]. A 40-50% improvement in fuel efficiency improvement is
projected for new production aircraft by the year period 2040-2050 [1].
2.2 Aircraft Characteristics
The civil aviation industry has experienced many technology breakthroughs
in the past 40 years. From propeller-powered aircraft through jet powered
aircraft of the early 1960s, right up to the turbofans of the 1970s to 1990s. Ever
powerful and fuel-efficient power plants have been developed with matching
aerodynamic improvements and network reductions in baseline airframes.
These improvements were, and continue to be driven by demand for better
flight range, increased fuel efficiency, better capacity and greater speed. These
are drivers with a positive market and economic impact as well as the
environmental effect of aircraft. Fuel efficiency improvements averaging 1-2%
annually have been realised since the introduction of the jet engine; advances
that can be attributed to the integration of new engine and aircraft technology.
Over this period, changes have been incremental and large scale representing
improvement that has been relatively steady and continuous. Projecting forward
to 2040-2050, the same trend is expected and adopted [1].
2.3 Engine Performance
Performance is the thrust power delivered for a given fuel flow, life, weight,
emissions, engine diameter and cost, whilst ensuring stable and safe operation
throughout the flight envelope at all steady state and transient conditions [2].
The main performance design drivers for the turbofan are the Turbine Entry
Temperature (TET), Overall Pressure Ratio (OPR) and the Bypass Ratio (BPR).
For a given set of BPR, OPR and TET there is an optimum Fan Pressure ratio
(FPR) where SFC is a minimum and specific thrust is a maximum. At a fixed
TET, OPR and BPR, as FPR increases, the fan thrust (and jet velocity of the
bypass) will increase and the hot thrust (and jet velocity of the core) will
decrease. This is due to an increase in the work extracted from the LP turbine.
An increase in TET and/or OPR will increase the useful work and also improve
the thermal efficiency and the optimum FPR. Increasing BPR will improve the
propulsive efficiency and the fuel efficiency (hence a better SFC).
Improvements in thermal efficiency and propulsive efficiency will give an
increase in the overall efficiency. Whilst increasing BPR will improve the SFC, it
will incur a significant reduction in the specific thrust. The specific thrust falls
due to a fall in the core energy as the demand to drive the bypass gets bigger
and the jet velocity decreases. The optimum FPR decreases with an increase in
BPR. A significant reduction in SFC can be realised by optimising the key
parameters.
Since the inception of the gas turbine as the source of propulsion in civil
aviation, technological strides have been made which have influenced the key
engine design and performance characteristics. Advances have been made in
the aerodynamics of turbo-machinery, combustion, materials and turbine blade
cooling. The civil aircraft engine has benefited from high bypass ratio engines,
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which have lower fuel burn. Common practice dictates that engines are
compared in terms of specific fuel consumption (SFC) [1]. However, the ultimate
goal of aircraft engine design with respect to fuel economy is to minimise fuel
burn per flight mission rather than SFC. The total fuel burn for a flight mission is
influenced by the engine weight, installation drag and SFC. Engine weight for
subsonic aircraft is about 10-15% of the empty aircraft weight. Savings on
engine weight will benefit fuel burn reduction which equates to an increase in
aircraft range.
2.3.1 Thermal Efficiency
The thermal efficiency for an aero-engine is a measure used to assess how
effectively the chemical energy in the fuel is converted into mechanical work
(increase the kinetic energy of the exhaust gases) by the thermodynamic cycle.
It is dependent on pressures, temperatures, component efficiencies and other
associated losses [2] [3]. To improve the thermal efficiency of an engine cycle,
an increase in overall pressure ratio, temperature ratio and component
efficiencies is necessary, resulting in an increase in jet velocity. It can also be
improved by using better technology for cooling and sealing to minimise
component losses or by using unconventional components to change the
thermodynamic cycle such as the constant volume combustor (CVC), not
investigated in this study. The thermal efficiency is best approximated using the
representation in Equation 2.1.
FHVFAR
VV oj
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


22
 (2.1)
Where, oV is the flight velocity, and jV is the jet velocity, and FAR is the fuel-air
ratio and FHV is the fuel heating value.
2.3.2 Propulsive Efficiency
The propulsive efficiency for aero-engines is a measure of efficiency of the
jet for aircraft propulsion. It accounts for the relationship between the thrust
power and the increase in kinetic energy power through the engine [3]. An
improvement in the propulsive efficiency is characteristically achieved when the
bypass ratio is increased and the fan pressure ratio reduced resulting in the
specific thrust and hence, the jet velocity to fall. The propulsive efficiency is best
approximated by Equation 2.2.
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Where, oV is again the flight velocity, and jV is the jet velocity.
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2.2.3 Overall Efficiency
The overall efficiency of an aero-engine is the amount of mechanical energy
produced by the thrust when fuel is burned to give energy. It is the product of
the thermal efficiency and the propulsive efficiency as shown in Equation 2.3.
proptho   (2.3)
Increasing the overall efficiency will reduce the SFC. It can be improved by
promoting thermal efficiency and/or propulsive efficiency. Further increases are
possible by increasing the bypass ratio. However, there has to be trade-offs
against increase in size, weight of the engine, and changes in drag. The drag
and weight of the aircraft have an influence in the level of efficiency due to their
effect on the fuel consumption. High efficiency is achieved by minimising fuel
consumption via reductions in drag and weight. Low fuel consumption ensures
a subsequent reduction in CO2 and water output levels. The bypass engine in
today’s aircraft is a practical way of increasing overall efficiency by reducing the
jet velocity and raising the propulsive efficiency. The high bypass ratio, high
pressure ratio engine is the most fuel efficient in aviation industry today. These
engines have high pressures and temperatures of combustion resulting in high
NOx formation at take-off and cruise for the same combustor technology.
2.4 Gas Turbine Engine Degradation
The gas turbine is a system that functions as a result of the fine tuning and
matching of a number of different components. Over time, any of the engine
components can show the effects of degradation, which will affect the matching
of the components and adversely affect the overall engine performance. The
degradation of an engine will affect its economic performance since
performance measures such as fuel burn, life and maintenance requirements
are influenced by performance parameters. It is therefore essential when
attempting to predict engine component degradation and remaining useful life,
to understand the mechanisms that will cause degradation and to understand
how the remaining useful life is changing as the engine degrades [4].
2.4.1 Mechanisms of Engine Degradation
There are several mechanisms that will cause engine degradation and
following technical discussions with [5] these mechanisms have been broadly
classified into the following three events:
1. Singular events: Events comprising “unique singular events” e.g. Foreign
Object Damage (FOD), engine surge and foreign object ingestion
(volcanic ash).
2. Benign events: Events associated with the natural ageing of the engine
(and associated degradation) e.g. thermal distortion and flight loads.
3. “Not entirely benign” events: Events comprising of factors other than
natural ageing of the engine which cause the engine to degrade e.g.
engine flight operational procedures (harsh deployment of thrust
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reversers, sharper take-off and climb manoeuvres) and maintenance
procedures, engine fouling (e.g. sand ingestion) due to deposits within
the engine, and the erosion of aerofoils (also caused by natural ageing
and accelerated by fouling).
Due to the “unique” and largely unpredictable nature of singular events, they
have not been considered within the scope of this work.
2.4.1.1 Common Causes of Performance Deterioration
Flight Loads and Thermal Distortion
The push for better engine performance has resulted in increased mass
flows, pressure ratios, firing temperatures, improved efficiencies and reduced
clearances and weight. Increasing the mass flows has resulted in a subsequent
increase in engine size, and this coupled with smaller clearances has increased
engine sensitivity to the loads exerted during flight manoeuvres. Flight
manoeuvre loads affect each of the engine components, and the greatest
impact is wear occuring between the rotor blades and the engine seals. During
transient performance, the engine experiences rapid behavioural changes and
exhibits its greatest expansion under the effects of increased flight loads. As the
engine accelerates, the rotating parts expand to their greatest size causing
maximum interaction and larger blade clearances than those expected under
constant engine load. According to [7] studies on the effects of clearance
increases have shown that an LPT increase of 0.010” in clearance results in a
0.5% decrease in isentropic efficiency and 0.83% decrease in flow capacity.
The effect of flight loads will also appear as engine casing distortion, which
is more pronounced during critical flight conditions at take-off and landing. As
the casing temperatures increase, the casing expands and distorts causing an
increase in clearances [6] [7].
During the design phase, the engine stationary and rotating parts are
thermally matched, an effort aimed at slowing degradation. This matching of the
thermal growth of components is to ensure and maintain a constant running
clearance during thermal cycles i.e. start and stop cycles or change of load. A
distortion in thermal loading gives rise to differential thermal growth and
subsequent mismatch in the thermal growth of components which enhances
degradation. Under high temperatures and stress fluctuations, thermal
distortions occur as primary twisting, bowing and soldering of turbine vanes.
Changes in compressor and combustor performance give rise to changes in
turbine entry conditions. In particular, changes in the combustor effect changes
in the temperature profile at entry to the turbine and this could result in elevated
local temperatures, variation in clearances and area, increased leakage and
distortion. The efficiency and life of the turbine suffer with thermal distortions.
The combustor also suffers from thermal distortion causing the components to
fail prematurely and increasing life cycle costs. Thermal expansion causes
blade tip and labyrinth seal wear [6] [7].
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As the equipment ages, clearances between the rotating hub and stationary
blades or between the rotating blades and stationary casing open up resulting in
higher flow leakages and a reduction in the possible head capability and the
efficiency of the components. The production losses occur due to intensive
mixing of the leakage flows and the main flow, and also due to the leakage
flows acting as a blockage across the flow area thereby reducing the effective
through flow area [6] [7].
Engine Flight Operation and Maintenance Procedures
Taking into account that a gas turbine functions as a result of the
interdependencies of various components, one major cause of engine
degradation is the actual interaction of these components. The nature of engine
operation will therefore affect the rate of degradation and the life of the
components. Engine deployment does not always maintain steady state
operations where the components interact with little rubbing, at times, rapid
throttle movements are required giving rise to unequal growth and added
rubbing. Some missions demand more in terms of fuel consumption due to
flying at different altitudes, Mach numbers and power settings [6] [8].
The maintenance procedures employed on an engine will affect the level
and rate of performance degradation and the time between repairs and
overhaul. Maintenance standards vary from user to manufacturer to facilities,
and are greatly influenced by understanding performance degradation and the
factors that affect degradation. Studies have identified that maintenance
practices could have differences in the degradation of engines amounting to as
much as 13% [7], and have shown that engine efficiency can be improved by
over 2% [7] through compressor washing and dressing of blades.
Fouling and Abrasion
Fouling is the degradation of flow capacity and efficiency due to contaminant
particles adhering to airfoil and/or annulus surfaces in the presence of oil or
water mists. Fouling will result in a reduced flow area; an increase in surface
roughness and changes in the airfoil shape (which influence its aerodynamic
behaviour). Fouling will also lead to a reduction in power output, efficiency drop
and increased fuel consumption. Both compressors and turbines can be fouled;
however compressor fouling is the more prevalent cause of performance
deterioration and will increase both creep and fatigue as well as result in
increases in turbine temperatures of as much as 15oC. Compressor fouling can
cause flow reductions of up to 8% and efficiency reductions of 1% [6] depending
on the operating condition and severity as well as cause increases in engine
rotational speed. Turbine fouling of Nozzle Guide Vanes (NGVs) will result in
approximately 2% reduction in flow capacity and 1% in efficiency. Particles also
may plug the turbine blade cooling holes and promote damage due to
overheating. The decrease in engine performance requires higher turbine entry
temperatures and speeds to maintain the required power output. This results in
reduced engine life and increased operating costs. Regular offline washing or in
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combination with online washing to a large extent mitigates the effects of fouling
[6].
Abrasion is the outcome when rotating parts rub on the stationary parts
causing the seal and/or tip clearances to increase.
Hot Corrosion
Hot corrosion is material loss (and/or deterioration) when chemical reactions
occur between certain contaminants such as salts, mineral acids or reactive
gases and components in the flow path. When the products of such reactions
adhere to the components, the result is scaling. Also, chemical reactions occur
between the metal atoms of the components and oxygen that is found in the
surrounding hot gaseous environment, causing high temperature oxidation [4].
Erosion and Corrosion
Erosion is the wearing of components (airfoil and seals) when hard or
incompressible particles impinge on flow surfaces and remove material from the
flow path by abrasion. It will occur in airfoils when foreign particles are ingested
into the engine. Ingested particles can vary from items on the ground to
environmental conditions (e.g. volcanic ash, hail, soot and pollution). Ingestion
of particles can affect performance by causing the engine to stall, and also by
eroding seals and blade material. Erosion can lead to permanent performance
degradation and will produce stress risers which reduce engine life. It will blunt
airfoils, reduce blade camber and blade length and increase clearances
(causing an increase in blade tip leakages, change blade aerodynamics,
increase pressure losses and cause blades to fail). In compressors, erosion will
typically reduce flow capacity by 2% and isentropic efficiency by 1%. Erosion
will affect the turbine by increasing the nozzle area and lowering its efficiency
and typical effects are 2% increase in flow capacity and 1% reduction in
efficiency. Erosion of the blades can lead to excessive blade metal
temperatures and premature failures due to changes in the profile of the cooling
holes which affects the effectiveness of cooling the blade [6].
Corrosion (figure 2.1) is the loss of material due to chemical reactions
between contaminants in the air or fuel and the components. Another source of
problems is when particles fuse onto hot surfaces and block cooling passages,
alter the surface shape and interfere with heat transfer (resulting in thermal
fatigue). Corrosion though having the same impact as erosion (with similar
changes in flow capacity and efficiency) is more severe and cannot be stopped
easily once it has started and will lead to premature engine (or component)
failure [4].
Damage
Damage will occur when large foreign objects such as large birds strike the
components in the flow path (figure 2.2). These objects may enter the engine
with the intake flow or can be engine pieces that have broken off. Pieces of ice
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breaking off the intake or carbon build-up breaking off from the fuel nozzles can
also cause damage [4].
2.4.1.2 Evolution of Degradation
Gas turbine performance losses get progressively worse with time unless
corrective action is taken. There is little quantitative information available
publicly concerning degradation and how it evolves when an engine is in
operation. According to [7] degradation can be separated according to time
frames into:
 Short term (permanent) degradation that occurs rapidly during early
stages (first few hundred flights) after entry into service.
 Long term degradation that progresses gradually with accumulating
service hours.
Gas turbine degradation is not linear but logarithmic and the rate of
degradation diminishes with time i.e. a new engine initially degrades more
rapidly than it degrades after several thousand hours of operation [6] [7]. The
main cause of degradation during its early life is increase in clearances. Once
the clearances have been established, the rate of degradation reduces (unless
harsh deployment and violent manoeuvres) as clearances no longer increase.
After this initial phase, performance degradation is due to fouling, erosion and
corrosion.
2.4.1.3 Gradual and Rapid Degradation
Further, degradation can be divided according to the rate of performance
loss as gradual or rapid. Gradual degradations are those that occur slowly as a
result of fouling, erosion, corrosion and rubbing wear. Rapid degradations are
those that are instantaneous such as due to foreign (and domestic) object
damage, faulty systems and sensors. Rapid degradations are not within the
scope of this work as they are random and unpredictable in nature [9].
Some of the effects of degradation that have been mentioned can be
mitigated by engine washing or cleaning, whereas others require the
components to be re-adjusted, repaired or replaced. For this reason,
mechanisms of degradation can also be identified as either recoverable or non-
recoverable degradations. Degradations in which the performance loss can be
mitigated through online and offline water washing of components are
recoverable degradations. Non-recoverable degradations require engine
overhaul as they cannot be mitigated by merely washing and or cleaning. Non-
recoverable degradations include permanent degradations whereby the
recovery of full performance is not possible even with overhaul.
2.4.1.4 Engine Rating
Engine rating also known as thrust rating is whereby the engine’s
performance is limited or a specified power setting (baseline value) adequate
for a given set of flight conditions is selected. This allows the engine to operate
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at lower temperatures and engine spool speeds (part load), hence a reduction
in the centrifugal force and thermal expansion which increases engine life.
Engine thrust rating reduces the life accumulation rates of an engine and will
potentially reduce the Life Cycle Costs (LCC) [11].
A de-rated degraded engine will have a significantly lower loss in efficiency
than when it is operating at full load. Thrust rating has minimal effect on LCF life
and studies have shown an increase of 3-5% and 2.5% gain in the cold section
and hot section LCF life respectively [6]. The hot section components mainly
affected by thermal fatigue have shown significant benefit due to thrust rating.
According to [6], the following life extensions have been achieved for a 100 hour
Stator Outlet Temperature (SOT) adjustment interval:
1. Combustion chamber – 6%
2. HP turbine nozzle guide vanes – 11%
3. HP turbine rotor blades – 18%
4. IP turbine nozzle guide vanes – 17%
5. IP turbine blades – 31%
2.4.2 Engine Component Degradation
A combination of some or all of the mechanisms that have been discussed
in section 3.4.1 will lead to engine component degradation.
2.4.2.1 Airfoils
Fouling and erosion will increase the blade surface roughness which in turn
promotes frictional losses. Increased roughness also causes premature
transition from laminar to turbulent boundary layers as well as premature flow
separation, giving rise to production losses. Changes to the geometric shape of
the airfoil will occur with erosion, deposits or damage to the airfoil and reduce
the optimum performance of the airfoil. The exit angles change as the turbine
blades deteriorate therefore reducing the work and increasing the losses. In
blades which operate at or near transonic speeds, blade deposits and added
roughness consequently lead to a thicker boundary layer and a subsequent
reduction of flow capacity through the blade row. Erosion of the trailing edge
increases the throat width of the blade allowing more flow but less work
extraction. The blade leading edges are most significantly affected by erosion,
and this has an effect on the location and extent of the transition of the
boundary layer from laminar to turbulent. The heat transfer characteristics of a
boundary layer are not only dependent upon the thickness, but also upon the
state of boundary layer whether laminar, turbulent, and transitional or
separated; hence erosion of the leading edge will influence the heat balance of
the blade. In general, degradation (i.e. fouling, erosion, deposits, corrosion and
other damage) of the airfoil creates higher losses and less turning, thus
presenting the succeeding row of airfoils with different incidence angles, higher
temperatures, lower pressures and densities for compressors and higher
pressures and densities for turbines [6].
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2.4.2.2 Compressor
There are three major effects that determine the performance deterioration
of the compressor:
1. Increase in tip clearances
2. Airfoil geometry changes
3. Airfoil surface quality changes
The first two effects lead to non-recoverable degradation, whereas through
compressor washing the latter effect can be partially recovered. A combination
of the effects will lower the compressor flow capacity and its efficiency, and
effectively reduce the compressor surge or stall margin. A further reduction in
the surge margin, though maybe not directly affecting the steady state
operation, may reduce the transient capabilities and cause damage.
Compressor fouling will shift the equilibrium running line to both a lower mass
flow rate and a lower pressure ratio (figure 2.3) [4]. This is because, at any
given engine spool speed, the degraded compressor operates at a lower than
design efficiency and at a non-optimum surge margin and reduced operating
range. Fouling the first stage will have more impact on the overall compressor
performance than similarly fouling a later stage. In addition to reduced stage
performance, there will be additional losses and efficiency reductions due to
individual stages operating at lower flow coefficients than for the clean engine.
Since the operating point of the compressor is determined by the turbine flow
capacity, the condition of the compressor will impact the turbine performance.
2.4.2.3 Combustion System
The combustion system will not directly lead to performance deterioration,
and apart from severe combustor damage the combustion efficiency will
normally not decrease. Combustor performance deterioration potentially leads
to coking of fuel nozzles, changes in the fuel spray pattern and the temperature
profile at the combustor exit becoming distorted. A variation in the exit
temperature distribution will implicate on the turbine performance as the below
points [4]:
1. Local temperature peaks cause turbine section damage.
2. The modified temperature profile increases secondary flow activity
causing a reduction in turbine efficiency.
3. Due to measurements of the control temperature being taken at discrete
circumferential points, the average measured temperature is different
from the true average thermodynamic temperature.
2.4.2.4 Turbine
Turbine degradation will result in the following effects:
1. Increase in tip clearances
2. Airfoil geometry changes
3. Airfoil surface quality changes
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An engine transiting from cold to accelerating to full load will experience
extreme temperature changes; for this reason it is problematic to maintain tip
clearances in the turbine section. In a large number of cases there is a different
rate of expansion for the stationary components and the rotating components.
Centrifugal and thermal loads exerted during transient operation and also
engine casing distortion caused by flight loads will increase clearances.
Clearances are proportional to the losses and the losses increase with flow
increase. Added clearances reduce efficiency and also increase the axial flow
blockage thus reducing the through flow and increasing the velocities in the
main flow. Aerodynamic loads and thermal stresses distort the turbine inlet
guide vanes allowing the cooling air into the main gas stream. This reduces the
gas temperature and has a negative impact on the turbine efficiency [4].
Corrosion alters the flow path by increasing the surface roughness, causing
thicker boundary layers on the blades and sidewalls. This has the effect of
possibly reducing the flow capacity, more so at near choking conditions. Also,
corrosion leads to material removal, particularly at the airfoil leading and trailing
edges. The removal of material especially in the nozzle area has an opposite
effect, it will result in increases in flow capacity for any given pressure ratio due
to a larger effective throat area (a limiting factor in flow capacity of any nozzle)
and also increases in the exit flow angle, thus reducing turning in the stator and
rotor with a subsequent reduction in work extracted. Any change in the turbine
flow capacity will impact the operating point of the compressor [4].
2.4.3 Effect of Degradation on the Engine
Engine component(s) degradation cause changes in the performance
characteristics and hence a mismatch which gives a compound effect on the
engine performance. A degraded engine will seek a different steady operating
point in relation to that of a clean engine, and this variation in the engine’s
steady operating point causes changes in the SFC and/or fuel flow (Wff) [4] [8].
Compressor degradation affects the compressor pressure ratio, efficiency
and flow capacity, and the type of degradation influences the level of impact. An
engine with reduced compressor efficiency due to fouling will display
momentous changes in pressure ratio and flow capacity. This type of
degradation of the compressor will not alter the relationship between
compressor flow capacity and pressure ratio as it is determined by the turbine,
though the engine will run faster and the compressor consume more power.
The engine exhibits a loss in power. An engine with reduced compressor flow
capacity due to fouling or increased clearances will exhibit a power loss.
An engine with the turbine nozzle degraded by erosion or corrosion
experiences a turbine pressure ratio and efficiency drop, leading to a reduction
in engine speed. The effect this degradation has on overall engine performance
depends on the compressor speed and if compressor efficiency does not
change with speed there is a resulting drop in engine output and efficiency. TET
is not measured directly in most engines but is calculated as a function of the
Exhaust Gas Temperature (EGT). Because the measured EGT is not the
thermodynamic average temperature, but rather the arithmetic average
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temperature, engine degradation can lead to a shift in the true ratio between
TET and EGT causing the engine to over fire or under fire; a shift caused by
changes in flame patterns which result in changes in temperature patterns and
also by changes in turbine efficiency or flow capacity.
In summary, the performance degradation mechanisms associated with the
compressors reduce flow capacity and efficiency whereas those associated with
the turbines largely increase flow capacity and reduce efficiency. The effects of
performance degradation increase with increasing number of flight cycles for
both the compressors and the turbines. The levels of degradation for a
serviceable engine level off after a given number of flight cycles [4] [6] [7].
2.4.3.1 Component Performance Degradation
The performance characteristics of an engine component are determined by
established performance parameters. These basic parameters are used when
matching the components to ensure the functionality of an engine as a system.
Some of the basic performance parameters are listed below:
 Compressor efficiency and flow capacity
 Combustor efficiency
 Turbine efficiency
 Area of nozzle guide vane
 Area of exhaust nozzle
A set of basic performance parameters also referred to as ‘engine design
parameters’ fixes the geometry of the engine and will vary according to the
engine configuration. Engine degradation will alter these basic design
parameters and change the performance characteristics of components
resulting in a mismatch. The performance characteristics that change with
degradation are dependent upon the engine design parameters and these
include:
 Fuel flow
 Thrust power
 Engine temperatures
 Engine pressures
 Rotational speeds
2.4.3.2 Influence of Component Performance Degradation
A turbine produces power of magnitude P as given in Equation 2.4.
ܲ = ܹ ܥ௣(ܶܧܶ)൦1 − ଵ
൤
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൨
ംషభ
ം
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Equation 2.4 assumes constant fluid properties at inlet and outlet, no bleed
and no cooling. In reality Cp and γ are a function of temperature and gas
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composition and as described in [12] and [13] any assumptions made will affect
the caloric properties and can yield significant inaccuracies in performance
calculations.
The pressure at inlet to the HPT is the compressor delivery pressure less
the combustor pressure drop. Since degradation causes the compressor flow
capacity and delivery pressure to drop, the turbine work is reduced. To maintain
the thrust requirement, the engine’s fuel flow control system compensates for
the effects of degradation by increasing the fuel flow rate which is matched by a
corresponding increase in turbine entry temperature. The increase in TET
increases the acceleration of the gases through the turbine giving a higher
engine speed and a correspondingly greater airflow which increases the
compressor delivery pressure. Because degradation causes the compressor
efficiency to drop, the turbine must compensate by producing more work to
maintain the fuel flow rate, higher compressor delivery pressure and engine
performance output. This increased demand on the turbine results in more
creep and fatigue damage which shortens the lives of the hot section
components and increases the engine LCC [14].
From the preceding discussions, the TET (and/or EGT), fuel flow rate and
engine power (thrust) output are identified as the main drivers that affect the
evolution of the engine life potential. An increase in the magnitude of these
drivers has detrimental effects on the engine life.
2.5 Aircraft Performance
In the past, concentrated effort to improve aerodynamic efficiency has been
centred on the take-off/climb and the cruise phase of the aircraft mission profile
and this has resulted in improvement in the lift and drag performance and hence
fuel burn [1]. Also, by reducing the airframe weight due to available lighter and
stronger materials for structural components, fuel burn has been reduced. For
future designs, a greater understanding of the aerodynamic flow requirements
around the airframe is needed.
Increasing bypass ratios has seen increase in the weight and drag of the
nacelle. High bypass ratio engines in comparison to low by-pass ratio engines
have, however, provided significant gains in fuel burn reduction per given flight
mission. This has in turn given operators more performance flexibility when
optimising range, take-off weight and payload. Local drag effects can be
reduced by improving the aerodynamic nature of the engine-nacelle flows and
changing the length and shape of the inlet. This has the added bonus of
increasing efficiency [1] [15]. The operating empty weight is reduced by
developing lighter materials and structures for the nacelle. Improving the
efficiency of the thrust reverser enhances landing performance as well as
reducing the nacelle package weight [1] [15]. Current and future designs have
the limiting factor of having to satisfy noise regulations.
Interference drag problems arise when integrating the nacelle and the
engine [16], and in future designs there needs to be consideration of trade-offs
between higher drag and minimising interference for high bypass ratio engines
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as well as noise impacts. An example is locating the nacelle closer to the wing
without inducing interference; this will reduce the pylon weight and drag and the
height and weight of the landing gear. The use of fly-by-wire and the lighter fly-
by-light control systems in today’s modern airframes has seen tremendous
reduction in Operating Empty Weight (OEW). Engine fuel burn at cruise is
reduced when engine bleed air is not required. It is reduced due to re-circulation
of air for the cabin and conditioning requirements. This saving in fuel is limited
by quality of air required for the cabin. Future fuel savings are possible with
designs for high-lift systems that provide the same performance for lift versus
drag at lower weight. Databus control systems technology has seen less wiring
needed for modern electrical systems, reducing further airframe OEW [1].
There have been advances made in aerodynamic studies such as to
improve wing tip structures to have smoother surfaces; better aircraft control
systems and weight reduction. These can be adapted as derivatives for future
aircraft technologies for better fuel efficiency.
2.6 Engine Performance Model
The engine performance model to be used is built using the gas turbine
simulation and diagnostics software TURBOMATCH, an in-house engine
performance code developed at Cranfield University to carry out DP and OD
engine performance calculations. It has a modular structure that allows the user
to use components (bricks) to assemble an engine configuration, thus allowing
for use in modelling advanced propulsion cycles. TURBOMATCH uses
component maps to carry out a mass and energy balance through iteration.
Further details about TURBOMATCH can be found in [17].
Assumptions
To simplify the engine performance models the following blanket
assumptions were made [18]:
 All the components are modelled as “bricks” with no consideration for
variations in dimension.
 Fixed coefficients are given to every “brick”.
 Electrical components and mechanical components are not modelled.
 Component maps are used to determine compressor and turbine
component behaviour.
 Overall pressure losses account for friction and heat transfer
 Isentropic relations model the modifications to airflow, and isentropic
efficiencies cater for any adjustments.
 Bleed air extraction is located at a compressor exit rather than across the
stages as in real engines.
 Similarly, the cooling air is delivered at the burner exit rather than across
the turbine stages.
 Extraction of auxiliary power and bleed air for the cabin is not modelled.
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 Interaction of the bypass exhaust jet and the core exhaust jet is not
simulated.
Capabilities
 Parametric analysis
 Degradation modelling
 Transient performance calculations
 Modular structure allows coupling with other software
Limitations
 Extraction of auxiliary power and bleed air for the cabin is not modelled.
 Dynamic engine performance (e.g. flow behaviour, variable stator vane
scheduling) not accounted for.
The flight mission spool speeds, operating temperatures, cooling flow
temperatures and engine take-off thrust calculated by the engine performance
model are used as input to the lifing module.
2.6.1 Engine Design Point Validation
The engine model used in this research is a typical twin spool high bypass
turbofan engine similar to a CFM56-7B27 engine used to power a Boeing 737-
800 aircraft. The design point for the engine model is set at Top of Climb (ToC).
The performance of the model was calculated and matched to the performance
data found in [19].
Table 2.1: CUCCTF (twin spool turbofan) engine data from [19].
Engine Configuration Twin Spool Turbofan
Take-Off Thrust (kN) 121.4
Take-Off Mass Flow Rate (kg/s) 354.8
Take-Off Bypass Ratio (-) 5.1
Overall Pressure Ratio (Take-Off) (-) 31.65
Overall Pressure Ratio (ToC) (-) 32.8
Maximum Climb Thrust (kN) 26.5
Cruise Altitude (m) 10668
Cruise Mach Number (-) 0.785
Maximum Cruise Thrust (kN) 24.4
Fan Diameter (m) 1.55
The data used for the engine design point as found in [19] is shown in table
2.1. From here on the simulated engine model will be referred to as the
Cranfield University Current Conventional TurboFan (CUCCTF). The TET at
ToC was determined from the thrust requirements and the OPR obtained from
[19]. Component parameters such as pressure ratios, efficiencies and others
were guessed to closely approximate the OD engine performance (at TO and
cruise). The output parameters for the simulated engine are summarised in
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table 2.2. Some of the engine simulation results which have been closely
matched with the engine data from reference [19] are shown in table 2.3. The
discrepancy for the TO mass flow rate of 3.4% is less than 5% therefore the
simulated engine model is acceptable for the purposes of this research.
Table 2.2: CUCCTF (Simulated Engine) DP (ToC) data.
Parameter Value
Mass Flow (kg/s) 366.8
Bypass Ratio (-) 4.9
Overall Pressure Ratio (-) 32.8
Fan Pressure Ratio 1.68
Booster Pressure Ratio 1.79
HPC Pressure Ratio 10.15
Fan Efficiency (-) 0.885
Booster Efficiency (-) 0.87
HPC Efficiency (-) 0.877
HPT Cooling Flow (%) 10%
Combustion Efficiency (-) 0.999
Combustor Pressure Loss (-) 0.04
Turbine Entry Temperature (K) 1510
HPT Efficiency (-) 0.92
LPT Efficiency (-) 0.91
Operating Altitude (m) 10668
Flight Mach Number (-) 0.785
Table 2.3: Public domain data vs. CUCCTF engine simulation results
Parameter Required Simulation Delta [%]
Take-Off Thrust (kN) 121.4 121.4 0.0
Take-Off Mass Flow Rate (kg/s) 354.8 366.8 3.4
ToC Thrust (kN) 26.5 26.5 0.0
Cruise Thrust (kN) 24.4 24.4 0.0
BPR Take-Off (-) 5.1 5.1 0.0
SFC Take-Off (mg/Ns) Not Known 9.7 -
SFC ToC (mg/Ns) Not Known 17.1 -
2.6.2 Off - Design Performance
The engine will not always operate at design point and operating conditions
and thrust requirements will change across the flight envelope, and also airports
are located at different geographical locations and altitudes and the ambient
conditions vary from one place to another and in accordance with seasonal
changes. In that context, and for the purposes of simulating and matching
engine behaviour at those conditions, OD performance calculations were
carried out and the results are presented here. Figures 2.4 – 2.9 show the
variation of the engine performance parameters SFC and net thrust plotted
against ambient temperature, altitude, flight Mach number and TET. The trends
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shown are comparable to expected engine performance trends as found in [2]
and [16]. It can be noted that at a fixed flight Mn the thrust decreases with
increasing altitude and SFC also decreases. The SFC increases with rising Mn
and the thrust falls with rising Mn. Net thrust increases with rising TET. Figure
2.9 shows the variation of SFC against TET at varying OATs. The figure shows
a swap in the energy efficiency and SFC trend. At the higher OATs, as TET is
increased, there is a reduction in SFC due to the effect of the thermal efficiency
improving with TET much more rapidly than the fall in propulsive efficiency. At a
certain point, the SFC starts to rise with increasing TET due to the fall in
propulsive efficiency exceeding the benefit of any improvement in thermal
efficiency. For the lower OATs, the SFC continuously rises with an increase in
TET due to the propulsive efficiency falling much more rapidly than the rise in
thermal efficiency. The outcome is there is an inflection point at 1600K such
that the SFC decreases with OAT for low TETs and increases with reducing
OAT at higher TETs.
2.6.3 Engine Degradation Modeling
To model the effects of engine degradation changes are made to the flow
capacities and efficiencies of key engine components such as Fan, LPC, HPC,
LPT and HPT. These component characteristics (flow capacities and
efficiencies) are known as health parameters. The numerical values assigned to
the engine components are a percentage deviation from the clean (nominal),
where for each parameter, the nominal engine is at 100%. The degradation
values used in this study (apart from those for the preliminary studies which
were arbitrarily assigned) are derived from [8], an open literature source on
engine performance degradation.
2.6.4 Degraded Engine Performance
Preliminary assessments (pilot studies) to illustrate the effects of
degradation on the component performance characteristics were carried out.
The levels of degradation investigated were arbitrarily introduced by the author
and for the compressors where kept within the 3-8% reduction in flow capacity
and 1% reduction in efficiency that typically occur with fouling (as discussed in
section 2.4.1.1). For the turbines the levels of degradation introduced were kept
within the 2% reduction/increase in flow capacity and 1% reduction in efficiency
that typically occur due to fouling and erosion. The assessments were carried
out for single and not multiple component degradation. Figure 2.10 shows the
variation from clean, the performance characteristics of a degraded booster
compressor with 2% reduction in flow capacity and 1% reduction in efficiency.
The degraded compressor has a different steady state operating point and
component map from that of a clean engine. This is because degradation
affects the matching of the components causing the engine to seek an
alternative steady state operating point away from that of the clean engine. For
a given engine speed, an engine with a degraded compressor will operate at a
lower than design efficiency (as shown in figure 2.11) and at a reduced surge
margin and operating range.
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The results also show (figure 2.12) that degradation will reduce the thrust
output from the engine. This is because compressor degradation will cause the
compressor delivery pressure to drop, resulting in a reduction in the turbine
work and the thrust output. To maintain the thrust requirement, the engine’s fuel
flow control system has to compensate for the effects of degradation by
increasing the fuel flow rate which is matched by a corresponding increase in
turbine entry temperature [8]. The increase in TET increases the acceleration
of the gases through the turbine giving a higher engine speed and an increase
in the compressor delivery pressure.
2.7 Aircraft Performance Model
The aircraft performance model HERMES is used to integrate the engine
and aircraft to determine the engine and aircraft performance. The code uses
an engine performance input file generated by TURBOMATCH to give the total
mission fuel burn and flight time. This allows for the optimisation of fuel burn
rather than SFC and the fuel burn can be translated into the life and operational
costs and hence the economic viability of the configuration being studied. Also,
as fuel burn is proportional to CO2 emissions, the impact on the environment
can be incorporated into the design. The code uses aircraft theory to calculate
the airframe aerodynamic values [20]. It implements TURBOMATCH and
generates the engine performance data for the flight segments i.e. climb, cruise
and descent. At each segment the code iterates to match the thrust requirement
of the airframe with that of the engine, giving as output the mass of fuel burned
and the difference from total aircraft mass. The code is described in depth in
[21]. The geometric mission and engine specification file is the main input to the
code; it gives the airframe geometry, flight mission altitude, and Mach number
and engine power settings for all the flight segments. TURBOMATCH uses the
same input file to calculate the thrust and SFC covering the entire flight
envelope. The flow diagram of the code is shown in figure 2.13 [22].
Assumptions
 Aircraft is considered a punctual mass.
 Aerodynamics estimated (engine installation effects).
Capabilities
 Implements TURBMATCH to provide engine performance data.
 Uses aircraft theory to calculate aerodynamic values of airframe.
 User defined mission profile (trajectory and diversion).
 Design optimisation using rubber wing scaling.
 Analysis of individual flight segments.
 Analysis of whole mission.
Limitations
 Engine position not accounted for.
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 Uses constant values for taxi and contingency fuels
 Accounts for single type of engine mounting configuration.
 Does not account for varying airframe configurations.
 Manoeuvres during climb and approach not catered for.
 Amount of detail for TO and landing flight paths does not allow prediction
of slow and steep TO and approach.
The Maximum Take-Off Weight (MTOW), flight mission fuel burn, total flight
time, flight distance and the flight time at each segment calculated by the
aircraft performance model are used as input to the lifing module.
At this point it is worth mentioning that the aims of this research were to
assess and identify the effects of engine degradation on flight mission fuel burn
and engine life, and to assess the implications of aero-engine component
degradation and airport severity factors on engine and aircraft performance.
The results (numerical values) required in the analyses were not definitive or
absolute values but rather relative (and indicative) values showing the trends of
the effects (which are important) and providing insight into how the engine
performance and behaviour changes. Hence despite the limitations highlighted,
the engine and aircraft models were suitable and able to satisfy the aims and
achieve the purposes of this research.
2.7.1 Aircraft Performance Validation - Payload Range Diagram
The aircraft used in this study is a typical narrow body single-aisle aircraft
similar to a Boeing 737-800 aircraft used in short to medium range applications.
The aircraft model is created using data from [23]. From here on and for the
purposes of this work the aircraft model will be referred to as the Cranfield
University Short Medium range Single Aisle aircraft (CUSMSA).To validate the
aircraft model, the performance of the integrated engine and aircraft has been
assessed by plotting on and against a payload range chart of a Boeing 737-800
powered by a CFM56-7B27 engine. A payload range diagram represents the
available trade-off between the aircraft’s payload and its range performance. It
is a useful tool used by operators to compare the operating economics of an
aircraft and in decision making in the choice of an aircraft for a given mission.
The payload-range is plotted for the following critical points:
 The maximum payload range, the range over which the maximum
structural payload can be transported.
 The maximum fuel range, the range over which the maximum disposable
load can be carried, the payload being limited by fuel load.
 The ferry range, the range that can be achieved with full fuel and no
payload.
A detailed methodology of how to calculate the payload-range diagram is
described in [20]. The conditions for flight used to calculate the payload-range
have been selected at an altitude of 35000ft and 0.785 Mach number.
The payload-range diagram in figure 2.14 has been obtained using data
corresponding to the Boeing 737-800 obtained from [23] and [24]. The aircraft
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performance model has been used to calculate the fuel needed to cover the
range with the required payload. The boundaries and limitations of the payload-
range diagram are as follows:
 At point A the aircraft is carrying its maximum payload and zero fuel. At
maximum payload the aircraft capacity is limited by the Maximum Zero
Fuel Weight (MZFW).
 Along points A to B fuel is added to allow the aircraft to fly a given range,
and this line represents the range over which the aircraft is able to carry
its maximum payload.
 Point B corresponds to the maximum range that can be flown with the
aircraft carrying its maximum payload
 Along points B to C the payload is reduced in exchange for fuel and this
allows longer ranges to be flown. Along this line, the aircraft capacity is
limited by the MTOW
 Point C corresponds to the maximum range that can be flown with
maximum fuel and associated payload whilst maintaining the aircraft
MTOW
 Along points C to D the payload is reduced in order to allow greater
ranges to be flown. Along this line, the aircraft capacity is limited by the
Maximum Fuel Capacity (MFC)
 Point D corresponds to the range flown at maximum fuel and zero
payload, otherwise known as the maximum ferry range. At this point the
aircraft is at its OEW.
The code has also been verified and validated for different aircraft/engine
combinations in the collaborative work done with MSc students and as outlined
in [25], [26] and [27]. And considering the level of fidelity required for this
research which is to present relative and not absolute values, the code is
deemed suitable for the purposes of this research.
2.7.2 Aircraft Performance (Degraded Engine)
Preliminary assessments to illustrate the effects of individual engine
component degradation on the aircraft’s fuel burn performance were carried out.
The levels of engine component degradation described and assessed in section
2.6.4 were used in the preliminary aircraft performance calculations. The results
are presented in figure 2.15 and show that because a degraded engine will
produce less thrust than the clean engine (figure 2.12); it will burn more fuel to
achieve the same thrust output (and thrust requirements of the aircraft) as the
clean engine.
2.8 Summary and Conclusions
This chapter has described the engine performance and aircraft
performance modules, both of which have been validated against data available
in the public domain. The results obtained in the validation have shown
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adequacy and capability of the models to calculate engine and aircraft
performance, and to provide the relative values required to meet the purposes
of this work. The engine performance and aircraft performance modules are
therefore deemed suitable for use in achieving the objectives of this work.
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Figures for Chapter 2
Figure 2.1: Sulphidation attack of a turbine blade [10].
Figure 2.2: Mechanical damage caused by ingested foreign material on the
leading edge of a compressor blade [10].
Figure 2.3: Changes in compressor characteristics, running line and operating
point due to fouling [4].
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Figure 2.4: Effect of Flight Mach number and Altitude on Net thrust (fixed TET=
1510K).
Figure 2.5: Effect of flight Mach number and altitude on SFC (fixed TET =
1510K).
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Figure 2.6: Effect of ambient temperature and TET on net thrust (fixed flight
speed at Mn = 0.785).
Figure 2.7: Effect of Altitude on net thrust and SFC (fixed TET = 1510K and
changing flight speed).
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Figure 2.8: Effect of ambient temperature on net thrust and SFC (TET changing
and fixed flight speed at Mn =0.785)
Figure 2.9: Effect of ambient temperature and TET on SFC (fixed flight speed
at Mn = 0.785).
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Figure 2.10: The effect on performance characteristics of a degraded booster
compressor with 1% reduction in efficiency and 2% reduction in flow capacity.
Figure 2.11: The effect on performance characteristics of a degraded booster
compressor with 1% reduction in efficiency and 2% reduction in flow capacity.
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Figure 2.12: The net thrust performance for a booster (LPC compressor) with
reduced isentropic efficiency and reduced flow capacity (i.e. same level of
degradation for both).
Figure 2.13: HERMES flow diagram (Courtesy Hermes manual [22]).
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Figure 2.14: Payload-Range diagram for Boeing 737- 800 aircraft.
Figure 2.15: The effect of individual component degradation (2% reduction in
flow capacities and 1% reduction in efficiency) on mission fuel burn.
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Chapter 3
Gas Turbine Aero - Engine Lifing
Abstract
One of the aims of this thesis is to give an understanding on the effects of
engine component degradation on engine life. One primary objective being to
provide detailed descriptions of the changes that occur in the engine life when
flying fuel burn optimised trajectories. For that purpose, a lifing module is
needed to estimate the engine life. In the context of this research, the life of the
high pressure turbine (HPT) disc and blades estimated through the analysis of
creep, fatigue and oxidation (over a full working cycle of the engine) is assumed
to be the life of the engine. Basic theories of failure and the analysis of stress
(based on operating conditions) are used in the module to estimate the life of an
engine. Safety factors are used to account for uncertainty. This chapter
describes gas turbine engine life usage and the mechanics of the lifing module
used in this work. The first part of the chapter describes the concepts relevant
to engine life usage, and the major life limiting failure modes that govern engine
life. The second part of the chapter describes in detail the engine lifing module.
The approaches used to estimate the HPT’s creep, low cycle fatigue (LCF) and
oxidation life are discussed. The validation and verification of the engine lifing
model has been undertaken by an MSc student at Cranfield University as
referenced. A comprehensive list of assumptions, capabilities and limitations of
the model are provided.
3.1 Introduction
In an effort to move towards higher thermal efficiencies, both turbine blade
tip speeds and turbine inlet temperatures have increased. In order to carry out a
preliminary analysis with reasonable accuracy for aircraft mission engines, it is
useful to identify the drivers that are most restrictive to the life of the
component, causing failure after a certain amount of time.
3.2 Gas Turbine Engine Life Limited Parts
Engine Life Limited Parts (LLPs) are the major rotating and static structural
engine parts whose failure is likely to be hazardous to the engine and/or aircraft.
These are parts which cannot be contained upon failing and are critical to the
mechanical integrity of the engine. Current Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA) guidelines identify LLPs as those whose mechanisms of damage are
governed by LCF. In the FAA guidelines, the critical engine’s LLPs are mainly
the rotating parts and consist of but are not limited to spools, shafts, seals and
disks. Engines also contain static LLPs, which though not classified with the
critical rotating parts, do fall under the category of parts whose failure could be
hazardous to the aircraft. Static LLPs usually consist of but are not limited to
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structural parts such as high-pressure cases, shrouds and non-redundant
engine mount components. In accordance with the FAA guidelines, LLPs are
identified by the aircraft manufacturer or production certificate holder and for
each an operating life limit is defined. The life limit specifies the maximum
permitted number of flight cycles the part should remain in service before it is
removed. To prevent the risk of catastrophic failure occuring, the life
consumption of the critical components needs to be monitored allowing for
their retirement from service before the defined life is exceeded[1] [2].
3.3 Gas Turbine Engine Life Usage
The life expectancy of an engine and its components is governed by low
cycle fatigue, thermal fatigue, damage due to creep and oxidation. It is
impossible for an engine to exhibit the same level of performance throughout its
time in service and engine components will experience degradation. Engine
component degradation leads to performance deterioration and change (e.g.
compressor and turbine efficiencies and flow capacities), requiring the engine to
run faster and hotter so as to meet the required aircraft and thrust performance.
The result is an increase in creep and fatigue damage to the hot section
components and an increase in the engine LCC [3]. One way of reducing LCC
is by better usage of the engine. This involves being certain about the life
potential of the engine and its components and how this life evolves with use.
Knowledge about the engine condition and the likely stresses to which it will be
subjected is required to analyse engine component usage and:
 Reduce degradation
 Raise safe-life limits of components
 Reduce maintenance requirements
An understanding of the engine’s operating environment and how in every
component, damage is sustained and accumulated is vital in the prediction of
engine components’ life spans. To achieve a sound understanding of how the
engine life evolves in service requires predicting the degree of degradation and
the remaining life due to thermal fatigue, creep and low cycle fatigue (factors
which are not a direct function of the engine operating time) [4].
3.3.1 Engine Life Limiting Failure Modes
The likely degradation of an engine and its components is determined by the
environment within which the engine operates. It is very important to understand
how an engine is used in service and to identify and know the main drivers that
affect the engine potential life in order to predict how these drivers change with
engine degradation and the consequent effect on engine life [4].
3.3.1.1 Damage Due to External Factors
A number of external factors can cause damage in the form of corrosion,
erosion, fretting, material defects, wear, engine overstressing, uniform creep
and FOD. Corrosion, erosion and FOD are influenced by the external
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environment of the engine, and because a corrosive environment will increase
the severity of fatigue, only corrosion affects failure due to LCF [5]. The
occurrence of corrosion, erosion and FOD failure modes is difficult to predict
because they are influenced by external factors. Uniform creep results when a
steady load is applied to a component at high temperatures causing excessive
distortion and failure by excessive rubbing.
3.3.1.2 Damage Due to Operating Conditions
Creep, fatigue and oxidation are the mechanisms of consequence that lead
to damage due to the nature of the operating conditions. Studies have shown
that due to the high frequency of start/stop cycles, low cycle fatigue is dominant
in short range flight missions, whereas creep and oxidation are dominant in long
range flight missions in which the engine components spend long periods of
time at elevated temperatures. In medium range missions the three
mechanisms of failure have a balanced influence on life [4].
3.3.1.2.1 Creep
Prolonged high temperature operation will cause plastic deformation,
otherwise known as creep. Creep (figure 3.1 [6]) is time sensitive and thermally
enhances material deformation under stress. Engine parts that are sensitive to
creep are the hot section parts and the final stages of the compressor, the mid-
span region of the airfoil (which experiences the highest temperature) and the
disk rim region (time dependent plastic deformation due to high stresses and
temperature). Creep life can be largely reduced by a slight increase in the
operating temperature [7]. This is illustrated by the Larson Miller equation
(equation 3.1):
ܮ݋݃ ݐ௙ = ଵ଴଴଴௅ெ ௉் − ܥ (3.1)
Where tf is the creep life, LMP is the Larson Miller parameter and C is a
constant. Creep represents the biggest potential as an agent of degradation in
applications of high temperature and high stress [7].
3.3.1.2.2 Fatigue
When fluctuating stresses arise due to varying loads applied to an engine
component, the result is fatigue which leads to component failure (figure 3.2
[6]). Failure will not necessarily occur because the maximum stress limit has
been reached, static loads with an average stress below the nominal strength of
the material may cause failure [7].
High Cycle Fatigue (HCF)
High cycle fatigue is caused by aerodynamic excitations or by self-excited
vibration and flutter which lead to high frequency load cycles. Though
fluctuating stresses may be low, the maximum stress at resonance can be
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dramatically high. Vibration is mainly caused by imbalances, misalignments,
loose fitting installations and whirl. These causes can be introduced at various
stages of the engine life i.e. at design, manufacture, repair or in service. There
are difficulties associated with predicting and monitoring magnitudes and
frequencies of vibration, hence there is no sufficient understanding of the
relationship between vibration and HCF to allow the use of HCF analysis to
calculate an engine component’s life [7].
Low Cycle Fatigue (LCF)
Low cycle fatigue is associated with engines that have been in service for
long periods of time and occurs due to machine cyclic loading (i.e. start/stop
cycles). Failure is as a result of the growth of minute flaws into cracks. LCF is
prevalent in the bolt-hole areas and bores of compressor and turbine disks
which operate under centrifugal stresses. LCF is the most significant
mechanism of degradation in engine operations that result in a large number of
throttle movements [7].
Thermal Fatigue (TMF)
Rapid engine throttle movements result in thermal fatigue due to
temperature gradients which are created within the components. Thermal
stresses combine with mechanical stresses plus gas pressure stresses and
cause local high transient strains, initiating surface cracks (that propagate
through the blade). The severity of thermal fatigue as a mechanism of
degradation increases exponentially with temperature and rapid throttle
movements [7].
3.3.1.2.3 Oxidation
Oxidation is the formation of an oxide layer on the surface of the oxidising
metal. Turbine blades oxidise at high temperatures by forming an oxide layer
(i.e. a Thermally Grown Oxide (TGO)). When subjected to thermal mechanical
cycling, the oxide layer undergoes microscale rupture which leads to spalling
and progressive loss of material [8]. Oxidation has a large influence in high
temperature applications and at temperatures in excess of 1050°C there is a
rapid increase in material loss [8].
3.3.2 Potential Engine Failure Modes
The major modes of degradation and potential failure in aero-engines (and
their components) are creep, fatigue and oxidation The degree of deterioration
and the life of an engine or component are determined by the long term failure
mechanisms. Mechanical fatigue is the dominant mode of deterioration and
failure at temperatures below 800oC, and in this temperature range, a second
order influence is exerted by the environment. At temperatures above 1000oC,
deterioration and failure is caused by creep, oxidation, thermal fatigue or a
combination of the three, and in this temperature range the environment
strongly influences the deterioration (and failure) mode. The temperature range
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between 800oC and 1000oC is dominated by any one of mechanical fatigue,
creep and thermal fatigue, depending on the material, component structure and
engine cycle of operation [4].
3.3.2.1 Combined Modes
Due to the tendency towards higher thermal efficiencies, turbine
components operate in hostile environments and severe operating conditions in
which creep, oxidation, hot corrosion and thermal fatigue work together
resulting in combined failure. This means that the Individual modes of failure
are not entirely independent and can at times combine, reducing the engine
component life to below that of the individual modes [8]. An example is
stress corrosion fatigue in which the presence of corrosion reduces the fatigue
life, and repeated stressing accelerates corrosive action. In this case an
understanding of the interaction between these modes is required. Gas
turbine engine hot section components operate at high temperatures, and
changes in engine start-up, operating and shutdown conditions result in
transient temperature gradients and differential thermal growth. A repeat of the
transients results in thermally induced cyclic stresses. The resulting fatigue
damage is dependent on the nature and frequency of the transients, the
induced thermal gradients and the component material properties. Hence,
the interaction between creep and fatigue can result in a considerable
reduction in component life. Other examples would be loss of coating
leading to substrate oxidation and cracking. Another example is local
oxidation at high temperatures, which degrade the fatigue and creep
resistance. High temperature oxidation accelerates crack initiation and
propagation rates due to the loss of coating, and freshly exposed surfaces
produced by local plasticity can rapidly oxidise [9].
Compound failure modes have not been considered in the lifing calculations
carried out in this work.
3.3.3 Engine Flight Mission
The mission flown is important because it influences the LCF life and the
creep life of an engine component. The LCF life of a component is determined
by the number and the intensity of cycles the material has to endure, whereas
the creep life of a component depends on the time it spends operating within
the material’s creep temperature range. The time that an engine must operate
in various segments of the flight envelope is defined by the flight mission
requirements. Engine usage varies from one mission profile to another, and the
prediction of an engine component’s life requires the correct definition of the
mission profile. An engine duty cycle governs the frequency, the ordering and
the magnitude of the engine setting (spool speed or power level angle) changes
as functions of time, including the effects on the sizes and the changes in the
turbine inlet pressures and temperatures which define the usage limits of each
component. The changes in the duty cycle of an engine affect the life of the
engine and its overall performance [5].
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3.4 Engine Lifing Model
Whilst in service, the hot section components of an aero-engine are subject
to different mechanisms of degradation due to the operating conditions and
environment. Creep, thermal and mechanical fatigue, oxidation and hot
corrosion are potential causes of hot section component failure. The life
assessment of an engine requires expert knowledge in aerodynamics,
thermodynamics, mechanical design, materials technology, fracture mechanics,
metallurgy, engine operation and engine usage history. OEMs provide life limits
which are based on the expected base load, calculated (or measured) stresses
and temperatures depending on operating conditions, material response to
operating conditions and safety factors to account for uncertainties.
Uncertainties and different operating conditions for different engines mean that
the OEM’s estimated life may be conservative or unachievable.
The lifing model developed at Cranfield University uses basic theories of
failure and the analysis of stress (based on operating conditions) to estimate the
life of an engine whilst accounting for uncertainty by use of safety factors [10].
Assumptions
 Engine Life is the shorter life between creep, LCF and oxidation life.
 No interaction between the failure modes.
Capabilities
 Modular structure allows module to be run as a whole or each sub-
module to be run independently.
 Uses basic theories of failure and stress analysis to calculate life.
 Uses LMP and Miner’s law to estimate creep life.
 Uses Coffin-Manson rule and Neuber method to calculate fatigue life.
 Uses Miner’s law to calculate the oxidation life of TBC.
Limitations
 Variable thickness discs are split into several constant thickness rings
with hoop stress calculated iteratively with an initial guess.
 Does not calculate disc fatigue life.
 Assumes HPT turbine is life limiting part.
 Considers creep, fatigue and oxidation independent of each other.
 Limited material database (some missing LMPs).
3.4.1 The Structure of the Lifing Model
The lifing model consists of different modules for creep, low cycle fatigue
and oxidation analysis. The structure of the module is shown in figure 3.3 [10].
The lifing module uses output from the other modules in the framework as
follows:
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 from the engine performance module: flight segment spool speeds, take-
off thrust, flight segment operating temperature, flight segment cooling
flow temperature.
 from the aircraft performance module: MTOW, fuel burn, total flight time,
flight distance, flight time at each segment.
 from the emissions module: ICAO LTO cycle NOx.
The lifing module gives as output the engine life which is used as input to
the economics module. The module does not consider the influence of
interaction between modes of failure, but calculates the component life as
influenced by each mode independently. The creep module calculates the creep
life for both the blades and the disc using performance data and the maximum
stress applied. The low cycle fatigue module uses the material properties and
the maximum temperature at start-up to calculate the fatigue life for both
components. The oxidation module calculates the oxidation life of the TBC of
the HPT blade, and uses this to predict the oxidation life of the HPT blades. The
main algorithm of the lifing model then compares the creep life, the low cycle
fatigue life and the oxidation life, taking the shorter life as the time between
overhaul of the engine. The code uses safety factors to account for
uncertainties.
3.4.1.1 Stress Analysis
Two modules are used to calculate the turbine blades’ stresses and the
turbine disc stress.
3.4.1.1.1 Blade Stress Analysis
The module is broken down as shown in figure 3.4. The module uses simple
mathematical relations to calculate the centrifugal stresses acting on each
section of the blade and thereafter the maximum stress at the blade root. The
HP spool speed (rpm), the number of blade sections and the radius and cross-
sectional area for each section are used as input into the code.
3.4.1.1.2 Disc Stress Analysis
The module is broken down as shown in the figure 3.5. The module
calculates the maximum stress acting on the disc. The module has two
approaches, depending on whether the disc is of constant or varying thickness.
The rim diameter, bore diameter and disc thickness are input into the code, with
the rim stress either being given as input or calculated (using number of blades,
blade mass and radius of centre of gravity relative to the root of the blade). For
a varying thickness disc, the disc is split into rings and each ring considered as
a constant thickness ring. The stress distribution across the disc is found via the
stress calculation across each ring. The code compares the calculated stress
with the stress due to the blades and iteratively corrects for the hoop stress until
parity is achieved [10].
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3.4.1.2 Creep Analysis
The creep life of an engine component is calculated using the Larson-Miller
parameter and Miner’s cumulative creep law. To arrive at the creep life, the
flight envelope is divided into segments namely climb, cruise and descent. The
rpm and TET determine the operating condition and together with the time
spent in each segment, are used to calculate the creep life. Because creep is a
function of stress, the module first calculates the stress load on the blade and
the disc and creates a matrix containing the stress, the time and temperature for
each flight segment. Thereafter, the LMP values for each segment are either
input directly where known or the Larson-Miller curve is input and the LMP
values found by extrapolation. Miner’s cumulative creep law is then used to
calculate the creep life (in flight hours or cycles). The code does not take into
account take-off and approach due to the short times spent at these two flight
segments. The creep module is represented in figure 3.6 [10].
3.4.1.3 Low Cycle Fatigue Analysis
The low cycle fatigue module is shown in figure 3.7. The algorithm uses the
Coffin-Manson rule and applies the Neuber method to cyclic loading to calculate
the low cycle fatigue of engine components. This is a strain method based on
the tolerance level of the component material to the start/stop cyclic loading it
endures at start-up and take-off conditions at which the turbine experiences
peak TET. The turbine experiences a temperature difference between ambient
and TET at start-up and the module predicts the fatigue life under the thermal
stresses arising in these conditions of temperature difference.
The thermal strain (temperature difference multiplied by linear coefficient of
thermal expansion) and the maximum stress (thermal strain multiplied by
material’s elastic modulus) can be calculated when the material linear
coefficient of thermal expansion is known and perfect elastic behaviour is
assumed. The Neuber rule determines the tensile strain occurring at the tensile
yield stress and the compressive strain that corresponds to the compressive
stress. From the tensile and compressive strains, the total strain range is
calculated. A method of universal slope (MUS) is then used to iteratively
compute the strain range by guessing the total number of cycles to failure, until
the values of the MUS strain range and the Neuber strain range are within 1%
of each other, and the total number of cycles will have been found [10].
3.4.1.4 Oxidation Analysis
The oxidation module is shown in figure 3.8. The oxidation algorithm uses
engine performance data and material properties to predict the oxidation life of
engine components. It estimates the blade interface and the blade metal
temperatures, applies a cooling mechanism and a temperature reduction due to
the presence of a thermal barrier coating.
To arrive at the oxidation life, the flight envelope is divided into segments
namely climb, cruise and descent, and the oxide thickness is calculated for at
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each segment using the parabolic law of growth. The characteristics of each
segment are operating temperature, cooling effectiveness, cooling flow
temperature and the time spent in each segment. The code calculates the free
elongation, mechanical strain and thickness of the thermally grown oxide
(TGO), after which it uses the calculated values to estimate the breaking or
splitting (i.e. spalling) of the TBC at each flight segment. The code uses Miner’s
cumulative law to calculate the oxidation life (in flight hours or cycles).
3.4.1.5 Cooling Module
The lifing model gives the user an option to use a blade cooling flow system
which is available to the creep, low cycle fatigue and oxidation algorithms. The
simple sub-module is represented in figure 3.9. The code uses a one
dimensional model of cooling and assumes equilibrium in the transfer of heat
into and out of the blade. The algorithm estimates the temperature of the cooled
blade using the temperature of the air bled from the high pressure compressor,
the gas temperature around the blades (i.e. the TET) and the cooling
effectiveness as input by the user.
3.4.2 Engine Lifing Module Verification and Validation
The lifing code has been verified and validated by [10] and the details and
results of the validation process can be found in [10]. The validation by [10] has
been in two parts:
 Each module validated independently.
 Code validated as a whole.
The validation process involved calculating and matching the engine life
data found in [7]. The lack of proprietary data for the HPT’s blade and disk
geometry meant the validation was limited to using flight plan and engine
component life data provided by [7]. This lack of data in no way affects the
implementation of the algorithms used in the code but rather impacts on the
accuracy of the life estimate. The results obtained by [10] are in close
agreement (less than 2% delta) with the results given in [7]. The results show
that the lifing algorithms used were implemented correctly and the code is
therefore deemed suitable for the purposes of this research.
3.5 Summary and Conclusions
The life of an engine is a useful parameter in determining the engine life
cycle costs. The longer the engine stays on wing in between overhauls, the
lower the engine operating costs. The life assessment of an engine is therefore
useful in this regard and in assisting decision making in the way the engine is
deployed. This chapter describes the engine lifing module which has been
validated by the developer using data provided by Cranfield University. The
failure modes have been considered independently and the implications
identified with the lifing module are consistent with studies found in literature.
The results obtained in the validation show good accuracy of the engine lifing
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model in estimating the engine life. Since interaction will likely occur, the
independent consideration of failure modes is a limitation of reality. However,
the actual development of the code is beyond the scope of this work, and the
objective has been to understand the physics, the maths and the
appropriateness of the code to this research and use as is. Hence, despite this
and the other limitations that have been highlighted, the engine lifing module is
deemed suitable for use in achieving the objectives of this work. The purpose of
using the lifing code and the analyses performed has been to assess and
present relative values depicting trends (changes) in the engine life rather than
presenting the absolute and accurate engine life values.
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Figures for Chapter 3
Figure 3.1: Creep damage in a blade [6]
Figure 3.2: Fatigue crack initiating (blade trailing edge) [6]
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Figure 3.3: The lifing model [10]
Figure 3.4: Blade stress analysis module [10]
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Figure 3.5: Disc stress analysis module [10]
Figure 3.6: Creep analysis module [10]
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Figure 3.7: The low cycle fatigue (LCF) module [10]
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Figure 3.8: The oxidation module [8]
Figure 3.9: The cooling module [10]
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Chapter 4
Gas Turbine Aero - Engine Emissions
Abstract
The emissions module HEPHAESTUS is a modelling tool developed at
Cranfield University to predict the emissions from varying gas turbine engine
configurations. The tool uses generic reactor models and its modularity and
extensibility allows the prediction of emissions from current and potential future
engines. The first part of the chapter is literature describing concepts relevant to
aero-engine emissions, legislation and the contribution of aviation to emissions.
The second part of the chapter describes the working principles of the
emissions module. The emissions code has been developed, validated and
verified by another PhD researcher Hugo Pervier at Cranfield University as
referenced.
4.1 Introduction
Emissions from a variety of human-generated sources, including commercial
aircraft contribute to climate change by trapping heat in the atmosphere. Aircraft
emit greenhouse gases and other emissions during flight operations, including
carbon dioxide (CO2), nitrogen oxides (NOx), soot, and water vapor. Aircraft
CO2 emissions are a direct result of fuel burn and for every gallon of jet fuel
burned, about 21 pounds of carbon dioxide are emitted [1]. Reducing the
amount of fuel burn per flight mission will therefore reduce the amount of CO2
emitted. Water vapor emissions and certain atmospheric temperature and
humidity conditions can lead to the formation of contrails, a cloudlike trail of
condensed water vapor, and can induce the creation of cirrus clouds. Both
contrails and cirrus clouds are believed to have a warming effect on the earth’s
atmosphere. Contrails modelling and prediction is not relevant to this study.
Aircraft also emit other pollutants that affect local air quality.
4.2 Gaseous Emissions
Emissions are a primary impact of aviation on the environment. Aircraft
engines produce carbon dioxide (CO2), water vapour (H2O), nitrogen oxides
(NOx), carbon monoxide (CO), oxides of sulphur (SOx) and unburned or
partially combusted hydrocarbons (UHC). Aircraft emissions are comprised of
approximately 99.6% CO2 and H2O, with NOx, CO, SOx and UHC making up
the remainder [1]. Emissions occurring at or near ground are considered local
air quality pollutants whereas emissions occurring at altitude are considered
greenhouse gases. At altitude, water in the aircraft exhaust may have a
greenhouse effect, and occasionally this water will produce contrails, which also
may have a greenhouse effect. About 10% of all aircraft emissions are
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produced during airport ground level operations and during landing and take-off.
90% of aircraft emissions occur at higher altitudes [1] [2].
Carbon dioxide is the product of complete combustion of hydrocarbon fuel
like jet fuel, and so too is water vapour. Nitrogen oxides are produced due to the
high temperature/high pressure combustion which causes nitrogen and oxygen
present in the air to combine forming NOx. Unburned Hydrocarbons are
produced when there is incomplete combustion of fuel which can result from
either improper fuel/air mixing or insufficient air. They are also referred to as
Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs), and many VOCs are hazardous air
pollutants. Carbon monoxide is formed due to the incomplete combustion of the
carbon in the fuel. Sulphur oxides are produced during combustion when small
quantities of sulphur which are present in essentially all hydrocarbon fuels,
combine with oxygen from the air.
There are also small particles, small enough to be inhaled that are formed
due to incomplete combustion, and these are referred to as particulates.
Particulates can either be solid or liquid. One other important consideration in
the environmental impact of aviation is ozone (O3) which though not emitted
directly into the air forms readily in the atmosphere when VOCs react with NOx
in the presence of heat and sunlight. Ozone is the primary constituent of smog.
Operating procedures can have both direct and indirect influence on aircraft
emissions. Some procedures affect the engine operating regime which directly
influences the rate of pollutant emissions. The concentration levels of the
emissions produced are proportionately influenced by the engine operating
conditions, except the levels for CO2 and water vapour which are dependent on
the mission fuel burn. NOx emissions are higher during high power operations
such as TO when the combustor temperatures are high, whereas UHC and CO
emissions are higher during low power operations such as taxiing at which the
combustor temperatures are low and the engine is less efficient. Hence, flying
derated and reducing engine power for a given operation such as TO and climb
out will generally increase the rate of UHC and CO emissions and also reduce
the rate of NOx emissions, but will have little or no effect on CO2 emissions.
Pressure, temperature and time are the principal conditions which affect the
formation of pollutant emissions. In the primary zone the hydrocarbons are
converted into carbon monoxide and smoke in the fuel rich regions. Dilution with
fresh air in the dilution zone allows the carbon monoxide and the smoke to
oxidize into carbon dioxide. Unburned hydrocarbons can also be reduced in this
zone by allowing the combustion process to proceed to completion. However as
already mentioned, the conditions that allow for the suppression of the other
pollutants promote the formation of the oxides of nitrogen, hence it is desirable
to cool the flame as quickly as possible and to reduce the time available for
combustion. This conflict of conditions requires a compromise to be made.
Nonetheless, continuing improvements in combustor design and performance
has led to a substantially ’cleaner’ combustion process [2].
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4.2.1 NOx Emissions
NOx is composed of Nitric Oxide (NO) and Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2). The
temperature range, stoichiometric ratio and type of nitrous species distinguish
and influence the mechanisms of NOx formation. There are three recognised
mechanisms and these are thermal, prompt, and fuel.
Thermal NOx: Thermal NOx is produced when atmospheric oxygen and
nitrogen react at elevated temperatures. The set of reactions leading to thermal
NOx are described by the Zeldovich mechanism shown in the equations 4.1 to
4.4 below [3]. These equations describe the NO formation at high temperatures.
ܱଶ ⇄ ܱ + ܱ (4.1)
ܱ + ܰଶ ⇄ ܱܰ + ܰ (4.2)
ܰ + ܱଶ ⇄ ܱܰ + ܱ (4.3)
At lower temperatures 2ܱܰ + ܱଶ ⇄ 2ܱܰଶ (4.4)
Prompt NOx: Prompt NOx is formed at low temperature and fuel rich flame
conditions when hydrocarbon radicals react with nitrogen in the air. These
reactions are complex and less well understood.
Fuel NOx: Fuel NOx is formed when organically bonded nitrogen in the fuel
reacts with oxygen. This is not a problem in aero-applications as the levels of
fuel bonded nitrogen in aviation fuel are low.
At ground level and in the troposphere (up to 10km above earth’s surface),
the presence of NOx results in an increase in ozone concentration (equations
4.5 and 4.6), causing respiratory illness and impaired vision [3].
ܱܰଶ+ ℎݒ⇄ ܱܰ + ܱ (4.5)
ܱ + ܱ ଶ ⇄ ܱଷ (4.6)
In the stratosphere (10km – 50km above earth’s surface), cruise NOx results
in ozone depletion (equations 4.7 and 4.8) thus affecting climate change and
consequently an increase in ultra-violet radiation which causes skin cancer and
eye diseases.
ܱܰ + ܱଷ ⇄ ܱܰଶ + ܱଶ (4.7)
ܱܰଶ + ܱ⇄ ܱܰ + ܱଶ (4.8)
4.3 Aviation Emissions and Legislation
The International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO) is responsible for the
planning, implementation and coordination of civil aviation worldwide. ICAO is a
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United Nations (UN) intergovernmental body responsible for setting emission
standards for and evaluating the environmental performance of aircraft engines.
The emissions standards set by ICAO form the basis of aircraft engine
performance certification standards for national aviation authorities such as the
Federal Aviation Authority (FAA) [2].
The main aviation pollutants legislated for by ICAO are smoke (carbon
particles), unburned hydrocarbons (unburned fuel), carbon monoxide and
oxides of nitrogen. The smoke number is used to measure smoke, whereas the
gaseous emissions are quoted in terms of mass which is measured in grams.
Legislation currently controls emissions below 3000ft in the landing and take-off
(LTO) cycle, with no regulation for greenhouse gas emissions at cruise; future
legislation will include emissions control at cruise. The ICAO emission points
are at specified thrust settings (100%Foo, 85% Foo, 30% Foo and 7% Foo) which
correspond to the four phases (Take-off, Climb, Approach, and Idle) of the
ICAO reference LTO cycle. The legislative limits for NOx emissions as per the
ICAO Annex 16 volume II, as well as the medium term and long term
technology goals set by the Committee on Aviation Environmental Protection
(CAEP) are illustrated in figure 4.1. Since the original NOx Standard was
introduced in 1981, it has been made 50% more stringent [4]. The ICAO LTO
NOx legislative limits are quite strict for low OPR engines while providing a
better LTO NOx allowance for high OPR engines (allows for better thermal
efficiencies at higher OPR and TET). In addition, engines are required to meet
the current CAEP/6 standard, and those not meeting this standard can no
longer be produced. Although NOx Standards were initially intended to address
local air quality, they also contribute to reducing the impact of aviation on
climate (i.e. climb and cruise NOx).
4.4 Contribution of Aviation to Emissions
Aviation emissions are a reflection of the overall activity level of aviation, and
because air travel has grown rapidly in the past several decades, concerns
about emissions from aviation activity have been raised as a result. Aviation
emissions contribute a relatively small percentage to air quality concerns when
compared with other sources, both in terms of local air quality and greenhouse
gases. Aggregate aircraft emissions of air pollutants that are currently legislated
against have declined over time when considered in terms of transporting one
passenger one mile. Total aircraft emissions have however increased because
of the growth in aviation over the same period.
In civil aero-engines, fuel efficiency has improved and carbon dioxide
emissions have reduced over the last 40 years of aviation. This achievement is
attributed to an increase in overall pressure ratio, higher turbine entry
temperatures and advancement in materials and better cooling techniques,
improved efficiency of turbo-machinery and high bypass ratio configurations, all
of which have contributed to boost the thermal and propulsive efficiencies. In
this era, Carbon Monoxide (CO) and un-burnt hydrocarbons as well as noise
levels have been considerably reduced. Technological advancements during
this time have seen engine performance optimised for minimum fuel burn, whilst
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keeping within the legislative requirements for noise and other emissions.
However, the increase in overall pressure ratio has resulted in an increase in
the combustor inlet temperature, which in turn favours the production of
Nitrogen Oxides (NOx). The introduction of noise legislation has led to
optimised solutions that impact on fuel efficiency in large aircraft, which is
further marred by NOx reducing targets that impinge on any further increases in
pressure ratio. As the targets for CO2, noise and NOx become more
interconnected, improvements on conventional engine architectures become
ever increasingly challenging [2].
Although aviation has grown faster and outpaced other sources of
emissions, its contribution to local air quality inventories has remained fairly
modest when compared to other sources. This is because most of an aircraft’s
operations take place at altitude where the emissions do not affect the local air
quality. As such, because most of aviation emissions occur at altitude, it results
in the generation of greenhouse gases which have the potential of contributing
to climate change. CO2 and NOx are the most relevant greenhouse gases from
an aviation perspective. Over the past 10years, greenhouse gas emissions from
aviation have grown and are projected to continue to grow in the future. This
projection in growth assumes a constant relationship between aircraft
operations and greenhouse emissions and expects an increase of 60% in
aircraft greenhouse gases [2].
The relative contributions to global carbon dioxide emissions and the relative
contributions of the transport sector (aviation, road traffic and others) are
illustrated in figure 4.2. According to estimates by the Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change (IPCC), aviation currently contributes about 2% of human
generated carbon dioxide emissions globally and global emissions of the
world’s aircraft fleet contribute approximately 3% potential warming effect of the
total global emissions (greenhouse emissions) that affect the world’s climate
with the majority coming from commercial aviation. IPCC estimates forecast the
global aviation industry (including aircraft emissions) to emit approximately 3%
of global CO2 and approximately 5% of the total global human-generated
emissions by the year 2050 [2]. The IPCC forecasts for aviation’s contribution to
global emissions for 2050 are based on the assumption that emissions from
other sources will continue to grow. The relative contribution of aviation could
be greater if other sources make progress in reducing emissions and aviation
emissions continue to grow; or it could be less than estimated if other sources
do not make progress in reducing emissions. Technological improvements such
as fuel efficient engines are currently relied upon by airlines to reduce
emissions and these are limited in their potential to satisfy future targets in
reducing emissions. A combination of technological, operational and fuel
improvements are expected to help reduce aviation emissions in the future, with
their availability, development and adoption partially influenced by the economic
climate and the level and stability of fuel costs [2].
Contrails are also becoming of concern to the aviation industry because of
their warming effect; they cool the climate by reflecting the solar radiation and
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contribute to global warming by trapping heat on the earth. However, the
magnitude of this effect remains uncertain.
4.5 Emissions Prediction Modeling
Combustion is a complex reaction flow process and there are challenges
and limitations that make it difficult to accurately model the combustion process
and predict emissions. The challenges to the accurate emissions prediction
arise due to the relative difficulty in capturing the different aerodynamic and
thermodynamic phenomena inside the combustion chamber. The inherent
complexities in the combustion process make it difficult to accurately capture
the mixing processes, recirculation, dilution and temperature fluctuations. Other
imposing problems are in modelling the stability of a flame and the interaction
between the turbulence in the flame and the chemical reactions. These
challenges among others make it difficult to accurately predict the emissions.
However despite the challenges and the limitations in the quantitative accuracy
of the predictions, the qualitative information from the predictions are useful in
capturing changes and trends rather than giving absolute values. There are
three approaches that can be used to predict the emissions produced in a
combustion chamber: empirical correlations, stirred reactor (physics based) and
high fidelity models (comprehensive numerical models which include detailed
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) calculations).
Empirical correlations are simple and the creation of new databases is
required for different concepts of combustion, and also coarsely represents the
processes inside the combustor. This limits the use of the correlation based
approach to current engine configurations with available data and it is not
suitable for innovative engine designs with no available experimental data. Also
because engine data is proprietary it may not be generally available further
limiting the correlation approach. An example of the semi-empirical approach is
the P3T3 method. This method is one of the methodologies offered in the
Cranfield University emissions modelling tool HEPHAESTUS. The P3T3 is a
method that predicts NOx emissions by correlating the NOx emission indices
and the engine operating conditions. The method predicts the EINOx levels at
altitude by using the EINOx levels at ground level and correcting them to the
altitude condition. This is based on knowledge of the combustor inlet conditions
at both ground level and altitude. The EINOx levels at the ICAO certification
points (found in reference [5] are used as reference to plot EINOx levels at
ground level against the combustor inlet temperature. The combustor inlet
pressure and Fuel-Air Ratio (FAR) are also plotted against combustor inlet
temperature at ground level. The EINOx plot is used to obtain the EINOx at
ground level that corresponds to the combustor inlet temperature at altitude.
This EINOx is then corrected for humidity and the differences in the combustor
conditions (inlet pressure and FAR) at ground level and at altitude (equation
4.9) [6]. The amount of NOx in kilograms is calculated for using equation 4.10.
ܧܰܫ ܱ௫(஺௅் ) = ܧܰܫ ܱ௫(ீோ஽) ቀ௉ಲಽ೅௉ಸೃವቁ௡ × ቀி஺ோಲಽ೅ி஺ோಸೃವቁ௠ exp(ܪ) (4.9)
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ܰ ܱ௫ = (ݓ௙ × ܶ݅݉ )݁ × ܧܰܫ ܱ௫ (4.10)
A more detailed description of the P3T3 emissions model for NOx prediction
with validation model is found in [6]. The P3T3 uses the Fuel Composition
Method (FCM) to calculate the CO2 and H2O emissions. These emissions are
controlled by fuel composition and are proportional to fuel burn [7]. The EICO2
and EIH2O are estimated using equations 4.11 and 4.12. These equations
calculate the pollutants per kilogram of fuel and. assume stoichiometric
combustion and that the fuel composition is represented by CxHySz (carbon,
hydrogen and sulphur). Where x, y and z are the respective carbon, hydrogen
and sulphur coefficient in moles in the fuel chemical formula.
ܧܫܥܱଶ = ଵ଴଴଴×௫× [ଵଶ.଴ଵଵା(ଶ×ଵହ.ଽଽସ)](௫×ଵଶ.଴ଵଵ)ା(௬×ଵ.଴଴଻ଽ)ା(௭×ଷଶ.଴଺) (4.11)
ܧܫܪଶܱ = ଵ଴଴଴× ೤మ× [ (ଶ×ଵ.଴଴଻ଽ)ାଵହ.ଽଽସ](௫×ଵଶ.଴ଵଵ)ା(௬×ଵ.଴଴଻ଽ)ା(௭×ଷଶ.଴଺) (4.12)
The high fidelity approach involving CFD calculations uses detailed
simulation of the chemical reactions and the flow within the combustion
chamber. It is however very expensive and time consuming requiring detailed
simulation of the flow and the combustion chamber (which may not be freely
accessible).
The third approach uses stirred reactors to predict combustion emissions. It
is this approach that is used in the Cranfield University emissions modelling tool
HEPHAESTUS and has been adopted for this work. This tool allows the
prediction of emissions from current and future engine configurations in the
presence of degradation. The schematic of the model is shown in figure 4.3.
The tool uses three generic reactor models: a Perfectly Stirred Reactor (PSR)
model, a series of Perfectly Stirred Reactor models (PSRS) and a Partially
Stirred Reactor (PaSR) model, and its modularity and extensibility allows the
prediction of emissions from potential future engines [8]. A detailed description
of the reactor based emissions model with validation is found in [8].
Assumptions
 Complete combustion of combustion products.
 No impact of pollutant formation on combustion heat.
 Assumed equivalence ratio distribution of 0.9 at the flame front.
Capabilities
 Reactor (physics based) simulations.
 Conventional and LPP combustor emissions prediction.
 Emissions indices for: NOx, CO2, H2O.
 Multi-fuel capabilities: Jet-A, Bio-fuel, natural gas.
 Fixed or variable combustor geometry for LPP.
Limitations
 Levels of accuracy.
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The emissions module uses the ambient conditions (temperature, pressure,
altitude), inlet conditions to the combustor (temperature, pressure, mass flow
rate) calculated by the engine performance module, combustor geometry and
fuel flow as input. The module gives the emission indices for CO2, NOx and H2O
as output, which are used in the framework integration code written by the
author to calculate the emissions produced for each species.
4.5.1 Emissions Model Validation and Verification
The validation and verification of the emissions model is outlined in [8]. The
validation results from [8] are also reproduced here (figure 4.4). For the
purposes of this research, the emissions prediction of the CUCCTF engine was
compared against the emissions indices of the CFM56-7B27 engine as found in
the ICAO databank [5]. The ICAO emission points are at specified thrust
settings (0.7min at 100%Foo, 2.2min at 85% Foo, 4.0min at 30% Foo and 26min
at 7% Foo) which correspond to the four phases (Take-off, Climb, Approach, and
Idle) of the ICAO reference LTO cycle. The CUCCTF emissions indices’
predictions (shown in figure 4.5) are in good agreement with those found in [5].
The code is therefore deemed suitable for the purposes of this research,
considering the level of fidelity required which is to present relative and not
absolute predictions of the emissions.
4.6 Summary and Conclusions
The prediction of aircraft flight mission emissions is useful in making
decisions that will aid efforts to counteract the expected increases in emissions
by offering means to identify operational practices that promote emissions
production. This chapter has described the aircraft emissions prediction module
which has been validated by the developer and this author using data available
publicly. The results obtained in the validation have shown good accuracy and
agreement (with available data) of the emissions model in estimating aircraft
emissions. Considering the level of fidelity required which is to present relative
values showing changes and trends rather than absolute values for the
emissions, the module is deemed suitable for use in achieving the objectives of
this work.
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Figures for Chapter 4
CAEP: Committee on Aviation Environmental Protection
Figure 4.1: ICAO Technology Goals for NOx [4].
Sources: GAO presentation of International Energy Agency and IPCC data.
Figure 4.2: Global Transportation’s and Global Aviation’s Contributions to
Carbon Dioxide Emissions, 2004 [1]
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Figure 4.3: Reactor layout for the emissions model [8].
Figure 4.4: Results of NOx emission prediction for various engines [8]
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Figure 4.5: CFM56-7B27 (CUCCTF model) NOx emissions prediction.
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Chapter 5
Engine Operating Costs
Abstract
The economics module HESTA uses the engine life estimate, the cost of
labour and the cost of the engine (used to determine the cost of spares) to
estimate the cost of maintenance of the engine. The Direct Operating Costs
(DOC) of the engine are calculated as a function of maintenance cost, cost of
taxes on emissions and noise, cost of fuel, cost of insurance and cost of interest
paid on the total investment. The cost of cabin and flight crew, cost of landing,
navigational and ground handling fees are included in the DOC of the aircraft.
The first part of the chapter is a review on the new power by hour business
model. The second part of the chapter describes in some detail the operating
cost (economics) module. The economics model has been validated and
verified at Cranfield University as referenced.
5.1 Introduction
The growth of the global market for passenger air transportation has been
tremendous over the past decades and this is expected to continue well into the
future. This has re-defined the industry’s business model, airlines see
themselves in a more competitive market environment, and the emerging
number of low-cost-carriers has marked a turning point in the market structure.
In the current competitive climate airlines need to continuously seek cost
reduction potentials in order to stay competitive. This ambition is closely linked
to evaluating new methodologies in the way an aircraft manages its trajectory
and the possible contribution to reducing the long term operating life cycle
costs. For the OEM, the increased competition has reduced the profits from
engine sales giving more reliance on the aftermarket. Engine related operating
costs (figure 5.1) contribute a considerable share of the DOC [1]. Engine
Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul (MRO) make up a large share of the
aircraft’s MRO costs (figure 5.2) [2]. The engine MRO is therefore considered a
cost driver and it is in the interest of aircraft operators to estimate the LCC
related to the engine maintenance, when making decisions regarding the
aircraft trajectory management. This has given rise to total support
agreements/total care packages (between operators and OEMs or an MRO
provider) referred to as power by the hour contracts [3].
5.2 Power by Hour (PBH) – Total Care Package
A PBH or total support agreement with the OEM or an MRO provider is one
option for the operator, that would allow continued flying without assuming the
responsibility of balancing maintenance costs against operational risks and
determining the maintenance planning. A PBH contract is an agreement in
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which the engine operator buys a fleet of engines, but will not buy spare
engines and/or spares. The OEM consents to supplying spare engines and/or
accessories (or modules) if and when required, and to perform all the
maintenance requirements of the fleet of engines. The technical risk is
transferred from the operator to the engine maker or MRO provider. The
operator pays the OEM or MRO provider) an individually arranged, flight hour-
based rate for their technical support services (fleet management and engine
aftercare) and concentrate on its main business of providing air transport. This
new business model provides a win-win opportunity for both operators and
OEMs.
5.2.1 Operator’s Perspective
In the current economic climate and competitive nature of the airline
industry, it is imperative for operators to focus on their core business activities,
maximize operational reliability and minimize financial risk and costs. The key to
addressing these issues lies in removing the technical and financial
uncertainties associated with engine aftercare. The priority for the airlines is for
high quality fleet management and comprehensive engine-aftercare service.
The operator is released from the technical and financial problems of engine
maintenance and management and the uncertain cost of ownership, which is
transferred to the manufacturer for an agreed rate per engine flying hour [3] [4].
5.2.2 Engine Manufacturer’s Perspective
In the old business model, the impact of the aftermarket for engine
manufacturers was critical in that the aftermarket is more profitable than the
original equipment sales, and while new equipment sales can be negatively
impacted during economic downturns, the aftermarket may sustain the business
until the next economic upturn. In the previous model of after-sales
maintenance practice, prolonging an engine’s life could lead to instances where
the engine requires no major service during the aircraft’s service life, resulting in
the total or part loss of the engine-manufacturers’ aftermarket business. In the
new business model, the priority for the OEM is to provide engines with
improved reliability and long life which gives benefit to the long-term
maintenance contracts based on an agreed rate per engine flying hour [3] [4]. It
is no longer just about selling products, it is now about maintaining the product
at minimum cost, without lowering performance or safety.
5.2.3 Rolls-Royce Engine Support
Engine manufacturers provide continuous support and maintenance of their
products after the original sale. An example is the TotalCare service agreement
offered by Rolls Royce to its airline customers. TotalCare guarantees the
customer lifetime engine support and covers key areas of engine management
and maintenance. TotalCare benefits the customer in the following ways:
 Risks associated with time-on-wing and shop visit cost is transferred to
Rolls-Royce.
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 Allows customer to concentrate on core business activities.
 Costs are predictable, providing greater visibility and increased control of
financial planning.
 Improved efficiency i.e. minimise operational disruptions.
TotalCare is about keeping the engine on-wing as long as possible and thus
minimise the costs associated with removing an engine for maintenance. It
rewards reliability, and by transferring the technical and financial risks
associated with engine aftercare to the OEM, makes reliability and time on-wing
drivers for profit for both Rolls-Royce and the airline customer [5].
5.3 Economics (DOC) Model
The economic module used has been adopted from previous research work
conducted at Cranfield University and a detailed description can be found in [6].
It uses the engine life estimate together with the cost of labour and the cost of
the engine (used to determine the cost of spare parts) to estimate the cost of
maintenance of the engine. The DOC of the engine are calculated as a function
of maintenance cost, cost of taxes on emissions and noise, cost of fuel, cost of
insurance and cost of interest paid on the total investment. The cost of cabin
and flight crew, cost of landing, navigational and ground handling fees are
included in the DOC of the aircraft. The cost of aircraft maintenance is
calculated (as a function of the cost of spares and the cost of labour) using the
OEW and the MTOW.
The model is based on the methods outlined in [7] and [8]. The components
of the DOC as outlined by [8] are shown in figure 5.3. The module uses the
following inputs from the other modules in the framework:
 from the engine performance module: take-off thrust from which depend
the maintenance hours needed by the engine.
 from the aircraft performance module: OEW to assess the maintenance
hours needed by the airframe.
 from the aircraft performance module: fuel burn.
 from the lifing module: engine life.
In addition, the cost module uses the following elements: cost of aviation
fuel, cost of maintenance hours, Interest rates, and noise charges at airports,
carbon emission charges and NOx charges. The model accounts for a number
of costs including:
 Time dependent costs related to the operation of the aircraft such as
airframe and engine maintenance costs which are based on the
frequency and regularity of maintenance routines.
 Standing charges related to the cost of depreciation, the cost of engine
spares, and the cost of operational life.
 Fuel dependent costs which are related to the total amount of fuel burn
per flight mission. The model allows fuel price forecasts.
 Emission dependent costs which are a function of the amount of fuel
burn per flight mission..
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A detailed account of these charges can be found in [7] and [9]. The module
gives the following as outputs:
 DOC.
 Engine maintenance cost.
 Net present cost (NPC).
 Cost of taxes.
 Cost of airframe maintenance.
 The cost of labour and materials used in the overhaul.
5.3.1 Economic Model Validation and Verification
The validation and verification of the economics model is outlined in [6] and
the results are reproduced here. The economic model was validated by the
developer against airline information publicly available in [9] [10] [11] [12], and
against already existing and well recognised methods [7]. The results are
reproduced in table 5.1, figure 5.4 and figure 5.5. The results show that though
the individual values maybe far apart, the model has an overall accuracy of 85%
in estimating the DOC. The code is therefore deemed suitable for achieving
deltas and for the purposes of this research.
Table 5.1: The economics model comparing against the Roskam method [6]
Result (Unit of measure)
Roskam
Method
Value
Public Data
Value
Economic
Model Value
Cost of Labour/Engine (€/Hr.) 23.95 70 93.5
Number of Engine Maintenance Hours
Needed/ Block hour 0.26 1.25 1.31
Cost of Maintenance
Materials/Engine/Block Hour (€/Hr.) 173.66 80 59.76
DOC of Maintenance /Engine/Block Hour
((€/Hr.) 197.61 150 153.26
5.4 Summary and Conclusions
Direct operating costs become of concern to both the OEM and the airline,
thus raising the need for the assessment of the engine and aircraft at mission
level and the optimising of operational procedures. Cost effectiveness (making
more money) is the perspective for both the OEM and the airliners. In view of
the new model (power by hour) contracts as opposed to the older model (time
and materials) contracts, the OEM’s key concern is to deliver good engines that
are reliable and available, whilst remain cost effective in terms of engine
maintenance. The airliners’ key concern is that to remain competitive, they have
to operate cost effectively (i.e. lower operating costs) and remain within the
constraints and operating guidelines imposed by the OEM. This brings to the
fore, the importance of engine performance and engine life, because as the
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engine degrades the flight mission fuel burn increases, in turn translating as an
increase in operating costs.
This chapter has described the economic (DOC) module which has been
validated by the developer using data available in the public domain and against
already existing and well recognised methods. The results obtained in the
validation show an 85% accuracy of the economic model in estimating DOC.
The module is deemed suitable for use in achieving the objectives of this work
as relative costs and not absolute costs are the important objectives of this
research. The method is chosen to show the relative cost variation between
different trajectories and not predict the actual cost as these vary so widely over
different operational practices.
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Figures for Chapter 5
Figure 5.1: Maintenance costs as part of an aircraft engine’s DOC [1]
Figure 5.2: Components of an aircraft’s MRO [2]
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Figure 5.3: Components of the DOC [8]
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Figure 5.4: Cost of maintenance for short range engines currently in use [6]
Figure 5.5: Cost of maintenance for long range engines currently in use [6]
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Chapter 6
Aircraft Trajectory Optimisation
Abstract
The ACARE environmental targets for 2020 (2050) are extremely
challenging and aim to: reduce CO2 emissions by 50% (75%), reduce NOx
emissions by 80% (90%) and reduce perceived noise by 50% (65%). Achieving
these goals poses significant technical challenges requiring that trade-offs be
addressed. Research has indicated that to achieve these targets will require
contribution from technological improvements (15-20% related to engines, 20-
25% to aircraft design), operational improvements (5-10% related to improved
air traffic management and operational efficiency) and greener manufacturing
and recycling processes including transportation. Technological improvements
present a range of challenges and further advances may come with high
development costs. Operational improvements are a most readily
implementable contributor to achieving the ACARE targets. They are financially
viable, cost effective and competitive for existing engines and aircraft. One
option of operational improvements is aircraft trajectory optimisation.
Optimisation provides methods that search for global (and or local) solutions to
problems that contain multiple maxima or minima. In this chapter, the trajectory
to be optimised is defined in terms of the flight phases that make up the
trajectory. Optimisation problems, with a deliberate bias towards aircraft
trajectory optimisation are discussed including methods and criteria used when
classifying trajectory problems. The optimiser used in this work is a genetic
algorithm based multi objective optimiser which implements a Non-dominated
Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGAII). The optimiser was developed, tested,
benchmarked and verified at Cranfield University as part of the Clean Sky
project requirement for aircraft trajectory optimisation. The optimiser is
described in detail in the latter part of the chapter. The optimiser was validated
and verified by the developers as referenced.
6.1 Introduction
Optimisation provides methods that search for global (and or local) solutions
to problems that contain multiple maxima or minima. It includes global search
(and or local search), multistart, pattern search, genetic algorithm, and
simulated annealing. These methods can be used to solve optimisation
problems where the objective or constraint function is continuous,
discontinuous, and stochastic, does not possess derivatives, or includes
simulations or black-box functions with undefined values for some parameter
settings. The methods are able to find optimal solutions to problems with or
without constraints.
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6.2 Definition of Flight Phases
A civil aircraft flight path consists of a number of phases or segments which
make up the total flight mission. These are: take-off and initial climb, climb,
cruise, descent, and approach and landing. A typical civil aircraft mission profile
is shown in figure 6.1 [1].
Table 6.1: Flight segments characteristics [2] [3]
Phase Parameter Start End
Take Off
Speed Zero Initial climb
Altitude Ground 35ft
Aircraft Configuration Take-Off1 Take-Off
Engine Power Settings Take-Off Take-Off
Initial Climb
Speed Initial climb Climb
Altitude 35ft 1500ft
Aircraft Configuration Take-Off Clean2
Engine Power Settings Take-Off Climb
Climb
Speed 250kts CAS Cruise Speed
Altitude 1500ft Cruise Altitude
Aircraft Configuration Clean Clean
Engine Power Settings Climb Cruise
Cruise
Speed Cruise Speed Cruise Speed
Altitude Cruise Altitude Cruise Altitude
Aircraft Configuration Clean Clean
Engine Power Settings Cruise Flight Idle
Descent
Speed Cruise 250kts CAS
Altitude Cruise Altitude 10000ft
Aircraft Configuration Clean Clean
Engine Power Settings Flight Idle Flight Idle
Approach Landing
Speed 250kts CAS Zero
Altitude 10000ft Ground
Aircraft Configuration Clean Landing3
Engine Power Settings Flight Idle Ground Idle
1. Take Off configuration: Flaps, slats deployed, brakes released, gear down
2. Clean configuration: Flaps, slats and gear retracted
3. Landing configuration: High lift, high drag, gear down
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Each of these phases can be analysed or optimised separately. This section
provides a brief description of each of the flight phases used in this research
representing a typical flight trajectory (or mission profile) and the Air Traffic
Management (ATM) constraints governing each phase. In table 6.1 [2] [3] is
given a summary of the conditions at the start and end of each phase.
6.2.1 Take – Off and Initial Climb
Take – Off: The take-off segment is the phase in which the aircraft is
transferred from a stationary ground-borne state into a safe airborne state. In
this phase, the aircraft is accelerated along the runway to a speed at which the
lift produced exceeds the weight and it lifts off and begins to climb. The aircraft
starts off at rest on the runway, with brakes released and engine settings at
take-off thrust. During the ground run, the angle of attack is kept low so as to
maximise the thrust available for acceleration. As the aircraft accelerates it
progresses through the minimum control speed (ground) Vmcg, achieves rotation
speed at which aircraft is rotated into nose up attitude that equals the required
lift-off angle of attack, reaches the lift-off-speed VLOF and becomes airborne.
The take-off is complete when the aircraft clears a height of 35ft above the
runway.
Initial Climb: The initial climb starts at 35ft above the runway and ends with
the aircraft in a clean configuration (with flaps and landing gear retracted). It
follows airport specific noise alleviation procedures and is constrained by other
Air Traffic Control (ATC) regulations such as a speed limit of 250kts CAS at
altitudes below 10000ft. This segment also involves acceleration to the en-route
climb speed.
6.2.2 Climb
The climb flight segment is the phase in which the aircraft increases its
altitude to the required cruise flight level. It begins at the end of the initial climb
phase. During this phase, it is required that the propulsive thrust must exceed
the airframe drag for the aircraft to climb. In a climb, the aircraft uses fuel
energy, to achieve an increase in its potential energy. The climb performance is
important for the economy of operation and for the safety of flight. Optimum
economy of operation can be achieved by using the correct climb technique to
minimise the amount of fuel used to reach a given altitude. Additionally,
sufficient thrust must be available to ensure the aircraft safely climbs above
every obstruction along the flight path. An aircraft’s climb capability will be
affected by the thrust, the weight, and the ratio of drag to lift. The climb phase is
split into three parts: it starts from 1500ft to 10000ft at a constant equivalent
airspeed (EAS) of 250kts with Mach number allowed to increase. (It is worth
noting that at typical climbing speeds for civil aircraft, the scale-altitude
correction is small and the CAS is close to the EAS). This state presents a
constant angle of attack and constant lift to drag ratio. The next stage is
acceleration from 10000ft until the cruise Mach transition altitude is reached.
The last stage is a climb at constant Mach number and EAS decreasing until
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the initial cruise altitude is reached. The aircraft climb performance is currently
subject to and constrained by these specified air traffic regulations:
 The aircraft operational height must not exceed the maximum certified
altitude.
 The aircraft must be flown below the maximum flight level of associated
air routes.
 The aircraft must not fly at a speed that exceeds the limit for maximum
operating calibrated airspeed (CAS).
 The aircraft must reach the selected ToC flight level with a flight speed
equalling the optimal Mach cruise.
 The aircraft speed should not be lower than the stall speed.
 The aircraft speed must not exceed the limit for maximum operating
Mach number.
 The aircraft operating speed must not be less than the minimum buffet
speed.
 The aircraft speed Mach number must not exceed the maximum
operating limit Mach number.
 The minimum climb gradient for a two-engine aircraft may not be less
than 1.2% with one engine inoperative and the others operating at
maximum continuous thrust.
 The engine rating should be lower than the maximum climb rating.
6.2.3 Cruise
The cruise flight segment is the phase between climb and descent. It begins
at ToC and ends when the descent phase starts i.e. Top of Descent (ToD). The
important parameters that define the cruise phase are the altitude (flight level)
and the flight speed (Mach number), of which both are essentially constant. The
cost of fuel and cost of time contribute to the cost of operation, and typically with
the exception of short range flights, the largest percentages of trip time and trip
fuel are consumed in this phase of flight. The selected cruise speed, altitude
and Centre of Gravity (CG) will have an effect on the total flight time and fuel
burn. The flight level and speed selection may be influenced by the following
objectives:
 Maximise the range flown for a given amount of fuel.
 Minimise flight fuel burn for a given range flown.
 Minimise flight time.
 Minimise total flight operating cost.
 Maintain flight schedule.
In day to day flight operations, these objectives will not always be
practicable and at times pilots may be forced to temporarily abandon their
cruise strategy to deal with short term constraints that arise during a flight.
Since an aircraft will usually spend a greater part of its mission in cruise flight,
the cruise segment performance has a strong influence on the overall mission
performance and the cost of operation of the aircraft. Cruise performance is
therefore important to the overall balance between fuel burn and flight time and
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the aircraft needs to be flown in a manner and at a flight level and speed that
will optimise the overall operating cost. Achieving the optimum cruise
performance is subject to operational constraints which are dependent on ATM
regulations.
During the cruise phase, the aircraft is considered to be in steady (no
unbalanced forces), level (constant altitude), straight (velocity vector parallel to
the ground), symmetric flight with no acceleration (constant speed). There is an
optimum altitude for cruise and this altitude increases as the fuel is burned and
the aircraft weight decreases. The cruise trajectory is dependent on the flight
mission range. For short range flights, the cruise trajectory is small or non-
existent. For medium range flights, the cruise trajectory is assumed horizontal at
constant cruise altitude. For long range flights, because the airplane weight
changes significantly, the climb is continuous and the initial and final cruise
altitudes are not the same. Due to constraints imposed by Air Traffic Control
(ATC) regulations, the true optimum is not attainable, as the variable altitude or
climbing cruise is not practical. There is need to provide and maintain vertical
separation between flights in different directions and current air traffic control
rules specify that aircraft must be flown at specific and constant flight altitudes
that are compatible with other traffic on a specified route segment, and request
ATC clearance to climb to the next highest available altitude when sufficient fuel
is consumed.
6.2.4 Descent
The descent flight segment is the phase in which the aircraft decreases its
altitude from cruise flight level to 10000ft above mean sea level. It begins at the
end of the cruise phase. During this phase, it is required that the airframe drag
exceeds the propulsive thrust for the aircraft to descend. Similar to the climb
segment, the descent follows a specified airspeed schedule with speed limit
restrictions at 10000ft. The initial part of the descent is at cruise Mach number,
followed by descent at constant airspeed and in the final part of descent the
aircraft slows down to an approach speed. A wide range of descent path
profiles are available to the aircraft and these can be varied from a shallow
descent to a very steep descent either by reducing the engine thrust or by
increasing the airframe drag. The drag can be increased either by changing the
aircraft configuration or by varying the airspeed. A gliding descent is achieved
when there is no propulsive thrust and the lift-drag ratio determines the descent,
however ATC restrictions and the need to maintain control of the flight path
gradient require necessary use and changes in thrust. The choice of descent
path will be affected by safety-related issues such as the aircraft attitude, rate of
change of cabin pressure and the need for the engines to supply power or
airframe services. To optimise the descent for fuel burn is not as straightforward
as for climb. This is because in a descent, the aircraft operates at low thrust,
low fuel flow and the economics are less critical than for the climb. The aircraft
descent performance is currently subject to and constrained by these specified
air traffic regulations:
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 The aircraft must in compliance with ATC restrictions fly at a given
airspeed and maintain traffic separation as it positions for final approach.
 The aircraft speed should not be lower than the stall speed.
 The aircraft speed must not exceed the limit for maximum operating
Mach number.
 The aircraft operating speed must be within the limits for the maximum
and minimum buffet speed.
 The aircraft speed at ToD must equal the optimum cruise Mach.
 At 10000ft and below, the aircraft must not fly at a speed that exceeds
250kts CAS.
 The engine rating should be higher than the idle rating.
6.2.5 Approach and Landing
Approach: The approach begins when the descending aircraft reaches
10000ft above mean sea level at airspeed of 250kts CAS and ends when the
aircraft is 50ft above ground level. On final approach, the gradient of the flight
path must be steep enough to exceed the limit imposed by the slope of the
minimum obstacle but not too steep to for the flare to touchdown to require an
excessive pitch attitude change.
Landing: The landing phase is when the aircraft is on a descending path
towards the runway. It begins when the descending aircraft clears a height of
50ft above the landing surface and ends whet the aircraft is brought to a stop on
the runway. As the aircraft approaches the runway the airspeed and rate of
descent are reduced in the flare so that an acceptable touchdown is achieved.
An acceptable touchdown requires the aircraft to be flying at low airspeeds and
in a high lift, high drag and gear down configuration. The thrust is reduced to
flight idle and the angle of attack progressively increased. After touchdown the
aircraft decelerates, the nose is lowered onto the runway and the landing is
completed when the aircraft comes to a stop.
The constraints to the approach and landing phase are as follows:
 The aircraft must not accelerate during approach.
 The aircraft must be flown at the lowest airspeed at which the safety
margins can be met and at an attitude allowing for a smooth flare and
touchdown.
 The aircraft flight airspeed must not be less than the minimum drag
speed to maintain flight path control and stability.
 The final approach gradient must be 3o (equivalent to a 5% gradient).
 Aircraft speed should not be lower than the stall speed.
 The engines must operate at a fairly higher than idle thrust setting.
6.3 Aircraft Trajectory Optimisation
Optimisation can be defined as the process of finding a condition that gives
a minimum or maximum of a given function. It can also be defined as the
process of establishing the best possible solution to a given mathematical
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problem within a set of circumstances or constraints [4] [5]. There is no single
optimisation technique that will sufficiently cater for all optimisation problems,
hence a number of optimisation techniques have been developed. One such
group of developed methods is the mathematical programming techniques
(optimum seeking solutions) which will establish the minimum value of a multi-
variable function within a given set of constraints [5] [6]. This section looks at
how mathematical programming techniques can be used in aircraft trajectory
optimisation.
The aim of a design procedure is to find an acceptable design, which will
satisfy the requirements of the problem. However, generally, there is more than
one and the purpose of optimisation therefore becomes one of ascertaining
(within a chosen criterion), the best acceptable design out of the many
acceptable designs available. Optimisation problems can be classified
according to the following methods and criteria as outlined in [5] [6]:
 Constrained or unconstrained: depends on existence of constraints in the
problem.
 Parameter or trajectory: depends on whether time dependent or not.
 Optimal or non-optimal control: depends on physical nature of the
problem.
 Nature of the equations involved (linear, nonlinear, geometric, and
quadratic programming).
 Integer or real-valued programming: nature of values permitted.
 Deterministic or stochastic programming: nature of the variables
permitted.
 Separable or non-separable: depends on whether objective function and
constraints are separable.
 Single or multi-objective: depends on the number of objective functions.
In accordance with the above mentioned problem classifications, an aircraft
trajectory optimisation problem can be classified as a multi-objective,
constrained, dynamic, optimal control, non-linear, real‐valued, deterministic, and
non-separable problem. Since a number of parameters will be involved during
the optimisation process, and it is assumed there are a number of local minima
or maxima, the problem can also be classified as multi-dimensional and multi-
modal.
6.3.1 Numerical Methods for Trajectory Optimisation
There are a number of mathematical programming techniques that can be
used to find the minimum of a function within a given set of constraints.
However, it is not within the intentions of this work to detail every technique
available for aircraft trajectory optimisation methods, hence only those (hill
climbing, random search and evolutionary methods) that have been widely used
in aircraft trajectory optimisation are presented here.
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6.3.1.1 Hill Climbing Methods
Hill climbing methods are described in [6] [7] as “the intuitive way by which a
sightless climber feels his way from the valley to the tip of the mountain”, and
are applicable to single (one) and multi-dimensional problems. Single
dimensional problem solving methods are further classified as either sequential
or simultaneous methods. Sequential methods carry out a number of trials
sequentially to establish the minimum and uses intermediate results as input in
the next trials. Simultaneous methods carry out trials simultaneously at a
number of points to obtain the value of the objective function (at those points)
and thus establish the minima or maxima. Multi-dimensional problem solving
techniques generally extend the ideas used in single dimension methods into
several dimensions. They can be classified as direct approach, gradient and
newton methods.
Direct search methods are sometimes referred to as trial and error methods
and follow a heuristic (non-optimal) path to fix the length and direction of
subsequent steps. The objective function is used only during the optimisation
process. These methods are simple and have proved a success in practical
applications making them an attractive proposition. Examples of direct search
methods are hill climbing search and simulated annealing search which are
useful when it is irrelevant which path is followed to establish the optimal
solution [6] [8].
The gradient method assumes the objective is continually differentiable and
thus uses both the gradient function and its first partial derivative to seek the
optimal solution. All hill climbing search methods that use the first partial
derivative of the objective function to search for the optimum are called gradient
methods [6] [7].
Newton methods are methods which use the second partial derivative of the
objective function by exploiting the Taylor series. The optimisation process
follows steps in which the first and second derivatives of the objective function
are calculated and the Hessian matrix inverted. When the objective function is
quadratic, a single step process is required otherwise process is iterative.
Convergence problems will occur when the Hessian matrix cannot be inverted
(is singular). The choice of starting point is critical for a successful search; a
good knowledge of the objective function and the search space is essential
when choosing a starting point [6 [7]]. Further information and description of hill
climbing methods can be found in [6] and [7].
6.3.1.2 Random Search Methods
Random search methods are methods which randomly search (irrespective
of the structure of the objective function) for the optimum by using parameters
which vary along probabilistic rather than deterministic rules [6] [7]. These
methods can be applied in all cases and are useful in situations where
deterministic methods have been unsuccessful such as where the objective
function is non-differentiable in which case information on the Hessian matrix
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and gradient is not required. Their random nature of execution however makes
them costly to implement. Further information on random search methods can
be found in [6] and [7].
6.3.1.3 Evolutionary Methods
Evolutionary methods are problem solving techniques that are inspired by
nature. They are based on principles of evolution by Darwin such as the
reproduction cycle, natural selection, and diversity by variation [9]. Evolutionary
programming, evolution strategies, genetic programming, and genetic
algorithms are among the most important of evolutionary methods.
Evolutionary programming methods do not model any kind of recombination
of different species [6] [9], whereas evolution strategies contain some form of
recombination between solutions. Genetic programming methods use the
current population to create new population of offspring programs through
Darwin’s principle of reproduction and natural selection (survival of the fittest) as
well as the genetic operation of sexual recombination [6] [9].
Genetic Algorithms (GAs) are based on the principles of natural genetics
(including reproduction, crossover, and mutation) and natural selection. GAs are
the most extensively used of all the evolutionary techniques, and have had a
profound impact on optimisation [6] [8]. GAs, are extremely robust and suited
for problems in which the inputs and outputs relationship is unknown and may
behave unexpectedly. In cases where the performance of standard nonlinear
programming techniques is not satisfactory (are inefficient, computationally
expensive, and converge at a relative optimum that is closest to the starting
point), GA’s have been found to be effective [6]. Further information about GAs
and how they differ from traditional optimisation methods can be found in [5].
6.3.2 Trajectory Optimisation Technique Selection
For the purposes of this work, the genetic algorithm based optimiser is used
for the reasons outlined in the proceeding sections.
6.3.2.1 Genetic Algorithm Based Optimisation
A genetic algorithm based optimiser NSGAMO II provided by [10] has been
chosen to solve the aircraft trajectory optimisation problem for the following
reasons:
 GAs are problem independent and do not use previously known domain-
specific information to guide each step, rather they make random
changes to their candidate solutions and using the fitness function then
determine whether the changes produce an improvement. This is
important in aircraft trajectory optimisation which involves multi-model
integration, since the functions relating inputs to outputs are unknown.
GAs are found to be effective in that the optimisation routines are both
model and problem independent and allow the user to simultaneously
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run different models and simulate different disciplines (e.g. aircraft and
engine performance, emissions formation etc.).
 GAs perform well in problems where the candidate solutions are in a
discontinuous and complex landscape with many local optima.
 GAs use a parallel process of search and explore for optimum solutions
effectively reducing optimisation time. They explore the search space in
multiple directions, proceeding only along those paths likely to yield a
solution and are suitable for large search spaces such as are nonlinear
problems.
The genetic algorithm can be customised by modifying initial population and
fitness scaling options or by defining parent selection, crossover, and mutation
functions. The genetic algorithm (figure 6.2) initiates the optimisation process by
generating a set of random solutions (initial population) which is equivalent to
the product of the initialisation factor and the user defined population size. The
optimiser evaluates the initial population and trims it down to the user defined
population size according to a fitness function (e.g. fuel burn, flight time). The
process loops until certain criteria (defining the optimal solutions) are met. The
criteria for stopping the process can include the maximum number of
generations or the maximum fitness. The best solutions from the preceding
generation are used to create the next generation, thus a smoother Pareto front
is obtained with each generation [10].
6.3.2.2 Optimiser Validation and Verification
The performance of the genetic algorithm was benchmarked and tested for
by [11] in three phases. Phase 1 involved performance testing using various
mathematical functions otherwise known as the Zitzler-Deb-Thiele’s (ZDT) test
problems. These test problems were formulated by Zitzler et al. to assess the
performance of a multi-objective optimisation algorithm for the following
properties [12]:
 Ability of the algorithm to handle difficulties along the Pareto optimal front
and find diverse Pareto optimal solutions.
 Ability of the algorithm to handle difficulties lateral to and converge to the
true or global Pareto optimal front.
 Ability to handle different shapes of the Pareto optimal front and solve
problems with convex, non-convex or discontinuous Pareto optimal
fronts.
In phase 1 the ZDT1, ZDT3 and ZDT6 were used and the optimiser was
tested for convergence, diversity and the number of evaluations required by the
algorithm to converge to the Pareto optimal front. The ZDT1 tests the ability of
the optimiser to handle problems with a large number of variables (30) with a
convex Pareto optimal set. The ZDT3 tests the ability of the optimiser to handle
problems with a large number of variables (30) and a set of discontinuous
Pareto optimal fronts. The ZDT6 tests the ability of the optimiser to handle a
multi-variable (10) problem with a non-convex Pareto optimal set and an
adverse density of solutions across the Pareto optimal front. In phase 2 the
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optimiser was tested for its constraint handling ability. The Constr-Ex and TNK
test problems were used (as recommended by [12]). The Constr-Ex tests the
ability of the optimiser to reach a solution when a part of the unconstrained
Pareto optimal region is made infeasible by a constraint. The TNK tests the
ability of the optimiser to reach a solution when the Pareto optimal region is
discontinuous and falls entirely on the first constraint boundary. In phase 3, [11]
established the validity and performance of the GA optimiser by applying it to
simple trajectory optimisation cases to achieve multi-disciplinary trajectory
optimisation objectives. The performance of the GA optimiser was comparable
with that of other methods and commercially available optimisers [11] [13]. The
optimiser showed good diversity, convergence and constraint handling ability.
The results outlined in [11] establish the applicability of the GA optimiser as an
optimisation tool and demonstrate it has the capability to evaluate optimised
solutions in a complex design space which may include convex/concave and
discontinuous Pareto optimal fronts. Some of the results of the validation are
reproduced in this thesis and are shown in figures 6.3 to 6.11. For the criteria
adopted and for a more elaborate description of the validation and results, the
reader is referred to [3] and [11].
6.4 Summary and Conclusions
Operating costs are an important concern to airliners and engine
manufacturers (OEMs). Fuel burn is a measure of an aircraft’s mission flight
performance. Flying the fuel burn optimum trajectory is beneficial to reducing
the direct operating costs. A civil aircraft will spend most of its mission flight time
at the cruise phase, more so for medium and long range flights, making the
cruise performance of the aircraft strongly influential on the overall flight mission
performance and operating costs because most of the fuel burn will occur
during cruise.
Optimisation methods can be used to solve aircraft trajectory optimisation
problems with or without constraints. The chapter has provided a definition of
the flight phases that are part of a civil aircraft’s flight path as well as detailed
information on the optimiser. The chapter has described optimisation
techniques and classification and in particular the NSGAMO II genetic algorithm
based optimiser which has been adopted for the purposes of this research. The
optimiser was validated, tested and benchmarked by the respective developers
using data available in the public domain and against already existing and well
recognised optimisation methods. Some of the results obtained in the
validations have been presented in this chapter and show good accuracy and
potential to solve the trajectory optimisation objectives of this work.
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Figures for Chapter 6
Figure 6.1: A typical civil transport aircraft flight profile [1]
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Figure 6.2: Genetic algorithm optimisation flowchart [10].
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Figure 6.3: Pareto fronts obtained in GA optimiser benchmarking studies [11].
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Figure 6.4: Convergence metric for ZDT1, ZDT3 and ZDT6 test functions [11].
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Figure 6.5: Diversity metric for ZDT1, ZDT3 and ZDT6 test functions [11].
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Figure 6.6: Constraint altered Pareto front for CONSTR function [3].
Figure 6.7: CONSTR function Pareto front reached by algorithm [3].
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Figure 6.8: Constrained TNK function Pareto curve [3].
Figure 6.9: TNK function Pareto curves reached by algorithms [3].
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Figure 6.10: Fuel-Time Pareto fronts for a medium range flight [11]
Figure 6.11: Comparison of optimum trajectories for a medium range flight [11].
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Chapter 7
Case Study: Airport Severity Factors
Abstract
Aircraft take-off from a variety of geographical locations each demanding a
different set of operational strategies and power settings for the same TO thrust
requirements. The thrust requirements have a bearing on the engine life
consumption and in turn the operational cost which is of concern to both the
engine manufacturer and the operator. One of the aims of this thesis is to
present and give understanding on the implications of airport severity factors
and aero-engine component degradation on engine and aircraft performance.
The primary objectives are to provide detailed descriptions of the changes in
engine life, flight mission fuel burn, DOC and emissions. The aim of this chapter
is to present the effects of airport severity factors and engine degradation with
the aid of several case studies. In this work, airport severity is the term for
operational severity defined by the relationship between the thrust requirement
at take-off and the degree of engine life consumption. Airport severity estimation
can serve as an aid when making decisions on operational strategies around
different airports. This is because the airport environment has a large influence
on the engine deterioration rate and on the engine time on the wing. Also, aero-
engine operating costs are largely dependent on the life consumption of critical
engine parts. In this chapter, severity is calculated as a measure of life
consumption and assessments on the implications of airport factors on
engine/aircraft performance are presented. The first part of the chapter links
engine damage with severity. The second part of the chapter presents the
preliminary assessments done using the multidisciplinary framework (described
in chapter 1) to establish how the major parameters influence operational
severity, and case studies carried out on specific airports (e.g. London
Heathrow, Madrid Barajas and Cairo International among others) are also
presented. The results show that engine derate will reduce the rate of
component damage and result in less flight operating costs. Airports at higher
OATs were found to cause increase in the rate of component damage and
operating costs per flight. Those at higher altitudes were found to cause
increased damage, yet lower the costs. The results also show that degraded
engines exhibit higher levels of damage which increases demand on the
turbine, further reducing the useful engine life and increasing operating costs
per flight.
7.1 Introduction
Aircraft take-off from a variety of geographical locations each demanding a
different set off operational strategies and thrust requirements (shown in table
7.1). The thrust requirements have a bearing on the engine life consumption
and in turn the operational cost which is of concern to both the engine
manufacturer and the operator. Each airport imposes a different thrust
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requirement due to the airport environment, outside air temperature (OAT),
altitude and other factors affecting engine performance. In the context of the
power by hour total care agreements, the manufacturer is in actuality selling
component damage accumulation over the useful life of the component at
an agreed rate. An understanding of the damage accumulation due to airport
severity offers the operator a way of budgeting and making decisions in the
operation of the aircraft. The operator can provide guaranteed availability of the
engines and a continuous warranty whilst maximising the benefits from the
contract.
Table 7.1: Projected thrust requirements relative to reference (ISA SLS)
requirements.
Take Off Airport
Delta from Reference
Max TO TET [K] Projected Thrust @ ISA SLS [%]
Abu Dhabi +68.1 +8.5
Ankara Esenboga +20.4 +2. 7
Beirut +32.2 +4.1
Cairo +47.5 +6.0
Dublin -21.6 -3.0
London Heathrow -39.8 -5.6
Madrid Barajas +50.2 +6.3
Riyadh +89.5 +11.1
Reference = =
7.2 Operational Severity
Severity is the relative engine damage i.e. the ratio of engine damage for a
new mission relative to a reference mission [1] [2]. It can be used as a measure
of the life consumption of engine parts subjected to the life limiting modes LCF,
creep and oxidation. Operational severity is the damage to the engine that is
due to the manner in which the engine/aircraft is deployed (or operated). In this
chapter, and for the purposes of this work (i.e. to identify the effects of TO from
different airports), operational severity and airport severity will be used
interchangeably to refer to the relative damage associated with taking off from
different airports. It will be assessed in terms of the relationship between the
thrust requirement at take-off and the degree of engine life consumption.
Operating conditions considerably influence an engine’s time on-wing.
Rigorous and more demanding conditions will lead to greater stresses acting on
the engine thereby increasing engine wear. The forces of lift, drag, weight and
thrust govern the operational parameters. TET and shaft speed are the control
parameters to achieve the required thrust at a given operating point. Thrust
requirements change according to operational scenarios:
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 constant speed level altitude
 constant speed changing altitude
 variable speed level altitude
 variable speed changing altitude
TO thrust is phenomenally high as the aircraft must reach a velocity that is
beyond the stall velocity for lift off (need to counter large forces of drag and
inertia).
7.2.1 Factors Influencing Severity
The major parameters that influence operating severity include [3]: flight
time, TO derate, OAT, altitude and the environment.
7.2.1.1 Flight Time
The length of flight time an engine operates on-wing can be measured in
Engine Flight Hours (EFH) and Engine Flight Cycles (EFC). A flight hour is
equivalent to one hour of flight, and a flight cycle to one take-off and landing [4].
EFC is the more appropriate measure for engines operating on short-haul
flights, whereas EFH are appropriate for engines that are operated on medium
and long flight flights. According to [3], an engine operating on a short haul flight
will suffer a more rapid performance deterioration, hence shorter shop visit
intervals and higher engine maintenance costs per flight hour. Conversely, as
the average flight time increases the engine experiences less wear and remains
longer on wing with reduced maintenance costs. This is because longer stage
length flights have less take-off and climb phases where the engine parts are
expose to particularly high stress levels due to high temperatures and
pressures. According to [3], a CFM56-7B operating in the Indian sub-continent
with a stage length of 2.2hrs has a Mean Time Between Removals (MTBR) of
about18500hrs whilst a stage length of 2.4hrs has a MTBR of about 20000hrs.
7.2.1.2 Take-Off Derate
Take-Off derate is the percentage reduction of maximum thrust at TO.
Derate is a strategy used to lower the EGT thereby reducing the rate of engine
component degradation, extending engine time on the wing and reducing
engine maintenance costs. It is employed in any of the following situations:
take-off weight is below the maximum take-off weight of the aircraft, a long
runway is available or the ambient temperatures during take-off are relatively
low [4]. TO derate is more beneficial for engines operated on short haul flights
than those operated on long-haul flights.
7.2.1.3 Outside Air Temperature
The TO EGT is directly influenced by the outside air temperature. For a
given thrust setting, the EGT increases constantly as the OAT increases. In
other words, low ambient air temperatures result in low gas path temperatures
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and reduced thermal stresses on the engine’s hardware. In order to prevent the
engine from operating at EGTs that could result in severe damage, flat rating is
employed, and the EGT and the Exhaust Gas Temperature Margin (EGTM) are
kept constant at all OATs above the flat rating OAT. Flat rating reduces the
engine’s thrust and prolongs the engine time on the wing [5] [6]. Without flat
rating, the EGT would continue to rise with increasing OAT.
7.2.1.4 Altitude
The net thrust performance of an engine is affected by the altitude. As the
altitude increases, the ambient static temperature falls linearly as do the
ambient static pressure and density. At constant shaft speed, the result is a
drop in mass flow which is the dominating influence on thrust. In other words,
an engine will lose power with increasing altitude [7]. For the same TO
requirements and thrust settings, the performance demand on the engine is to
operate at higher spool speeds and higher operating temperatures. The higher
speeds and operating temperatures mean the EGT and thermal stresses are
also higher resulting in an increase in the rate of engine component damage
and reducing the engine time on the wing. In order to prevent the engine from
operating at temperatures and EGTs that could result in severe damage, flat
rating is employed, and the EGT and the EGTM are kept constant when the
aircraft ceiling altitude is reached. As previously mentioned, flat rating reduces
the engine’s thrust and prolongs the engine time on the wing [5] [6]. Without flat
rating, the EGT would continue to rise with increasing altitude.
7.2.1.5 Environment
Environmental conditions contribute to the severity of an engine’s operating
procedures. Particulate matter such as: dust, sand, industry emissions or
volcanic ash can erode compressor blades and block turbine vane/blade
cooling holes. Salty environments in coastal areas accelerate corrosion and
oxidation of the engine components [3]. Environmental conditions such as these
can have a severe impact on the engine’s hardware deterioration and thus, on
the engine time on the wing. According to [3], an IAE V2500-D5 engine
operating in the Middle East has a MTBR of about 4500hrs compared to about
8000hrs in less harsh conditions. The environmental conditions are therefore
important for engine performance and deterioration.
7.2.2 Operational Severity Estimation
The severity estimation procedure takes into account the relative damage
caused by each of the failure modes discussed in chapter 3.
7.2.2.1 Damage Calculation
A number of cumulative damage laws to determine the amount of damage
caused by stress amplitudes are available in literature. The most widely used
method and the one adopted for this research is the Palmgren-Miner Rule
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(Miner’s Law) [8]. The law assumes all the damage fractions add up to unity at
which point failure occurs. The damage considered in this work is the sum of
cyclic damage due to low cycle fatigue and steady state damage due to the
combined effect of creep and oxidation. The damage fraction is defined as the
ratio of the time (or cycles) at a given a given power setting to the time (or
cycles) to failure at that power setting. Cyclic damage is expressed in terms of
cycles to failure, whereas steady state damage is expressed in terms of time
(hours) to failure. The damage fraction is expressed in equations 7.1 and 7.2.
ܦ௖௜= ௡೔ே೔ (7.1)
ܦ௦௜= ௧೔௧೑ (7.2)
where
ܦ = damage fraction
ܿ݅ = cyclic damage fraction
݅ݏ = steady state damage fraction
௜݊= number of cycles at stress amplitude σi
ܰ௜= average number of cycles to failure
ݐ௜= time at stress amplitude σi
ݐ௙ = time to failure
The total damage fraction for TO from a reference and a new airport are given
by equations 7.3 and 7.4:(ܦ௧௢௧௔௟)௥௘௙ = (ܦ௖௬௖௟௜௖)௥௘௙ + (ܦ௦௧௘௔ௗ௬௦௧௔௧௘)௥௘௙ (7.3)(ܦ௧௢௧௔௟)௡௘௪ = (ܦ௖௬௖௟௜௖)௡௘௪ + (ܦ௦௧௘௔ௗ௬௦௧௔௧௘)௡௘௪ (7.4)
where
ݐ݋ܽݐ ݈= total damage fraction
݁ݎ ݂ = reference case
݊ ݁ݓ = new case
7.2.2.2 Severity Calculation
The severity is made up of two components: the cyclic part reflecting low
cycle fatigue (power transients) and the steady state part reflecting the
cumulative effect of creep and oxidation (time at a power condition) [3]. Since
severity is relative damage, normalizing equations 7.3 and 7.4 by dividing both
equations by the total reference damage fraction (ܦ௧௢௧௔௟)௥௘௙ yields equations 7.5
and 7.6 which are the mathematical representations of severity for the reference
and new missions respectively.(ߣ௧௢௧௔௟)௥௘௙ = 1 = (ߣ௖௬௖௟௜௖)௥௘௙ + (ߣ௦௧௘௔ௗ௬௦௧௔௧௘)௥௘௙ (7.5)(ߣ௧௢௧௔௟)௡௘௪ = (ߣ௖௬௖௟௜௖)௡௘௪ + (ߣ௦௧௘௔ௗ௬௦௧௔௧௘)௡௘௪ (7.6)
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where:
ߣ௧௢௧௔௟= total severity
ߣ௖௬௖௟௜௖ = cyclic severity
ߣ௦௧௘௔ௗ௬௦௧௔௧௘ = steady state severity
ߣ௧௢௧௔௟)௥௘௙ = total severity for reference mission
ߣ௧௢௧௔௟)௡௘௪ = total severity for new mission
The damage pattern is dependent on and changes with engine operation.
Cyclic damage is dominant for short haul flights which have frequent TO and
landings, whereas steady state damage is dominant for long haul flights. A
severity of less than unity means the damage is less and the engine life is
longer than for the reference whereas a severity of more than unity means the
damage is more and the engine life is shorter than for the reference. Severity is
therefore the inverse of engine life. For the studies discussed in this thesis, the
steady state severity is the sum total of the blade severity and disc severity i.e.
severity due to blade creep, blade oxidation and disc creep, and the cyclic
severity is that due to blade fatigue.
7.3 Case Studies: Airport Severity Factors
The purpose of this section is to present the results of studies conducted to
identify the effect of changes to airport operational and environmental factors.
The life consumption (damage fraction), operating conditions (TET and EGT),
DOC per flight, engine life due to creep, fatigue and oxidation, mission fuel burn
and ICAO LTO and flight emissions of civil aero-engines are presented. In this
study the effect of TO derate, OAT, airport altitude and the airport environment
(e.g. sand) on the performance of the HPT were evaluated. In the context of this
work, airport severity factors refer to the airport conditions such as OAT, altitude
and the environment that will influence the level of damage suffered by the
engine. A multi-disciplinary framework (shown in figure 7.1) was used to relate
engine operating conditions to flight conditions, translating the power settings
imposed by varying airport operational conditions into DOC, emissions and
engine life estimates (reflecting severity on the HPT life limiting part). The
framework combines the engine performance, aircraft performance, emissions
prediction, lifing analysis and economics mathematical models described in
chapters 2, 3, 4 and 5.
7.3.1 Severity Estimation Process
The studies were conducted on the CUCCTF engine model and CUSMSA
aircraft model described in chapter 2. The studies were conducted in two parts:
 Parametric studies to investigate the effect of operational parameters
(TO derate, OAT, altitude and environment)..
 Airport severity factors to investigate the effect of taking off from different
airports.
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A reference airport at ISA SLS conditions (15oC OAT and sea level) was
used in the studies. A mission range of 3000km (1620nm) was used. The flight
mission for a clean engine taking off from the reference airport and flying this
range (3000km) was assumed as the baseline trajectory. The cruise, descent
and approach/landing profiles were kept the same for all the studies. The
baseline was chosen to closely approximate and match the performance of the
aircraft on the payload range chart [9]. In the context of this study, (airport)
severity is defined as the ratio of the damage fraction of the flight mission when
taking off from the current airport to the damage fraction of the flight mission
when taking off from the reference airport. The following outlined procedure was
used for both the parametric and the airport studies. In both cases, the
prediction was related to the changes in take-off airport conditions and
environment on engine performance:
 The engine performance code TURBOMATCH is used to calculate the
take-off thrust, flight segment spool speeds, operating temperatures and
cooling flow temperatures and SFC.
 The aircraft performance code HERMES is used to integrate the engine
and aircraft and to calculate the flight performance in terms of total
mission fuel burn and flight mission time.
 The lifing code is used to estimate the life of the HPT blade and disc
(LCF, creep and oxidation) based on metal temperatures, stresses and
material properties. The life estimates are converted to damage fractions
using the linear damage rule as described in 7.2.2.1.
 The damage fractions calculated by the lifing code are used to estimate
the severity for the HPT blade and disc as described in 7.2.2.2.
 The emissions prediction code HEHAESTUS is used to predict the
emissions indices for CO2, NOx and H2O for the flight mission.
 The economics model HESTA is used to translate the life estimation into
engine/aircraft direct operating costs.
To model the effects of engine degradation changes are made to the flow
capacities and efficiencies of key engine components such as Fan, LPC, HPC,
LPT and HPT. These component characteristics (flow capacities and
efficiencies) are known as health parameters because they indicate the degree
of engine degradation. In this work the health parameters are assumed to follow
an average degradation profile with a fast initial rise due to rub-in and related
new engine degradation mechanisms [10] (Mechanisms of engine component
degradation are described in chapter 2). As the engine ages, the health
parameters tend towards linear degradation as shown in figure 7.2 [11] [12].
The health parameter values used in this research correspond to 3000, 4500,
5250 and 6000cycles of operation and are shown in table 7.2. These values of
degradation represent percentage deviation from the clean (for each parameter
the clean is 100%) and are derived from [9]. They correspond to those found in
[13] and [14]. According to [13] and [14], these health parameter values
assigned to the engine components correspond to moderate to severe
degradation such as when the engine is due for overhaul or when the engine is
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used in a harsh environment such as a sandy desert or an area of volcanic
activity.
Table 7.2: Degradation level for health parameters as a % deviation from clean
[13] [14].
Flight
Cycles
Fan LPC HPC HPT LPT
η% Flow% η%
Flow
% η%
Flow
% η%
Flow
% η%
Flow
%
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3000 -1.5 -2.04 -1.46 -2.08 -2.94 -3.91 -2.63 1.76 -0.538 0.2588
4500 -2.18 -2.85 -2.04 -3.04 -6.17 -8.99 -3.22 2.17 -0.808 0.3407
5250 -2.52 -3.25 -2.33 -3.52 -7.79 -11.53 -3.52 2.37 -0.934 0.3880
6000 -2.85 -3.65 -2.61 -4.00 -9.40 -14.06 -3.81 2.57 -1.078 0.4226
7.3.2 Operational Factors
Severity of aero-engines is largely sensitive to operational parameters (such
as TO derate and OAT) which directly impact the thermal and mechanical
stresses acting on the engine. In the context of this work, studies were done for
the purposes of identifying and quantifying the sensitivity of an engine’s
performance and engine damage to airport factors. Parametric analyses were
carried out by varying the a) TO derate from 0% to 30%, b) altitude from 0m to
1500m and c) OAT from -20oC to +20oC. As mentioned earlier, the reference
airport was assumed at 0% derate and ISA SLS (15oC OAT and sea level). A
full flight mission analysis was carried out in all the case studies. The baseline
trajectory was assumed for a clean engine TO from the reference airport on a
flight mission range of 3000km. The studies were done for a clean engine and
for the same engine with the health parameter values after 3000 cycles of
operation. The aircraft performance was analysed in terms of maximum
operating temperature, EGT, mission fuel burn, DOC per flight, engine life,
ICAO LTO and flight mission emissions and severity. The results presented
here are relative to the baseline and are summarised in the following sections.
The results have shown that the engine is more likely to fail due to blade fatigue
and blade oxidation than due to blade creep and disc creep. Hence only the
deltas for the blade fatigue and blade oxidation are presented in these results.
The results shown in parentheses (in the section on degraded engine
performance) are for the TO from the reference airport after 3000cycles.
7.3.2.1 Clean Engine Performance
 Derated engines operate at reduced thrust levels. A 30% derated engine
is found to have a -7.3% reduction in severity, a direct benefit from a -
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181K reduction in the operating temperatures. The TO fuel burn reduces
by -37.5% with a small benefit of -0.2% in flight operating costs. The
derated engine demonstrates a higher blade and disc life, with
discrepancies of +15.3% and +7.8% for the blade fatigue and oxidation
lives respectively. The ICAO LTO and flight NOx reduce by -23.8% and -
2.6% respectively.
 Engine thrust output reduces with rising OATs. A clean engine TO at an
OAT deviation of +20oC was found to have a +6% penalty on severity
caused by a +102K rise in operating temperatures. There is also a rise of
+4.1% in TO fuel burn which contributes to a discrepancy of +0.3% in
flight operating costs. The blade life due to fatigue and oxidation reduce
by -30% and -5% respectively. The higher operating temperatures
increase the ICAO LTO and flight NOx by +13% and +1.4% respectively.
A TO at an OAT deviation of -20oC was found to have -10.2% reduction
on severity caused by a drop in operating temperatures of -103K. There
is also a drop of -4.2% in TO fuel burn and a discrepancy of -0.1% in
flight operating costs. The discrepancy in the blade life due to fatigue and
oxidation is +16.8% and +11.2% respectively. The lower operating
temperatures reduce the ICAO LTO and flight NOx by -9.3% and -0.8%
respectively.
 Engine thrust output reduces with increasing altitude. A clean engine TO
from an airport 1500m above sea level was found to have a +4.8% and
+7.1% increase in severity and TO fuel burn respectively, a consequence
of a +109K increase in operating temperatures. Despite these penalties,
the fuel burn at climb is -12.4% less and there is a small benefit of -0.5%
on the flight operating costs. The blade life due to fatigue and oxidation
reduce by -22.1% and -4% respectively. The discrepancy in the ICAO
LTO and flight NOx is +2.5% and -4.2% respectively.
7.3.2.2 Degraded Engine Performance
 As expected of degraded engines, it was found that after 3000cylces the
engine operating temperatures are higher, having increased by +54K. In
turn the engine severity and mission fuel burn increase by +56.8% and
+3.5% respectively, translating into a rise of +1.2% in DOC. The blade
life due to fatigue and oxidation reduce by -16.7% and -36.5%
respectively. The higher operating temperatures increase the ICAO LTO
and flight NOx by +26.1% and +31% respectively
 A 30% derated engine is found to have -139K (+54K) discrepancy in the
operating temperatures and severity of +44.6% (+56.8%). The TO fuel
burn is -36.7% (+3.5%) less, which impacts on the flight operating costs
by +0.9% (+1.2%). The blade life due to fatigue and oxidation has a
discrepancy of +6.7% (-16.7%) and -31.3% (-36.5%) respectively. The
ICAO LTO and flight NOx have a discrepancy of -7.8% (+26.1%) and
+27.4% (+31%) respectively.
 A TO at an OAT deviation of +20oC was found to have a +71.2% penalty
on severity caused by a +159K rise in operating temperatures. There is
also a rise of +7.8% in TO fuel burn which contributes to a rise of +1.7%
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in flight operating costs. The blade life due to fatigue and oxidation
reduce by -47.5% and -39.4% respectively. The higher operating
temperatures increase the ICAO LTO and flight NOx by +44.2% and
+32.8% respectively. A TO at an OAT deviation of -20oC was found to
have -52K drop in operating temperatures and a +40% penalty on
severity. There is also a drop of -0.8% in TO fuel burn and a rise of +1%
in flight operating costs. The discrepancy in the blade life due to fatigue
and oxidation is +10.6% and -29.1% respectively. The discrepancy in the
ICAO LTO and flight NOx is +13.1% and +29.6% respectively.
 A TO from an airport 1500m above sea level was found to have a
+71.1% and +10.4% increase in severity and TO fuel burn respectively, a
consequence of a +164K increase in operating temperatures. Despite
these penalties, the fuel burn at climb is -8.6% less and there is an
impact of +0.8% on the flight operating costs. The blade life due to
fatigue and oxidation reduce by -41.6% and -38.9% respectively. The
discrepancy in the ICAO LTO and flight NOx is +32.5% and +25.7%
respectively.
7.3.2.3 Discussion of the Results
7.3.2.3.1 Effects of Degradation
As previously discussed in the review of past work (section 1.3) and in
chapter 2, engine component degradation has a negative impact on thrust
power, specific fuel consumption and operating costs. The results presented in
figures 7.3 to 7.27 are in conformity; degraded engines run at higher maximum
operating temperatures (and EGTs), have a higher severity and burn more fuel.
In addition they produce more emissions, have less time on wing and require
maintenance and/or overhaul more frequently due to reduced component lives
and cost more to operate.
7.3.2.3.2 Effects of Take-Off Derate
The results from the TO derate parametric analyses are presented in figures
7.3 to 7.10. The parameters are presented as normalised (i.e. divided by the
value for the baseline) values, and the baseline is 1.0 in all the figures.
Figure 7.3 shows the engine maximum operating temperature and EGT as a
function of varying TO derate. As highlighted above, it was observed that the
engine operating temperatures reduce with increasing derate. This reduction
may be explained by considering the fact that derate represents a percentage
reduction of maximum thrust, and the TO is achieved at lower operating
temperatures. The lower thrust requirements and lower operating temperatures
translate into lower EGTs, and as shown in figure 7.3 the EGT also reduces
with increasing derate.
Figure 7.4 shows the engine severity with varying TO derate. In this figure,
the height of the bars represents the total engine severity; the blue shaded
region represents the steady state severity contribution and the purple shaded
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region the cyclic severity contribution. The results show that the severity
reduces as the derate increases. This is largely due to the contribution of the
reduction in the steady state severity by -7.2% and -7.6% and in cyclic severity
by -10.5% and -21.7% for the clean and after 3000cycles respectively.
Figure 7.5 shows the TO fuel burn with varying TO derate. The results show
that the TO fuel burn reduces with increasing derate. It is concluded that the
lower thrust requirements and lower operating temperatures at TO result in
reduced fuel burn. The taxi, climb, cruise, descent and approach/landing fuel
burn remain essentially the same for all cases considered. The reduction in TO
fuel burn manifests as a proportional reduction in CO2 and H2O emissions.
Figures 7.6 and 7.7 show the NOx emissions (ICAO LTO and TO, and total
flight respectively) with varying TO derate. The results show reductions in the
emissions with increasing derate. The LTO and flight NOx reduce due to the
reduction in TO NOx (by -57% (clean) and -46.5% (after 3000cycles)). The
explanation of the reduction may be found in the fact that the production of
thermal NOx is promoted at elevated temperatures, therefore the lower
operating temperatures achieved with derate give benefit to lower NOx levels.
Figure 7.8 and 7.9 show the HPT blade fatigue life and blade oxidation life
(respectively) with varying TO derate. The results show that the blade lives are
longer with increasing derate. The explanation may be provided by considering
the severity and the maximum operating temperatures. Severity as described in
section 7.2 is the relative engine component damage for a given mission, and
damage is the inverse of life. A key driver of engine life (or damage) is the
maximum operating temperature. Therefore a reduction in operating
temperatures implies reduced engine damage (hence reduced severity) which
means a longer component life.
Figure 7.10 shows the engine DOC per flight with varying TO derate. The
results show that there is reduction in the DOC as derate increases. The DOC
is calculated as a function of emissions taxes, fuel and maintenance costs. The
reduction in fuel costs, emissions taxes and the longer engine component lives
therefore contribute to lowering the DOC.
7.3.2.3.3 Effects of Outside Air Temperature
Changes in inlet air conditions will change the level of thrust produced. To
minimize engine damage: airliners use higher derate for areas with high OAT,
and manufacturers use flat rating up to a certain OAT which allows the
combustor temperature to offset the reduction in thrust (beyond flat rating
temperature thrust reduces). The results from the OAT parametric analyses are
presented in figures 7.11 to 7.18. The parameters are presented as normalised
(i.e. divided by the value for the baseline) values, and the baseline is 1.0 in all
the figures.
Figure 7.11 shows the engine maximum operating temperature and EGT
with varying OAT. The results show that the inlet temperatures have a
significant effect on the engine performance. The low ambient air temperatures
tend towards lower gas path temperatures whereas the high ambient air
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temperatures tend towards higher. The results show the maximum operating
temperature rising with increasing OATs and falling with decreasing OATs.
Considering a case where the engine is running at a constant shaft speed, the
behaviour of the engine is such that, on a cold day (lower OAT) the engine will
operate at a higher N/√T and therefore a higher pressure and temperature ratio 
than during a standard day. At a fixed TET, there will be an increase in the
thrust output and thermal efficiency. The reverse is true on a hot day (higher
OAT); the engine running at constant shaft speed will operate at lower N/√T 
(and therefore a lower pressure and temperature ratio) than during a standard
day, thereby reducing the thrust output and thermal efficiency at fixed TET. It is
concluded that for a given thrust setting, the engine operating temperature is
reduced at lower OATs and increased at higher OATs. The lower operating
temperatures at low OATs translate into lower EGTs, and the higher operating
temperatures at high OATs translate into higher EGTs. These EGT trends are
also shown in figure 7.11.
Figure 7.12 shows the engine severity with varying OAT. As with the TO
derate, the height of the bars represents the total engine severity with the blue
shaded region representing the steady state severity contribution and the purple
shaded region the cyclic severity contribution. The results show that the severity
rises with increasing OATs and falls with decreasing OATs. The reduction in
severity at an OAT of -20oC is largely due to the contribution of the reduction in
steady state severity by -10.1% and -10.5% and in cyclic severity by -15.8%
and -26.1% for the clean and after 3000cycles respectively. The rise in severity
at an OAT of +20oC is largely due to the contribution of the rise in steady state
severity by +3.3% and +10.5% and in cyclic severity by +42.1% and +59% for
the clean and after 3000cycles respectively.
Figure 7.13 shows the TO fuel burn with varying OAT. The results show that
the TO fuel burn rises with increasing OAT. It is concluded that the lower thrust
requirements and lower operating temperatures at the lower OATs result in
reduced fuel burn, whilst the opposite is true at the higher OATs. The taxi,
climb, cruise, descent and approach/landing fuel burn remain essentially the
same for all cases considered. As explained in the discussion on TO derate,
the CO2 and H2O emissions levels are proportional to the fuel burn.
Figures 7.14 and 7.15 show the NOx emissions (ICAO LTO and TO and
total flight respectively) with varying TO OAT. The results show a rise in the
emissions with increasing OAT. The NOx rises for the same reasons explained
in the derate analysis. In this case, the TO NOx for the clean and after
3000cyles rises by +75.3% and +28.5% respectively at an OAT of +20oC and
reduces by -20.4% and -5.6% respectively at an OAT of -20oC.
Figures 7.16 and 7.17 show the HPT blade fatigue life and the blade
oxidation life (respectively) with varying OAT. The results show that the blade
and disc lives are reduced with increasing OAT. As explained with derate, the
engine component lives are largely influenced by the maximum operating
temperatures and severity. At lower OATs because the temperatures and
severity are low (-103K and -10.2% respectively at -20oC OAT for a clean
engine), the HPT fatigue (and oxidation) life is +16.8% (+11.2%) longer. At
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higher OATs the opposite is true, temperatures and severity are +102K and
+6% higher respectively, the fatigue (and oxidation) life is -30% (-5%) shorter.
Figure 7.18 shows the engine DOC per flight with varying OAT. The results
show that as the OATs reduce, the DOC reduces, and as the OATs rise, the
DOC increases. As explained with the results on TO derate, the contribution to
the DOC comes from the fuel costs, emissions taxes and the engine component
lives; lower fuel costs, less emissions taxes and longer lives reduce DOC.
7.3.2.3.4 Effects of Airport Altitude
The results from the airport TO altitude parametric analyses are presented
figures 7.19 to 7.27. As with the other studies already presented, the
parameters are presented as normalised (i.e. divided by the value for the
baseline) values and the baseline is 1.0 in all the figures.
Figure 7.19 shows the engine maximum operating temperature and EGT
with varying airport altitude. As already presented prior, the results show the
maximum operating temperature rising with increasing altitude. The reduction of
thrust output with increase in altitude warrants higher operating temperatures to
compensate a given thrust requirements. The higher operating temperatures
translate into higher EGTs, and as shown in figure 7.19 the EGT also increases
with increasing altitude.
Figure 7.20 shows the engine severity with varying altitude. The results are
presented in the same manner as the other two case studies. The results show
that the severity rises with increasing altitude. This increase is largely due to the
increase in both the cyclic (+28.4% and +71.2%) and steady state severity
(+4.4% and +71.3%) for the clean and after 3000cycles respectively. It is
concluded that the higher operating temperatures and higher EGTs increase
both the steady state and cyclic engine component damage fractions.
Figure 7.21 shows the TO and climb fuel burn with varying altitude. The
results show that the TO fuel burn rises with increasing altitude. The rise is
attributed to the higher operating temperatures needed to produce the required
thrust at higher altitude. The climb fuel burn was found to be lower at higher TO
altitude because for the same ToC (cruise altitude), the climb is shorter and less
fuel is burned to reach ToC for the higher altitudes. The cruise, descent and
approach/landing fuel burn remain essentially constant.
Figure 7.22 shows the total flight mission fuel burn with varying TO altitude.
The results show that there is a reduction in mission fuel burn with increasing
altitude. It is concluded that the benefit in climb fuel dominates and outweighs
the rise in TO fuel burn resulting in an overall reduction in flight mission fuel
burn. The reduction in mission fuel burn gives a proportional reduction in
mission CO2 and H2O.
Figure 7.23 shows the ICAO LTO and TO NOx the emissions with varying
altitude. The normalised ICAO LTO NOx for the reference is 1.0. The results
show that the ICAO LTO and TO NOx emissions rise with increasing altitude.
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The rise in TO NOx translates into a rise in LTO NOx. The NOx rise for the
same reason explained for the higher OATs i.e. higher operating temperatures.
Figure 7.24 shows the climb and flight mission NOx with varying altitude.
The results show that there is a reduction in climb NOx with increasing altitude.
It is concluded that the reduction in fuel burn and flight time during this segment
results in a reduction in NOx (thrust requirements and power settings being the
same). Since the cruise, descent and approach/landing NOx emissions remain
essentially constant, the flight mission NOX is influenced by the TO and climb
NOx. The reduction in climb NOx benefits the flight mission NOx which reduces
with increasing TO altitude.
Figures 7.25 and 7.26 show the HPT blade fatigue life and the blade
oxidation life (respectively) with varying TO altitude. The results show that the
blade and disc lives are lower at higher TO altitudes. As explained for the other
cases, this is attributed to the higher operating temperatures required, which
increase both the steady state and the cyclic damage to the engine components
thereby reducing the component life.
Figure 7.27 shows the engine DOC per flight with varying TO altitude. The
results show that there is a reduction in the DOC with increasing TO altitude.
Again as with the other two cases, the reduction in fuel costs, emissions taxes
and the longer engine component lives contribute to lowering the DOC.
7.3.3 Airport Severity Factors
Airport factors such as the environment, outside air temperature (OAT) and
altitude impose different power settings for the same TO thrust requirements
and thus affect the engine performance and life consumption. This section
presents the results of case studies conducted for take-off from different
airports. The studies were carried out to assess the influence of airport factors
(location and the environment) on aircraft performance and severity. As with the
case studies on operational factors and as mentioned earlier, the reference
airport was assumed at 0% derate and ISA SLS (15oC OAT and sea level). The
same baseline trajectory was assumed i.e. a clean engine TO from the
reference airport on a flight mission range of 3000km.
The various airports used in these studies are shown in table 7.3. The table
also shows the conditions specific to each airport. The average high
temperature for the year was chosen as the OAT for each airport. The studies
were carried out for a clean engine for all the airports without considering the
type and effects of the environment. For the degraded engine case studies the
environment conditions and effects were considered. The degraded case
considered in these studies corresponds to the health conditions of the engine
after 3000 cycles of operation.
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Table 7.3: Airport environmental conditions [15] [16] [17] [18] [19].
Airport Elevation[m]
OAT
[oC]
Humidity
[%]
Environment
[-]
Abu Dhabi 27 31 26 Hot Desert
Ankara Esenboga 953 10 87 Dry Summer Continental
Beirut 27 24 83 Hot Summer Mediterranean
Cairo 116 26 46 Hot Desert
Dublin 74 13 66 Maritime
London Heathrow 25 10 93 Oceanic
Madrid Barajas 610 20 72 Mediterranean
Riyadh 635 27 15 Hot Desert
Reference 0 15 55 Mediterranean
The effect of airport environmental conditions on engine degradation is
acknowledged in this work. In this context, for the degraded engine
assessments, a further step was taken to investigate the hot and sandy desert
conditions at airports such as Abu Dhabi, Cairo and Riyadh. Higher levels of
degradation corresponding to engine conditions after 5250 cycles of operation
were assumed for these airports. Due to the unavailability of a modelling tool to
model and capture the effects of the environment (e.g. sand, ice, hot) on levels
of degradation, the level of degradation attributed to the environment was
introduced at the discretion of the author based on information gathered from
available literature. As mentioned in section 7.3.1, the values used were based
on information available in [10] [11] [12] [13] and [14].
The author realizes and acknowledges that the levels of degradation in
practice could vary from those chosen. In this regard, a sensitivity analysis for
degradation after 4500, 5250 and 6000cycles was conducted for Abu Dhabi,
Cairo and Riyadh airports. This analysis was conducted to identify the ‘risk
factors’ of using 5250cycles that could greatly affect the evaluation. The
sensitivity to the level of degradation of some chosen specific performance
parameters is shown in table 7.4. The 5250cycles was chosen by the author as
representative of the desert conditions at these airports as suggested by [12]
that it represents harsh and severe conditions such as desert conditions.
The influence of airport factors are presented by plotting the changes to the
maximum operating temperatures, EGTs, severity, mission fuel burn, engine
life, DOC per flight, ICAO LTO NOx and flight mission emissions. The results
are shown in figures 7.28 to 7.35 and are presented relative to the baseline.
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Table 7.4: Performance parameter sensitivity analysis.
Airport Performance Metric 3000cycles[%]
4500cycles
[%]
5250cycles
[%]
6000cycles
[%]
A
bu
D
ha
bi
Flight Mission Fuel
Burn +3.7 +9.1 +13.6 +22.2
Total Severity +63.9 +225.6 +392.6 +849.9
Blade Fatigue Life -37.7 -52.9 -61.4 -71.3
Blade Oxidation Life -38.7 -68.8 -78.7 -86.8
DOC per Flight +1.5 +4.0 +5.9 +9.1
ICAO LTO NOx +37.5 +85.2 +120.8 +171.6
Total Flight NOx +32.2 +89.1 +136.0 +241.9
C
ai
ro
Flight Mission Fuel
Burn +2.7 +7.6 +12.0 +21.1
Total Severity +61.6 +208.4 +347.7 +641.1
Blade Fatigue Life -31.4 -47.3 -56.7 -67.7
Blade Oxidation Life -38.1 -67.6 -77.4 -85.2
DOC per Flight +1.1 +3.2 +5.1 +8.7
ICAO LTO NOx +36.6 +84.1 +119.3 +175.9
Total Flight NOx +28.5 +83.4 +132.7 +230.6
R
iy
ad
h
Flight Mission Fuel
Burn +2.1 +7.6 +12.0 +21.2
Total Severity +64.8 +231.6 +434.9 +1433.7
Blade Fatigue Life -40.0 -56.0 -65.0 -75.3
Blade Oxidation Life -38.4 -68.0 -77.7 -85.3
DOC per Flight +0.8 +3.4 +5.3 +9.0
ICAO LTO NOx +40.2 +90.1 +126.3 +177.6
Total Flight NOx +28.7 +84.5 +133.1 +231.4
7.3.3.1 Clean Engine Performance
The results of the studies conducted for the clean engine are summarised as
follows.
 A clean engine TO from Abu Dhabi International airport was observed to
require +68K higher operating temperatures which greatly impact on
severity and TO fuel burn, causing an increase of +4.1% and +2.8%
respectively. The blade fatigue life and blade oxidation life reduce by -
19.4% and -3.7% respectively. The flight costs have a discrepancy of
+0.2%.
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 A clean engine TO from Ankara International airport was observed to
require +20K higher operating temperatures. There is no change in
severity, but the TO fuel burn increases by +2.4%. There is however
benefit to the climb fuel burn, which reduces by -9.4% to give a slight
reduction in flight costs of -0.5%. The blade fatigue life has a marginal
change of -0.4%, with blade oxidation life relatively unchanged.
 A clean engine TO from Beirut International airport was observed to
require +32K higher operating temperatures which negatively impacts on
severity and TO fuel burn, causing an increase of +2.2% and +1.3%
respectively. There is however little impact on flight costs which have a
discrepancy of approximately +0.1%. The blade fatigue life and blade
oxidation life reduce by -8.7% and -2% respectively.
 A clean engine TO from Cairo International airport was observed to
require +48K higher operating temperatures with negative implications
on severity and TO fuel burn, which increase by +3% and +2%
respectively. There is however benefit to the climb fuel burn, which
reduces by -6.2% to give a slight reduction in flight costs of -0.2%. The
blade fatigue life and blade oxidation life reduce by -13% and -2.6%
respectively.
 A clean engine TO from Dublin International airport was observed to
require -22K lower operating temperatures which reduces severity and
TO fuel burn by -1.8% and -0.8% respectively. There is however little
benefit on flight costs with a discrepancy of approximately -0.1%. The
blade fatigue life and blade oxidation life are better by +5.5% and +1.8%
respectively.
 A clean engine TO from London Heathrow International airport was
observed to require -40K lower operating temperatures, with great
benefits to severity and TO fuel burn, which reduce by -3.4% and -1.6%
respectively. There was however little impact on flight costs which have a
discrepancy of approximately -0.1%. The blade fatigue life and blade
oxidation life are better by +9.1% and +3.4% respectively.
 A clean engine TO from Madrid Barajas International airport was
observed to require +50K higher operating temperatures, with negative
impact on severity and TO fuel burn, which increase by +2.5% and +3%
respectively. There is however benefit to the climb fuel burn, which
reduces by -6.2% to give a slight benefit to flight costs of -0.3%. The
blade fatigue life and blade oxidation life reduce by -10.6% and -2.2%
respectively.
 A clean engine TO from Riyadh International airport was observed to
require +89K higher operating temperatures, with negative impact on
severity and TO fuel burn, which increase by +4.6% respectively. There
is however benefit to the climb fuel burn, which reduces by -6.2% to give
a slight benefit to flight costs of -0.2%. The blade fatigue life and blade
oxidation life reduce by -22.1% and -3.9% respectively.
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7.3.3.2 Degraded Engine Performance
The results of the studies conducted for the degraded engine are
summarised as follows. The results in parentheses are for TO from the
reference airport after 3000cycles.
 A TO from Abu Dhabi International airport with an engine after
3000cycles was observed to require +124K (+54K) higher operating
temperatures, with negative impact on severity and TO fuel burn, causing
an increase of +63.9% (+56.8%) and +6.4% (+5.4%) respectively. The
impact on flight costs which have a discrepancy of +1.5% (+1.2%) is
more to do with degradation rather than the airport. The blade fatigue life
and blade oxidation life reduce by -37.7% (-16.6%) and -38.7% (-36.5%)
respectively. A TO form Abu Dhabi with an engine after 5250cycles was
observed to require +189K higher operating temperatures, with negative
impact on severity and TO fuel burn, causing an increase of +393% and
+11% respectively. The sandy desert conditions are harsh on the
engine’s health and fuel burn performance, and a large penalty is paid in
flight operating costs which have a discrepancy of +6%. The blade
fatigue life and blade oxidation life reduce by -61.4% and -78.7%
respectively.
 A TO from Ankara International airport with an engine after 3000cycles
was observed to require +72K higher operating temperatures. The
severity and TO fuel burn increase by +57% and +5.7% respectively.
There is benefit to the climb fuel burn, which reduces by -4.4% and the
discrepancy in flight costs is +0.7%. The blade fatigue life and blade
oxidation life reduce by -17.5% and -36.6% respectively.
 A TO from Beirut International airport with an engine after 3000cycles
was observed to require +88K higher operating temperatures, with
negative impact on severity and TO fuel burn, causing increase of
+60.2% and +5% respectively. The discrepancy of +1.35% in flight costs
seems to be more to do with degradation rather than the airport. The
blade fatigue life and blade oxidation life reduce by -26.7% and -37.7%
respectively.
 A TO from Cairo International airport with an engine after 3000cycles
was observed to require +104K higher operating temperatures, with
negative impact on severity and TO fuel burn, causing increase of
+61.6% and +5.7% respectively. There is however benefit to the climb
fuel burn of -2%, and the flight costs have a discrepancy of +1.1%. The
blade fatigue life and blade oxidation life reduce by -31.4% and -38.2%
respectively. A TO from Cairo with an engine after 5250cycles was
observed to require +168K higher operating temperatures, with negative
impact on severity and TO fuel burn, causing increase of +348% and
+10.2% respectively. The engine’s health and fuel burn performance
suffer from the harsh sandy desert conditions, and a large penalty is paid
in flight operating costs which have a discrepancy of +5.1%. The blade
fatigue life and blade oxidation life reduce by -56.7% and -77.4%
respectively.
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 A TO from Dublin International airport with an engine after 3000cycles
was observed to require +32K higher operating temperatures, causing
severity and TO fuel burn to increase by +53.8% and +2.8% respectively.
The flight costs have a discrepancy of +1.2%. These penalties however
seem to arise from the engine degradation rather than the airport as
evidenced by the airport performance of clean engine. The blade fatigue
life and blade oxidation life reduce by -9.7% and -35.4% respectively.
 A TO from London Heathrow International airport with an engine after
3000cycles was observed to require +13K higher operating
temperatures, causing severity and TO fuel burn to increase by +51.3%
and +1.9% respectively. The discrepancy in flight costs is +1.1%. These
penalties however seem to arise from the engine degradation rather than
the airport as evidenced by the airport performance of clean engine. The
blade fatigue life and blade oxidation life reduce by -4.5% and -38.5%
respectively.
 A TO from Madrid Barajas International airport with an engine after
3000cycles was observed to require +103K higher operating
temperatures, with negative impact on severity and TO fuel burn, causing
increase of +60.8% and +6.4% respectively. There is however benefit to
the climb fuel burn of -2.1% to give a +0.9% discrepancy in flight costs.
The blade fatigue life and blade oxidation life reduce by -28.6% and -
34.3% respectively.
 A TO from Riyadh International airport with an engine after 3000cycles
was observed to require +143K higher operating temperatures, with
negative impact on severity and TO fuel burn, causing increase of
+64.8% and +8% respectively. There is however benefit to the climb fuel
burn of -2.2% to give a +0.7% discrepancy in flight costs. The blade
fatigue life and blade oxidation life reduce by -40.2% and -37.9%
respectively. A TO from Riyadh with an engine after 5250cycles was
observed to require +212K higher operating temperatures, with negative
impact on severity and TO fuel burn, causing increase of +435% and
+12.8% respectively. The engine’s health and fuel burn performance
suffer from the harsh sandy desert conditions, and a large penalty is paid
in flight operating costs which have a discrepancy of +5.3%. The blade
fatigue life and blade oxidation life reduce by -64.9% and -77.7%
respectively.
7.3.3.3 Discussion of the Results
As with the case studies on operational factors, the parameters are
presented as normalised and the baseline is 1.0 in all the figures. Since the
performance trends are similar for both the clean and the degraded engines,
only the clean engine results will be used for reference in these discussions.
Figure 7.28 shows the engine maximum operating temperature and EGT as
a function of the TO airport. The results show that for the airports Abu Dhabi,
Beirut, Cairo, Madrid and Riyadh which are at higher TO altitudes and higher
OATs, the maximum operating temperatures are higher than for the reference
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airport. Riyadh was found to require the highest operating temperatures, an
increase of +89K for the clean engine. As discussed previously in the studies on
OATs and TO altitude, the same thrust requirements push the operating
temperatures up at higher TO altitudes and OATs. The higher operating
temperatures at these airports translate into higher EGTs. Ankara, at a higher
TO altitude and lower OAT requires a rise of +20K in operating temperatures. It
is concluded that the effect of the higher TO altitude towards higher operating
temperatures dominates and outweighs the effect of the lower OAT towards
reduced operating temperatures. The higher operating temperatures translate
into higher EGTs. The results for Dublin and London which are at higher TO
altitudes and lower OATs show a reduction in the maximum operating
temperatures compared to the reference. London requires the lowest operating
temperatures, and has a discrepancy of -40K. It seems the lower OATs
dominate the higher TO altitudes to lower the operating temperatures required
at these airports. The lower operating temperatures translate into lower EGTs.
Figure 7.29 shows engine severity as a function of the TO airport. The
results show that for the airports Abu Dhabi, Beirut, Cairo, Madrid and Riyadh,
the severity is higher due to the higher operating temperatures and EGTs. A TO
from Riyadh inflicts the most engine damage, with an increase of +4.6% in
severity. The results show that the TO from Ankara has a similar level of
damage as the reference airport. Dublin and London airports have a lower
severity due to the lower operating temperatures and lower EGTs. London
inflicts the least damage and has a discrepancy in severity of -3.4%.
Figure 7.30 shows the TO and the climb fuel burn as a function of the TO
airport. The results show that for the airports Abu Dhabi, Beirut, Cairo, Madrid
and Riyadh, the higher operating temperature conditions at TO result in more
fuel burn. A TO from Riyadh increases TO fuel burn the most by +4.6%. Ankara
also experiences an increase in TO fuel burn due to the higher operating
temperatures. Dublin and London benefit from a lower TO fuel burn due to the
lower operating temperatures. The results show that for Abu Dhabi, Beirut,
Dublin and London with TO altitudes of +27m, +27m, +74m and +25m
respectively, the climb fuel burn remains essentially the same as for the
reference. This is because at these airports the climb phase begins after the
initial climb (end altitude of 457.2m) and remains unchanged. Ankara, Cairo,
Madrid and Riyadh with TO altitudes of 953m, 116m, 610m and 635m
respectively have an initial climb that ends higher up and closer to ToC than the
reference and therefore require less fuel (-9.4% for Ankara and -6.2% for the
others) to reach ToC. The cruise, descent and approach/landing fuel burn
remain essentially the same as for the reference.
Figure 7.31 shows the flight mission fuel burn as a function of the TO airport.
The results show that for Abu Dhabi and Beirut, the rise in TO fuel burn
translates into an increase in flight mission fuel burn. For Dublin and London,
the flight mission fuel burn levels are similar to the reference. This is because
the TO is the sole contributor to the change in flight fuel burn. For Ankara,
Cairo, Madrid and Riyadh, the reduced climb fuel burn dominates the increase
at TO and gives a proportional reduction in flight mission fuel burn.
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Figure 7.32 shows the ICAO LTO, TO, climb and flight NOx emissions as a
function of the TO airport. The results show that for the airports Abu Dhabi,
Beirut, Cairo, Madrid and Riyadh, the ICAO LTO NOx emissions are higher than
for the reference airport. Ankara was found to have a +1.2% increase in ICAO
LTO NOx emissions levels. As discussed previously, the higher operating
temperatures and fuel burn at TO from these airports increases the NOx levels
produced. For Dublin and London the ICAO LTO NOx emissions are lower than
for the reference airport. This is due to the lower operating temperatures and
fuel burn at TO. The results show that for Abu Dhabi and Beirut, the rise in TO
NOx translates into an increase in the total flight NOx. For Dublin and London,
the fall in TO NOx translates into a fall in total flight NOx. For Ankara, Cairo,
Madrid and Riyadh, the reduction in climb fuel burn dominates to give a
reduction in flight NOx.
Figures 7.33 and 7.34 show the HPT blade fatigue life and blade oxidation
life (respectively) as a function of the TO airport. The results show that for Abu
Dhabi, Beirut, Cairo, Madrid and Riyadh the blade and disc lives are shorter due
to elevated temperatures and higher severity. For Ankara the blade and disc
lives are shorter, again due to the elevated temperatures. TO from Dublin and
London give better blade and disc lives due to the reduced operating
temperatures and lower severity.
Figure 7.35 shows the engine DOC per flight as a function of the TO airport.
The results show that for Abu Dhabi and Beirut, the DOC per flight is slightly
higher. For Ankara, Cairo, Dublin, London, Madrid and Riyadh, the DOC per
flight are slightly lower than the reference. As previously discussed, DOC is a
function of the fuel and engine maintenance costs. It is concluded that for the
airports at the higher altitudes such as: Ankara, Cairo, Madrid and Riyadh, the
reduction in fuel costs outweigh the increase in costs associated with engine
maintenance and lower component life to benefit the DOC. For Abu Dhabi and
Beirut, the increase in fuel burn and reduced component life combine to give an
increase in DOC. For Dublin and London, the lower fuel burn and longer
component life combine to lower the DOC.
Table 7.5 shows the rankings of each airport for selected performance
parameters according to the aircraft’s performance.
7.4 Summary and Conclusions
The main aim of this chapter was to present severity as a measure of life
consumption. For the purposes of this work, severity was defined as the relative
engine damage. The first part of the chapter therefore involved linking engine
damage with severity. TO derate, OAT and altitude were identified as major
parameters affecting severity and these were used as variables in the
parametric analyses. Assessments were made to assess the effects of airport
factors on engine component damage and aircraft performance. These were
presented in the second part of the chapter with the aid of several case studies.
The case studies were conducted on the CUCCTF engine model and
CUSMSA aircraft model described in chapter 2.as follows:
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 Parametric studies to relate severity to operational parameters such as
TO derate, OAT, altitude and the environment.
 Airport severity factors to relate severity with taking off from seven
different airports including London Heathrow, Ankara International and
Madrid Barajas among others.
Table 7.5: Airport performance ranking per parameter.
Performance Metric Abu Dhabi Ankara Beirut Cairo Dublin London Madrid Riyadh
Fu
el
Bu
rn
TO 3 4 6 5 7 8 2 1
Climb 1 3 1 2 1 1 2 2
Mission 1 8 2 6 3 4 7 5
Total Severity 2 6 5 3 7 8 4 1
Blade Creep Life 2 6 5 3 7 8 4 1
Disc Creep Life 2 6 5 4 7 8 3 1
Blade Fatigue Life 2 6 5 3 7 8 4 1
Blade Oxidation Life 2 6 5 3 7 8 4 1
DOC per Flight 1 8 2 6 3 4 7 5
ICAO LTO NOx 2 6 5 3 7 8 4 1
Total Flight NOx 1 8 2 6 3 4 7 5
1 - Worst e.g. highest fuel burn, lowest life
8 - Best e.g. lowest fuel burn, highest life, lowest costs
NB: Rankings assumed for a new engine performance
A baseline performance was established to enable comparison and have a
point of reference. It was assumed by matching it to the payload range
performance of the Boeing 737-800 after which it was modelled. Changes were
made to the health parameters so as to model the effects of engine
degradation. A generic multi-disciplinary integration framework was used to
make techno-economic preliminary assessments to enable analyses of airport
factors and engine component degradation on engine/aircraft performance. The
models used were validated and verified as described in chapters 2, 3, 4, and 5.
An important factor to note when analyzing the results, is that the numerical
values presented here are not definitive (or absolute), but rather relative and
indicative for the purpose of showing the trends of the effects of airport factors
and aero-engine component degradation and importantly, providing insight into
the engine’s behaviour. The major observations made from case studies are
summarised as follows (NB: The results presented in this summary and
conclusions are for the clean engine, the degraded engine displayed similar
trends which have not been repeated here):
 In view of the findings from the TO derate parametric analysis, it is
concluded that compared to the reference engine, a derated engine
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operates at lower temperatures (a 30% derated engine had a -181K
reduction in the operating temperatures). The reduced temperatures
caused a reduction of -7.3% in severity, in turn promoting the blade
oxidation life and blade fatigue life by +15.3% and +7.8% respectively.
The TO fuel burn reduces by -37.5%. The benefit from the flight
operating costs seems marginal at -0.2%, but this is only because the
contribution from the other phases is unchanged. The lower operating
temperatures also give benefit to the ICAO LTO NOx emissions.
 It was observed that a rise in OAT caused the engine severity to increase
and engine life to reduce. A clean engine TO at an OAT deviation of
+20oC was found to have a +6% penalty on severity caused by a +102K
rise in operating temperatures. The TO fuel also increased resulting in a
marginal increase of +0.3% in flight operating costs. The blade life due to
fatigue and oxidation reduce by -30% and -5% respectively. The higher
operating temperatures increase the ICAO LTO and flight NOx by +13%
and +1.4% respectively. A TO at an OAT deviation of -20oC was found to
have -10.2% reduction on severity caused by a drop in operating
temperatures of -103K. There is also a drop in TO fuel burn, ICAO LTO
and flight NOx and -0.1% in flight operating costs. The blade and disc life
are longer. In view of these findings, from the OAT parametric analysis, it
is concluded that derating an engine at the higher OATs would benefit
the engine by reducing the high operating temperatures and the severity.
The fuel burn and emissions would reduce as well.
 A clean engine TO from an airport 1500m above sea level was found to
have a +4.8% and +7.1% increase in severity and TO fuel burn
respectively, a consequence of a +109K increase in operating
temperatures. Despite these penalties, the fuel burn at climb is -12.4%
less and there is a small benefit of -0.5% on the flight operating costs.
The blade life due to fatigue and oxidation reduce by -22.1% and -4%
respectively. The discrepancy in the ICAO LTO and flight NOx is +2.5%
and -4.2% respectively. In view of the findings from the TO altitude
parametric analysis, it is concluded that in the same manner as for the
high OATs, derate would also benefit TO from high altitude airports.
 In view of the findings for TO from the specified airports, it is concluded
that individual airports with differing environments, outside air
temperatures (OAT) and altitudes impose different thrust requirements
and varying effects on the engine/aircraft performance. Compared to the
reference airport, higher altitude and higher OAT airports such as Abu
Dhabi (+27m, +16oC) and Beirut (+27m, +9oC), impose higher operating
temperatures, +68K and +32K respectively. As a consequence, engine
severity is greater (+4.2% and +2.2% respectively) which implies less
blade and disc component life. The higher operating temperatures and
higher OATs at these airports result in more TO fuel burn (+2.8% and
+1.3% respectively), higher levels of NOx emissions, and marginally
(+0.2% and 0.1%) higher operating costs per flight.
Compared to the reference airport, higher altitude and higher OAT
airports such as Cairo (+116m, +11oC) and Riyadh (+635m, +12oC)
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impose higher operating temperatures and EGTs. As a consequence, the
severity is greater by +3% and +4.6% respectively and there is more
steady state and cyclic damage to blade and disc. The higher operating
temperatures and higher OATs at these airports result in more TO fuel
burn (+2% and +4.6%) and higher levels of NOx emissions. However,
the higher TO altitudes reduce the climb fuel burn (-6.2% respectively)
and marginally reduce the operating costs per flight.
Compared to the reference airport, Madrid at a higher TO altitude
(+610m) and higher OAT (+5oC) imposes higher operating temperatures
and EGTs. As a consequence, the severity is +2.5% greater, which
implies the blade and disc life are shorter. The higher operating
temperatures and higher OATs at this airport result in more TO fuel burn
(+3%) and higher levels of NOx emissions. However, the higher TO
altitude results in less climb (-6.2%) and marginally (-0.3%) less
operating costs per flight.
Compared to the reference airport, Dublin and London with higher TO
altitudes (+74m and +25m) and lower OATs (-2oC and -5oC) impose
lower operating temperatures and EGTs, resulting in less severity (-1.8%
and -3.4% respectively) and longer blade and disc life. The lower
operating temperatures (-22K and -40K respectively), result in less TO
fuel burn (-0.8% and -1.6%), and lower levels of NOx emissions,
marginally reducing the operating costs per flight.
Compared to the reference airport, Ankara, with a higher TO altitude
(+953m) and lower OAT (-5oC), the effect of the higher TO altitude
seems to dominate and the operating temperatures and TO fuel burn
increase (+20K and +2.4% respectively). The climb fuel is less at -9.4%.
In conclusion, the studies have shown that airports at higher altitudes suffer
more severity due to higher operating temperatures, but benefit from less climb
fuel burn and lower operating costs. The severity and fuel burn for take-off at
higher OAT was found to be more due to higher operating temperatures. As a
result, the higher altitude, higher OAT airports demonstrated shorter engine life.
The operating costs were consequentially higher due to an increase in fuel and
maintenance costs. TO derate was shown to benefit the engine and aircraft’s
performance parameters, giving better engine life and reducing both emissions
and operating costs.
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Figures for Chapter 7
Figure 7.1: Simplified flow diagram of multi-disciplinary framework
Figure 7.2: Typical degradation profile for a health parameter. Most health
parameters decrease with wear, turbine flows increase with wear [11] [12].
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a) b)
Figure 7.3: a) Maximum operating temperature (TO TET) and b) EGT with
varying TO derate for clean engine and after 3000cycles.
a) b)
Figure 7.4: Severity with varying TO derate: a) clean engine and b) after
3000cycles.
Figure 7.5: TO fuel burn with varying TO derate for the clean engine and after
3000cycles.
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a) b)
Figure 7.6: a) ICAO LTO and b) TO NOx emissions with varying TO derate for
the clean engine and after 3000cycles.
Figure 7.7: Total flight NOx emissions with varying TO derate for the clean
engine and after 3000cycles.
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Figure 7.8: HPT blade fatigue life with varying TO derate for the clean engine
and after 3000cycles.
Figure 7.9: HPT blade oxidation life with varying TO derate for the clean engine
and after 3000cycles.
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Figure 7.10: Engine DOC per flight with varying TO derate for the clean engine
and after 3000cycles.
a) b)
Figure 7.11: a) Maximum operating temperature (TO TET) and b) EGT with
varying OAT for a clean engine and after 3000cycles.
a) b)
Figure 7.12: Severity with varying OAT: a) clean engine and b) after
3000cycles.
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Figure 7.13: TO fuel burn with varying OAT for the clean engine and after
3000cycles.
Figure 7.14: ICAO LTO NOx with varying OAT for the clean engine and after
3000cycles.
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a) b)
Figure 7.15: a) TO and b) Total flight NOx with varying OAT for the clean
engine and after 3000cycles.
Figure 7.16: HPT blade fatigue life with varying OAT for the clean engine and
after 3000cycles.
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Figure 7.17: HPT blade oxidation life with varying OAT for the clean engine and
after 3000cycles.
Figure 7.18: Engine DOC per flight with varying OAT for the clean engine and
after 3000cycles.
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a) b)
Figure 7.19: a) Maximum operating temperature (TO TET) and b) EGT with
varying TO derate for clean engine and after 3000cycles.
a) b)
Figure 7.20: Severity with varying altitude: a) clean engine and b) after
3000cycles.
a) b)
Figure 7.21: a) TO and b) Climb fuel burn with varying altitude for the clean
engine and after 3000cycles.
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Figure 7.22: Total flight fuel burn with varying altitude for the clean engine and
after 3000cycles.
a) b)
Figure 7.23: a) ICAO LTO and b) TO NOx with varying OAT for the clean
engine and after 3000cycles.
a) b)
Figure 7.24: a) Climb and b) Total flight NOx emissions with varying altitude for
the clean engine and after 3000cycles.
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Figure 7.25: HPT blade fatigue life with varying altitude for the clean engine
and after 3000cycles.
Figure 7.26: HPT blade oxidation life with varying altitude for the clean engine
and after 3000cycles.
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Figure 7.27: DOC with varying altitude for the clean engine and after
3000cycles.
a) b)
Figure 7.28: a) Maximum operating temperature (TO TET) and b) EGT
variation against departure airport for clean engine, after 3000 and 5250cycles.
a) b)
Figure 7.29: Severity with varying airport: a) clean engine and b) after
3000cycles.
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a) b)
Figure 7.30: a) TO and b) Climb fuel burn with varying airport for the clean
engine, after 3000 and 5250cycles.
Figure 7.31: Total flight mission fuel burn with varying airport for the clean
engine, after 3000 and 5250cycles.
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a) b)
c) d)
Figure 7.32: a) ICAO LTO, b) TO, c) Climb and d) Total flight NOx with varying
airport for the clean engine, after 3000 and 5250cycles.
Figure 7.33: HPT blade fatigue life with varying airport for the clean engine,
after 3000cycles and 5250cycles.
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Figure 7.34: HPT blade oxidation life with varying airport for the clean engine,
after 3000cycles and 5250cycles.
Figure 7.35: DOC with varying airport for the clean engine, after 3000cycles
and 5250cycles.
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Chapter 8
Case Study: Flight Mission Fuel Burn and Engine
Life Optimised Aircraft Trajectories
Abstract
Operational improvements such as aircraft trajectory optimisation offer a
financially viable option to improve aircraft operations and contribute to
achieving ACARE targets whilst remaining cost effective and competitive for
existing engines and aircraft. This chapter presents the results of aircraft
trajectory optimisation assessments carried out at mission level for an engine
and aircraft similar to the short to medium range single aisle Boeing 737-800
aircraft powered by a CFM56-7B27. The optimisation case studies were carried
out for a full flight trajectory. The case studies were applied to the
representative mission ranges: 674nm, 1569nm and 2981 nm, corresponding to
the city pairs: London – Madrid, London – Ankara and London – Abu Dhabi
respectively. The results show that the fuel burn optimised trajectories have a
negative effect on the blade life due to creep, fatigue and oxidation due to the
higher maximum cruise temperatures demonstrated by these trajectories.
However the reduction in fuel burn dominates the drop in life to benefit the
operating costs. Optimising for blade creep life benefits the fuel burn for
London–Abu Dhabi due to less fuel burn at climb dominating the cruise and
descent fuel burn. The blade oxidation life optimised trajectories are detrimental
to the fuel burn as the trajectories are executed at slower cruise speeds and
take more time at cruise and descent, hence burning more fuel. The more fuel
burn demonstrated by these trajectories translates into an increase in operating
costs.The disc creep life optimised trajectories benefit the fuel burn for London
– Ankara and London – Abu Dhabi due to being flown at higher altitudes and
less fuel burn at cruise which dominates the climb and descent fuel burn.
8.1 Introduction
Direct operating costs have become an important concern to both the
manufacturer (OEM) and the airliners. Cost effectiveness (making more money)
is the perspective for both the OEM and the airliners. In view of the new model
(power by hour) contracts as opposed to the older model (time and materials)
contracts, the OEM’s key concern is to deliver good engines that are reliable
and available, whilst remaining cost effective in terms of engine maintenance.
The airliners’ key concern is that to remain competitive, they have to operate
cost effectively by lowering operating costs whilst remaining within the
constraints and operating guidelines imposed by the OEM. Engine performance
and engine life are therefore important because as the engine degrades the
flight mission fuel burn and maintenance costs increase, in turn translating into
an increase in operating costs. This raises the need for the assessment of the
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engine and aircraft at mission level with a view to optimising operational
procedures.
An important aspect of this research is to understand the trade-offs between
mission fuel burn and engine life and the implications on operating costs and
emissions when considering the effects of engine degradation. The objective of
the optimisation studies described here is to look at aircraft mission fuel burn
and engine life optimised operations (as influenced by degradation) and identify
the variation in the flight mission fuel burn, engine life and the operating costs
and emissions and the gains that may be achievable when compared to a
baseline trajectory. The engine/aircraft assessments are done at mission level
to provide early visibility and identify the impact of engine component
degradation on the mission fuel burn, engine life, operating costs and
emissions. The assessments show the change in engine component life when
flying to minimize mission fuel burn and the change in mission fuel burn when
flying to maximize engine component life.
8.2 Aircraft Trajectory Definition
When optimising the aircraft trajectories in this work, the first requirement was
to define the aircraft trajectory to be optimised. Only the vertical profiles were
considered in the optimisations and thus the flight trajectories were defined in
terms of flight altitude, aircraft speed (true airspeed (TAS), EAS or M)) and
throttle setting. The trajectory was defined according to each of the flight phases
as outlined below.
Take – Off: This phase is as defined in section 6.2 and starts at the airport
altitude and ends at 1500ft above Mean Sea Level (MSL). This phase was
divided into 13 segments and the profile followed allowed for calculation and
changes in altitude, distance, speed, time and power settings. These
calculations were in accordance with the progression of the TO phase through
power up, ground roll, 35ft obstacle, transition and TO. The power settings
increase gradually from ground idle thrust settings to full power (maximum
thrust) settings. This phase was not varied.
Climb: This phase is as defined in section 6.2 and starts at the end of the TO
phase (1500ft) progressing until the aircraft reaches cruise altitude. The climb
phase was divided into 22 climb segments, each specified according to the
absolute altitude, the temperature deviation from the ISA day, the EAS and the
power setting of the engine as a percentage of the maximum thrust at the
segment. The speeds were defined in accordance with ATC restrictions and the
following profile was followed:
1) Climb at constant EAS and 250kts EAS from 1,500ft to 10,000ft.
2) Level flight acceleration at 10,000ft to 320kts EAS.
3) Climb at constant EAS (320kts) from 10,000ft until transition altitude is
reached (and cruise Mach number attained).
4) Climb at constant Mach from transition to cruise altitude at ToC.
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The altitudes and speeds were selected to correspond with those of a standard
flight profile as found in [1] and are all within the design limits of the aircraft as
found in [2]. This phase was varied during the optimisation, and the altitudes
and speeds were used as variables within the bounds shown in table 8.1. The
power settings were kept the same as for the baseline trajectory.
Table 8.1: Optimisation variable bounds.
Phase Decision Variable Lower Bound Upper Bound
C
lim
b
Altitude 1 [m] 609.6 913.4
Altitude 2 [m] 914.4 1218.2
Altitude 3 [m] 1219.2 1827.8
Altitude 4 [m] 1828.8 2437.4
Altitude 5 [m] 2438.4 2742.2
Altitude 6 [m] 2743.2 3047
Altitude 7 [m] 3048 3656.6
Altitude 8 [m] 3657.6 4266.2
Altitude 9 [m] 4267.2 4875.8
Altitude 10 [m] 4876.8 5485.4
Altitude 11 [m] 5486.4 6095
Altitude 12 [m] 6096 7923.8
Altitude 13 [m] 7924.8 8533.4
Altitude 14 [m] 8534.4 9143
Altitude 15 [m] 9144 10057
Altitude 16 [m] 10058 10667
Altitude 17 [m] 10668 11225
Altitude 18 [m] 11226 11886
Altitude 19 [m] 11887 11999
Altitude 20 [m] 12000 12192
C
ru
is
e Altitude [m] 10668 12192
Mach [-] 0.68 0.82
D
es
ce
nt
Speed 1 [kts] 222.5 233.1
Speed 2 [kts] 203.9 221.5
Speed 3 [kts] 196 202.9
Speed 4 [kts] 184.1 195
Speed 5 [kts] 165.7 183.1
Speed 6 [kts] 151.9 164.7
Speed 7 [kts] 141 150.9
Speed 8 [kts] 136 140
Speed 9 [kts] Constant at 135
Speed 10 [kts] Constant at 135
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Cruise: This phase is as defined in section 6.2 and in keeping with ATM
constraints was simulated for constant altitude and speed. The phase was
specified according to the cruise altitude and cruise Mach number. For
improved numerical accuracy, the cruise phase is divided into small time
segments and in each segment the performance parameters are kept constant.
This phase was varied during optimisation by changing the altitude and speed
within the bounds shown in table 8.1.
Descent: For the assessments carried out in this work the approach and
landing (until touchdown) phases defined in section 6.2 were considered as the
descent phase. The phase starts at the cruise altitude and ends when the
aircraft has landed (touched down). The descent phase was divided into 10
descent segments and each was specified according to the temperature
deviation from the ISA day, the TAS and the power setting of the engine as a
percentage of the maximum thrust at the segment. The altitudes at each
segment are dependent on the cruise altitude and are computed within the
aircraft performance code by interpolating between the cruise altitude and the
landing altitude. The last three segments of descent were set at approach thrust
settings. This phase was varied for the optimisation studies, with the descent
speed at each descent segment used as variables within the bounds shown in
table 8.1. The power settings were kept the same as for the baseline trajectory.
The altitudes were not varied as these are dependent on the cruise altitude.
Landing: This phase begins at touchdown and ends when the aircraft stops
and is as defined in section 6.2. This phase was divided into 11 segments and
the profile followed allowed for calculation of landing airport altitude and
changes in distance, speed, time and power settings. The power settings
progress from the approach thrust settings at touchdown, through first a gradual
increase and then a gradual decrease as a percentage of maximum TO thrust
and finally return to ground idle settings. This phase was not optimised.
8.3 Case Studies: Aircraft Trajectory Optimisation
The purpose of this section is to present the main results of the optimisation
studies conducted on the CUCCTF engine model and CUSMSA aircraft model
described in chapter 2. According to Boeing [4], each phase of flight presents
opportunities to adopt certain strategies to save fuel and minimise DOC. In the
context of this work, a full flight trajectory (as described in section 8.2)
optimisation in which the climb, cruise and descent phases were varied was
conducted. The main variables were the flight altitude and aircraft speed. The
main objectives were to minimise the flight mission fuel burn and to maximise
the engine life due to creep, fatigue and oxidation. The aim was to assess and
quantify the trade-offs between the fuel burn and engine life optimised
trajectories and the influence of engine component degradation. The severity,
NOx emissions and the DOC were also considered and assessed for the
optimised trajectories.
The mission flown is important since it largely influences the LCF, creep
and oxidation life of an engine component as well as the mission fuel burn. The
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frequency of cyclic loading the material has to endure determine the
component’s LCF life; the component‘s creep life depends on the time it
spends operating within the material’s creep temperature range and the
oxidation life depends on the time the component spends operating at high
temeperatures. Hence engine usage and the time an engine operates in various
segments of the flight envelope is defined by the flight mission requirements.
The engine duty cycle varies from one mission profile to another, and the
changes in the duty cycle of an engine affect the life of the engine and its
overall performance [5]. Hence the trade-offs between mission fuel burn and
engine life optimised trajectories are presented in this section with the aid of a
number of case studies. Three mission ranges were chosen for the case studies
according to the available utilisation information for the Boeing 737-800 type
aircraft found in [2]. The ranges 674nm, 1569nm and 2981nm correspond to
the city pairs: London – Madrid, London – Ankara and London – Abu Dhabi
respectively. These ranges were chosen to enable comparison of the optimised
trajectory performance for a short range, short-medium range and medium-long
range.
The categorisation and definition of aircraft flight length is determined by
individual airlines and differs across different airlines [5] [6] [7]. Some airlines
use time whereas others use the destination (or distance) served. The
definitions used for this work are:
 Short range flight: less than 3hrs
 Medium range flight: 3 to 6hrs
 Long range flight: 7hrs or more
The London – Abu Dhabi route is not a typical Boeing 737-800 utilisation route,
but does lie within the aircraft’s maximum design range of 3,115nm [3]. A
Energy to Revenue Work (ETRW) metric [8] was used to assess the energy
efficiency and operational capability of the CUSMSA on the London – Abu
Dhabi route. The energy efficiency of the CUSMSA was compared to the
energy efficiency of an aircraft similar to the long range. The metric uses the
ratio of energy liberated during a flight to the revenue work done. The ETRW is
calculated using equation 8.1, and the minimum value is considered to be the
optimum or most energy efficient.
ܧܴܹܶ = ெ ೑.௅஼௏
ெ ೛೗.௚.ோ (8.1)
where
ܧܴܹܶ = Energy to revenue work
ܯ௙ = Mass of the mission fuel actually burned on trip (kg)
ܯ௣௟= Maximum payload mass of the aircraft (kg)
݃ = Acceleration due to gravity (=9.81m/s2)
ܴ = Great circle distance for a mission (m)
ܮܥܸ = Lower calorific value of fuel (≈ 43 MJ/kg for kerosene)
For each route, the clean engine trajectory was chosen as the baseline. The
baseline was chosen to closely approximate the aircraft performance and
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trajectory of the Boeing 737-800 aircraft as found in [2]. The effects of engine
component degradation were assessed by changing the engine health
parameters (as described in chapter 7) to correspond with an engine’s health
after 3000, 4500 and 5250cycles of operation. As with the case study described
in chapter 7, changes (corresponding to information and data found in [9] [10]
and [11]) were introduced to the flow capacities and efficiencies of key engine
components such as the Fan, LPC, HPC, LPT and HPT. The deviations (from
the clean engine) assigned to the component characteristics (health
parameters) indicate the degree of engine degradation.
The following case studies were conducted along each route:
 Case 1: Aircraft performance calculation for the clean engine (to
establish baseline trajectory performance). Calculate performances after
3000, 4500 and 5250cycles of operation along same trajectory.
 Case 2: Aircraft trajectory optimised for fuel burn and engine life for the
clean engine.
 Case 3: Aircraft trajectory optimised for fuel burn and engine life after
3000cycles of engine operation.
 Case 4: Aircraft trajectory optimised for fuel burn and engine life after
4500cycles of engine operation.
 Case 5: Aircraft trajectory optimised for fuel burn and engine life after
5250cycles of engine operation.
A multi-disciplinary framework coupled with an optimiser (figure 8.1) was
used in the optimisation assessments. The framework combines an optimiser
with the mathematical models described in previous chapters (and used in the
airport severity studies described in chapter 7): engine performance, aircraft
performance, emissions prediction, lifing analysis and economics. The
procedure outlined below was used to predict how changes in the flight
trajectory and operational conditions relatively affect the engine and aircraft
performance:
 The engine performance code TURBOMATCH is used to calculate the
take-off thrust, flight segment spool speeds, operating temperatures and
cooling flow temperatures and specific fuel consumption (SFC).
 The aircraft performance code HERMES is used to integrate the engine
and aircraft and to calculate the flight performance in terms of total
mission fuel burn and flight mission time.
 The lifing code is used to estimate the life of the HPT blade and disc
(LCF, creep and oxidation) based on metal temperatures, stresses and
material properties. The life estimates are converted to damage factions
using the linear damage rule.
 The damage fractions calculated by the lifing code are used to estimate
the severity for the HPT blade and disc. Severity was described in
chapter 7 (and the reader is referred there for more detail). In the context
of the optimisation studies, severity is the damage of the new mission
(optimised trajectory) relative to the damage of the baseline mission.
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 The economics model HESTA is used to translate the life estimation into
engine/aircraft direct operating costs.
 The emissions prediction code HEHAESTUS is used to predict the
emissions indices for CO2, NOx and H2O for the flight mission.
 The GA optimiser was used to determine the fuel burn and engine life
optimised trajectories. The optimised flight profile phases are defined in
terms of flight altitudes and speeds.
Assumptions
The following assumptions were made during the assessments:
 Take off altitude is 25m above SL and -5oC temperature deviation from
ISA conditions.
 For each route the same TO, climb, cruise, descent, approach and
landing profiles as shown in figure 8.2 have been flown by the non-
optimised clean and degraded cases.
 The aircraft performance for the clean has been assumed as the
baseline trajectory against which the performances after 3000, 4500 and
5250 cycles of operation and the optimised trajectories have been
compared.
 The initial climb is kept the same and ends at 457.2m (1500ft) for all the
case studies.
 The range calculated is the shortest distance along the earth’s surface
between the two cities as the crow flies (i.e. great circle distance).
 The assumed average payload for each flight is equivalent to 162
passengers at 100kg per passenger plus bags.
 For all the routes and assessments, a full flight trajectory (climb, cruise
and descent segments) optimisation has been conducted. The taxi, TO
and landing phases have not been varied.
 Full mission performance assessed for all optimisations, and the phases
not being optimised have followed the same altitude and speed profiles
as for the baseline trajectory.
8.3.1 Route 1: London – Madrid
The first route is between London Heathrow airport and Madrid Barajas
airport in Spain. It provides insight into the effects of engine aging and
degradation on optimised trajectories as well as the trade-offs and changes to
the fuelburn performance and engine component life for a short range operated
aircraft. The fuel burn, severity (and engine component life), DOC and
emissions for the optimised trajectories (clean engine, after 3000, 4500 and
5250cycles of engine operation) are compared on this route. The trajectories
were optimised for fuelburn, blade creep life, disc creep life, blade fatigue life
and blade oxidation life. The results are presented in figures 8.3 to 8.11. The
results presented in the figures are normalised values, with the performance
metrics for each engine configuration being divided by the baseline equivalent.
The normalised value for the baseline is equal to 1.0 for all the metrics.
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Table 8.2: London – Madrid engine/aircraft performance changes with
increasing cycles of operation relative to baseline.
Performance Metric 3000cycles 4500cycles 5250cycles
Flight Mission Fuel Burn [%] +3.3 +9.5 +12.9
Total Severity [%] +58.3 +164.2 +281.5
Blade Fatigue Life [%] -12.5 -27.0 -36.8
Blade Oxidation Life [%] -37.1 -62.5 -74.1
DOC per Flight [%] +1.0 +3.0 +4.2
ICAO LTO NOx [%] +25.9 +67.6 +97.3
Total Flight NOx [%] +28.3 +79.6 +118.9
M
ax
im
um
O
pe
ra
tin
g
TE
T
[K
]
Take Off +53 +90 +115
Climb +44 +85 +123
Cruise +38 +78 +108
Descent +60 +105 +129
Approach-Landing +56 +92 +106
Table 8.2 shows the changes due to degradation in the aircraft performance
after 3000, 4500 and 5250cycles of operation. Figure 8.3 shows the optimised
flight profiles for the clean, after 3000, 4500 and 5250 cycles. Figure 8.4 shows
the normalised mission fuelburn for each of the optimised trajectories. Figure
8.5 shows the severity. Figures 8.6 to 8.9 show the normalised blade creep,
disc creep, and blade fatigue and blade oxidation life. The figures are for the
clean, after 3000, 4500 and 5250cycles of operation respectively. Figure 8.10
shows the normalised DOC for each of the optimised trajectories. Figure 8.11
shows the normalised ICAO LTO and total flight NOx emissions. The main
results, observations and conclusions made are summarised in the following
sub-sections.
8.3.1.1 Effects of Ageing and Engine Degradation
The main results for the aircraft performance on the London – Madrid route
after 3000, 4500 and 5250cycles relative to the clean engine performance are
summarised in table 8.2 above.
The main conclusions drawn from the results are summarised below. They
are similar to those discussed in the case study described in chapter 7.
1. The degraded and higher cycle engines must compensate for
performance deterioration due to degradation and ageing. This requires
the engine to run faster and burn hotter at greater SFC and fuel flow to
meet the required thrust and aircraft performance. This results in more
fuel burn.
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2. The higher operating temperatures required to compensate for the
performance losses due to degradation and ageing result in higher levels
of engine severity.
3. The higher operating temperatures required to compensate for the
performance losses due to degradation and ageing also result in lower
HPT blade creep life, disc creep life, blade fatigue life and blade
oxidation life. The high temperatures increase the steady state damage
fractions (due to blade creep, disc creep and blade oxidation) and the
cyclic damage fraction due to blade fatigue.
4. The higher cycles of operation and degraded engines cost more to
operate because of higher fuel costs, cost of taxes on emissions and
engine maintenance costs.
5. The hotter combustion temperatures required to offset the effects of
performance loss due to degradation, promote an increase in the levels
of NOx produced.
NB: Since the degraded engine’s performance relative to the baseline has been
established and quantified, the % deltas and results presented on the optimised
trajectories for the degraded case studies are relative to the non-optimised
equivalents and not the baseline.
8.3.1.2 Fuelburn Optimised Trajectory
The results for the clean, after 3000, 4500 and 5250 cycles from the London
– Madrid route fuelburn optimised trajectory are summarised in table 8.3. The
main conclusions drawn from these results are summarised as below. In cases
where the main conclusions were found to be the same, only the discussions for
the clean engine are presented, and only where discrepancies exist has a
summary and discussion been explicitly provided for the 3000, 4500 and
5250cycles.
1. The fuel burn optimised trajectory burns less fuel and is flown at a higher
cruise altitude and speed, resulting in a reduction in the time and fuel
burn at cruise. This reduction in cruise fuel burn is more than the
combined rise in climb and descent fuel. Hence the optimised trajectory
benefits and demonstrates a lower mission fuel burn.
2. The fuel burn optimised trajectory operates at higher maximum cruise
temperatures than the baseline. The maximum cruise TET rises by +15K.
The higher temperatures result in an increase in the total engine severity,
largely due to an increase in the steady state severity by +2.1%.
3. The higher severity signifies greater engine component damage for the
optimised trajectory, implying a lower HPT blade creep life and blade
oxidation life.
4. The fuelburn optimised trajectory burns less fuel which contributes to a
reduction in the cost of fuel and reduces the DOC.
5. The ICAO LTO NOx is less because of the lower power settings and
lower speeds during early climb.
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Table 8.3: London – Madrid optimised trajectory results.
CS – Cyclic Severity SS – Steady State Severity Total – Total Severity ~ No Change
Optimised
Trajectory
Flight
Cycles
Deltas Relative to the Non - Optimised Cruise
ParametersMission
Fuel
Burn %]
Flight
Time
[min]
Severity [%] Life [%] NOx [%]
DOC per
Flight [%]
Cruise
TET [K]SS CS Total BladeCreep
Blade
Fatigue
Blade
Oxidation
Disc
Creep ICAO Flight Alt [m] Mn [-]
Fu
el
B
ur
n Clean -1.7 +1.4 +2.1 ~ +2.1 -3.4 -0.4 -2.1 +0.2 -5.6 ~ -0.9 +15 12172 0.82
3000 -2.3 +1.5 +2.0 ~ +2.0 -2.3 ~ -2.0 +0.2 +2.1 -1.5 -0.2 +8 12110 0.8
4500 -1.8 +0.7 +5.0 ~ +5.0 -3.3 ~ -4.8 ~ +0.7 +0.4 -0.2 +14 12192 0.82
5250 -3.6 ~ +3.8 ~ +3.8 -5.5 ~ -3.7 -0.5 -1.6 -1.4 -0.7 +8 12175 0.8
B
la
de
C
re
ep
Li
fe
Clean +3.6 +9.7 -7.0 ~ -7.0 +2.5 ~ +7.5 ~ ~ +1.6 +3.0 -27 10668 0.68
3000 +3.6 +9.9 -7.2 ~ -7.2 +1.5 ~ +7.8 ~ ~ +0.8 +3.0 -27 10670 0.68
4500 +3.0 +8.0 -8.1 ~ -8.0 +3.3 ~ +9.0 ~ ~ +0.6 +1.6 -28 10669 0.68
5250 +0.7 +6.3 -7.2 ~ -7.2 +3.8 ~ +7.8 ~ ~ -1.6 +1.6 -26 10668 0.7
B
la
de
Fa
tig
ue
Li
fe Clean -0.6 ~ +0.7 ~ +0.7 +1.4 -0.4 -0.7 ~ ~ +0.8 -0.2 +3 10674 0.79
3000 +0.2 +0.7 +3.5 ~ +3.5 +0.1 ~ -13.6 ~ +4.4 -0.5 +0.2 +13 10940 0.82
4500 +0.5 +1.5 +0.3 ~ +0.3 +1.8 ~ +0.1 -0.3 +4.4 +0.5 +0.5 ~ 10668 0.79
5250 +1.4 +7.2 -7.0 ~ -7.0 +3.8 ~ +7.6 +0.9 +8.1 -2.9 +1.9 -26 10853 0.68
B
la
de
O
xi
da
tio
n
Li
fe
Clean +3.8 +7.6 -7.1 ~ -7.0 -1.2 ~ +7.6 -0.2 ~ -1.2 +2.5 -28 10668 0.68
3000 +3.7 +8.8 -7.5 ~ -7.3 +0.5 ~ +8.0 -0.2 +0.8 -0.3 +2.6 -28 10668 0.68
4500 +4.2 +7.7 -8.7 ~ -8.6 -1.6 ~ +9.6 -0.3 +0.8 -1.2 +2.6 -28 10668 0.68
5250 +3.0 +8.0 -8.2 ~ -8.1 +3.4 -0.1 +8.9 +0.6 +1.1 -1.6 +2.5 -27 10668 0.68
D
is
c
C
re
ep
Li
fe
Clean +0.3 +3.4 -1.5 ~ -1.5 +0.3 ~ +1.5 +0.2 -6.7 -0.3 +0.7 +6 10741 0.77
3000 -0.5 +1.8 -0.7 ~ -0.7 +0.3 ~ +0.7 +0.3 -2.7 -2.3 +0.3 -3 10780 0.78
4500 -0.5 +1.9 +0.1 ~ +0.1 +0.9 -0.1 -0.1 +0.3 -2.4 -0.7 +0.4 ~ 10717 0.78
5250 -0.4 +4.6 -6.1 ~ -6.1 +4.4 -0.1 +6.5 +0.9 +0.8 -2.0 +1.0 -22 10749 0.71
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8.3.1.3 Blade Creep Life Optimised Trajectory
The results for the clean, after 3000, 4500 and 5250 cycles from the London
– Madrid route the blade creep life optimised trajectory are summarised in table
8.3. The main conclusions drawn from these results are summarised as below.
In cases where the main conclusions were found to be the same, only the
discussions for the clean engine are presented, and only where discrepancies
exist has a summary and discussion been explicitly provided for the 3000, 4500
and 5250cycles.
1. The blade creep life optimised trajectory burns more fuel because it is
flown at a lower cruise Mach number and same cruise altitude where it
operates at a lower maximum operating TET. It spends more time and
flies a longer distance during cruise and burns more fuel. The trajectory
also burns more fuel during descent because it takes more time and flies
a longer distance during descent.
2. The blade creep life optimised trajectory operates at lower maximum
cruise temperatures than the non-optimised, reducing by -27K. The lower
temperatures result in a decrease in the total engine severity, largely due
to a -7% decrease in the steady state severity.
3. The reduced steady state severity manifests as a reduction in the engine
component damage fractions due to blade creep and blade oxidation for
the optimised trajectory, which implies a benefit of longer HPT blade
creep life and blade oxidation life.
4. The blade creep life optimised trajectory burns more fuel which
contributes to a rise in the cost of fuel and in DOC.
5. The ICAO LTO cycle is unchanged, whereas the flight NOx increases
largely due to the higher fuel burn and longer time.
8.3.1.4 Blade Fatigue Life Optimised Trajectory
The results for the clean, after 3000, 4500 and 5250 cycles from the London
– Madrid route the blade fatigue life optimised trajectory are summarised in
table 8.3. The main conclusions drawn from these results are summarised as
below.
Clean Engine:
1. The fuel burn for the blade fatigue life optimised trajectory is comparable
to the baseline. The trajectory is similar to the baseline but the climb is
executed to reach the cruise altitude in less time and less fuel burn. At
cruise it flies at a comparable altitude and speed to that of the baseline
but flies a longer distance, burning more fuel and taking a longer time at
this phase.
2. The severity rises because the blade fatigue life optimised trajectory
operates at a marginally higher maximum cruise TET than the baseline.
The cruise TET has a discrepancy of +3K. This increase though
seemingly marginal, causes a rise in the oxidation damage fraction,
hence increasing the steady state severity by +3.5%.
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3. The increase in steady state severity due to a higher oxidation damage
fraction causes a reduction in the oxidation life.
4. The blade fatigue life optimised trajectory burns less fuel which translates
to a reduction in the cost of fuel thereby reducing the DOC.
5. The flight NOx is higher due to the higher cruise TETs and more cruise
fuel burn.
After 3000 cycles:
1. The blade fatigue life optimised trajectory burns more fuel because the
descent is longer, burns more fuel and dominates the benefit from the
cruise segment. The trajectory is flown at a slightly higher cruise altitude
and a faster Mach number.
2. The severity rises for the same reasons outlined for the clean engine. In
this case the cruise TET has a discrepancy of +13K and the steady state
severity rises by +3.5%.
3. The steady state severity increases due to the higher oxidation damage
which lowers the blade oxidation life.
4. The blade fatigue life optimised trajectory burns less fuel which translates
to a reduction in the cost of fuel thereby reducing the DOC.
5. The ICAO LTO NOx increase due to the high power high speed climb for
the blade creep life optimised trajectories.
After 4500cycles:
1. The blade fatigue life optimised trajectory burns marginally more fuel for
similar reasons to those discussed after 3000cycles.
2. The slightly higher cruise speed causes a marginal increase in steady
state severity (+0.3%), resulting in a slight reduction in the blade
oxidation life due to the slightly higher blade oxidation damage fraction.
3. The optimised trajectory is executed at less climb and cruise times which
benefit the blade creep damage fraction and blade creep life.
4. The marginal increase in fuel burn for the blade fatigue life optimised
trajectory translates into a proportional increase in DOC.
5. The ICAO LTO and flight NOx emissions increase due to the higher fuel
burn penalty of the shallow and longer descent.
After 5250cycles:
1. The blade fatigue life optimised trajectory is flown with a slower steep
climb, a cruise that is higher and slower and a descent that is initially
shallower then steeper than that of the non-optimised. The result is a fuel
burn penalty at cruise that outweighs the benefits at climb and descent.
2. The blade fatigue life optimised trajectory is flown at a lower maximum
cruise TET (-26K), which causes reduction in steady state severity due to
the lower blade and disc creep and blade oxidation damage fractions.
3. The lower damage fractions give a better blade creep, disc creep and
blade oxidation lives.
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4. The blade fatigue life optimised trajectory burns more fuel which
translates to an increase in the cost of fuel thereby increasing the DOC.
5. The ICAO LTO NOx emissions increase due to the high speed and steep
descent, whereas the flight NOx reduce due to the low speed climb and
low power cruise.
8.3.1.5 Blade Oxidation Life Optimised Trajectory
The results for the clean, after 3000, 4500 and 5250 cycles from the London
– Madrid route the blade oxidation life optimised trajectory are summarised in
table 8.3. The main conclusions drawn from these results are summarised as
below. In cases where the main conclusions were found to be the same, only
the discussions for the clean engine are presented, and only where
discrepancies exist has a summary and discussion been explicitly provided for
the 3000, 4500 and 5250cycles.
1. The optimised trajectory burns more fuel because the aircraft flies at a
lower cruise Mach number and same cruise altitude where it operates at
a lower operating maximum TET, spends more time and flies a longer
distance during cruise and burns more fuel. The aircraft also burns more
fuel during descent because it takes more time and flies a longer
distance during descent.
2. The optimised trajectory operates at lower maximum cruise temperatures
than the baseline, reducing by -28K. The lower temperatures result in a
reduction in the total engine severity, largely due to a reduction in the
steady state severity by -7%.
3. The damage fractions of each failure mode influence the benefit or
detriment to the life. The steady state severity is lower due to the
contribution of the blade oxidation damage fraction, which gives a better
blade oxidation life whereas HPT blade creep and disc creep life are
lower due to higher blade and disc creep damage fractions. The cyclic
damage is unchanged hence the blade fatigue life remains the same.
4. The optimised trajectory burns more fuel which contributes to an increase
in the cost of fuel and in the operating costs.
5. The LTO NOx remains largely unchanged because the LTO cycle
remains the same. The climb, cruise and descent profiles are chosen by
the optimiser to maximise oxidation life. The climb is flown faster and
then slower, causing a reduction in flight NOx.
8.3.1.6 Disc Creep Life Optimised Trajectory
The results for the clean, after 3000, 4500 and 5250 cycles from the London
– Madrid route the disc creep life optimised trajectory are summarised in table
8.3. The main conclusions drawn from these results are summarised as below.
In cases where the main conclusions were found to be the same, only the
discussions for the clean engine are presented, and only where discrepancies
exist has a summary and discussion been explicitly provided for the 3000, 4500
and 5250cycles.
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1. The disc creep life optimised trajectory burns more fuel because the
longer descent segment burns more fuel which outweighs the benefit of a
reduction in fuel burn during climb and cruise. After 3000cycles, the fuel
burn is slightly less, because there is benefit of less fuel burn at climb
and cruise which outweighs the penalty of more fuel burn during descent.
After 5250cycles, the fuel savings at climb and descent outweigh the fuel
penalty of a longer and slower cruise.
2. The disc creep life optimised trajectory is executed at lower cruise
temperatures than the non-optimised equivalent. The maximum cruise
TET drops by -6K. The lower temperatures result in a decrease in the
total engine severity, largely due to a decrease in the steady state
severity by -1.5%.
3. The lower steady severity implies reduced blade damage due to creep
and oxidation, hence the longer life.
4. The disc creep life optimised trajectory burns more fuel which translates
into an increase in fuel costs and the DOC.
5. The disc creep life optimised trajectory is executed with lower power
settings at climb and a slower descent thereby reducing the ICAO LTO
NOX. The flight NOx is lower due to less fuel burn during climb and
cruise.
8.3.2 Route 2: London – Ankara
The second route is between London Heathrow airport and Ankara
Esenboga airport in Turkey. It provides insight into the effects of engine aging
and degradation on optimised trajectories as well as the trade-offs and changes
to the fuelburn performance and engine component life for a short to medium
range operated aircraft. The fuel burn and engine life optimised trajectories for
the clean, after 3000, 4500 and 5250cycles of engine operation are compared
on this route in terms of fuel burn, severity, engine component life, DOC and
emissions. The route was optimised for each of mission fuel burn, blade creep
life, disc creep life, blade fatigue life and blade oxidation life. The engine
performance results for the optimised trajectories are presented in figures 8.12
to 8.20. The results presented are normalised values, with the performance
metrics for each engine configuration being divided by the baseline equivalent.
The normalised value for the baseline is equal to 1.0 for all the metrics. The
results give an insight to the changes (deviations) from the baseline value.
Table 8.4 shows the changes in the aircraft performance after 3000, 4500
and 5250cycles of operation. Figure 8.12 shows the optimised flight profiles for
the clean, after 3000, 4500 and 5250 cycles. Figure 8.13 shows the normalised
mission fuelburn for each of the optimised trajectories. Figure 8.14 shows the
normalised severity. Figures 8.15 to 8.18 show the normalised blade creep,
disc creep, blade fatigue and blade oxidation life. The figures shown are for the
clean, after 3000, 4500 and 5250cycles of operation respectively. Figure 8.19
shows the normalised DOC for each of the optimised trajectories. Figure 8.20
shows the normalised ICAO LTO and total flight NOx emissions. The main
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observations and conclusions made from the results are summarised in the
following sub-sections.
Table 8.4: London – Ankara engine/aircraft performance changes with
increasing cycles of operation relative to the baseline.
Performance Metric 3000cycles 4500cycles 5250cycles
Flight Mission Fuel Burn [%] +3.5 +9.4 +12.1
Total Severity [%] +63.5. +191.5 +327.4.
Blade Fatigue Life [%] -12.5 -27.0 -36.8
Blade Oxidation Life [%] -39.2 -66.0 -76.9
DOC per Flight [%] +1.2 +3.5 +4.3
ICAO LTO NOx [%] +26.5 +68.4 +91.5
Total Flight NOx [%] +28.8 +84.7 +137.0
M
ax
im
um
O
pe
ra
tin
g
TE
T
[K
]
Take Off +53 +90 +115
Climb +44 +85 +123
Cruise +39 +80 +111
Descent +60 +105 +129
Approach-Landing +47 +86 +106
8.3.2.1 Effects of Ageing and Engine Degradation
The main results for the aircraft performance on the London – Ankara route
after 3000, 4500 and 5250cycles relative to the clean engine performance are
summarised in table 8.4 above.
The main conclusions drawn from these results are similar to those from the
results for the London to Madrid route presented in section 8.3.1, and will
therefore not be repeated here. The only difference is in the higher magnitudes
due to higher levels of degradation.
9.3.2.2 Fuelburn Optimised Trajectory
The results for the clean, after 3000, 4500 and 5250 cycles from the London
– Ankara route fuelburn optimised trajectory are summarised in table 8.5. The
main conclusions drawn from these results are summarised as below. In cases
where the main conclusions were found to be the same, only the discussions for
the clean engine are presented, and only where discrepancies exist has a
summary and discussion been explicitly provided for the 3000, 4500 and
5250cycles.
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Table 8.5: London – Ankara optimised trajectory results.
CS – Cyclic Severity SS – Steady State Severity Total – Total Severity ~ No Change
Optimised
Trajectory
Flight
Cycles
Deltas Relative to the Non - Optimised Cruise
ParametersMission
Fuel
Burn %]
Flight
Time
[min]
Severity [%] Life [%] NOx [%]
DOC per
Flight [%]
Cruise
TET [K]SS CS Total BladeCreep
Blade
Fatigue
Blade
Oxidation
Disc
Creep ICAO Flight Alt [m] Mn [-]
Fu
el
B
ur
n Clean -4.6 -4.4 +3.9 ~ +3.9 -2.2 ~ -3.8 +0.4 ~ -2.3 -2.0 +22 12192 0.82
3000 -4.7 -3.6 +4.8 ~ +4.8 -2.7 -0.1 -4.9 +0.6 -3.1 -2.3 -2.1 +16 12065 0.82
4500 -3.3 -3.7 +5.1 ~ +5.1 -2.1 ~ -4.9 +0.2 +6.1 -3.8 -1.4 +13 11649 0.82
5250 -4.2 -1.7 +8.3 ~ +8.3 -5.8 -0.1 -7.7 -0.3 +0.7 -7.6 -1.5 +19 12183 0.82
B
la
de
C
re
ep
Li
fe
Clean +4.9 +22 -4.1 ~ -4.0 +2.2 ~ +4.3 -0.4 ~ +2.8 +4.8 -17 10668 0.7
3000 +3.5 +17.5 -3.6 ~ -3.5 +1.4 ~ +3.7 -0.3 +0.3 +2.0 +3.7 -15 10668 0.72
4500 +2.6 +13.3 -4.0 ~ -3.9 +2.8 ~ +4.1 -0.1 +2.8 +1.5 +2.7 -14 10668 0.72
5250 +6.9 +27.2 -2.0 ~ -1.9 +5.4 ~ +2.0 +0.1 +7.9 -1.9 +6.2 -16 10675 0.68
B
la
de
Fa
tig
ue
Li
fe Clean -4.6 -4.4 +3.9 ~ +3.9 -2.2 ~ -3.8 +0.4 ~ -2.3 -2.0 +22 12192 0.82
3000 +2.9 +19.9 +5.3 ~ +5.2 -2.2 ~ -5.0 -0.3 ~ +2.0 +3.9 +14 12165 0.71
4500 +4.6 +17.9 -4.6 ~ -4.6 -2.2 ~ +4.9 -0.7 -0.8 ~ +3.7 -17 10668 0.82
5250 +6.2 +22.8 -2.5 ~ -2.5 +5.0 ~ +2.6 +0.2 +2.9 -2.4 +5.1 -15 10705 0.69
B
la
de
O
xi
da
tio
n
Li
fe
Clean +5.9 +25.3 -5.3 ~ -4.2 +2.0 ~ +4.5 -0.5 +5.3 +3.4 +5.6 -17 10668 0.68
3000 +6.0 +25.3 -5.1 ~ -5.1 +0.9 ~ +4.3 -0.5 -0.6 +4.4 +5.5 -17 10711 0.69
4500 +5.4 +20.4 -4.7 ~ -5.7 -3.0 ~ +5.0 -0.8 +3.3 +1.2 +4.7 -20 10688 0.69
5250 +7.9 +27.2 -2.6 ~ -2.6 -5.7 ~ +2.6 -1.4 +11.5 -2.4 +6.6 -17 10688 0.68
D
is
c
C
re
ep
Li
fe
Clean -3.7 -3.8 +3.6 ~ +3.6 -3.6 -0.1 -3.5 +0.5 -5.7 -3.0 -1.6 +19 11865 0.82
3000 -4.7 -3.1 +4.7 ~ +4.6 -3.1 -0.1 -4.5 +0.7 -1.9 -3.2 -1.8 +10 12073 0.82
4500 -1.1 -5.0 +2.9 ~ +2.9 +0.9 -0.1 -2.9 +0.4 -3.0 -2.3 -1.1 +10 10668 0.81
5250 -0.9 +1.0 +1.8 ~ +1.8 +2.6 -0.2 -1.8 +0.8 ~ -7.5 -0.1 +3 10849 0.79
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1. The fuel burn optimised trajectory burns less fuel and is flown at a higher
cruise altitude and faster cruise speed. This reduces the time at cruise
and the fuel burn. The fuel savings during cruise outweigh the penalty at
climb and descent and give benefit to the mission fuel burn and the total
flight time.
2. The fuel burn optimised trajectory operates at higher maximum cruise
temperatures than the baseline. The maximum cruise TET rises by +22K.
The higher temperatures result in an increase in the total engine severity,
largely due to an increase in the steady state severity by +3.9%.
3. The steady state severity increases due to the higher blade creep and
blade oxidation damage fractions for the optimised trajectory which
shorten the HPT blade creep life and blade oxidation life.
4. The lower fuel burn demonstrated by the optimised trajectory translates
into a reduction in the cost of fuel and DOC.
5. The flight NOx benefits from the low speed low power climb settings and
the lower cruise fuel burn.
8.3.2.3 Blade Creep Life Optimised Trajectory
The results for the clean, after 3000, 4500 and 5250 cycles from the London
– Ankara route blade creep life optimised trajectory are summarised in table
8.5. The main conclusions drawn from these results are summarised as below.
In cases where the main conclusions were found to be the same, only the
discussions for the clean engine are presented, and only where discrepancies
exist has a summary and discussion been explicitly provided for the 3000, 4500
and 5250cycles.
1. The blade creep life optimised trajectory burns more fuel because the
trajectory is executed with a faster climb to ToC for less fuel burn, a
slower and longer cruise segment at more fuel burn and a longer and
slower descent at more fuel burn. The fuel penalty at cruise and descent
outweighs the gain in climb.
2. The blade creep life optimised trajectory operates at a lower maximum
cruise temperature (-17K) than the baseline. The lower temperatures
result in a reduction in the total engine severity, largely due to a decrease
in the steady state severity by -4.1%.
3. The reduction in the steady state severity is due to the contribution of the
blade creep and blade oxidation damage giving a better HPT blade creep
life and blade oxidation life.
4. The fuelburn optimised trajectories burn more fuel which contributes to an
increase in the cost of fuel and increases the DOC
5. The flight NOx is more due to the increase in the cruise and descent NOx
which outweighs the reduction accrued during limb. After 5250cycles, the
flight NOx reduces due to the benefit in the climb and cruise NOx which
outweighs the penalty accrued at descent.
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8.3.2.4 Blade Fatigue Life Optimised Trajectory
The results for the clean, after 3000, 4500 and 5250 cycles from the London
– Ankara route blade fatigue life optimised trajectory are summarised in table
8.5. The main conclusions drawn from these results are summarised as below.
The trajectory flown for the clean blade fatigue optimised is the same as for the
clean fuel burn optimised trajectory hence the main conclusions are as those
already discussed in 8.3.2.2. As discrepancies exist after 3000 and 4500cycles,
a summary and discussion have been explicitly provided. The main conclusions
drawn from the results for the 5250cycles assessments were found to be the
same as those for the 4500cycles, except where explicitly provided.
After 3000 cycles:
1. The blade fatigue life optimised trajectory burns more fuel and is flown at
a higher cruise altitude and a faster cruise Mach number. The fuel
penalty accrued at climb and descent outweighs the reduction in fuel
burn at cruise.
2. The higher maximum cruise TET (+14K) of the optimised trajectory
increases the steady state severity by +5.3%.
3. The higher steady state severity is due to the higher blade creep and
blade oxidation damage fractions which lower the HPT blade creep and
oxidation lives.
4. The more fuel burn demonstrated by the blade fatigue life optimised
trajectory translates into an increase in fuel costs and in the DOC.
5. The flight NOx benefits from the lower power settings and speed at climb
as well as from the reduction in cruise fuel burn.
After 4500cycles:
1. The blade fatigue life optimised trajectory burns more fuel and is flown at
the same cruise altitude and a faster Mach number of 0.82. The
trajectory is executed by burning more fuel at climb and cruise.
2. The optimised trajectory is at lower maximum cruise TET (-17K) which
reduces the engine severity due to a reduction in the steady state
severity (-4.6%) contribution.
3. The optimised trajectory incurs a higher blade creep damage fraction
which lowers the HPT blade creep life. The blade oxidation and disc
creep damage fractions are lower and promote the blade oxidation and
disc creep lives respectively. After 5250cycles, the optimised trajectory
has a lower blade creep damage fraction, hence a better blade creep life.
4. The more fuel burn demonstrated by the blade fatigue life optimised
trajectory translates into an increase in fuel costs and in the DOC.
5. The flight NOx benefits from the lower climb settings and the lower cruise
temperatures.
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8.3.2.5 Blade Oxidation Life Optimised Trajectory
The results for the clean, after 3000, 4500 and 5250 cycles from the London
– Ankara route blade oxidation life optimised trajectory are summarised in table
8.5. The main conclusions drawn from these results are summarised as below.
In cases where the main conclusions were found to be the same, only the
discussions for the clean engine are presented, and only where discrepancies
exist has a summary and discussion been explicitly provided for the 3000, 4500
and 5250cycles.
1. The blade oxidation life optimised trajectory is flown at the same cruise
altitude and slower cruise Mach number. The trajectory burns more fuel
because it is executed with a faster climb to ToC for less fuel burn, a
slower and longer cruise segment and more fuel burn and a longer and
slower descent at more fuel burn. The fuel penalty at cruise and descent
outweighs the gain in climb.
2. The blade creep life optimised trajectory operates at a lower maximum
cruise temperature (-17K) than the baseline. The lower temperatures
result in a reduction in the total engine severity, largely due to a decrease
in the steady state severity by -5.3%.
3. The reduction in the steady state severity is due to the contribution of the
blade creep and blade oxidation damage, which give a better HPT blade
creep life and blade oxidation life. After 4500cycles, the optimised
trajectory is executed with higher blade and disc creep damage fractions,
and a lower blade oxidation damage fraction which give a lower blade
creep life, disc creep life and a better blade oxidation life respectively.
After 5250cycles, the optimised trajectory has a higher blade creep
damage fraction, which is demonstrated as a lower blade creep life.
4. The blade oxidation life optimised trajectory burns more fuel which
contributes to an increase in the cost of fuel and in the operating costs
5. The optimised trajectory executes the descent at high power settings
which translate into an increase in the ICAO LTO NOx. The flight NOx is
more due to the increase in the cruise and descent NOx which outweighs
the reduction during climb.
8.3.2.6 Disc Creep Life Optimised Trajectory
The results for the clean, after 3000, 4500 and 5250 cycles from the London
– Ankara route disc creep life optimised trajectory are summarised in table 8.5.
The main conclusions drawn from these results are summarised as below. In
cases where the main conclusions were found to be the same, only the
discussions for the clean engine are presented, and only where discrepancies
exist has a summary and discussion been explicitly provided for the 3000, 4500
and 5250cycles
1. The optimised trajectory spends less time at cruise and burns less fuel
due to the trajectory being flown higher and faster. The fuel burn benefit
during cruise outweighs the fuel penalty at climb and descent.
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2. The disc creep life optimised trajectories operates at a higher maximum
cruise temperature than the baseline. The cruise TET rises by +19K. The
higher temperature results in an increase in the total engine severity,
largely due to an increase in the steady state severity by +3.6%.
3. The increase in steady state severity is due to the contribution of the
higher blade creep and blade oxidation damage fractions. The higher
damage fractions cause a reduction in the HPT blade creep life and
blade oxidation life. The disc creep damage fraction is slightly lower
hence the marginal gain in the disc creep life. After 4500 and
5250cycles, the optimised trajectory experiences a reduction in blade
creep damage fraction hence the better blade creep life.
4. The disc creep life optimised trajectory burns less fuel which contributes
to a reduction in the cost of fuel and reduces the DOC
5. The ICAO LTO NOx is less because of low power settings at climb, and
the flight NOx benefits from the reduction in cruise fuel burn. .
8.3.3 Route 3: London – Abu Dhabi
The third route is between London Heathrow airport and Abu Dhabi
International airport. It provides insight into the effects of engine aging and
degradation on optimised trajectories as well as the trade-offs and changes to
the fuelburn performance and engine component life for a medium to long range
operated aircraft. The optimised trajectories for the clean, after 3000, 4500 and
5250cycles of engine operation are compared on this route in terms of fuel
burn, engine component life, DOC and emissions. The route was optimised for
fuelburn, blade creep life, disc creep life, blade fatigue life and blade oxidation
life. The engine performance results for the optimised trajectories are presented
in figures 8.21 to 8.29. The results presented are normalised values, with the
performance metrics for each engine configuration being divided by the
baseline equivalent. The normalised value for the baseline is equal to 1.0 for all
the metrics.
Table 8.6 shows the changes in the engine/aircraft performance after 3000,
4500 and 5250cycles of operation. Figure 8.21 shows the optimised flight
profiles for the clean, after 3000, 4500 and 5250 cycles. Figure 8.22 shows the
normalised mission fuelburn for each of the optimised trajectories. Figure 8.23
shows the normalised severity. Figures 8.24 to 8.27 show the normalised blade
creep, disc creep, and blade fatigue and blade oxidation life. The figures shown
are for the clean, after 3000, 4500 and 5250cycles of operation respectively.
Figure 8.28 shows the normalised DOC for each of the optimised trajectories.
Figure 8.29 shows the normalised ICAO LTO and total flight NOx emissions.
The main observations and conclusions made from the results are summarised
in the following sub-sections.
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8.3.3.1 Effects of Ageing and Engine Degradation
The main results for the aircraft performance on the London – Abu Dhabi
route after 3000, 4500 and 5250cycles relative to the clean engine performance
are summarised in table 8.6.
Table 8.6: London – Abu Dhabi aircraft performance changes with increasing
cycles of operation relative to baseline.
Performance Metric 3000cycles 4500cycles 5250cycles
Flight Mission Fuel Burn [%] +3.7 +9.0 +13.3
Total Severity [%] +68.9 +207.8 +351.5
Blade Fatigue Life [%] -12.5 -27.0 -36.8
Blade Oxidation Life [%] -41.1 -67.8 -78.1
DOC per Flight [%] +1.4 +3.6 +5.3
ICAO LTO NOx [%] +26.3 +68.7 +96.8
Total Flight NOx [%] +32.8 +90.0 +139.8
M
ax
im
um
O
pe
ra
tin
g
TE
T
[K
]
Take Off +53 +90 +115
Climb +44 +85 +123
Cruise +42 +85 +120
Descent +60 +105 +129
Approach-Landing +68 +106 +123
The main conclusions drawn from the results are similar to those from
the results for the London to Madrid route presented in section 8.3.1, and
therefore will not be repeated here. The only difference is in the higher
magnitudes due to even higher levels of degradation.
8.3.3.2 Fuelburn Optimised Trajectory
The results for the clean, after 3000, 4500 and 5250 cycles from the London
– Abu Dhabi route fuelburn optimised trajectory are summarised in table 8.7.
The main conclusions drawn from these results are summarised as below. In
cases where the main conclusions were found to be the same, only the
discussions for the clean engine are presented, and only where discrepancies
exist has a summary and discussion been explicitly provided for the 3000, 4500
and 5250cycles.
1. The fuel burn optimised trajectory is flown at a higher cruise altitude and
faster cruise speed. This reduces the time at cruise and the fuel burn.
The savings accrued during the cruise phase outweigh the increase
during climb and descent and give benefit to the flight time and the
mission fuel burn.
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Table 8.7: London – Abu Dhabi optimised trajectory results.
CS – Cyclic Severity SS – Steady State Severity Total – Total Severity ~ No Change
Optimised
Trajectory
Flight
Cycles
Deltas Relative to the Non - Optimised Cruise
ParametersMission
Fuel
Burn %]
Flight
Time
[min]
Severity [%] Life [%] NOx [%]
DOC per
Flight [%]
Cruise
TET [K]SS CS Total BladeCreep
Blade
Fatigue
Blade
Oxidation
Disc
Creep ICAO Flight Alt [m] Mn [-]
Fu
el
B
ur
n Clean -5.2 -10.1 +5.3 ~ +5.2 -3.0 -0.2 -5.0 +1.0 +3.2 -3.6 -2.8 +28 12190 0.82
3000 -5.5 -8.1 +7.3 ~ +6.7 -2.7 -0.3 -6.3 +1.3 -5.2 -30.3 -2.7 +26 12191 0.82
4500 -6.4 -12.4 +3.2 ~ +2.2 -3.6 -0.1 -2.2 +0.5 -27.1 -30.3 -3.7 +26 12191 0.82
5250 -7.0 -14.4 -2.7 ~ -3.7 -6.5 -0.2 +3.9 +0.5 -6.0 -4.6 -4.0 +26 12190 0.82
B
la
de
C
re
ep
Li
fe
Clean -0.2 -0.5 +0.7 ~ +0.6 +2.0 ~ -0.7 +0.1 ~ +0.4 -0.1 +3 10700 0.79
3000 -1.3 -6.5 +2.1 ~ +1.6 +1.3 ~ -1.6 +0.3 +6.9 -0.9 -1.1 +6 10822 0.81
4500 -1.4 -4.2 -2.7 ~ -3.5 +3.2 ~ +3.6 +0.5 +4.7 -26.9 -0.8 +20 10700 0.79
5250 -0.2 -6.1 -6.9 ~ -7.8 +6.0 ~ +8.5 +1.3 +4.7 ~ -1.2 +1 10700 0.79
B
la
de
Fa
tig
ue
Li
fe Clean -2.8 -8.4 +3.1 ~ +3.1 -1.6 ~ -3.0 +0.5 +7.4 -2.7 -1.8 +16 11402 0.82
3000 -2.8 +0.8 +5.4 ~ +4.8 -2.2 ~ -4.6 +0.5 +0.4 -3.3 -0.9 +18 11808 0.79
4500 -1.4 ~ -2.3 ~ -3.1 +0.8 ~ +0.1 +0.4 -21.7 -27.9 -0.7 +3 10924 0.79
5250 +0.3 +10.9 -7.2 ~ -8.1 +2.3 ~ +8.9 +0.3 +1.4 ~ +1.2 ~ 10867 0.79
B
la
de
O
xi
da
tio
n
Li
fe
Clean +2.3 +18.8 -0.7 ~ -0.7 +1.1 ~ +0.7 -0.2 -6.5 +1.5 +2.7 -4 10668 0.75
3000 +3.0 +21.9 ~ ~ -0.5 +1.1 ~ +0.5 -0.4 +2.6 +1.7 +3.3 -3 10680 0.74
4500 +2.5 +22.4 -3.7 ~ -4.5 +2.2 -0.1 +4.7 ~ -26.5 -25.3 +3.0 -3 10668 0.75
5250 +1.0 +11.9 -8.1 ~ -9.0 +1.4 ~ +10.0 ~ ~ ~ +0.9 -4 10677 0.75
D
is
c
C
re
ep
Li
fe
Clean -5.0 -7.7 +5.6 ~ +5.5 -2.9 -0.1 -5.3 +1.1 -5.0 -3.8 -2.5 +29 12190 0.82
3000 -5.5 -8.1 +7.3 ~ +6.7 -2.7 -0.1 -6.3 +1.2 -5.2 -4.7 -1.4 +26 12190 0.82
4500 -6.4 -12.4 +3.2 ~ +2.2 -3.6 -0.1 -2.2 +1.3 -27.1 -30.3 -3.7 +26 12190 0.82
5250 -3.2 -17.9 -7.1 ~ -8.0 +4.3 -0.1 +8.8 +1.6 -8.6 -1.9 -3.0 +6 10697 0.82
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2. The fuel burn optimised trajectory operates at a higher maximum cruise
temperature than the baseline. The maximum cruise TET rises by +28K.
The higher temperature results in an increase in the total engine severity,
largely due to an increase in the steady state severity by +5.3%.
3. The higher blade creep and blade oxidation damage fractions
demonstrated by the optimised trajectory shorten the HPT blade creep
life and blade oxidation life. The disc creep life benefits from the lower
disc creep damage fraction. The slightly higher cyclic damage marginally
reduces the fatigue life. After 5250cycles, the trajectory has a reduced
blade oxidation damage fraction which translates into a reduction in
steady state severity by -2.7%, hence the better blade oxidation life.
4. The fuelburn optimised trajectory burns less fuel which contributes to a
reduction in the cost of fuel and reduces the DOC
5. The optimised trajectory is executed with a high speed initial climb which
increases the ICAO LTO. The flight NOx benefits from the reduction in
fuel burn during cruise. After 3000cycles, the low power settings at climb
benefit the ICAO LTO NOx. After 4500cycles, the ICAO LTO and flight
NOx emissions benefit from a slower speed climb and descent. After
5250cycles, the ICAO LTO NOx benefit from the slower climb and the
flight NOx has added benefit from the reduced fuel burn at descent.
8.3.3.3 Blade Creep Life Optimised Trajectory
The results for the clean, after 3000, 4500 and 5250 cycles from the London
– Abu Dhabi route blade creep life optimised trajectory are summarised in table
8.7. The main conclusions drawn from these results are summarised as below.
In cases where the main conclusions were found to be the same, only the
discussions for the clean engine are presented, and only where discrepancies
exist has a summary and discussion been explicitly provided for the 3000, 4500
and 5250cycles. :
1. The blade creep life optimised trajectory is flown at a low power climb, a
comparable cruise altitude and cruise speed and a shallow initial
descent. This reduces the time and fuel burn at climb and cruise. The
savings accrued during the climb and cruise phase dominate and
outweigh the increase during descent and benefit the mission fuel burn.
2. The blade creep life optimised trajectory operates at a higher maximum
cruise temperature than the baseline. The maximum cruise TET rises
marginally by +3K. The higher temperature results in an increase in the
total engine severity, largely due to an increase in the steady state
severity by +0.7% (due to a higher blade oxidation damage fraction).
After 4500 and 5250cycles, the severity reduces due to a reduction in the
steady state severity, a result of lower blade oxidation damage.
3. The higher blade oxidation damage fraction demonstrated by the
optimised trajectory shortens the HPT blade oxidation life. The blade
creep life and disc creep life benefit from the lower blade creep and disc
creep damage fractions. The cyclic damage is unchanged hence no
change in the fatigue life. After 4500 and 5250cycles, the lower blade
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creep, disc creep and oxidation damage fractions contribute to give a
better blade creep, blade oxidation and disc creep lives.
4. The blade creep life optimised trajectory burns less fuel which contributes
to a reduction in the cost of fuel and reduces the DOC
5. The flight NOx is more due to a long shallow descent which burns more
fuel. After 3000cycles, the flight NOx benefits from the reduction in cruise
fuel burn. After 4500cycles, the flight NOx benefits from the low thrust
settings at climb and initial descent.
8.3.3.4 Blade Fatigue Life Optimised Trajectory
The results for the clean, after 3000, 4500 and 5250 cycles from the London
– Abu Dhabi route blade fatigue life optimised trajectory are summarised in
table 8.7. The main conclusions drawn from these results are summarised as
below. In cases where the main conclusions were found to be the same, only
the discussions for the clean engine are presented, and only where
discrepancies exist has a summary and discussion been explicitly provided for
the 3000, 4500 and 5250cycles.
1. The blade fatigue life optimised trajectory is flown at a high speed climb, a
higher cruise altitude and faster cruise speed and a steep initial descent.
The benefit from the reduced fuel burn at cruise dominates the increase
during climb and descent giving benefit to the mission fuel burn.
2. The blade fatigue life optimised trajectory operates at a higher maximum
cruise temperature than the baseline. The maximum cruise TET rises by
+16K. The higher temperature results in an increase in the total engine
severity, largely due to an increase in the steady state severity by +3.1%
(due to higher blade creep and blade oxidation damage fractions). After
4500 and 5250cycles, the total severity is less because there is a
reduction in the steady state severity due to lower blade creep, blade
oxidation and disc creep damage fractions.
3. The higher blade creep and blade oxidation damage fractions
demonstrated by the optimised trajectory shorten the HPT blade creep
and blade oxidation life. The disc creep life benefits from the lower disc
creep damage fractions. The cyclic damage is unchanged hence no
change in the fatigue life. After 4500 and 5250cycles, the lower blade
creep, blade oxidation and disc creep damage fractions give better life.
4. The blade fatigue life optimised trajectory burns less fuel which
contributes to a reduction in the cost of fuel and reduces the DOC. After
5250cycles, the optimised trajectory demonstrates a higher fuel burn
which translates into higher fuel costs and DOC.
5. The optimised trajectory is executed with a climb at high power settings
which increases the ICAO LTO NOx. The flight NOx benefits from the
reduced fuel burn achieved during the higher altitude and high speed.
After 4500cycles, the ICAO LTO NOx benefits from a low speed climb.
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8.3.3.5 Blade Oxidation Life Optimised Trajectory
The results for the clean, after 3000, 4500 and 5250 cycles from the London
– Abu Dhabi route blade oxidation life optimised trajectory are summarised in
table 8.7. The main conclusions drawn from these results are summarised as
below. In cases where the main conclusions were found to be the same, only
the discussions for the clean engine are presented, and only where
discrepancies exist has a summary and discussion been explicitly provided for
the 3000, 4500 and 5250cycles.
1. The blade oxidation life optimised trajectory burns more fuel because the
trajectory is executed with a faster climb to ToC for less fuel burn, a
slower and longer cruise segment and more fuel burn and a longer and
slower descent at more fuel burn. The fuel penalty at cruise and descent
outweighs the gain in climb.
2. The blade creep life optimised trajectory operates at a lower maximum
cruise temperature (-4K) than the baseline. The lower temperatures
result in a reduction in the total engine severity, largely due to a decrease
in the steady state severity by -0.7%.
3. The reduction in the steady state severity is due to the contribution of the
blade creep and blade oxidation damage fractions, which give a better
HPT blade creep life and blade oxidation life.
4. The blade oxidation life optimised trajectory burns more fuel which
contributes to an increase in the cost of fuel and in the operating costs
5. The optimised trajectory executes the climb at low speed and low thrust
settings which translate into a reduction in the ICAO LTO NOx. The flight
NOx is more due to the increase in the cruise and descent fuel burn (and
NOx) which outweigh the reduction gained during climb. After
3000cycles, the ICAO LTO NOx rises due to the high power settings and
speeds at climb. After 4500cycles, the flight NOx benefits from a
reduction in the climb and descent fuel burn as well as the lower cruise
temperatures.
8.3.3.6 Disc Creep Life Optimised Trajectory
The results for the clean, after 3000, 4500 and 5250 cycles from the London
– Abu Dhabi route disc creep life optimised trajectory are summarised in table
8.7. The main conclusions drawn from these results are summarised as below.
In cases where the main conclusions were found to be the same, only the
discussions for the clean engine are presented, and only where discrepancies
exist has a summary and discussion been explicitly provided for the 3000, 4500
and 5250cycles.
1. The disc creep life optimised trajectory is flown at a higher cruise altitude
and faster cruise speed. This reduces the time at cruise and the fuel
burn. The savings accrued during the cruise phase dominate the
increase during climb and descent and give benefit to the flight time and
the mission fuel burn.
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2. The fuel burn optimised trajectory operates at a higher maximum cruise
temperature than the baseline. The maximum cruise TET rises by +29K.
The higher temperature results in an increase in the total engine severity,
largely due to an increase in the steady state severity by +5.6%. After
5250cycles, the optimised trajectory is executed in less flight time and
marginally higher cruise temperatures (+6K) resulting in a reduction in
steady state severity by -7.1%.
3. The higher blade creep and blade oxidation damage fractions
demonstrated by the optimised trajectory shorten the HPT blade creep
life and blade oxidation life. The disc creep life benefits from the lower
disc creep damage fraction. The slightly higher cyclic damage marginally
reduces the fatigue life. After 5250cycles, the blade creep and blade
oxidation damage fractions are lower hence the better blade creep life
and blade oxidation life.
4. The fuelburn optimised trajectory burns less fuel which contributes to a
reduction in the cost of fuel and reduces the DOC
5. The optimised trajectory is executed with a low speed climb which
reduces the ICAO LTO NOx. The flight NOx benefits from the reduction
in fuel burn during cruise.
8.4 Summary and Conclusions
The main aim of this chapter was to present the results of aircraft trajectory
optimisation assessments carried out on a short to medium range aircraft
similar to the Boeing 737-800 aircraft powered by a CFM56-7B27. The first part
of the chapter involved defining the aircraft trajectory to be optimised.
Assessments were made on three routes (London - Madrid, London - Ankara
and London – Abu Dhabi) to assess the trade-offs between fuel burn and
engine life optimised aircraft trajectories. These were presented in the second
part of the chapter with the aid of several case studies.
The case studies were conducted on the CUCCTF engine model and
CUSMSA aircraft model described in chapter 2. The case studies were
conducted along each route for a clean engine and after 3000, 4500 and
5250cycles.
A baseline performance was established for each route to enable
comparison and have a point of reference. It was assumed by matching it to the
payload range performance of the Boeing 737-800 after which it was modelled.
Changes were made to the health parameters so as to model the effects of
engine degradation. A generic multi-disciplinary integration framework coupled
with an optimiser was used to make techno-economic preliminary assessments
to enable the analyses to be made. The models used were validated as
described in chapters 2, 3, 4 and 5.
An important factor to note when analysing the results, is that the numerical
values presented here are not definitive (or absolute), but rather relative and
indicative for the purpose of showing the trade-offs between fuel burn optimised
and engine life optimised trajectories.
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The fuel burn optimised trajectories were found to be at higher operating
temperatures with reduced blade (creep, fatigue and oxidation) lives. In
particular, for London–Madrid, the blade creep and blade oxidation lives for the
clean engine were found to reduce by -3.4% and -2.1% respectively. The blade
oxidation life optimised trajectories demonstrated an increase in fuel burn of
+3.6% and +4.9% for London–Madrid and London–Ankara respectively. The
blade creep life optimised trajectories for London–Abu Dhabi were found to
benefit from less fuel burn during climb. The disc creep life optimised
trajectories showed benefit in fuel burn for London–Ankara and London–Abu
Dhabi.
The conclusions from the study are:
 Fuel burn optimised trajectories have a negative effect on the blade life
due to creep, fatigue and oxidation due to higher maximum temperatures.
However, the reduction in fuel burn dominates the drop in life to benefit
the operating costs
 Optimising for blade creep life benefits the fuel burn for London–Abu
Dhabi due to less fuel burn at climb
 The blade oxidation life optimised trajectories are detrimental to the fuel
burn due to slower cruise speeds and more time spent at cruise and
descent
 The disc creep life optimised trajectories benefit the fuel burn for London
– Ankara and London–Abu Dhabi due to higher altitudes and less fuel
burn at cruise. .
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Figures for Chapter 8
Figure 8.1: Multi-disciplinary optimisation framework.
Figure 8.2: Baseline trajectory profiles for each chosen representative route.
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a) b)
c) d)
Figure 8.3: London – Madrid Optimised flight trajectories a) clean b)
3000cycles c) 4500cycles and d) 5250cycles
Figure 8.4: London – Madrid Flight mission fuelburn for the baseline (clean),
3000, 4500 and 5250cycles of operation.
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Figure 8.5: London – Madrid Total severity for the baseline (clean), 3000, 4500
and 5250cycles of operation.
a) b)
c) d)
Figure 8.6: London – Madrid HPT Life for the clean engine a) blade creep b)
disc creep c) blade fatigue d) blade oxidation.
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a) b)
c) d)
Figure 8.7: London – Madrid HPT Life for the 3000cycles engine a) blade creep
b) disc creep c) blade fatigue d) blade oxidation.
a) b)
c) d)
Figure 8.8: London – Madrid HPT Life for the 4500cycles engine a) blade creep
b) disc creep c) blade fatigue d) blade oxidation.
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a) b)
c) d)
Figure 8.9: London – Madrid HPT Life for the 5250cycles engine a) blade creep
b) disc creep c) blade fatigue d) blade oxidation.
Figure 8.10: London – Madrid Engine DOC per flight for the baseline (clean),
3000, 4500 and 5250cycles of operation.
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a) b)
Figure 8.11: London – Madrid: a) ICAO LTO NOx and b) Total flight NOx for
the baseline (clean), 3000, 4500 and 5250cycles of operation.
a) b)
c) d)
Figure 8.12: London – Ankara Optimised flight trajectories a) clean b)
3000cycles c) 4500cycles and d) 5250cycles
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Figure 8.13: London – Ankara Flight mission fuelburn for the baseline (clean),
3000, 4500 and 5250cycles of operation.
Figure 8.14: London – Ankara Total severity for the baseline (clean), 3000,
4500 and 5250cycles of operation.
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a) b)
c) d)
Figure 8.15: London – Ankara HPT Life for the clean engine a) blade creep b)
disc creep c) blade fatigue d) blade oxidation.
a) b)
c) d)
Figure 8.16: London – Ankara HPT Life for the 3000cycles engine a) blade
creep b) disc creep c) blade fatigue d) blade oxidation.
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a) b)
c) d)
Figure 8.17: London – Ankara HPT Life for the 4500cycles engine a) blade
creep b) disc creep c) blade fatigue d) blade oxidation.
a) b)
c) d)
Figure 8.18: London – Ankara HPT Life for the 5250cycles engine a) blade
creep b) disc creep c) blade fatigue d) blade oxidation.
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Figure 8.19: London – Ankara Engine DOC per flight (relative to the baseline)
for the optimised baseline (clean), 3000, 4500 and 5250cycles.
a) b)
Figure 8.20: London – Ankara a) ICAO LTO NOx and b) Total flight NOx for the
baseline (clean), 3000, 4500 and 5250cycles.
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a) b)
c) d)
Figure 8.21: London – Abu Dhabi Optimised flight trajectories a) clean b)
3000cycles c) 4500cycles and d) 5250cycles.
Figure 8.22: London – Abu Dhabi Flight mission fuelburn (relative to the
baseline) for the optimised baseline (clean), 3000, 4500 and 5250cycles.
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Figure 8.23: London – Abu Dhabi Total severity for the baseline (clean), 3000,
4500 and 5250cycles of operation.
a) b)
c) d)
Figure 8.24: London – Abu Dhabi HPT Life for the clean engine a) blade creep
b) disc creep c) blade fatigue d) blade oxidation.
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a) b)
c) d)
Figure 8.25: London – Abu Dhabi HPT Life for the 3000cycles engine a) blade
creep b) disc creep c) blade fatigue d) blade oxidation.
a) b)
c) d)
Figure 8.26: London – Abu Dhabi HPT Life for the 4500cycles engine a) blade
creep b) disc creep c) blade fatigue d) blade oxidation.
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a) b)
c) d)
Figure 8.27: London – Abu Dhabi HPT Life for the 5250cycles engine a) blade
creep b) disc creep c) blade fatigue d) blade oxidation.
Figure 8.28: London – Abu Dhabi Engine DOC per flight for the baseline
(clean), 3000, 4500 and 5250cycles of operation.
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a) b)
Figure 8.29: London – Abu Dhabi a) ICAO LTO NOx and b) Total flight NOx for
the optimised trajectories for the baseline (clean), 3000, 4500 and 5250cycles
of operation.
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Chapter 9
Conclusions and Recommendations
9.1 Introduction
Aircraft contribute to the ever increasing concentrations of pollutant gases in
the atmosphere by emitting greenhouse gases and other pollutant emissions.
The continuous growth of air transport has raised concerns about global aircraft
fuel consumption, emissions and noise. Industry’s concentrated effort to
improve thermal efficiency and better fuel efficiency has led to higher overall
pressure ratios and turbine entry temperatures. However, with the anticipated
growth of air transport, global aircraft fuel consumption and emissions are
expected to increase every year. The challenge to industry is to provide
economic, safe and environmentally-friendly air travel in the face growing
demand for air transport.
In response to the challenge and environmental impact of a growing market,
international organisations such as ACARE and ICAO have set up challenging
goals for 2020 (and 2050) and identified ways to best reduce the impact of
aircraft operations. The environmental targets aim to: reduce CO2 emissions by
50% (75%), reduce NOx emissions by 80% (90%) and reduce perceived noise
by 50% (65%). Achieving these goals poses significant technical challenges
requiring that trade-offs be addressed. Research has indicated that to achieve
these targets will require contribution from technological improvements,
improved asset management and operational efficiency and greener
manufacturing and recycling processes including transportation. Implementing
some of these resolutions presents a range of challenges and further advances
may come with high development costs. Operational improvements are a most
readily implementable contributor to achieving the ACARE targets. They are
financially viable, cost effective and competitive for existing engines and aircraft.
One option of operational improvements is aircraft trajectory optimisation.
In the context of increasing fuel costs and the competitive nature of the
airline industry profitability and safety are critical for sustainability. Direct
operating costs become of concern to both the manufacturer (OEM) and the
airline, thus raising the need for the assessment of the engine and aircraft at
mission level and the optimising of operational procedures. Making profit is the
perspective for both the OEM and the airliners.
This research falls under asset management and involves aircraft trajectory
optimisation. Most aircraft trajectory optimisation studies concentrate on
optimising fuel burn, emissions and noise. The aim of this research was to
assess the implications of airport severity on engine life consumption and
aircraft performance. Another important aspect and aim of this work was to
assess and quantify the trade-offs between mission fuel burn and engine life
optimised operations and the implications on operating costs when considering
the effects of engine degradation.
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The major achievements of this work are summarised in this chapter. The
main conclusions are provided and consist of general conclusions from the work
as well as those that are specific to and reflect the contribution to knowledge.
The limitations of the work and directions for further study are included.
9.2 Achievements
The work presented in this thesis is a contribution towards optimising fuel
burn and emissions and reducing the environmental impact and noise in the
way an aircraft manages its trajectory. The contribution to knowledge from this
research is a) the assessment of the impact of airport severity factors on engine
life consumption and aircraft performance and b) the assessment and
quantification of the change in engine life consumption when optimising for flight
mission fuel burn and the change in flight mission fuel burn when optimising for
engine life consumption. The influence of engine component degradation and
the changes to the direct operating costs and emissions were also assessed.
Therefore, the main areas of focus in this study have been: analysis of
aircraft severity factors and mission fuel burn and engine life optimisation, and
these are found in chapters 7 and 8.
The trade-offs between mission fuel burn and engine life optimised
trajectories are presented for a clean (new) engine for three routes (London–
Madrid, London–Ankara and London–Abu Dhabi). The engine life was
calculated in terms of the HPT blade and disc life due to creep, fatigue and
oxidation failure modes. Mission fuel burn and engine life trajectory optimisation
assessments were conducted to incorporate the effects of degradation after
3000, 4500 and 5250cycles of operation. Further assessments were made
linking aircraft performance to airport severity factors for the clean engine and
after 3000cycles and after 5250cycles for the hot desert conditions of Abu
Dhabi, Cairo and Riyadh International airports. A multi-disciplinary framework
combining various theoretical models and coupled to an optimiser was
developed to make techno-economic environmental risk assessments at
mission level. Each model was verified and validated. The models making up
the framework are: engine and aircraft performance, emissions prediction, lifing
analysis and economics. A GA optimiser was integrated to the framework.
Initial assessments were conducted for the a) airport severity factors to
establish the performance for a baseline mission and for a degraded engine
after 3000cycles of operation and b) optimisation assessments to establish the
performance for the baseline mission for each route and for a degraded engine
after 3000, 4500 and 5250cycles of operation. The engine and aircraft
performance results have concurred (with literature) that when compared with
the relevant baseline, the degraded cases incur a rise in the severity (severity is
described in section 7.2) due to a needed increase in the maximum operating
temperature for the required thrust performance. The fuel burn also rises
consequentially and translates into an increase in flight costs. Due to the higher
levels of severity with degradation, the remaining useful life becomes
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increasingly shorter with longer cycles of operation and is always less for the
higher levels of degradation.
9.3 Conclusions and Discussions
9.3.1 Airport Severity Factors
Aircraft take-off from a variety of geographical locations each demanding a
different set off operational strategies and power settings for the same TO
requirements. These changes in ‘thrust requirements’ will influence the engine’s
damage fractions and operational costs which are of concern to both the engine
manufacturer and the operator. In recognition of this, the first aim of this study
was to assess the influence of airport severity factors on the engine life
consumption and aircraft performance. Airport severity estimation can serve as
an aid when making decisions on operational strategies around different
airports. In the context of this work, the airport severity factors were defined as
those factors that influence the aircraft performance and the rate of engine life
usage. To achieve the aim mentioned above, the studies were conducted in two
parts:
 Parametric studies to relate severity to operational parameters such as
TO derate, OAT, altitude and the environment.
 Airport factors to relate severity and aircraft performance with taking off
from different airports.
A baseline performance was established to enable comparison and have a
point of reference. It was assumed by matching it to the payload range
performance of the Boeing 737-800 after which it was modelled. Changes were
made to the health parameters so as to model the effects of engine
degradation. The research question was “How do airport severity factors
influence the engine’s life consumption and aircraft performance?” Outlined in
the following sections is what the results show.
9.3.1.1 Operational Factors
Parametric analyses were carried out by varying the TO derate from 0% to
30%, altitude from 0m to 1500m and OAT from -20oC to +20oC. The reference
airport was assumed at 0% derate and ISA SLS (15oC OAT and sea level). The
baseline trajectory was assumed for a clean engine TO from the reference
airport on a flight mission range of 3000km.
9.3.1.1.1 Clean Engine Performance
 A clean engine TO from an airport 1500m above sea level requires a
+109K increase in operating temperatures to achieve the required TO
thrust. The results show that the consequences of such a rise in
operating temperatures is a +4.8% increase in severity and a +7.1%
increase in TO fuel burn. There is also negative impact to the blade
fatigue life and the blade oxidation life which reduce by -22.1% and -4%
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respectively. Despite these penalties, the results show that the climb fuel
burn is less by -12.4% and there is a small benefit of -0.5% on the flight
operating costs. Consequently the ICAO LTO NOx was found to be
harsh on the environment with an increase of +2.5%. The flight NOx was
however friendly on the environment, benefiting from the lower climb fuel
burn to reduce by -4.2%.
 A clean engine TO at an OAT deviation of +20oC requires a +102K rise in
operating temperatures, which was found to be detrimental to engine
severity, incurring a penalty of +6%. There is also a rise of +4.1% in TO
fuel burn and a drop in the blade fatigue life and blade oxidation life
which reduce by -30% and -5% respectively. Consequently the flight
operating costs rise by +0.3%.
 A clean engine TO at an OAT deviation of -20oC requires lower operating
temperatures by -103K to achieve the required TO performance. This
drop in temperatures gives benefit to engine severity which reduces by -
10.2%. Consequently the blade fatigue life and blade oxidation life
benefit, improving by +16.8% and +11.2% respectively. There is also a
beneficial drop of -4.2% in TO fuel burn and a marginal -0.1% in flight
operating costs is demonstrated. The lower operating temperatures
reduce the ICAO LTO and flight NOx by -9.3% and -0.8% respectively.
In concurrence with literature, the results have shown that derate can be
used to minimise engine component damage. A 30% derated engine was
found to have a -7.3% reduction in severity, due to a reduction of -181K
in the operating temperatures. Consequently there is benefit to the blade
fatigue and oxidation lives demonstrated by the derated engine, with
improvements of +15.3% and +7.8% respectively. The TO fuel burn
reduces by -37.5% with a small benefit of -0.2% in flight operating costs.
The derated engine is shown to be beneficial to the environment with the
ICAO LTO and flight NOx reducing by -9.3% and -0.8% respectively.
9.3.1.1.2 Degraded Engine Performance (After 3000 cycles)
It was found that the trends shown for the engine after 3000cylces were
similar to those of the clean engine albeit at higher levels of magnitude. The
engine operating temperatures are higher, having increased by +54K. In turn
the engine severity and mission fuel burn increase by +56.8% and +3.5%
respectively, translating into a rise of +1.2% in DOC.
In view of the findings from the parametric analyses, the conclusions are that
the effects of derate, OAT and altitude on severity and aircraft performance
cannot be ignored. High OATs and altitudes incur high damage fractions which
greatly impact on the engine component life and related maintenance costs and
engine availability. It is evident from the observations that derating an engine
during TO would be beneficial to both the operator and the manufacturer when
flying from airports at high OATs and high altitude. In the context of the power
by hour contracts, and higher maintenance costs per hour, airliners may use TO
derate to lower the engine operating temperatures and EGTs and minimise the
damage to the engine thus prolong the engine time on wing and save on costs.
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In the case of the manufacturers, they may use the flat rating concept at TO to
prevent the EGT from continually rising with increasing OAT thereby preventing
severe damage to the engine and prolonging time on wing. Since derate gives
better engine component life and burns less fuel, it may be employed by
airliners to increase savings on fuel costs. However since the results show a
benefit of 0.2% for a 30% derated engine for the mission range assessed, such
savings would be significantly beneficial against the impact of increasing fuel
costs and large aircraft fleets. At today’s jet fuel price of $2.92 per US gallon,
the 0.2% savings for the mission range assessed convert into an economic
value of approximately US$51000 per aircraft per year. Derate would also be
beneficial to aging and degraded engines, allowing them to operate at the
higher temperatures required to compensate for performance losses without
incurring severe damage and costs. This is evidenced by the results that show
a +20oC OAT with 30% derate has a downward shift of -4.3% and -0.4% in
severity and costs respectively in comparison to +20oC OAT with 0% derate.
9.3.1.2 Airport Severity
Investigations were carried out on seven specific airports (see table 7.3 in
chapter 7) such as Abu Dhabi, Cairo, Madrid, Dublin and Riyadh among others
to assess the influence of airport location and the environment on engine
severity. The baseline trajectory was assumed for a clean engine take-off from
the reference airport (0% derate, ISA SLS conditions). The TO airport was the
only variable in these case studies. The mission range of 3000km was assumed
for each flight, and the landing airports were assumed to have the same altitude
and OAT. The studies were carried out for a clean engine and for a degraded
engine after 3000cycles for all the airports without considering the type of
environment. A further step was taken to investigate the hot and sandy desert
conditions at airports such as Abu Dhabi, Cairo and Riyadh; for these airports.
A sensitivity study was conducted after 4500, 5250 and 6000cycles of operation
to determine which best represented the sandy desert conditions. The degraded
engine after 5250 cycles of operation was chosen based on methods used by
MRO providers and also on information available from references.
9.3.1.2.1 Clean Engine Performance
 A clean engine TO from Abu Dhabi International airport requires +68K
higher operating temperatures with great impact on severity and TO fuel
burn, causing an increase of +4.1% and +2.8% respectively.
Consequently the blade fatigue life and blade oxidation life reduce by -
19.4% and -3.7% respectively. TO from this airport has marginal impact
on the flight costs which change by +0.2%, which converts to
approximately US$39182 increase per aircraft per year.
 A clean engine TO from Ankara International airport requires +20K
higher operating temperatures, with negative impact on severity and TO
fuel burn, which increase by +1.2% and +2.4% respectively. A TO form
Ankara incurs little or no change to the blade fatigue (-0.4%) and blade
oxidation life respectively. There is however benefit to the climb fuel burn
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which reduces by -9.4%, giving a reduction in flight costs of -0.3% which
translates to savings of US$0.13million in flight operating costs per
aircraft per year.
 A clean engine TO from Beirut International airport requires +32K higher
operating temperatures, with negative impact on severity and TO fuel
burn, causing an increase of +2.2% and +1.3% respectively.
Consequently the blade fatigue life and blade oxidation life reduce by -
8.7% and -2% respectively. TO form this airport has shown little impact
on flight costs which change by approximately +0.1% which translates to
US$16315 increase in flight operating costs per aircraft per year.
 A clean engine TO from Cairo International airport requires +48K higher
operating temperatures with negative impact on severity and TO fuel
burn, which increase by +3% and +2% respectively. The blade fatigue
life and blade oxidation life reduce by -13% and -2.6% respectively. This
high altitude airport demonstrates benefit to the climb fuel burn, which
reduces by -6.2% to give a slight reduction in flight costs of -0.2% which
translates to savings of US$56750 in flight operating costs per aircraft
per year.
 A clean engine TO from Dublin International airport requires -22K lower
operating temperatures which reduces severity and TO fuel burn by -
1.8% and -0.8% respectively. The blade fatigue life and blade oxidation
life are better at this airport by +5.5% and +1.8% respectively. There is
little benefit on flight costs with a change of approximately -0.1% which
translates to savings of US$10241 in flight operating costs per aircraft
per year.
 A clean engine TO from London Heathrow International airport requires -
40K lower operating temperatures, with great benefit to severity and TO
fuel burn, which reduce by -3.4% and -1.6% respectively. The blade
fatigue life and blade oxidation life are better by +9.1% and +3.4%
respectively. There is however little impact on flight costs which have a
discrepancy of approximately -0.1%, which translates to savings of
US$16217 in flight operating costs per aircraft per year..
 A clean engine TO from Madrid Barajas International airport requires
+50K higher operating temperatures, with negative impact on severity
and TO fuel burn, which increase by +2.5% and +3% respectively. The
blade fatigue life and blade oxidation life reduce by -10.6% and -2.2%
respectively. There is however benefit to the climb fuel burn, which
reduces by -6.2% to give a slight benefit to flight costs of -0.3%, which
approximates to US$64157 in flight operating costs per aircraft per year.
 A clean engine TO from Riyadh International airport requires +89K
higher operating temperatures, with negative impact on severity and TO
fuel burn, which increase by +4.6% respectively. The blade fatigue life
and blade oxidation life reduce by -22.1% and -3.9% respectively. There
is however benefit to the climb fuel burn, which reduces by -6.2% to give
a slight benefit to flight costs of -0.2%, which approximates to US$38379
in flight operating costs per aircraft per year..
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9.3.1.2.2 Degraded Engine Performance
 As with the operational factors assessments, the degraded engines
displayed similar performance trends to the clean engine, with the
difference being in higher magnitudes and less useful engine component
life for the degraded cases. The results show that a TO from Abu Dhabi
International airport after 3000cycles incurs a +1.5% increase in flight
costs which converts to approximately US$0.38million per aircraft per
year. The blade fatigue life and blade oxidation life reduce by -37.7% and
-38.7% respectively The assessments after 5250cycles (to simulate the
hot desert conditions) have shown that the sandy desert conditions are
harsh on the engine’s health and fuel burn performance, and a large
penalty is paid in flight operating costs which have a discrepancy of +6%
for a TO from Abu Dhabi. This +6% discrepancy converts into an
economical value of approximately US$1.49million per aircraft per year.
The blade fatigue life and blade oxidation life reduce by -61.4% and -
78.7% respectively.
 A TO from Ankara International airport with an engine after 3000cycles is
shown to incur a discrepancy of +0.9% (US$0.18million) in flight
operating costs per aircraft per year. The blade fatigue life and blade
oxidation life reduce by -17.5% and -36.6% respectively.
 A TO from Beirut International airport with an engine after 3000cycles is
shown to incur a discrepancy of +1.35% (US$0.34million) in flight
operating costs per aircraft per year. The blade fatigue life and blade
oxidation life reduce by -26.7% and -37.7% respectively.
 A TO from Cairo International airport with an engine after 3000cycles
incurs a +1.1% (US$0.27million) penalty in operating costs per aircraft
per year. The blade fatigue life and blade oxidation life reduce by -31.4%
and -38.2% respectively. The assessments after 5250cycles show a TO
from Cairo incurs a large penalty in flight operating costs which have a
discrepancy of +5.1% which converts into an economical value of
approximately US$1.28million per aircraft per year. The blade fatigue life
and blade oxidation life reduce by -56.7% and -77.4% respectively.
 A TO from Dublin International airport with an engine after 3000cycles is
shown to incur a discrepancy of +1.2% (US$0.30million) in flight
operating costs per aircraft per year. The blade fatigue life and blade
oxidation life reduce by -9.7% and -35.4% respectively.
 A TO from London Heathrow International airport with an engine after
3000cycles is shown to incur a discrepancy of +1.1% (US$0.29million) in
flight operating costs per aircraft per year. The blade fatigue life and
blade oxidation life reduce by -4.5% and -38.5% respectively.
 A TO from Madrid Barajas International airport with an engine after
3000cycles is shown to incur a discrepancy of +1.35% (US$0.22million)
in flight operating costs per aircraft per year. The blade fatigue life and
blade oxidation life reduce by -28.6% and -34.3% respectively.
 A TO from Riyadh International airport with an engine after 3000cycles is
shown to incur a discrepancy of +0.7% (US$0.20million) in flight
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operating costs per aircraft per year. The blade fatigue life and blade
oxidation life reduce by -40.2% and -37.9% respectively. The
assessments after 5250cycles show a TO from Riyadh incurs a large
penalty in flight operating costs which have a discrepancy of +5.3%
which converts into an economical value of approximately
US$1.35million per aircraft per year. The blade fatigue life and blade
oxidation life reduce by -64.9% and -77.7% respectively.
9.3.2 Flight Mission Fuel Burn and Engine Life Optimised
Aircraft Trajectories
The operation of an airline is extremely cost and cash intensive, and in the
context of increasing fuel costs and the competitive nature of the airline
industry, operating costs are an important concern to airliners and engine
OEMs. A key to reducing lower operating costs is minimising the amount of fuel
burn, and flying the optimum trajectory in terms of fuel burn becomes
paramount since it translates as a saving in DOC.
According to [3] (in chapter 7), engine MRO is the highest contributor to the
cost of aircraft MRO, and Aircraft MRO is a major cost driver behind flight
operations. It is imperative therefore to better understand from an operator’s
perspective how the optimal solutions for minimising fuel burn and protecting
the environment will impact on the engine useful life and engine operating
costs. In recognition of these factors, the second aim of this study was the
assessment and quantification of the trade-offs between the optimal solutions
for fuel burn and engine life.
The optimisation studies were conducted for a full flight trajectory. The
main variables were the flight altitude and aircraft speed. The optimisation
objectives were a) to minimise mission fuel burn and b) to maximise engine life
due to creep, fatigue and oxidation. Three mission ranges corresponding to city
pairs were chosen for the case studies: London – Madrid (674nm), London –
Ankara (1569nm) and London – Abu Dhabi (2981nm). A baseline was chosen
and its performance established to enable comparison and have a point of
reference. The baseline performance was closely matched to the payload range
performance of the Boeing 737-800 aircraft. The assessments were conducted
for a clean engine configuration and after 3000, 4500 and 5250cycles of
operation. The multi-disciplinary framework used in the airport severity case
studies, coupled with an optimiser was used. The results showing the trade-offs
between mission fuel burn and engine life optimised trajectories are presented
in the following sections.
9.3.2.1 Clean Engine
London – Madrid
 The results show that compared to the baseline, the fuel burn optimised
trajectory demonstrates a reduction in mission fuel burn (-1.7%) at the
expense of a longer flight time (+1.4min), a shorter blade creep life (-
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3.4%) and a shorter blade oxidation life (-2.1%). The fuel burn optimised
trajectory is achieved at a lower cost per flight (-0.9%). The fuel
optimised trajectory is a high altitude high speed cruise, which achieves
the fuel efficiency of a higher altitude and benefits from a shorter time at
cruise. Operators use what is called a cost index (CI) to minimise
operating costs. This is the ratio of the time-related cost of an airplane
operation to the cost of fuel. Time related costs can be direct and hourly
or be fixed over a given period. Engines and airframes can be owned or
leased by the hour (e.g. power by hour total care packages) and flight
crew wages can be hourly based or fixed. Where direct time costs are
high, the CI is large and the operational strategy is to minimise time and
hence cost. In the case where costs are fixed, the CI is low and
operational strategy is to minimise fuel costs.
According to a study made for the optimal CI for a similar aircraft as
modelled, a shift to a lower CI (as is the case with the fuel burn optimised
trajectory) would impact on the mission by +3 minutes and the annual
airline fleet operating costs would increase by US$1,79 – $1,97million. In
contrast, the -0.9% savings in operating costs for the fuel burn optimised
trajectory would convert into annual savings of approximately US$28400
per flight at today’s fuel prices of US$2.92 per gallon. Assuming an
aircraft fleet of 50 would give annual savings of US$1.42million. This
indicates that the fuel burn optimised trajectory may be the preferred
choice for operators where fuel prices to rise significantly. A significant
rise in the cost of the total care packages and other time related costs
would require operators to decide whether they want the aircraft to fly
faster or slower. The fuel burn optimised trajectory, will have a significant
environmental impact due to a decrease in the ICAO LTO NOx (-5.6%)
emissions.
 In comparison, the results show that the blade creep life optimised
trajectory burns more fuel (+3.6%) and takes more mission time
(+9.7min) than the baseline. The blade creep life optimised trajectory
demonstrates a better blade creep life (+2.5%) and blade oxidation life
(+7.5%), with minimal change to the blade fatigue life and the disc creep
life. The blade creep life optimised trajectory is achieved at a greater cost
per flight (+3%) than the baseline, and has a higher environmental
impact in terms of more and more flight NOx (+1.6%). The +3% rise in
operating costs for the blade creep life optimised trajectory would convert
into an annual increase of approximately US$0.90million per flight.
Assuming that 3.16 kg CO2 is produced for every kg of fuel burnt, the
excess fuel burn would result in CO2 emissions of approximately 720
tonnes per year per aircraft. The flight time penalty would incur increase
in the time related costs.
 In comparison, the blade fatigue life optimised trajectory is shown to burn
marginally less fuel (-0.6%) and takes the same time as the baseline.
The blade fatigue life optimised trajectory demonstrates a better blade
creep life (+1.4%) and shorter blade oxidation life (-0.7%). The blade
fatigue life for the baseline was found to be the same as for the optimised
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trajectory. The disc creep life has minimal change. The blade fatigue life
optimised trajectory is achieved at a marginally lower cost per flight
(approximately by US$46500 annually per aircraft) than the baseline, and
emits marginally more flight NOx (+0.8%).
 In comparison the blade oxidation life optimised trajectory burns more
fuel (+3.8%) and takes more time (+7.6min) than the baseline. The blade
oxidation life optimised trajectory demonstrates a worse blade creep life
(-1.2%) and a better blade oxidation life (+7.6%). The blade fatigue life
for the baseline was found to be the same as for the optimised trajectory.
The disc creep life has marginal change. The blade oxidation life
optimised trajectory is achieved at a higher cost per flight (+2.5%) than
the baseline, and results in lower flight NOx (-1.2%) emissions. The
trajectory is achieved at the cost of US$0.76million annually. The excess
fuel converts to 785 tonnes of CO2 per year per aircraft.
 The results show that the disc creep life optimised trajectory burns
marginally more fuel (+0.3%) and takes more time (+3.4min) than the
baseline. The disc creep life optimised trajectory demonstrates a
marginally better blade creep life (+0.3%) and a better blade oxidation
life (+1.5%). The blade fatigue life for the baseline was found to be the
same as for the optimised trajectory. The disc creep life is marginally
changed. The disc creep life optimised trajectory is achieved at a
marginally higher cost per flight (approximately US$0.23million annually
per aircraft) than the baseline, and emits a lower ICAO LTO NOx (-6.7%)
and marginally lower flight NOx (-0.3%).
London – Ankara
 The results show that compared to the baseline, the fuel burn optimised
trajectory demonstrates a reduction in mission fuel burn (-4.6%) and
takes a shorter time (-4.4min). The fuel burn optimised trajectory has a
shorter blade creep life (-2.2%) and a shorter blade oxidation life (-3.8%).
The fuel burn optimised trajectory is achieved at a lower cost per flight (-
2%). The fuel optimised trajectory is a high altitude high speed cruise,
which achieves the fuel efficiency of a higher altitude and benefits from a
shorter time at cruise. The -2% savings in operating costs convert into
annual savings of approximately US$0.49million per flight at today’s fuel
prices of US$2.92 per gallon. Assuming an aircraft fleet of 50 would give
annual savings of US$24.3million. The less flight time implies a further
reduction in operating costs in the form of time related costs. This
indicates that the fuel burn optimised trajectory may be the preferred
choice for operators, with significant savings even in scenarios where the
fuel prices and time related costs rise significantly. The reduction in fuel
burn converts into an annual reduction of 1040 tonnes in CO2 per aircraft.
The fuel burn optimised trajectory, will have a significant environmental
impact due to lower flight NOx emissions (-2.3%) than the baseline.
 In comparison, the results show that the blade creep life optimised
trajectory burns more fuel (+4.9%) and takes more mission time (+22min)
than the baseline. The blade creep life optimised trajectory demonstrates
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a better blade creep life (+2.2%) and blade oxidation life (+4.3%), with
minimal change to the blade fatigue life and the disc creep life. The blade
creep life optimised trajectory is achieved at a greater cost per flight
(+4.8%) than the baseline, and emits more flight NOx (+2.8%). The
+4.8% rise in operating costs for the blade creep life optimised trajectory
converts into an annual increase of approximately US$1.2million per
aircraft. The excess fuel burn converts into approximately 1121 tonnes of
CO2 emissions per aircraft annually.
 In comparison, the results show that the blade fatigue life optimised
trajectory is the same trajectory as the clean engine fuel burn optimised.
 In comparison, the results show that the blade oxidation life optimised
trajectory burns more fuel (+5.9%) and takes more time (+25.3min) than
the baseline. The blade oxidation life optimised trajectory demonstrates a
better blade creep life (+2%) and a better blade oxidation life (+4.5%).
The blade fatigue life for the baseline was found to be the same as for
the optimised trajectory. The disc creep life has marginal change. The
blade oxidation life optimised trajectory is achieved at a higher cost per
flight (+5.6%) than the baseline, and emit more ICAO LTO NOx (+5.3%)
and flight NOx (+3.4%). This trajectory incurs a penalty of US$1.4million
plus time related costs annually. The excess fuel burn converts into
approximately 1344 tonnes of CO2 emissions per aircraft annually.
 In comparison, the results show that the disc creep life optimised
trajectory burns less fuel (-3.7%) and takes less time (-3.8min) than the
baseline. The disc creep life optimised trajectory demonstrates a shorter
blade creep life (-3.6%) and a shorter blade oxidation life (-3.5%). The
blade fatigue life was found to be marginally changed (-0.1%) and the
disc creep life by +0.5%. The disc creep life optimised trajectory is
achieved at lower cost per flight (-1.6%) than the baseline, and emits
lower ICAO LTO NOx (-5.7%) and lower flight NOx (-3%) emissions. The
reduction in fuel burn converts into approximately a reduction of 837
tonnes of CO2 emissions per aircraft annually.
London – Abu Dhabi
 The results show that compared to the baseline, the fuel burn optimised
trajectory demonstrates a reduction in mission fuel burn (-5.2%) and
takes less flight mission time (-10.1min). The fuel burn optimised
trajectory has a shorter blade creep life (-3%) and a shorter blade
oxidation life (-5%). The disc creep life is +1% more. The fuel burn
optimised trajectory is achieved at a lower cost per flight (-2.8%). The
fuel optimised trajectory is a high altitude high speed cruise, which
achieves the fuel efficiency of a higher altitude and benefits from a
shorter mission time. The -2.8% savings in operating costs convert into
annual savings of approximately US$0.60million per flight at today’s fuel
prices of US$2.92 per gallon. Assuming an aircraft fleet of 50 would give
annual savings of US$30million. The less flight time implies a further
reduction in operating costs in the form of time related costs. This
indicates that the fuel burn optimised trajectory may be the preferred
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choice for operators with savings in both fuel costs and time related costs
even against any significant rise in prices. The reduction in fuel burn
converts into an annual reduction of 1227 tonnes in CO2 emissions per
aircraft. The fuel burn optimised trajectory will have a significant
environmental impact due to lower ICAO LTO (-27.1%) and flight NOx (-
3.6%) emissions than the baseline.
 In comparison, the results show that the blade creep life optimised
trajectory burns marginally less fuel (-0.2%) and takes about the same
time as the baseline. The blade creep life optimised trajectory
demonstrates a better blade creep life (+2%) and a marginally shorter
blade oxidation life (-0.7%), with minimal change to the blade fatigue life
and the disc creep life. The blade creep life optimised trajectory is
achieved at a marginally lower cost per flight (-0.1%) than the baseline.
 In comparison, the results show that the blade fatigue life optimised
trajectory burns less fuel -2.8%) and takes less time (-8.4min) than the
baseline. The blade fatigue life optimised trajectory demonstrates a
shorter blade creep life (-1.6%) and shorter blade oxidation life (-3%).
The blade fatigue life for the baseline was found to be the same as for
the optimised trajectory. The disc creep life has minimal change. The
blade fatigue life optimised trajectory is achieved at a lower cost per flight
(approximately by US$0.39million annually per aircraft) than the
baseline, and emits more ICAO LTO (+7.4%) and less flight NOx (-1.8%).
 In comparison, the results show that the blade oxidation life optimised
trajectory burns more fuel (+2.3%) and takes more time (+18.8min) than
the baseline. The blade oxidation life optimised trajectory demonstrates a
better blade creep life (+1.1%) and a better blade oxidation life (+0.7%).
The blade fatigue life for the baseline was found to be the same as for
the optimised trajectory. The disc creep life has little change. The blade
oxidation life optimised trajectory is achieved at a higher cost per flight
(+2.7%) than the baseline. The trajectory demonstrates a better
environmental impact during the LTO cycle than across the whole flight,
emitting lower ICAO LTO NOx (-6.5%) and higher flight NOx (+1.5%)
emissions. This trajectory incurs a penalty of US$0.59million plus time
related costs annually. The excess fuel burn converts into approximately
552 tonnes of CO2 emissions per aircraft annually.
 In view of the findings from the disc creep life optimised trajectory
analysis, it was found that the disc creep life optimised trajectory burns
less fuel (-5%) and takes less time (-7.7min) than the baseline. The disc
creep life optimised trajectory demonstrates a shorter blade creep life (-
2.9%) and blade oxidation life (-5.3%). The blade fatigue life and disc
creep life were found to be largely unchanged. The disc creep life
optimised trajectory is achieved at a lower cost per flight (which
approximates to US$0.55million per aircraft annually) than the baseline.
The trajectory is more environmentally friendly, and emits lower ICAO
LTO NOx (-5%) and flight NOx (-3.8%). The reduction in fuel burn
converts into approximately a reduction of 837 tonnes of CO2 emissions
per aircraft annually.
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9.3.2.2 After 3000 cycles
London – Madrid
 The results show that compared to the non-optimised, the fuel burn
optimised trajectory demonstrates a reduction in mission fuel burn (-
2.3%) at the expense of a longer flight mission time (+1.5min). The fuel
burn optimised trajectory has a shorter blade creep life (-2.3%) and a
shorter blade oxidation life (-2%). The fuel burn optimised trajectory is
achieved at a lower cost per flight (-0.2%) than the non-optimised. The
fuel optimised trajectory is a high altitude high speed cruise, which
achieves the fuel efficiency of a higher altitude and benefits from a
shorter cruise time. The -0.2% savings in operating costs convert into
annual savings of approximately US$36406 per aircraft at today’s fuel
prices of US$2.92 per gallon. Assuming an aircraft fleet of 50 would give
annual savings of US$1.82million. The longer flight time implies a further
increase in operating costs in the form of time related costs. The results
indicate that the fuel burn optimised trajectory may be the preferred
choice for operators where fuel prices to rise significantly compared to
time related costs. The reduction in fuel burn converts into an annual
reduction of 482 tonnes in CO2 emissions per aircraft. The fuel burn
optimised trajectory is harsh on the environment in terms of higher ICAO
LTO NOx (+2.1%), but demonstrates a better environment performance
with flight NOx which is lower (-1.5%).
 In comparison, the results show that the blade creep life optimised
trajectory burns more fuel (+3.6%) and takes more mission time
(+9.9min) than the non-optimised. The blade creep life optimised
trajectory demonstrates a better blade creep life (+1.5%) and blade
oxidation life (+7.8%), with minimal change to the blade fatigue life and
the disc creep life. The blade creep life optimised trajectory is achieved
at a greater cost per flight (+3%) than the non-optimised, and has a
harsher environmental impact, emitting and more flight NOx (+0.8%).
The +3% rise in operating costs for the blade creep life optimised
trajectory would convert into an annual increase of approximately
US$0.92million per aircraft. The excess fuel burn would result in CO2
emissions of approximately 750 tonnes per aircraft annually. The flight
time penalty incurs an increase in time related costs.
 In comparison, the results show that the blade fatigue life optimised
trajectory burns marginally more fuel (+0.2%) and takes about the same
time as the non-optimised. The blade fatigue life optimised trajectory
demonstrates a marginally better blade creep life (+0.1%) and a shorter
blade oxidation life (-13.6%). The blade fatigue life for the optimised
trajectory was found to be the same as for the non-optimised. The disc
creep life has minimal change. The blade fatigue life optimised trajectory
is achieved at a marginally higher cost per flight (approximately by
US$78584 annually per aircraft) than the non-optimised, and is harsh on
the environment, emitting more ICAO LTO NOx (+4.4%).
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 In comparison, the results show the blade oxidation life optimised
trajectory burns more fuel (+3.7%) and takes marginally more time
(+0.7min) than the non-optimised. The blade oxidation life optimised
trajectory demonstrates a marginally better blade creep life (+0.5%) and
a better blade oxidation life (+8%). The blade fatigue life for the
optimised trajectory was found to be the same as for the non-optimised.
The disc creep life had marginal change. The blade oxidation life
optimised trajectory is achieved at a higher cost per flight (+2.6%) than
the non-optimised, which converts to approximately US$0.84million
annually per aircraft. The optimised trajectory demonstrates marginal
change to the ICAO LTO NOx (+0.8%). The excess fuel converts to 767
tonnes of CO2 per aircraft annually.
 In comparison, the results show the disc creep life optimised trajectory
burns marginally more fuel (+0.3%) and takes more time (+1.8min) than
the non-optimised. The disc creep life optimised trajectory demonstrates
a marginally better blade creep life (+0.7%) and blade oxidation life
(+0.3%). The blade fatigue life for the non-optimised was found to be the
same as for the optimised trajectory. The disc creep life is marginally
changed. The disc creep life optimised trajectory is achieved at a
marginally higher cost per flight (approximately US$83153 per aircraft
annually) than the baseline, and is environmentally friendly, emitting
lower ICAO LTO NOx (-2.7%) and flight NOx (-2.3%).
London – Ankara
 The results show that compared to the non-optimised, the fuel burn
optimised trajectory demonstrates a reduction in mission fuel burn (-
4.7%) and takes a shorter flight mission time (-3.6min). The fuel burn
optimised trajectory has a shorter blade creep life (-2.7%) and a shorter
blade oxidation life (-4.9%). The fuel burn optimised trajectory is
achieved at a lower cost per flight (-2.1%). The fuel optimised trajectory
is a high altitude high speed cruise, which achieves the fuel efficiency of
a higher altitude and benefits from a shorter time at cruise. The -4.7%
savings in operating costs convert into annual savings of approximately
US$0.49million per flight at today’s fuel prices of US$2.92 per gallon.
Assuming an aircraft fleet of 50 would give annual savings of
US$24.3million. The less flight time implies a further reduction in
operating costs in the form of time related costs. This indicates that the
fuel burn optimised trajectory may be the preferred choice for operators,
with significant savings even in scenarios where the fuel prices and time
related costs rise significantly. The reduction in fuel burn converts into an
annual reduction of 1120 tonnes in CO2 per aircraft. The fuel burn
optimised trajectory, will have a significant environmental impact due to
lower ICAO LTO (-3.1%) and flight NOx (-2.3%) emissions.
 In comparison, the results show the blade creep life optimised trajectory
burns more fuel (+3.5%) and takes more mission time (+17.5min) than
the non-optimised. The blade creep life optimised trajectory
demonstrates a better blade creep life (+1.4%) and blade oxidation life
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(+3.7%), with minimal change to the blade fatigue life and the disc creep
life. The blade creep life optimised trajectory is achieved at a greater cost
per flight (+3.7%) than the non-optimised, and emits marginally more
ICAO LTO (+0.3%) and more flight NOx (+2%). The +3.7% rise in
operating costs for the blade creep life optimised trajectory converts into
an annual increase of approximately US$0.93million per aircraft. The
excess fuel burn converts into approximately 825 tonnes of CO2
emissions per aircraft annually.
 In comparison, the results show the blade fatigue life optimised trajectory
burns more fuel (+2.9%) and takes more time (+19.9min) than the non-
optimised. The blade fatigue life optimised trajectory demonstrates a
shorter blade creep life -2.2%) and blade oxidation life (-5%). The blade
fatigue life for the optimised trajectory was found to be the same as for
the non-optimised. The disc creep life has marginal change. The blade
fatigue life optimised trajectory is achieved at a higher cost per flight
(approximately US$0.99million annually per aircraft) than the non-
optimised. The trajectory is not environmentally friendly, and emits more
flight NOx (+2%). The excess fuel burn converts into approximately 695
tonnes of CO2 annually per aircraft.
 In comparison, the results show the blade oxidation life optimised
trajectory burns more fuel (+6%) and takes more time (+25.3min) than
the non-optimised. The blade oxidation life optimised trajectory
demonstrates a better blade creep life (+0.9%) and a better blade
oxidation life (+4.3%). The blade fatigue life for the non-optimised was
found to be the same as for the optimised trajectory. The disc creep life
has marginal change. The blade oxidation life optimised trajectory is
achieved at a higher cost per flight (+5.5%) than the non-optimised,
which converts to approximately US$14million annually per aircraft. The
excess fuel converts to 1405 tonnes of CO2 per aircraft annually and is
harsh to the environment emitting more flight NOx (+4.4%).
 In comparison, the results show the disc creep life optimised trajectory
burns less fuel (-4.7%) and takes less time (-3.1min) than the non-
optimised. The disc creep life optimised trajectory demonstrates a
shorter blade creep life (-3.1%) and a shorter blade oxidation life (-4.5%).
The blade fatigue life was found to be marginally changed (-0.1%) and
the disc creep life by +0.7%. The disc creep life optimised trajectory is
achieved at lower cost per flight (approximately US$0.46million per
aircraft annually) than the non-optimised, and is environmentally friendly
demonstrating lower ICAO LTO NOx (-1.9%) and lower flight NOx (-
3.2%) emissions.
London – Abu Dhabi
 The results show that compared to the non-optimised, the fuel burn
optimised trajectory demonstrates a reduction in mission fuel burn (-
5.5%) and takes less time (-8.1min). The fuel burn optimised trajectory
has a shorter blade creep life (-2.7%) and blade oxidation life (-6.3%).
The disc creep life is more by +1%. The fuel burn optimised trajectory is
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achieved at a lower cost per flight (-2.8%). The -5.5% savings in
operating costs convert into annual savings of approximately
US$0.60million per aircraft at today’s fuel prices of US$2.92 per gallon.
Assuming an aircraft fleet of 50 would give annual savings of
US$30million. The longer flight time implies a further increase in
operating costs in the form of time related costs. The results indicate that
the fuel burn optimised trajectory may be the preferred choice for
operators where fuel prices to rise significantly compared to time related
costs. The reduction in fuel burn converts into an annual reduction of
1347 tonnes in CO2 emissions per aircraft. The fuel burn optimised
trajectory is friendly on the environment and emits less ICAO LTO (-
5.2%) and less flight NOx (-4.7%) emissions than the non-optimised.
 In comparison, the results show the blade creep life optimised trajectory
burns less fuel (-1.3%) and takes less time (-6.5min) than the non-
optimised. The blade creep life optimised trajectory demonstrates a
better blade creep life (+1.3%) and a shorter blade oxidation life (-1.6%),
with minimal change to the blade fatigue life and the disc creep life. The
blade creep life optimised trajectory is achieved at a marginally lower
cost per flight (-1.1%) than the non-optimised, and emits marginally less
ICAO LTO (-0.9%). The -1.1% benefit in operating costs for the blade
creep life optimised trajectory would convert into an annual reduction of
approximately US$0.24million per aircraft. The reduction in fuel burn
would result in CO2 emissions reduction of approximately 326 tonnes per
aircraft annually. The flight time reduction gives benefit to the time
related costs.
 In comparison, the results show the blade fatigue life optimised trajectory
burns less fuel (-2.8%) and takes about the same time as the non-
optimised. The blade fatigue life optimised trajectory demonstrates a
shorter blade creep life (-2.2%) and shorter blade oxidation life (-4.6%).
The blade fatigue life for the non-optimised was found to be the same as
for the optimised trajectory. The disc creep life had minimal change. The
blade fatigue life optimised trajectory is achieved at a lower cost per flight
(approximately by US$0.19million annually per aircraft) than the non-
optimised, and emits marginally more ICAO LTO (+0.4%) and less flight
NOx (-3.3%). The reduction in fuel burn would result in CO2 emissions
reduction of approximately 696 tonnes per aircraft annually.
 In comparison, the results show the blade oxidation life optimised
trajectory burns more fuel (+3%) and takes more time (+21.9min) than
the non-optimised. The blade oxidation life optimised trajectory
demonstrates a better blade creep life (+1.1%) and a marginally better
blade oxidation life (+0.5%). The blade fatigue life for the non-optimised
was found to be the same as for the optimised trajectory. The disc creep
life had marginal change. The blade oxidation life optimised trajectory is
achieved at a higher cost per flight (+3.3%) than the non-optimised,
which converts to approximately US$0.72million annually per aircraft.
The trajectory is not environmentally friendly with higher ICAO LTO NOx
(+2.6%) and flight NOx (+1.7%) emissions. The excess fuel converts to
729 tonnes of CO2 per aircraft annually.
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 In comparison, the results show the disc creep life optimised trajectory is
the same trajectory that gives the fuel burn optimum performance after
3000cycles.
9.3.2.3 After 4500cycles
London – Madrid
 The results show that compared to the non-optimised, the fuel burn
optimised trajectory demonstrates a reduction in mission fuel burn (-
1.8%) takes about the same flight time. The fuel burn optimised
trajectory has a shorter blade creep life (-3.3%) and a shorter blade
oxidation life (-4.8%). The fuel burn optimised trajectory is achieved at a
marginally lower cost per flight (-0.2%) and emits marginally higher ICAO
LTO NOx (+0.7%) and l flight NOx (+0.4%) emissions than the non-
optimised. The -0.2% savings in operating costs convert into annual
savings of approximately US$66500 per aircraft at today’s fuel prices of
US$2.92 per gallon. Assuming an aircraft fleet of 50 would give annual
savings of US$3.33million. The longer flight time implies a further
increase in operating costs in the form of time related costs. The results
indicate that the fuel burn optimised trajectory may be the preferred
choice for operators where fuel prices to rise significantly compared to
time related costs. The reduction in fuel burn converts into an annual
reduction of 389 tonnes in CO2 emissions per aircraft. The fuel burn
optimised trajectory is harsh on the environment in terms of higher ICAO
LTO NOx (+2.1%), but demonstrates a better environment performance
with flight NOx which is lower (-1.5%).
 In comparison, the results show the blade creep life optimised trajectory
burns more fuel (+3%) and takes more mission time (+8min) than the
non-optimised. The blade creep life optimised trajectory demonstrates a
better blade creep life (+3.3%) and blade oxidation life (+9%), with
minimal change to the blade fatigue life and the disc creep life. The blade
creep life optimised trajectory is achieved at a greater cost per flight
(+1.6%) than the non-optimised, and emits marginally more flight NOx
(+0.6%). The +3% rise in operating costs for the blade creep life
optimised trajectory would convert into an annual increase of
approximately US$0.78million per aircraft. The excess fuel burn would
result in CO2 emissions of approximately 671 tonnes per aircraft
annually. The flight time penalty incurs an increase in time related costs.
 In comparison, the results show the blade fatigue life optimised trajectory
burns marginally more fuel (+0.5%) and takes time (+1.5min) than the
non-optimised. The blade fatigue life optimised trajectory demonstrates a
better blade creep life (+1.8%) and a marginal change to the blade
oxidation life. The blade fatigue life for the optimised trajectory was found
to be the same as for the non-optimised. The disc creep life has minimal
change. The blade fatigue life optimised trajectory is achieved at a higher
cost per flight (approximately by US$0.16million annually per aircraft)
than the non-optimised, and emits more ICAO LTO (+4.4%).
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 In comparison, the results show the blade oxidation life optimised
trajectory burns more fuel (+4.2%) and takes more time (+7.7min) than
the non-optimised. The blade oxidation life optimised trajectory
demonstrates a shorter blade creep life (-1.6%) and a better blade
oxidation life (+9.6%). The blade fatigue life for the optimised trajectory
was found to be the same as for the non-optimised. The disc creep life
had marginal change. The blade oxidation life optimised trajectory is
achieved at a higher cost per flight (+2.6%) than the non-optimised,
which converts to approximately US$0.82million annually per aircraft.
The trajectory demonstrates marginal change to the ICAO LTO NOx
(+0.8%) and lower flight NOx (-1.2%) emissions. The excess fuel
converts to 940 tonnes of CO2 per aircraft annually.
 In comparison, the results show the disc creep life optimised trajectory
burns marginally less fuel (-0.5%) and takes more time (+1.9min) than
the non-optimised. The disc creep life optimised trajectory demonstrates
a marginally better blade creep life (+0.9%) and marginal change to the
blade oxidation life (-0.1%). The blade fatigue life for the non-optimised
was found to be the same as for the optimised trajectory. The disc creep
life is marginally changed (+0.3%). The disc creep life optimised
trajectory is achieved at a higher cost per flight (approximately
US$0.13million per aircraft annually) than the non-optimised, and is
environmentally friendly, emitting a lower ICAO LTO NOx (-2.4%) and
flight NOx (-0.7%).
London – Ankara
 The results show that compared to the non-optimised, the fuel burn
optimised trajectory demonstrates a reduction in mission fuel burn (-
3.3%) and takes a shorter flight mission time (-3.7min). The fuel burn
optimised trajectory has a shorter blade creep life (-2.1%) and a shorter
blade oxidation life (-4.9%). The fuel burn optimised trajectory is
achieved at a lower cost per flight (-1.4%) and higher ICAO LTO (+6.1%)
and lower flight NOx (-3.8%) emissions than the non-optimised. The -
3.3% savings in operating costs convert into annual savings of
approximately US$0.37million per flight at today’s fuel prices of US$2.92
per gallon. Assuming an aircraft fleet of 50 would give annual savings of
US$18.5million. The less flight time implies a further reduction in
operating costs in the form of time related costs. This indicates that the
fuel burn optimised trajectory may be the preferred choice for operators,
with significant savings even in scenarios where the fuel prices and time
related costs rise significantly. The reduction in fuel burn converts into an
annual reduction of 818 tonnes in CO2 per aircraft.
 In comparison, the results show the blade creep life optimised trajectory
burns more fuel (+2.5%) and takes more mission time (+13.3min) than
the non-optimised. The blade creep life optimised trajectory
demonstrates a better blade creep life (+2.8%) and blade oxidation life
(+4.1%), with minimal change to the blade fatigue life and the disc creep
life. The blade creep life optimised trajectory is achieved at a greater cost
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per flight (+2.7%) than the non-optimised, and emits more ICAO LTO
(+2.8%) and more flight NOx (+1.5%). The +2.5% rise in operating costs
for the blade creep life optimised trajectory converts into an annual
increase of approximately US$0.71million per aircraft. The excess fuel
burn converts into approximately 618 tonnes of CO2 emissions per
aircraft annually.
 In comparison, the results show the blade fatigue life optimised trajectory
burns more fuel (+4.6%) and takes more time (+17.9min) than the non-
optimised. The blade fatigue life optimised trajectory demonstrates a
shorter blade creep life -2.2%) and a better blade oxidation life (+4.9%).
The blade fatigue life for the optimised trajectory was found to be the
same as for the non-optimised. The disc creep life has marginal change.
The blade fatigue life optimised trajectory is achieved at a higher cost per
flight (approximately US$10.5million annually per aircraft) than the non-
optimised. The excess fuel burn converts into approximately 1147 tonnes
of CO2 annually per aircraft.
 In comparison, the results show the blade oxidation life optimised
trajectory burns more fuel (+5.4%) and takes more time (+20.4min) than
the non-optimised. The blade oxidation life optimised trajectory
demonstrates a shorter blade creep life (-3%) and a better blade
oxidation life (+5%). The blade fatigue life for the non-optimised was
found to be the same as for the optimised trajectory. The disc creep life
has marginal change. The blade oxidation life optimised trajectory is
achieved at a higher cost per flight (+4.7%) than the non-optimised,
which converts to approximately US$21million annually per aircraft. The
excess fuel converts to 1355 tonnes of CO2 per aircraft annually and is
harsh to the environment emitting more ICAO LTO NOx (+3.3%) and
flight NOx (+1.2%).
 In comparison, the results show the disc creep life optimised trajectory
burns less fuel (-1.1%) and takes less time (-5.0min) than the non-
optimised. The disc creep life optimised trajectory demonstrates a
marginally better blade creep life (+0.9%) and a shorter blade oxidation
life (-2.9%). The blade fatigue life was found to be marginally changed (-
0.1%) and the disc creep life by +0.4%. The disc creep life optimised
trajectory is achieved at lower cost per flight (approximately
US$0.29million per aircraft annually) than the non-optimised, and emits
lower ICAO LTO NOx (-3%) and lower flight NOx (-2.3%) emissions.
London – Abu Dhabi
 The results show that compared to the non-optimised, the fuel burn
optimised trajectory demonstrates a reduction in mission fuel burn (-
6.4%) and takes less time (-12.4min). The fuel burn optimised trajectory
has a shorter blade creep life (-3.6%) and a shorter blade oxidation life (-
2.2%). The fuel burn optimised trajectory is achieved at a lower cost per
flight (-3.7%). The -6.4% savings in operating costs convert into annual
savings of approximately US$0.83million per aircraft at today’s fuel
prices of US$2.92 per gallon. Assuming an aircraft fleet of 50 would give
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annual savings of US$41.5million. The shorter flight time implies a further
savings in operating costs in the form of time related costs. The results
indicate that the fuel burn optimised trajectory may be the preferred
choice for operators where fuel prices to rise significantly compared to
time related costs. The reduction in fuel burn converts into an annual
reduction of 1663 tonnes in CO2 emissions per aircraft. The fuel burn
optimised trajectory is friendly on the environment in terms of less flight
NOx (-30.3%), but is harsh in terms of more ICAO LTO (+16.2%) and
emissions than the non-optimised.
 In comparison, the results show the blade creep life optimised trajectory
burns less fuel (-1.4%) and takes less time (-4.2min) than the non-
optimised. The blade creep life optimised trajectory demonstrates a
better blade creep life (+3.2%) and blade oxidation life (+3.6%), with
minimal change to the blade fatigue life and the disc creep life. The blade
creep life optimised trajectory is achieved at a marginally lower cost per
flight (-0.8%) than the non-optimised, and emits more ICAO LTO
(+27.9%) and less flight NOx -26.9%. The -1.4% benefit in operating
costs for the blade creep life optimised trajectory would convert into an
annual reduction of approximately US$0.23million per aircraft. The
reduction in fuel burn would result in CO2 emissions reduction of
approximately 355 tonnes per aircraft annually. The flight time reduction
gives benefit to the time related costs.
 In comparison, the results show that the blade fatigue life optimised
trajectory burns less fuel (-1.4%) and takes the same flight time as the
non-optimised. The blade fatigue life optimised trajectory demonstrates a
marginally better blade creep life (+0.8%). The blade fatigue life
optimised trajectory is achieved at a lower cost per flight (approximately
by US$0.15million annually per aircraft) than the non-optimised, and is
environmentally friendly, emitting less ICAO LTO (-21.7%) and less flight
NOx (-27.9%). The reduced fuel burn converts into a reduction in CO2
emissions of 370 tonnes per aircraft annually.
 In comparison, the results show that the blade oxidation life optimised
trajectory burns more fuel (+2.5%) and takes more time (+22.4min) than
the non-optimised. The blade oxidation life optimised trajectory
demonstrates a better blade creep life (+2.2%) and blade oxidation life
(+4.7%). The blade oxidation life optimised trajectory is achieved at a
higher cost per flight (+3%) than the non-optimised, which converts to
approximately US$0.67million annually per aircraft. The trajectory is
environmentally friendly with lower ICAO LTO NOx (-26.4%) and flight
NOx (-25.3%) emissions. The excess fuel converts to 657 tonnes of CO2
per aircraft annually.
 In comparison, the results show the disc creep life optimised trajectory is
the same trajectory that gives the fuel burn optimum performance after
4500cycles.
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9.3.2.4 After 5250 cycles
London – Madrid
 The results show that compared to the non-optimised, the fuel burn
optimised trajectory demonstrates a reduction in mission fuel burn (-
3.6%) and takes the same time. The fuel burn optimised trajectory has a
shorter blade creep life (-5.5%) and a shorter blade oxidation life (-
13.7%). The fuel burn optimised trajectory is achieved at a marginally
lower cost per flight (-0.7%) The -0.7% savings in operating costs convert
into annual savings of approximately US$0.24million per aircraft at
today’s fuel prices of US$2.92 per gallon. Assuming an aircraft fleet of 50
would give annual savings of US$12million. The same flight time implies
no change in the time related costs. The results indicate that the fuel
burn optimised trajectory may be the preferred choice for operators
where fuel prices to rise significantly compared to time related costs. The
reduction in fuel burn converts into an annual reduction of 163 tonnes in
CO2 emissions per aircraft. The fuel burn optimised trajectory is
environmentally friendly, and emits lower ICAO LTO NOx (-1.6%) and
lower flight NOx (-1.4 %) emissions than the non-optimised.
 In comparison, the results show the blade creep life optimised trajectory
burns marginally more fuel (+0.7%) and takes more time (+6.3min) than
the non-optimised. The blade creep life optimised trajectory
demonstrates a better blade creep life (+3.8%) and blade oxidation life
(+7.8%), with minimal change to the blade fatigue life and the disc creep
life. The blade creep life optimised trajectory is achieved at a greater cost
per flight (+1.6%) than the non-optimised, and emits more ICAO LTO
(+5.6%) and less flight NOx (-1.6%). The +1.6% rise in operating costs
would convert into an annual increase of approximately US$0.51million
per aircraft. The excess fuel burn would result in CO2 emissions of
approximately 156 tonnes per aircraft annually. The flight time penalty
incurs an increase in time related costs.
 In comparison, the results show the blade fatigue life optimised trajectory
burns marginally less fuel (-0.6%) and takes more flight time (+7.2min)
than the non-optimised. The blade fatigue life optimised trajectory
demonstrates a better blade creep life (+1.4%) and a marginally shorter
blade oxidation life (-0.7%). The blade fatigue life for the optimised
trajectory was found to be the same as for the non-optimised. The disc
creep life has minimal change. The blade fatigue life optimised trajectory
is achieved at a lower cost per flight (approximately by US$0.64million
annually per aircraft) than the non-optimised, and emits more ICAO LTO
(+1.4%). The lower fuel converts into a reduction in CO2 emissions of
approximately 156 tonnes per aircraft annually.
 In comparison, the results show the blade oxidation life optimised
trajectory burns more fuel (+3%) and takes more time (+8min) than the
non-optimised. The blade oxidation life optimised trajectory demonstrates
a marginally better blade creep life (+3.4%) and blade oxidation life
(+9.5%). The blade fatigue life for the optimised trajectory was found to
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be the same as for the non-optimised. The disc creep life had marginal
change. The blade oxidation life optimised trajectory is achieved at a
higher cost per flight (+2.5%) than the non-optimised, which converts to
approximately US$0.77million annually per aircraft. and emits more
ICAO LTO NOx (+1.1%) and less flight NOx (-1.6%) emissions. The
excess fuel converts to 686 tonnes of CO2 per aircraft annually.
 In comparison, the results show the disc creep life optimised trajectory
burns marginally less fuel (-0.4%) and takes more time (+4.6min) than
the non-optimised. The disc creep life optimised trajectory demonstrates
a better blade creep life (+4.4%) and blade oxidation life (+6.5%). The
blade fatigue life for the non-optimised was found to be the same as for
the optimised trajectory. The disc creep life is marginally changed. The
disc creep life optimised trajectory is achieved at a higher cost per flight
(approximately US$0.29million per aircraft annually) than the non-
optimised, and emits a marginally higher ICAO LTO NOx (+0.8%) and
lower flight NOx (-2%) emissions.
London – Ankara
 The results show that compared to the non-optimised, the fuel burn
optimised trajectory demonstrates a reduction in mission fuel burn (-
4.2%) and takes a shorter flight mission time (-1.7min). The fuel burn
optimised trajectory has a shorter blade creep life (-5.8%) and a shorter
blade oxidation life (-7.7%). The fuel burn optimised trajectory is
achieved at a lower cost per flight (-1.5%) and emits marginally more
ICAO LTO (+0.7%) and less flight NOx (-7.6%) emissions than the non-
optimised. The -4.2% savings in operating costs convert into annual
savings of approximately US$0.39million per flight at today’s fuel prices
of US$2.92 per gallon. Assuming an aircraft fleet of 50 would give annual
savings of US$19.5million. The less flight time implies a further reduction
in operating costs in the form of time related costs. This indicates that the
fuel burn optimised trajectory may be the preferred choice for operators,
with significant savings even in scenarios where the fuel prices and time
related costs rise significantly. The reduction in fuel burn converts into an
annual reduction of 1072 tonnes in CO2 per aircraft.
 In comparison, the results show the blade creep life optimised trajectory
burns more fuel (+6.9%) and takes more time (+27.2min) than the non-
optimised. The blade creep life optimised trajectory demonstrates a
better blade creep life (+5.4%) and blade oxidation life (+2%), with
minimal change to the blade fatigue life and the disc creep life. The blade
creep life optimised trajectory is achieved at a greater cost per flight
(+6.2%) than the non-optimised, and emits less flight NOx (-1.9%). The
+6.9% rise in operating costs for the blade creep life optimised trajectory
converts into an annual increase of approximately US$16.1million per
aircraft. The excess fuel burn converts into approximately 1763 tonnes of
CO2 emissions per aircraft annually.
 In comparison, the results show the blade fatigue life optimised trajectory
burns more fuel (+6.2%) and takes more time (+22.8min) than the non-
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optimised. The blade fatigue life optimised trajectory demonstrates a
better blade creep life (+5%) and blade oxidation life (+2.6%). The blade
fatigue life for the optimised trajectory was found to be the same as for
the non-optimised. The disc creep life has marginal change. The blade
fatigue life optimised trajectory is achieved at a higher cost per flight
(approximately US$13.1million annually per aircraft), and emits more
ICAO LTO (+2.9%) and less flight NOx (-2.4%).
 In comparison, the results show the blade oxidation life optimised
trajectory burns more fuel (+7.9%) and takes more time (+27.2min) than
the non-optimised. The blade oxidation life optimised trajectory
demonstrates a shorter blade creep life (-5.7%) and a better blade
oxidation life (+2.6%). The blade fatigue life for the non-optimised was
found to be the same as for the optimised trajectory. The disc creep life
has marginal change. The blade oxidation life optimised trajectory is
achieved at a higher cost per flight (+6.6%) than the non-optimised, and
emits more ICAO LTO NOx (+11.5%) and less flight NOx (-2.4%). The
excess fuel converts to 2029 tonnes of CO2 per aircraft annually.
 In comparison, the results show the disc creep life optimised trajectory
burns marginally less fuel (-0.9%) and takes slightly more time (+1.0min)
than the non-optimised. The disc creep life optimised trajectory
demonstrates a better blade creep life (+2.6%) and a shorter blade
oxidation life (-1.8%). The blade fatigue life was found to be marginally
changed (-0.2%) and the disc creep life by +0.8%.The disc creep life
optimised trajectory is achieved at marginally lower cost per flight
(approximately US$22608 per aircraft annually) than the non-optimised,
and emits less flight NOx (-7.5%) emissions. The reduction in fuel
converts to a reduction of 207 tonnes of CO2 per aircraft annually.
London – Abu Dhabi
 The results show that compared to the non-optimised, the fuel burn
optimised trajectory demonstrates a reduction in mission fuel burn (-7%)
and takes less time (-14.4min). The fuel burn optimised trajectory has a
shorter blade creep life (-6.5%) and a better blade oxidation life (+3.9%).
The disc creep life is more by +0.5%. The fuel burn optimised trajectory
is achieved at a lower cost per flight (-4%) and less ICAO LTO (-6%) and
less flight NOx (-4.6%) emissions than the non-optimised. The -7%
savings in operating costs convert into annual savings of approximately
US$0.91million per flight at today’s fuel prices of US$2.92 per gallon.
Assuming an aircraft fleet of 50 would give annual savings of
US$45.5million. The less flight time implies a further reduction in
operating costs in the form of time related costs. This indicates that the
fuel burn optimised trajectory may be the preferred choice for operators,
with significant savings even in scenarios where the fuel prices and time
related costs rise significantly. The reduction in fuel burn converts into an
annual reduction of 1888 tonnes in CO2 per aircraft.
 In comparison, the results show the blade creep life optimised trajectory
burns marginally less fuel (-0.2%) and takes less time (-6.1min) than the
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non-optimised. The blade creep life optimised trajectory demonstrates a
better blade creep life (+6%) and blade oxidation life (+8.5%), with
minimal change to the blade fatigue life and the disc creep life more by
+1.3%. The blade creep life optimised trajectory is achieved at a lower
cost per flight (-1.2%) than the non-optimised, and emits more ICAO LTO
(+4.7%). The -1.2% reduction in operating costs converts into an annual
reduction of approximately US$0.28million per aircraft.
 In comparison, the results show the blade fatigue life optimised trajectory
burns marginally more fuel (+0.3%) and takes more time (+10.9min) than
the non-optimised. The blade fatigue life optimised trajectory
demonstrates a better blade creep life (+2.3%) and blade oxidation life
(+8.9%). The blade fatigue life for the non-optimised was found to be the
same as for the optimised trajectory. The disc creep life had minimal
change. The blade fatigue life optimised trajectory is achieved at a higher
cost per flight (approximately US$0.27million annually per aircraft) than
the non-optimised, and emits more ICAO LTO (+2.5%).
 In comparison, the results show the blade oxidation life optimised
trajectory burns more fuel (+1%) and takes less time (+11.9min) than the
non-optimised. The blade oxidation life optimised trajectory demonstrates
a better blade creep life (+1.4%) and blade oxidation life (+10%). The
blade fatigue life and disc creep life are unchanged. The blade oxidation
life optimised trajectory is achieved at a higher cost per flight (+0.9%),
which converts to approximately US$0.35million annually per aircraft.
The excess fuel converts to 270 tonnes of CO2 per aircraft annually
 In comparison, the results show the disc creep life optimised trajectory
burns less fuel (-3.2%) and takes less time (-17.9min) than the non-
optimised. The disc creep life optimised trajectory demonstrates a better
blade creep life (+4.3%) and blade oxidation life (+8.8%). The blade
fatigue life is unchanged, and the disc creep life more by +1.6%. The disc
creep life optimised trajectory is achieved at a lower cost per flight
(approximately US$0.68million per aircraft annually) than the non-
optimised, and is environmentally friendly, emitting a lower ICAO LTO
NOx (-8.6%) and lower flight NOx (-1.9%).
9.3.3 Conclusion
The key contribution to knowledge from this PhD was to develop, implement
and demonstrate methodologies to better understand the effect that
environmental taxation in the future may have on the adaptation of optimised
operation methods and novel technologies, which will be aimed specifically at
reducing the aviation industry’s impact on the environment. The key contribution
to knowledge from this research has been a) the assessment of the impact of
airport severity factors on engine life consumption and aircraft performance and
b) the assessment and quantification of the change in engine life usage when
optimising for flight mission fuel burn and the change in flight mission fuel burn
when optimising for engine life usage, without neglecting the influence of engine
component degradation.
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The key conclusions from this PhD are summarised in table 9.1 and
expounded in sections 9.3.3.1 and 9.3.3.2 below.
Table 9.1: Key Conclusions
9.3.3.1 Airport Severity Factors
In conclusion, the airport studies have shown that:
 The need for different operational strategies at different airports cannot
be ignored. It has been shown that high OAT and high altitude airports
such as Abu Dhabi, Ankara, Beirut, Cairo, Madrid and Riyadh have an
effect on the aircraft’s TO performance. It has been shown that the
higher operating temperatures required at these airports, have severe
consequences on the engine component life, fuel burn and emissions
than on operating costs. The significant rise in costs arises when
degradation comes into play. Hence for the operator, if the choice is
operating costs then the strategy for a clean engine operation would be
‘business as usual’. If however the choice is longer engine time on wing,
reduced fuel burn and emissions then a change in operating strategy
would be required to minimise the impact on these metrics.
 Engine component stress levels are particularly high during TO due to
high temperatures and pressure. The high temperatures will inevitably
promote NOx formation. It is the author’s opinion therefore that optimum
TO performance is crucial towards minimising engine component
damage and NOx emissions. Again as with the implications for
operational factors, operational strategies such as derate would be
beneficial for airports such as Abu Dhabi, Cairo, Madrid and Riyadh and
others which are located at high altitude and high OAT. The airliners may
use TO derate, depending on their choice in trade-off between fuel burn
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(and DOC) and engine severity (life consumption) to reduce engine
component damage. Engine TO derate would probably give more
savings in cumulative costs because the engine would not deteriorate so
quickly as to impose a fuel burn penalty. Operators may need to manage
the aircraft’s TO trajectory and develop optimised environmental
trajectories that will have minimal impact on engine maintenance.
 As evidenced by the results when simulating the sandy desert
environment conditions (represented by degradation after 5250cycles) of
Abu Dhabi, Cairo and Riyadh, the environmental condition is important
for engine performance and component degradation (life consumption).
The environment is however difficult to manage, and a possible reprieve
is avoiding high temperatures at TO, which implies use of TO derate as a
strategy. Fleet management is another possibility that may be employed
by operators to mitigate rapid engine damage, frequent shop visits and
high maintenance costs.
9.3.3.2 Trajectory Optimisation Studies
In conclusion, the aircraft trajectory optimisation studies have shown that:
 Fuel burn optimised trajectories incur a time penalty and the higher
maximum temperatures negatively impact on the blade creep and
oxidation lives. These trajectories are attractive when considering fuel
costs, but the benefit in operating costs seems to be somewhat eroded
by the rising time dependent costs, including rising maintenance costs
due to the lower engine component life on these trajectories.
 The blade creep life optimised trajectories incur a penalty on fuel burn,
flight time and NOx emissions except for the longer medium - long range
(London – Abu Dhabi) route. Consequently the fuel and time dependent
variables are highly influential; hence the trajectories are operated at
high cost. Airline operators may be influenced to move to these
trajectories along shorter routes when faced with a significant drop in fuel
and time related costs.
 The blade fatigue life optimised trajectories like the blade creep life
trajectory, incur a penalty on fuel burn and time except for the longer
London – Abu Dhabi route. These trajectories are high cost and there is
no foreseeable change in the blade fatigue life largely because the
fatigue life is a function of the number of start/stop cycles and transient
performance. The ICAO LTO NOx performance of these trajectories is
poor. Consequently flying these trajectories may not necessarily be
attractive to operators.
 The blade oxidation life optimised trajectories are operated at higher fuel
burn and more mission time. Consequently (as with the blade creep life
trajectories) the fuel and time dependent variables are highly influential,
resulting in high operating costs. These trajectories are also
environmentally unfriendly and would incur further costs in the likelihood
of emissions taxation. The improvements in blade oxidation life may not
warrant operators flying these trajectories.
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 The disc creep life optimised trajectories are attractive when considering
fuel burn especially along the short - medium range (London – Ankara)
and medium - long range (London – Abu Dhabi) routes. These
trajectories also show good performance in terms of operating costs and
NOx emissions.
9.4 Recommendations for Future Work
Several assumptions have been made in this work and some have been due
to limitations imposed by time availability. The framework used in the studies
has achieved the key requirements, there is however scope to further develop
the framework and improve on the research. The area of study has not been
fully exhausted and therefore warrants further research. The recommendations
from this research include the following:
a) The current Lifing model calculates the engine lifing time between
overhaul according to the creep, fatigue and oxidation failure modes. These
are used independent of one another. The code could be developed to combine
the lifing methodologies because in reality the failure modes are not entirely
independent of each other but do interact.
b) The current engine performance model allows for engine degradation to
be introduced into the engine model by changing the percentages of the engine
health parameters. As such the levels of degradation are at the discretion of the
user and do not evolve with engine use. A diagnostics and prognostics tool to
predict levels of degradation and accurately capture the mechanisms of failure
could be developed and incorporated to allow for the engine condition to evolve
with use and better represent degradation.
c) The current framework does not include a weather and environment
model and in this work, a change in the health parameters was used to simulate
TO at airports with sandy environments. These health parameters were used
throughout the flight mission and not just at TO. An improvement could include
a weather and environment model that allows the different conditions at the TO
and landing airport to be simulated. Future work can also include performance
calculations based on hot and cold days.
d) The current study has focused on vertical profiles. This can be expanded
to using actual waypoints on any given route and incorporating horizontal
trajectory profiles.
e) Future studies can include noise as an objective, which though mentioned
has not been within the scope of this work. This would allow ensuring the
optimised trajectories are within the noise regulations around airports.
f) A key driver to lower operating costs is a considerable reduction in fuel
burn. Maintenance costs will inevitably rise with engine life consumption.
Further study of the trade-offs between fuel burn and engine life is therefore
recommended.
g) A GA based optimiser has been used in this work. Future work could
include the use of a hybrid optimiser to ensure the best solution is found.
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Appendices
Appendix 1
Towards Development of a Diagnostic and Prognostic Tool for Civil Aero-
Engine Component Degradation
N. Khani, C. Segovia, R. Navaratne, Vishal Sethi, Riti Singh and Pericles Pilidis
Department of Power & Propulsion, Cranfield University
Bedfordshire MK43 0AL United Kingdom
Abstract
A mechanical device such as an aircraft gas turbine engine will in its lifetime of
service show the effects of damage and deterioration. The damage to (and
deterioration of) an engine has an adverse effect on the engine’s overall
performance. It is therefore vitally important to predict the effects of
deterioration on the performance of an engine and on the economic (fuel burn
and engine life) implications from an operator’s perspective. Engine component
degradation leads to performance deterioration and change, which requires the
engine to run hotter and faster so as to meet the required thrust and aircraft
performance. Increasing engine operating temperatures and engine speed
result in increased creep and fatigue damage to the hot section components
and increases the engine life cycle costs. One way of reducing life cycle costs is
by better usage of the engine and involves being certain about the life potential
of the engine and its components and how this life evolves with use. A sound
understanding of how the engine life evolves and to predict remaining life
requires understanding the engine’s operating environment and how component
damage is sustained and accumulated. Knowledge about the engine condition
and the likely stresses to which it will be subjected is required to analyse engine
component usage and reduce degradation, raise safe-life limits of components
and reduce maintenance requirements. This paper lays the foundation for the
development of a prognostic tool that will capture and model the mechanisms of
degradation, and predict levels of degradation based on engine deployment.
The mechanisms that will cause degradation are assessed and integrated to
establish the requirements of the tool. The paper discusses how degradation
will affect component and engine performance and also the life of the engine.
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Appendix 2
Effects of Aero-Engine Component Degradation on Flight Mission Fuel
Burn and NOx Emissions
N. Khani, B. Venediger, C. Segovia, V. Sethi, P. Pilidis and Y. Li Department of
Power & Propulsion, Cranfield University
Bedfordshire MK43 0AL United Kingdom
Abstract
Aviation contributes about 2-3% of human generated global carbon dioxide
(CO2) emissions and about 3% of the potential warming effect of the total global
emissions that can affect the earth’s climate. Air transport is continuously
growing, and is constantly making strides to reduce its carbon footprint by
reducing fuel consumption through technological and operational advances.
Aviation however still contributes to the ever increasing concentrations of
pollutant gases in the atmosphere including oxides of nitrogen (NOx). At ground
level and in the troposphere (up to 10km above earth’s surface), the presence
of NOx results in an increase in ozone concentration, causing respiratory illness
and impaired vision. In the stratosphere (10km – 50km above earth’s surface),
NOx results in ozone depletion and consequently an increase in ultra-violet
radiation which causes skin cancer and eye diseases. The aviation industry has
been looking at ways to reduce NOx emissions produced by aero-engines.
However, industry’s concentrated effort to improve thermal efficiency (better fuel
efficiency) has led to higher overall pressure ratios and turbine entry
temperatures which in turn promote the production of NOx. Aero-engine
components will during their life time of service suffer the effects of degradation.
This results in changes in component characteristics and adversely affects the
engine’s overall performance, and will affect the fuel burn and NOx emissions.
In this paper, a Techno-economic, Environmental, and Risk Assessment
(TERA) type aero-engine multidisciplinary optimisation tool is used to make
preliminary assessments on the effects of degradation. Investigations are
conducted for fuel burn and flight mission NOx emissions. The full flight mission
NOx is considered and not just for the landing and takeoff cycle because of the
effects of cruise NOx on climate change. The fuel burn and NOx emissions
resulting from degradation are compared to those of an engine with zero
degradation. The results show that to meet the required thrust and aircraft
performance, the degraded engine must compensate by increasing the fuel flow
rate and the turbine entry temperature. The engine is running faster and burning
hotter, thus burning more fuel and emitting more NOx. Trajectory optimisation
studies are conducted for the clean engine (minimum fuel burn and minimum
time) and for the degraded engine (minimum fuel burn). The fuel burn optimised
trajectory burns less fuel whilst taking a longer time than the time optimised
trajectory. The time optimised trajectory has significantly higher NOx emissions.
The fuel burn optimised trajectories for the clean and degraded engines are not
the same. Future work will involve the effects of flow capacity degradation and
the next phase optimised trajectories and the effects of engine life, flight time
and fuel burn on direct operating costs.
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Appendix 3
Effect of engine degradation on fuel burn optimum civil aircraft
trajectories
Clara Segovia Blat: MSc Thesis
Department of Power and Propulsion
Cranfield University
Abstract
During the entire service of an engine in an aircraft, their performance is
changing due to different factors such as the degradation or possible faults and
breakdowns. Not all these factors are predictable since some of them are
sudden events. Nevertheless, some of them can be predicted and, therefore
studied, as in the case of degradation. Degradation is mainly produced by three
mechanisms: • Singular events which refer to the sudden deterioration of the
engine such as foreign engine damage (FOD) or engine surge. • Benign events
which are those associated with the natural ageing of the engine, e.g. thermal
distortion. • "Not entirely benign" events which comprise other factors different
from the natural ageing that also produce degradation such as maintenance
procedures or engine flight operational procedures. Since the singular events
are not predictable, the scenarios that have been taken into account mainly
correspond to the degradation caused by benign events and also "not entirely
benign" events. This project uses a Techno-economic and Environmental Risk
Assessment (TERA) approach, a multidisciplinary scenario which assess the
preliminary design of gas turbine engines. The scope of this work is the study of
the degradation in order to adapt the optimum flight trajectories to the level of
degradation. For airlines, considering the level of degradation on optimum
trajectories is very important as it is a way of reducing maintenance and
operating costs. To achieve this aim a TURBOMATCH simulation code was
used to calculate the uninstalled clean engine performance. Thereafter, it has
been study the effects of the individual degradation of the different components,
i.e. fan, low and high pressure compressors and low and high pressure
turbines, selecting a 2% of degradation in flow capacity and efficiency. The
degraded engine performance has been calculated, studying the effects on net
thrust, SFC, mass flow, PR and TET. Degradation causes the drop of PR, mass
flow and net thrust, whereas the SFC increases. Therefore, in order to achieve
the required net thrust, the TET should be increased and hence, the creep life
of the turbine blades will be reduced. In a further step, the aircraft simulation
code HERMES has been used to obtain the flight mission fuel burn. A based
line trajectory has been selected based on the public domain available data and
the amount of fuel needed to meet this trajectory has been obtained. This
trajectory has been optimised for the minimum fuel burn by changing the cruise
altitude and Mach number, achieving a 5% reduction in fuel. Thereafter, the
baseline trajectory simulation has been applied to the different degradation case
studies and the amount of fuel needed in each case has been calculated. The
results of this analysis show that the LPC degradation is the one which causes
the greatest increase in fuel burn for the baseline trajectory. Following the same
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procedure as with the clean engine, the optimum trajectory in terms of fuel burn
has been obtained for each case of degradation. This study shows the benefits
of flying the optimum trajectory instead of the baseline one, quantifying the
reduction in fuel burn. Meanwhile, an assessment of engine life has been done
using the lifing module of the Economics Model. The purpose of this step was to
determine the degradation of which component causes the greatest effect on
the engine life. The life of the engine is determined with respect to the life of the
most demanding component, the HPT which operates at the highest
temperatures. The results of the study show that the degradation in HPC
shortens the most the engine life.
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Appendix 4
Civil aircraft trajectory analyses: Impact of engine degradation on fuel
burn and emissions
Benjamin Venediger: MSc Thesis
Department of Power and Propulsion
Cranfield University
Abstract
Commercial aviation and air traffic is still expected to grow by 4-5% annually in
the future and thus the effect of aircraft operation on the environment and its
consequences for the climate change is a major concern for all parties involved
in the aviation industry. One important aspect of aircraft engine operation is the
performance degradation of such engines over their lifetime while another
aspect involves the aircraft flight trajectory itself. Therefore, the first aim of this
work is to evaluate and quantify the effect of engine performance degradation
on the overall aircraft flight mission and hence quantify the impact on the
environment with regards to the following two objectives: fuel burned and NOx
emissions. The second part of this study then aims at identifying the potential
for optimised aircraft flight trajectories with respect to those two objectives. A
typical two-spool high bypass ratio turbofan engine in three thrust variants (low,
medium and high) and a typical narrow body single-aisle aircraft similar to the
A320 series were modelled as a basis for this study. In addition, an existing
emissions predictions model has been adapted for the three engine variants.
Detailed parametric and off-design analyses were carried out to define and
validate the performance of the aircraft, engine and emissions models. The
obtained results from a short and medium range flight missions study showed
that engine degradation and engine take-off thrust reduction significantly affect
total mission fuel burn and total mission NOx emissions (including take-off)
generated. A 2% degradation of compressor, combustor and turbine component
parameters caused an increase in total mission fuel burn of up to 5.3% and an
increase in NOx emissions of up to 5.9% depending on the particular mission
and aircraft. However, take-off thrust reduction led to a decrease in NOx
emissions of up to 41% at the expense of an increase in take-off distance of up
to 12%. Subsequently, a basic multi-disciplinary aircraft trajectory optimisation
framework was developed and employed to analyse short and medium range
flight trajectories using one aircraft and engine configuration. Two different
optimisation case studies were performed: (1) fuel burned vs. flight time and (2)
fuel burned vs. NOx emitted. The ii results from a short range flight mission
suggested a trade-off between fuel burned versus flight time and showed a fuel
burn reduction of 3.0% or a reduction in flight time of 6.7% when compared to a
“non-optimised” trajectory. Whereas the optimisation of fuel burn versus NOx
emissions revealed those objectives to be non-conflicting. The medium range
mission showed similar results with fuel burn reductions of 1.8% or flight time
reductions of 7.7% when compared to a “non-optimised” trajectory. Accordingly,
non-conflicting solutions for fuel burn versus NOx emissions have been
achieved. Based on the assumptions introduced for the trajectory optimisation
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analyses, the identified optimised trajectories represent possible solutions with
the potential to reduce the environmental impact. In order to increase the
simulation quality in the future and to provide more comprehensive results, a
refinement and extension of the framework also with additional models taking
into account engine life, noise, weather or operational procedures, is required.
This will then also allow the assessment of the implications for airline operators
in terms of Direct Operating Costs (DOC). In addition, the degree of
optimisation could be improved by increasing the number and type of
optimisation variables.
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Appendix 5
Effect of engine degradation on engine and aircraft performance
Subramanian Chandran: MSc Thesis
Department of Power and Propulsion
Cranfield University
Abstract
In the recent years, tremendous growth of economy and living standard of
peoples in the developed and developing countries has witnesses a significant
increase in civil aviation industries which led to a raise in the number of flights
undertaken globally. Due to the increase flight operation which directly related
to increase pollution in environment, noise and fuel burn by the aircraft. It has
been predicted that in future growth of aviation industry will be larger and have
more impact to the society. In order to reduce and control the environmental
pollution caused by the aviation industries strict rules was introduced by ICAO
and EU. In order to control the environmental problems EU forms a group of
council which led to the formation of ACARE (Advisory Council for Aeronautical
Research in Europe) and also introduced different programs within the purview
of framework programme of the EU. Clean Sky JTI being one such initiative and
main of the project is to speed up the new greener aircraft design to reduce the
environmental pollutions through its Integrated Technology Demonstrators
(ITD). The System for Green Operation ITD (Clean Sky), the main aim of this
work is to carry out a multi-objective optimisation for aircraft trajectory in order
to minimize the fuel burn, emission and noise of the aircraft. The main objective
of this thesis is to assess a parametric analysis of aircraft trajectory in cruise
condition to find out minimum fuel burn and in addition to that the finding
maximum Life of an engine on optimum aircraft trajectory at cruise condition
both objectives are very important aspect to consider for decreasing the
operating and maintenance costs. In order to achieve the above goals,
TURBOMATCH is used to simulate the engine performance model for design
point and for the off-design point. HERMES is used find the fuel burn and time
for the given baseline trajectory. And assessment of engine life has been done
using Lifing model. A parametric analysis is done for aircraft trajectory
optimization in order to find a optimum fuel burn and life of the engine at cruise
condition. As a result of this parametric analysis study defines that under cruise
condition of altitude 12000 meters and Mach number 0.75 the engine gives
optimum fuel burn and life therefore operating and maintenance costs of the
engine is reduced.
